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Preface 

Two disciplines have deeply influenced my transition from computer science to design: semiotics and 

rhetoric. When I learned about the notion of sign and all the types of signs that could exist, it became 

one of my obsessions. I spent time deconstructing visual messages around me, including graphical 

user interfaces. I tried to comprehend or interpret the meaning conveyed through the signs employed 

in the composition of those messages. Moreover, semiotics increased my interest in seeking non-

conventional forms of synthesizing and representing information on graphical user interfaces. This 

interest emerged from old Sci-Fi shows and movies, in which the interfaces were composed of 

abstract shapes, so I always wanted to design interfaces like those in everyday life contexts. At that 

time, I came across with semiotic engineering, a theory of HCI that regards the interface as a message 

sent by the designer to the user during interaction time. Semiotic engineering also offers an 

evaluation method based on the notion of communicability, which I see as a great opportunity to break 

away from the constraints of usability, and focus on the meaning conveyed by the interface widgets, 

no matter whether they are traditional or not. I had the pleasure of meeting Clarisse de Souza, the 

author of this theory, and her research group during one of the Latin American HCI conferences 

(CLIHC). Learning about their work made feel excited. I saw a point of convergence between 

semiotics, meaning, non-traditional information representation, and user interfaces. As a result, I 

took the foundations and methods of this theory and applied them to the capstone project of my 

MDes.  
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Rhetoric provided me with a framework for composing visual messages. As it happened with 

semiotics, I was highly motivated to see how I could apply this framework in my graphic work, 

including my web designs. Hanno Ehses, my teacher of rhetoric during my MDes, showed me how 

the application of the modes of appeal and rhetorical figures lead to different visual outcomes. From him, 

I learned that rhetoric is not about deceiving people through discourse, that rhetoric goes beyond 

speeches, and that rhetoric also contributes to the meaning conveyed by visual messages. My first 

attempt of connecting rhetoric and HCI was formulating information architecture as a process that 

involves the three modes of appeal (i.e., logos, ethos, and pathos), so any design outcome could be 

explained regarding the weights assigned to each mode during the process. By the end of my MDes, I 

not only considered a graphical user interface as a designer-to-user sign-based message but also as 

the outcome of a rhetorical process. 

Years later, as a Ph.D. student, I went back to rhetoric. As a result of conducting an exploratory study 

about the use of diagrammatic representations in design processes, I noticed that sketching on a 

whiteboard during a meeting is a phenomenon that can be explained in rhetorical terms. Something 

similar came to my mind regarding computer-based. By suggestion of Erik Stolterman, I decided to 

sign up for the introductory class in rhetoric and public culture in now inexistent Department of 

Communication and Culture at Indiana University. Again, rhetoric changed my mind. That course 

expanded my vision of rhetoric. It was an update of perspectives that allowed me to see how rhetoric 

appears and function in different contexts, including religion, sports, the vernacular, 

environmentalism, and fashion. I was fortunate of having Phaedra Pezzullo and great classmates, 
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who were both diverse and passionate regarding their research interests. The course showed me the 

relation of rhetoric to critical studies and the value of rhetorical criticism for framing rhetorical 

practices. It also brought me back to the relation between visual messages and rhetoric. However, 

this time I embraced a critical perspective instead of a generative perspective. The domain of visual 

rhetoric became one of my research interests, including the notion of visual argument. Since then, I 

aim at understanding what the rhetoricity of HCI and interfaces could be, and how the so-called UX 

design process entails rhetorical acts and the creation of arguments. This dissertation is one step, a 

significant one, in my attempt to reach that aim.  
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Omar Sosa Tzec 

delightful interactive systems:  

a rhetorical examination 

 

Delight is present in several types of experiences, including those involving the use of interactive 
systems. To a great extent, we notice when certain design features of such systems provoke our 
delight. Such a feeling is crucial since it influences our perspective towards the system’s 
performance, functionality, or relevance to our everyday lives. In this sense, delight appears as a 
persuasive dimension of the user experience. Hence it is reasonable to ask if rhetoric can help us 
study the relationship between delight and a system’s design features. In this dissertation, I have 
taken a set of concepts from rhetoric as lenses to examine the design of interactive artifacts, 
including static and dynamic interface components and interactions. Specifically, I tested the 
following rhetorical concepts: the function of an image, enthymeme, mode of appeal, trope and 
scheme, and metaphorical tension. Through my examinations, I illustrate one way to bring rhetoric 
into interaction design and show its potential for framing delight in interactive artifacts. As a result, 
I have formulated the concept of interaction delight and other constructs which together work as a 
preliminary theory of delight in interactive systems. Finally, I propose an interpretive examination 
method whose purpose is the articulation of compositional and experiential qualities of interactive 
systems regarding the functions of rhetoric: to persuade, to identify, to invite to understanding, to 
help in self-knowledge and self-discovery, and to shape reality. This method is intended to help an 
interaction design researcher account for how the system argues during the user experience. 
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Erik A. Stolterman, Ph.D. 

______________________________________________ 
Martin A. Siegel, Ph.D. 

______________________________________________ 
Norman M. Su, Ph.D. 

______________________________________________ 
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Chapter 1: 
Introduction 

1.1.  Overview 

In general, this dissertation is a theoretical and methodological exploration. Throughout my doctoral 

studies, I investigated the application of rhetorical concepts for the examination of interactive systems 

and the articulation of their compositional and experiential qualities. This investigation led me to 

develop an initial version of an interpretive method built on rhetorical theory while I learned how to 

make connections between rhetoric and HCI. Although my examinations were initially not related to 

delight in interactive systems, I decided to focus on this concept because I consider it a rhetorical 

element of the user experience. I wanted to know whether my performed examinations and the theory 

behind them could help me obtain a better understanding of what it is and how it manifests during the 

user experience through the design of the system.  

For this dissertation, I carried out a survey of delight and pleasure that encompasses a variety of 

disciplinary perspectives. Later, I synthesized this survey with my learning, observations, and insights 

derived from my performed examinations and literature review on rhetoric. As a result, I developed the 

concept of interaction delight and other constructs which work together as an initial theory on this idea. 

Additionally, I propose a revised version of my interpretive method built on rhetoric, which I call a 

rhetorical examination of an interactive system (REIS). This method is concerned with how the system 

argues during the user experience.  It is intended to articulate compositional and experiential qualities 
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concerning the functions of rhetoric: 1) to persuade, 2) to identify, 3) to invite to understanding, 4) to aid 

in processes of self-discovery and self-knowledge, and 5) to shape reality.  

This document reflects the main components of my work. Below, I explain with more detail why I see 

delight as a rhetorical element of the user experience. I also describe the background and scope of this 

dissertation and list the questions that I seek to answer through it. The second chapter presents the 

survey of delight and pleasure that I have mentioned above. The third chapter presents a literature 

review on rhetoric, the theoretical basis of the series of examinations that I have performed throughout 

my doctoral studies. The next two chapters focus on my method and set of examinations, respectively. It 

is in the sixth chapter when I synthesize all my previous work and introduce the concept of interaction 

delight and an initial theory around it, and also the revised version of my method. At the end of this 

chapter, I discuss the contributions of this dissertation. The seventh chapter explains the limitations of 

this dissertation and future work. 

1.2.  Motivation  

I believe that delight is an important aspect of human experiences. We can recognize that spark, that 

instant of pleasure, joy, and happiness, within the experiences that we have. I consider delight an 

important dimension of human experience because it somehow connects us with the present and also 

with the world outside of our minds. We might experience delight when we observe the majestic colors 

of the trees in the Fall, when we unexpectedly come across that old good friend from school, when we as 

children open our Christmas gifts and find our wishes materialized, when we take a warm shower after 
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a long day of work, or when we suddenly receive a hug from a person we love. From my perspective, 

delight seems crucial for us to realize how meaningful an experience is, not only at the moment in which 

it happens, but also afterwards. Instances of delight within an experience might affect our assessment 

or perception of it, and thus influences us making decisions or moving forward in life. Delight, and 

affect in general, has an effect on how we frame moments, memories, expectations, and actions. 

We might regard human-made objects or creations as the source of delight in some experiences. It might 

be the case that an object symbolizes the fulfillment of a life goal and having it as part of the experience 

becomes necessary, so its presence in the experience causes delight to us. Examples of this case of 

experience include getting into a new-brand car that was bought as a result of a promotion, obtaining a 

limited time Unicorn Frappuccino drink after looking for it in several coffee shops, and standing in front 

of The Garden of Earthly Delights at the Museo del Prado, in Madrid. It might also be the case that certain 

features of that object or creation appear engaging to us and they cause delight when we notice and 

sense them. For example, when we use our hands to follow slowly and carefully the smooth but dynamic 

lines of that recently bought new car, when we taste the sweet-sour combination of flavors from that 

unicorn drink, or when we contemplate and deconstruct the intricacies of the Garden of Earthly 

Delights (Fig. 1.1). Moreover, the human-made creation might be intangible (to some extent), and yet, it 

might be the source of delight in an experience or have certain features that cause delight to us during 

the experience. For example, our favorite music composition that we play when we seek to relax and 

have personal space, or a fast advancing queue at a bureaucratic office. Human-made creations or 
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objects, whether they are tangible or not, derive from a design process, and hence we can examine the 

relationship between design and delight.  

 

Figure 1.1. Detail of The Garden of Earthly Delights by Bosch (1510). 

I see no exception about this relationship in the interactive systems that we utilize in our everyday lives, 

including mobile apps. Sometimes, we might come across certain features in the design of such apps 

that do not seem to contribute to completing the task, yet they seem relevant to conveying closure and 

adding expressivity as part of the user experience. What we might find interesting is how the composition 

of these features support the emergence of delight. For example, when we type a word congratulations or 

congrats on the iOS native app for text messaging, an explosion of confetti appears at the top of the 

screen (Fig. 1.2). This brief animation has no functional purpose since the task at hand is sending a text 

message. Rather, iOS uses the explosion of confetti to indicate us that it understands the word that we are 
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sending as message, including its positive connotation. It might be the case that such an animation 

becomes a source of delight during the user experience. We might perceive the explosion as an 

appropriate representation of the happiness that we are communicating through the text message, and 

we may give some some significance to the attention that iOS is paying regarding to our actions (i.e., user 

input). Perhaps, these two situations together are enough to evoke our delight.  

Nevertheless, we might notice that some design features capable of causing delight are more subtle and 

closer to supporting a functional aspect of the app rather than adding an aspect of expressivity to it. For 

example, the Yahoo! Weather app comprises a series of information containers, and one of them shows 

information about the dawn and sunset times, the current position of the sun regarding the horizon, 

and the expected Moon phase for the night. When we swipe up and that container appears on the 

screen, the app shows an animation of the sun’s journey from the horizon to its current position, so we 

can understand how much light we still have for the rest of the day (Fig. 1.3). We might experience 

delight by perceiving this design feature since it helps us comprehend a real-world phenomenon in a 

simple visual fashion However, once the animation is over, we might experience delight as a result of 

using the visualization to make a decision. For example, the app shows us the current weather when we 

open it, so noticing that we have enough daylight might encourage us to go out for a walk if the weather 

is good for us. In this sense, coming across this design feature and realizing how it adds value to the use 

of the app might cause an instant of delight in us.  
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Figure 1.2. Animation that appears when a user types the word congrats in the iOS text messages app.  
Personal device screenshot. 

     

Figure 1.3.Animated visualization that shows the sun’s position regarding the horizon. Personal device screenshot. 

The examples above suggest an interesting aspect of the relationship between delight and design: the 

delight that derives from a design feature of a particular interactive system seems to fulfill a rhetorical 

function during interaction time. In other words, I posit the idea that delight might relate to a 

rhetorical dimension of the user experience. By rhetorical function, I mean persuading the user, trying 

to make the user identify with someone (or something, like the system’s ethos when seen as a product), 

helping the user attain self-discovery or self-knowledge, inviting the user to understand someone else’s 
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perspective, or shaping the user’s perception of reality (Foss, 2009; Foss, Foss, & Trapp, 2001). For 

example, being delighted by the explosion of confetti might have an attitudinal effect on us since it 

affects our perception of the experience of sending a text message via iOS. As a result, we might prefer 

this platform over others. We might consider a similar situation regarding the visualization employed 

by the Yahoo! Weather app. Being delighted by the idea of having enough daylight and a weather that we 

like might have effects in our behavior. We might change our short-term plans based not only on the 

numerical information displayed on the screen but also on the emotional response to the visualization. 

Two questions arise from considering that interactive systems of the everyday life, including mobile 

apps, could be taking advantage of delight to fulfill a persuasive role or shaping a persuasive user 

experience: 1) how can we describe the ways in which the design features of an interactive system may cause 

delight? 2) And given the resulting descriptions, how can they help us understand and talk about the persuasive 

character of delight regarding the artifact’s design and the user experience? 

When we consider delight as related to the persuasive role of an interactive system or to the 

persuasiveness of the user experience, we leave open the possibility of including rhetoric as part of the 

picture. Traditionally, rhetoric is the discipline concerned with persuasion (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001). 

Since Aristotle defined it as the ability of observing in any given case the available means of persuasion 

(E. P. Corbett, Roberts, Bywater, & others, 1984), the concept of rhetoric evolved during the years, going 

from a relegated position in which rhetoric is just a matter of style and ornamentation to a 

conceptualization related to processes of argumentation and identification as well as the production of 

discourse and knowledge in societies (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001; Covino & Jolliffe, 1995; Foss et al., 2001; 
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Gill, 1994). Nowadays, we generally regard rhetoric as the human use of symbols for communication 

purposes (Foss, 2009; Foss et al., 2001). In the end, we could consider rhetoric as a discipline concerned 

with the creation, form, circulation, appropriation, and the persuasive character of both linguistic and 

non-linguistic human-made compositions. In this sense, rhetoric and design appear related (Buchanan, 

1985, 2001a; Ehses, 2008; Halstrøm, 2016). Hence, we can glimpse the applicability of rhetoric in the 

design of interactive systems, including the design of their user interfaces. Consequently, one pertinent 

question that we could ask is: can rhetoric help us address the role in interactive systems, as posed in the other two 

previous questions? 

The ideas above sketch a picture in which rhetoric, design, delight, interactive systems, and user 

experiences belong together. Now, we could ask whether this picture fits into the discipline of HCI or if 

HCI is part of this picture. From my perspective, one way of approaching to questions of this type is by 

considering rhetoric in the broad sense, not only as a discipline whose only contribution is to talk about 

persuasion (in the narrow sense). For example, we could consider rhetoric in relation to argumentation 

and dialectics (Blair, 2012a) the rhetoric of visual and multimodal compositions (Atzmon, 2011; 

Brummett, 1994; Handa, 2004; Hill & Helmers, 2012; Kjeldsen, 2015; McQuarrie & Phillips, 2008), or the 

connection between rhetoric and affect (Murray, 2009), as an attempt to expand our understanding of 

this discipline. Here, I want us to be careful and not limiting ourselves to think of rhetoric as the mere 

effect that speeches could have or as a deceptive practice. Rather, I want us to consider that rhetoric also 

deals with shaping multimodal compositions, the effectiveness of communication, and matters of 

affect.  
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Everything stated so far reflects the concerns of this dissertation. Through this work, I explore the 

application of rhetoric for the examination of interactive systems, including their interfaces and 

interactions. My aim is to evaluate whether rhetorical examinations can help us articulate compositional 

and experiential qualities of interactive systems, particularly delight. In this sense, I hope the results of 

this project contribute to the development of a vocabulary for framing design practices in human-

computer interaction (HCI). Since this dissertation is in HCI and not in rhetoric, I want us to keep in 

mind that we are seeking to understand how the rough picture comprising rhetoric, design, delight, 

interactive systems, and user experiences fits into the concerns of HCI. Below, I present the HCI 

background into which I position this picture.  Later, I specify the scope of this dissertation based on the 

disciplinary boundaries of the HCI domains from such a background.  

1.3.  Background 

1.3.1.  Experience, aesthetics, and the hedonic quality as research subjects in HCI 

During the first decade of the 21st century, HCI scholars started talking about a new wave, a paradigmatic 

shift in their discipline. In this regard, HCI epistemological concerns and frameworks have moved from 

a focus on human factors to a focus on classical cognitivism and information process, and finally, to a 

focus on the notion of experience (Bødker, 2006; Harrison, Tatar, & Sengers, 2007). Instead of regarding 

(human-computer) interaction as a man-machine coupling or as information processing, scholars of 

this field started considering interaction as an element phenomenologically situated in the world (p. 5) As a 

result, other HCI scholars started paying attention to theories and methods from other disciplines that 

had addressed the notion of interaction in other contexts; for example, ethnography (p. 12). In this 
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sense, it is no surprise that perspectives from art, humanities, and social science have been appropriated 

for the advancement of HCI. In particular, the humanities have made a significant contribution by 

helping HCI scholars account for the relation between the notions of experience, aesthetics, and 

interaction (Bergström & Jonsson, 2016; Fiore, Wright, & Edwards, 2005; Höök, Ståhl, et al., 2015; Höök, 

Jonsson, Ståhl, & Mercurio, 2016; Lim, Stolterman, Jung, & Donaldson, 2007; Petersen, Iversen, Krogh, & 

Ludvigsen, 2004). 

During the transition to the so-called third wave of HCI, scholars brought to the table a discussion 

around the notion of design and its role in the production of knowledge in HCI. As a result, they started 

making a distinction between design-oriented research and research-oriented design (Fallman, 2003) and also 

defining designerly terms, including designer, design research, design thinking, and interaction design 

(Hallnäs & Redström, 2006; Löwgren & Stolterman, 2004; Zimmerman, Forlizzi, & Evenson, 2007). A 

key consequence of this scholarly discussion is the acknowledgement of design as a form of inquiry 

capable of producing knowledge in HCI, the so-called research through design (Gaver, 2012; Zimmerman et 

al., 2007). Nevertheless, this consequence also brought a new challenge to HCI scholars: to find ways of 

framing and documenting knowledge generated by design practices within HCI (Bardzell, Bardzell, 

Dalsgaard, Gross, & Halskov, 2016; Bardzell, Bardzell, & Hansen, 2015; Gaver, 2012; Höök, Bardzell, et al., 

2015; Höök & Löwgren, 2012).  

Some HCI scholars argue that intermediate knowledge forms are appropriate to frame design-oriented 

research practices in HCI (Höök, Bardzell, et al., 2015; Höök, Dalsgaard, et al., 2015; Höök & Löwgren, 
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2012). These scholars consider that building interactive systems produces a type of knowledge, which 

comprises insights and understandings pertaining to particular design situations (Höök, Bardzell, et al., 

2015, p. 34). Nevertheless, this knowledge is highly contextual and situated (Höök, Dalsgaard, et al., 2015, 

p. 2430). Hence, these scholars look for ways to capture and translate knowledge derived from particular 

systems into a broader academic knowledge (Bardzell et al., 2016, p. 96). This intermediate knowledge 

lies above the knowledge obtained from creating particular systems but below the category of universal 

theories (Höök, Dalsgaard, et al., 2015, p. 2430). Intermediate knowledge can be generative or evaluative 

and take different forms. Strong concepts and annotated portfolios are examples of generative intermediate 

knowledge, whereas experiential qualities and criticism belong to the category of evaluative forms  (Höök & 

Löwgren, 2012, p. 23:2).  

Regarding criticism, some HCI scholars argue that a critical reception of interactive systems could benefit 

researchers and practitioners in producing knowledge about genres, material, forms, meanings, and 

socio-political aspects (Bardzell et al., 2015, p. 2095). Criticism appears in HCI as a result of considering 

knowledge-producing tactics from art and humanities traditions (Bardzell et al., 2015, p. 2093) given the 

shift towards the notion of experience and its connection with the notion of aesthetics (Bardzell & 

Bardzell, 2015, p. 79). In this regard, scholars have demonstrated the viability of criticism for the 

articulation of aesthetic qualities of interactions (Löwgren, 2009). In general, explorations of such 

qualities gained momentum with the paradigmatic shift in HCI ((Baljko & Tenhaaf, 2008; Fiore et al., 

2005; Höök et al., 2016; Lim et al., 2007; Petersen, Hallnäs, & Jacob, 2008; Petersen et al., 2004)). 

Criticism thus appears on the scene as one way of framing aesthetic experiences and interactions 
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(Andersen & Pold, 2011; Bardzell, 2011; Bardzell & Bardzell, 2015; Bardzell, Bolter, & Löwgren, 2010). 

Nevertheless, it might be the case that many HCI scholars with no training in arts and humanities, or 

even in traditional fields of design, which promote criticism as part of the learning process, would face 

some difficulties in performing criticism. Because of its recent introduction into HCI, criticism might 

need amicable formulations to reach a broader audience.  

With the arrival of the third wave in HCI came a recognition of the critical role of emotions in decision-

making, perception, human interaction, and human intelligence. Consequently, HCI scholars stated 

exploring the domain of affective computing, the type of computing that relates to, arises from, or 

deliberatively influences emotions (Picard, 1995). In addressing the relation between emotion, 

experience, and design choices, HCI scholars noticed that predicting or controlling emotional 

experiences is extremely difficult. Yet, they have demonstrated that certain controllable design features 

could lead to consistent emotion patterns (Lim et al., 2008). As a result of this affective turn, joy and 

pleasure have become two subjects of frequent study (Blythe, Overbeeke, Monk, & Wright, 2005; Brown 

& Juhlin, 2015; Buccini & Padovani, 2007; Costello & Edmonds, 2007; Hassenzahl et al., 2013; Tuch, 

Presslaber, Stöcklin, Opwis, & Bargas-Avila, 2012).  

The study of the hedonic quality has become also a matter of interest in HCI (Diefenbach, Kolb, & 

Hassenzahl, 2014; Hassenzahl, 2003; Hassenzahl, Diefenbach, & Göritz, 2010; Hassenzahl, Platz, 

Burmester, & Lehner, 2000; Hassenzahl, Wiklund-Engblom, Bengs, Hägglund, & Diefenbach, 2015; 

Kujala, Roto, Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, & Sinnelä, 2011). Scholars focusing on such a quality investigate 
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the role of non-instrumental attributes in the generation of pleasure during the user experience and also 

in the user’s psychological well-being. Hedonic attributes have the function of causing stimulation, 

communicating identity, and provoking emotions (Hassenzahl, 2003, p. 35). Certain categories have 

emerged from the different definitions of the hedonic quality in HCI. Positive affect, stimulation, and visual 

beauty are three of them. The category of positive affect relates the hedonic quality to affect, emotion, 

pleasure, enjoyment, and happiness. The category of stimulation relates that quality to stimulation, fun, 

and entertainment. Finally, the category of visual beauty relates the hedonic in HCI to beauty, 

aesthetics, and visual appeal (Diefenbach et al., 2014, p. 307). In assessing the hedonic quality, HCI 

scholars have followed both quantitative and qualitative approaches. However, they have expressed a 

concerned about the predominance of quantitative studies. They indicate that such a subjective quality 

requires more open qualitative approaches to overcome the bridge between quantitative model-based 

approaches and qualitative design-based approaches (Diefenbach et al., 2014, p. 312).  

1.3.2.  An attempt to navigate between two perspectives 

By reviewing the background above, we can notice certain relations among topics, and how all of them 

converge to the notion of experience. However, the same notion seems to have created a division in HCI. 

Some scholars address the design and evaluation of interactive systems and the notion of experience by 

following what looks like a traditional perspective, one more oriented towards psychology or the scientific 

method for that matter. Other scholars have turned to philosophy, and humanities in general, to address 

the same subjects. Certainly, both perspectives have deeply contributed to the characterization and 

assessment of the notion of experience in the context of HCI. On the one hand, the traditional 
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perspective helps us distinguish between pragmatic and hedonic attributes, and understand 

experiential qualities as judgments derived from the appreciation of such attributes during interactions 

with the artifact. The other perspective, which I will refer to for the moment as the designerly-humanistic 

perspective, has demonstrated the applicability of traditions from arts and humanities to account for 

something so subjective and complex as the notion of experience. Moreover, the designerly-humanistic 

perspective has contributed to frame aesthetics as a quality derived from usage (i.e., interactions with 

the system).  

The notion of design as part of the big picture of HCI makes the distinction between the two 

perspectives more prominent. Acknowledging RtD as a legitimate form of inquiry in HCI has 

encouraged scholars to break away from the traditional perspective, even though the subjects to be 

investigated seem to be the same. There is an agenda among scholars following the designerly-

humanistic perspective to explore what else arts and humanities have to offer for the advancement of 

RtD. In this sense, they seem to consolidate not only RtD, but interaction design as a research domain in 

HCI. The so-called intermediate knowledge forms are an indication of this agenda, but not the only one. 

We can also talk about deconstructivist interaction design, speculative design, and critical design as indications 

of the same agenda (Auger, 2013; Bardzell & Bardzell, 2013; Bardzell, Bardzell, & Stolterman, 2014; 

Murer, Fuchsberger, & Tscheligi, 2015; Wakkary, Odom, Hauser, Hertz, & Lin, 2015). However, we 

should recognize that the traditional perspective also cares about matters of design, experience, affect, 

and emotions. A good indication of this agenda is the consolidation of the hedonic as a research domain 

in HCI and the emergence of the eudaimonic quality in HCI (Mekler & Hornbæk, 2016; Müller, Mekler, & 
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Opwis, 2015; Seaborn, 2016; Zhang & Umemuro, 2011). Moreover, we see above that scholars focused on 

the hedonic quality ask for the development of qualitative approaches as a relevant matter in their 

domain.  

From my viewpoint, it makes no sense to ask what perspective offers a better account of experience, 

experiential qualities, design aspects, aesthetics, or even delight. I rather ask: where is a good starting point 

to navigate both perspectives back and forth? Such a question shifts my mindset and encourages me to 

consider overlaps between research domains rather than paying attention to the two perspectives 

separately. For example, by overlapping the domain of the hedonic and the domain of criticism, we can 

consider the ways in which intermediate knowledge forms could complement the quantitative 

approaches to the hedonic in HCI. In the form of a question, we could ask: how could criticism, a recognized 

method for the generation of intermediate knowledge in RtD, contribute to addressing the AttractDiff questionnaire 

so widely used by HCI scholars addressing the hedonic quality? (Diefenbach et al., 2014, p. 308; Hassenzahl, 

2004). In a similar fashion, I look forward to answering questions around delight, yet with a rhetorical 

emphasis. Metaphorically speaking, I will pin down the overlap of several domains in HCI through 

rhetoric for this dissertation. In that way, I expect to define a narrow yet rich research space in which I 

can explore the application of rhetoric to articulate compositional and experiential qualities, and 

therefore understand how to characterize delight as a first step of such an application.  
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1.4.  Scope 

As I mention above, I situate the aim of this dissertation within the overlap of several domains of HCI. 

Besides this aim, the overlap shows my research interest in HCI, and indicate my starting point with 

respect to this work. Standing on this overlap, I see delight as a matter that fits in the intersection of 

interaction design, user experience, the hedonic, aesthetics of interaction, humanistic HCI, and interaction/interface 

criticism (Fig. 1.4). Interaction design helps me think of delight as something composable. I consider that 

evoking delight can be part of the designer’s intent and that giving form to delightful aspects of both 

interface and interaction follows an iterative abduction-based compositional process. From the domain 

of user experience, I take the model proposed by Hassenzahl (2003, p. 32) into account. I glimpse delight 

not only as a consequence of the interactions with the artifact, but also as an element of the experience 

related to the hedonic attributes. Therefore, the hedonic is included as one of the domains that 

determine the disciplinary scope of this dissertation. However, I only seek to address, if possible, the 

concern about the development of qualitative approaches to designing or evaluating the hedonic quality 

in HCI.  

I include the domain of aesthetics of interactions as a preliminary attempt to create a bridge between 

the traditional perspective and the designerly-humanistic perspective that I mention above. The notion 

of user experience in its broadest sense functions as the foundation for such a bridge. By including 

aesthetics of interaction, I embrace the influential pragmatist perspective by McCarthy and Wright 

(2004) that has led to the formulation of interaction as experience (Hornbæk & Oulasvirta, 2017). 

Through aesthetics of interaction, I also try to link the domains of the user experience and the hedonic 
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with the accounts of HCI based on humanities (i.e., humanistic HCI). Within the domain of humanistic 

HCI, criticism is one method to generate theory based on the analysis of particular interactive systems, 

and as I mention above, scholars synthesize outcomes of interface/interaction criticism to form 

intermediate knowledge for interaction design.  

 

Figure 1.4.Overlap of domains that relates to the scope of this dissertation. 

Within the overlap of all those HCI domains, I include rhetorical considerations to see how or to what 

extent rhetoric can help us talk about delight. In exploring that constrained space, I will consider 

rhetoric as a discipline that is concerned with the invention, form, style, and delivery of arguments 
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(Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001; E. P. J. Corbett & Connors, 1999) and therefore related to logic and dialectics 

(Blair, 2012a). Additionally, I will consider rhetoric as a discipline that deals with both linguistic and 

non-linguistic compositions, and also with affect in relation to audiences (Atzmon, 2011; Brummett, 

1994; Buchanan, 1985; Handa, 2004; Hill & Helmers, 2012; Kostelnick & Hassett, 2003; McQuarrie & 

Phillips, 2008; Murray, 2009). Finally, I will consider a conceptualization of rhetoric as the human use of 

symbols for persuading others, shaping knowledge and reality, and inviting to a common 

understanding (Foss, 2009; Foss et al., 2001; Gill, 1994). At the methodological level, I will consider 

rhetorical analysis or rhetorical criticism as the basis for my method. I think rhetorical analysis is an 

appropriate initial demonstration of how rhetoric generates theory (Foss, 2009). 

Regarding objects of study or data, I will mostly consider mobile apps since they fall within the overlap of 

these domains and because I am concerned about the dominant role that such designs have in our 

everyday lives. In many modern societies, visual information is dominant, and the proliferation of 

mobile devices, including smartphones, have increased its deployment, consumption, circulation, and 

appropriation. I see this situation as relevant to interaction design, rhetoric, and information design, 

and to the intersection of these three domains. Mobile apps and their graphical user interfaces have 

design features that cause delight in us, are constantly engaging us in of user experiences (in the HCI 

sense), are an unexplored terrain regarding aesthetics of interactions, are suitable artifacts for 

interface/interaction criticism, and are exemplars of how the hedonic quality works in large 

populations.  
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1.5.  Research questions 

The motivation, background, and scope introduce above lead me to formulate an overarching question: 

How can we use rhetoric for the examination of interactive systems, in terms of both their 

interfaces and interactions, directed toward the articulation of compositional and experiential 

qualities, including delight? 

There are other questions that derive from this primary question. For this dissertation, I focus on the 

following: 

1)   What are the advantages and limitations of both rhetorical theory and rhetorical analysis 

regarding the examination of interactive systems? 

2)   To what extent and how well does a rhetorical examination help in the articulation of 

compositional and experiential qualities of interactive systems? 

3)   To what extent and how well does a rhetorical examination help in the characterization of 

delight either as a compositional or experiential quality? 

4)   How does a rhetorical examination of interactive systems relate to the production of 

intermediate knowledge in HCI? 

5)   How does a rhetorical perspective, both in terms of theory and examination, compare with 

existing methods in the overlap of domains considered for this dissertation? 
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1.6.  Contributions 

This dissertation has two type of contributions: theoretical and methodological. On the side of the 

theoretical contributions, I formulate the concept of interaction delight and other constructs related to 

this concept. Together, they work as the preliminary version around this concept. This theory of 

interaction delight synthesizes a variety of viewpoints about pleasure and delight. It also draws on the 

theory of rhetoric and argumentation. Additionally, it takes into account the learning that I have 

obtained from performing a series of examinations that utilize rhetorical concepts as lenses.  

Moreover, I present a survey of pleasure and delight that includes the perspectives of philosophy, 

marketing, product design, HCI, and user experience designers. I also provide a review of rhetoric. This 

review works as the theoretical basis of the examinations that I have mentioned above. I also expect that 

it be helpful for interaction design researchers with no background in rhetoric to have an overview of 

this discipline. Finally, at the end of this dissertation, I introduce a definition of rhetoric that applies to 

the proposal of an interpretive method that can help interaction design researchers to account for how 

an interactive system argues during the user experience. In this regard, I introduce the concept of 

arguing by user experience as a key theoretical element of this proposed method.  

On the side of the methodological contributions, and as I have mentioned above, I present a series of 

examinations that utilize rhetorical concepts as their lenses. These examinations illustrate the 

application of a method that I call a rhetorical examination of interactive systems (REIS). At the end of this 

dissertation, and as a result of the examinations based on REIS and the theorization around interaction 
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delight, I propose a revised version of this method, the one that utilizes the definitions of rhetoric and 

arguing by experience.  
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Chapter 2: 
Pleasure and Delight 

2.1.  Introduction 

In the previous chapter, I exemplified how design features might cause delight or contribute to the 

delightfulness of a user experience. Then, I posited the idea that delight might fulfill a rhetorical 

function since it might affect the user’s beliefs, attitudes, or behavior. Therefore, I suggested exploring 

the application of rhetoric to study of delight in the context of interactive artifacts and based on their 

design features. However, and before going further, I think that we should have a clear idea of what 

delight means. In this chapter, I will present a literature review with the purpose of understanding 

better the concept of delight. I will start with dictionary definitions of delight since I find not that easy 

to explain delight simply. Based on these definitions, we will see that delight intrinsically relates to 

pleasure, so through the rest of the literature review, I will direct my attention to accounts of pleasure as 

one way of approaching to delight. I will first consider how philosophy defines pleasure and its 

connection with delight. Later, I will move to disciplines that address pleasure and delight in objects. I 

mean marketing and product design. After reviewing formulations from these disciplines, I will direct 

my attention to HCI and user experience design. I will first review how HCI scholars address the notion 

of pleasure and experience, and try to make connections with previous insights about delight. Then, I 

will conclude this theoretical investigation with the perspective of user experience designers on delight.  
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2.2.  Dictionary Definitions of Delight 

2.2.1.  Definitions in English 

To a great extent, we know that delight exists. We acknowledge the presence of delight when we 

experience it. However, it seems difficult for us to express, especially in a simple fashion, what delight is 

and how it differs from other positive feelings. In this regard, I suggest reviewing the dictionary 

definitions of delight as a first step. According to the Oxford Dictionaries, delight functions as both a 

verb and a noun   (“delight - definition of delight in English | Oxford Dictionaries,” n.d.). The dictionary 

tells us that delight as a verb has two variations. The first variation describes delight as “[to] please 

(someone) greatly.” For this definition, the words please greatly, charm, enchant, captivate, entrance, bewitch, 

thrill, excite, entertain, amuse, divert, and take someone’s breath away appear as synonyms. The antonyms of 

this definition are dismay, displease, and disgust. The second variation describes delight as “take great 

pleasure in.” Synonyms of this definition include just take great pleasure, find great pleasure, glory, revel, 

luxuriate, and wallow. The words dislike and loathe are antonyms of this variation. These two variations 

suggest that delight entails the generation of a positive, pleasurable moment.   

The Oxford Dictionaries indicate later that delight can function either as a mass noun or a count noun. 

Regarded as a mass noun, something that cannot be counted, delight means "great pleasure." The 

synonyms of this term include just pleasure, happiness, joy, joyfulness, glee, gladness, gratification, relish, 

excitement, amusement, bliss, rapture, ecstasy, elation, euphoria, delectation, and jouissance. As a count noun, 

something that can form a plural, delight means “a cause or source of great pleasure.” The Oxford 

Dictionaries then considers beautiful sight, vision of loveliness, feast for the eyes, pleasure to behold, dream, 
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beauty, spectacle, picture, joy, marvel, and sensation as synonyms of delight as a count noun. Displeasure and 

pain are the two antonyms of delight based on this definition.  

2.2.2.  Definitions in Spanish 

As a native Spanish speaker, I can see how language affects our definition of feelings, so I take into 

account the definition from the Spanish Royal Academy, the institution that governs the rules of the use 

of Spanish practically for all the Hispanic countries. This institution considers delight as both a verb and 

a noun. Delight as a verb just means “to cause delight.” Delight as a noun means “pleasure of the soul” or 

“sensual pleasure.”(ASALE, n.d.)  These definition suggests that delight can elevate a person’s mood or 

spirit. This definition also suggests that delight derives from experiencing the real world, so it is a 

personal experience, one that happens within. 

2.3.  Pleasure and Delight as Philosophical Concepts 

2.3.1.  Understanding delight through the notion of pleasure 

The definitions above indicate that delight and pleasure are two related feelings. Particularly, they seem 

to define delight in terms of pleasure. Instead of considering this situation as a dead end, I will make 

use of that close connection between delight and pleasure to see how it helps me understand the former 

concept. According to Katz (2016), pleasure includes all our feelings of feeling good or happy, the 

affective positivity of all joy, gladness, liking, and enjoyment. In this regard, pleasure always appears 

good and attractive in our experiences. Zink (1962) affirms that pleasure is subjected to the notion of 

experience. He characterizes pleasure as positive, simple, and direct, capable of involving attention. 
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These characteristics allow us not only to identify pleasure but also to evaluate it. According to Zink 

(1962), pleasure contains the knowing of whether an experience is good. Zink also considers that 

pleasure has an ethical role. 

Russell (2005) not only connects pleasure to good life, but he also claims that pleasure helps people do 

things and do them well. Russel also affirms that pleasure tells us important things about people since 

the type of pleasures that they seek reflect their values and interests. Davis (1981) considers pleasure and 

happiness as the same mental phenomena. However, pleasure and happiness differ in connotation and 

intensity according to Davis. Regarding their connotation, pleasure suggests worldly, trivial, animal, 

and short-range pursuit, while happiness suggests spiritual, profound, noble, and long-range pursuit. 

Regarding their intensity, Davis (1981) considers pleasure as experiencing extreme happiness (i.e., joy), 

indicating that pleasure is a feeling stronger than satisfaction. Davis (1981) also asks for distinguishing 

between low and high pleasures. Other contemporary accounts of pleasure in philosophy define this 

feeling as “elation, joy, and amusement,” “mode of engagement in activity,” “enjoyment,” “being-

pleased,” “feeling good,” “being in high-spirits,” and “awareness that one has obtained something one 

wants.” (Wolfsdorf, 2013)  

The definitions of pleasure above and many others are built upon the work of classical 

philosophers(Gosling & Taylor, 1982). According to Brown and Juhlin (2015), Prodicus of Ceos was the 

first scholar to make the distinction between pleasures of the mind and pleasures of the body. For 

Aristippus of Cyrene, fulfilling bodily pleasures is the meaning of life. Epicurus regards pleasures as the 
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conscious absence of pain and disturbance. (Brown & Juhlin, 2015).  The Stoics regard pleasure as 

passion (Wolfsdorf, 2013). However, by reviewing scholarly work on pleasure, I have found Plato and 

Aristotle as the two most influential philosophers regarding the notion of pleasure in the Western 

culture.  

2.3.2.  Plato on pleasure 

Plato regards pleasure as a person’s replenishment or restoration to a natural state, of which the person 

is aware while it occurs (Wolfsdorf, 2013). He then connects pleasure with having a good life (Katz, 2016; 

Russell, 2005). For Plato, a happy life must be a harmonious life, so there must be a balance between the 

desires of reasons, the desires of appetite, and the desires of spirit (Brown & Juhlin, 2015). According to 

Russel (2005), Plato regards pleasure as a conditional good, one whose goodness depends on its being 

given a good direction within a person’s life that it cannot give itself. In this regard, Russell emphasizes, 

“pleasure is neither good or bad; what is good or bad is the way in which one incorporates pleasure into 

one’s life and concerns.” Plato is also suspicious about pleasure since it could be an illusion. As Moss 

(2006) explains,  

In the early dialogues, Plato argues that all desires (including the desire for pleasure) are 
rational desires for the good. […] In the Republic, by contrast, Plato aruges that some 
desires, including desires for pleasure (understood now as belonging to the appetitive 
part of the soul) are distinct from and can conflict with rational desires for the good. […] 
Plato associates pleasure and illusion in the Protagoras in order to explain why desires 
for pleasure lead people astray: when we pursue harmful or vicious pleasures instead of 
doing what is good, we do so because we have been deceived by illusions generated by 
pleasant and painful things. […] Pleasure appears to be good even when it is not. […] One 
part of our souls is inherently susceptible to illusion, and immune to the corrective 
effects of reasoning; this part of the soul therefore desires pleasure as good, and when 
this part of the soul desires pleasure as good, its cognitive limitations—its inability to 
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see beyond appearances—render its desires unfit to lead the agent toward what is truly 
good. 

2.3.3.  Aristotle on Pleasure 

Aristotle came later to free pleasure from the “Platonic charges of corrupting reason” throughout his 

work on ethics, rhetoric, and poetics (Fortenbaugh, 2002). As Fortenbaugh (2002) remarks, "It was 

Aristotle's contribution to offer a very different view of emotion, so that emotional appeal would no 

longer be viewed as an extra-rational enchantment." In the first book of Rhetoric, Aristotle remarks, 

“Pleasure is a movement, a movement by which the soul as a whole is consciously brought into its 

normal state of being; and that Pain is the opposite. “ (E. P. Corbett et al., 1984). Aristotle affirms later 

that all acts of concentration, strong effort, and strain are painful activities since they involve 

compulsion and force. Contrarily, he points out ease, freedom from toil, relaxation, amusement, and 

sleep as pleasant things since all of them are free of compulsion (E. P. Corbett et al., 1984).  

Aristotle also describes pleasure in Rhetoric as "the consciousness through the senses of a certain kind of 

emotion." He regards pleasure as either present and perceived, past and remembered, or future and 

expected. Hence a person recognizes present pleasures, remember previous ones, and hope future ones. 

Things that are pleasant to remember are not necessarily those perceived as pleasant in the present. The 

consequences of these things, once having proved noble and good, make us remember these things as 

pleasant. Moreover, Aristotle associates some pleasant feelings with our appetites, connecting them 

with the joy of recalling a past pleasure or expecting a future one.  
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Later in Rhetoric, Aristotle adds more items to the list of pleasant things: loving and remembering 

someone, revenge, victory, a person's honor and good reputation, friendship, change, learning 

something new, wondering, conferring and receiving benefits, what is natural, completing what is 

defective, spending time on something that a person feels she can do best, and ludicrous things  (E. P. 

Corbett et al., 1984). Also in Rhetoric, Aristotle regards learning new things as pleasant and affirms that 

acts of imitation must be pleasant. He talks about a skillful imitation, the capability of creating things. 

Such a skillful imitation includes painting, sculpture, and poetry. Aristotle also affirms that delight 

derives from the spectator’s capability of drawing inferences and learning something fresh, not from the 

created thing itself. In Poetics, Aristotle emphasizes "to be learning something" as the greatest pleasure of 

mankind  (E. P. Corbett et al., 1984). 

In Eudemian Ethics, Aristotle claims that pleasure is “an unimpeded activation of a natural disposition.” A 

natural disposition is a faculty or power of the soul, which includes sense-perception, character, and 

intellect. Unimpeded refers here to the presence of no defeaters for the realization of the pleasure  

(Wolfsdorf, 2013). In this sense, Aristotle diverges from Plato’s restorative account of pleasure, which 

connects pleasure with the fulfillment of bodily needs. Aristotle considers naturally pleasant as that in 

which we take pleasure when we are in the natural condition, affirming that the notion of restorative 

pleasure lacks this condition (Wolfsdorf, 2013).  

In Nichomachean Ethics, Aristotle changes his definition of pleasure. Instead of regarding pleasure as 

unimpeded activation of the natural state of the sense-perceptual, characterological, or intellectual 
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faculty of the soul, Aristotle claims that pleasure completes every kind of activation (Wolfsdorf, 2013). As 

Wolfsdorf explains, “genuine pleasure must complete an activation, and a complete activation is 

necessarily good.” Zink (1962) uses this new Aristotelian definition to affirm that pleasure intensifies 

whatever activation it accompanies, while it inhibits contrary activations.   

2.3.4.  Other definitions of delight found in classical texts 

Notwithstanding pleasure is the central concept developed by many philosophers, the notion of delight 

is also present in classical works, yet it appear as part of the definition of pleasure (E. P. Corbett et al., 

1984; Wolfsdorf, 2013). Democritus talks about a brief delight as the only profit associated with the 

“pleasures of the belly.” Such a pleasure includes food, drink, or sex. In Hippias Major, one of Plato’s early 

dialogues, Socrates indicates that everything decorative can delight us if they are fine. Socrates includes 

painting and sculptures, music and sounds, and speeches and storytelling as examples of decorative 

things capable of causing delight. In Protepticuls, Aristotle argues that complete and unimpeded 

activation contains delight within itself. In On Choice and Avoidance, Epicurus describes joy and delight as 

involving change through activation (Wolfsdorf, 2013). In Rhetoric, Aristotle relates delight with the 

things we love or we love to experience. For example, Aristotle affirms that if one loves wine, one will 

certainly find it delightful. In Poetics, Aristotle indicates that we experience delight in viewing the most 

realistic representations of objects in art. Moreover, Aristotle aligns the reason of experiencing delight 

in seeing art with learning. From his perspective, experiencing delight through learning relates to 

gathering the meaning of things (E. P. Corbett et al., 1984).  
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Aristotle mentions in Topics that the philosopher Prodicus considers delight as terpsis, the pleasure of 

hearing fine things through the ears. In that sense, delight differs from chara (joy) and euphrosynê (good-

cheer), which mean pleasure of the soul and pleasure through the eyes, respectively (Wolfsdorf, 2013). 

Diogenes Laertius uses euphrosynê to talk about delight as a kinetic pleasure, a bodily pleasure 

characterized by a “smooth” change or motion, an absence of physical resistance (Wolfsdorf, 2013). For 

the Stoics, who seemed influenced by Plato, delight aligns with the notion of kêlêsis, the art of 

enchantment, a kind of hearing that soothes the soul through its gentleness. The Stoic define delight as 

evocation through hearing, either from speech or music (Wolfsdorf, 2013). 

I believe that all the descriptions above give us a good idea of the relationship between pleasure and 

delight, and help us understand why both pleasure and delight are relevant aspects of our experiences. 

In this sense, the philosophical perspective allows us to take a first step in the characterization of delight 

in the context of utilizing interactive systems. However, I think that such a perspective is insufficient to 

account for the connection between delight and design. In this sense, we need to find an understand 

better how an emotion could relate to concrete aspects of a design outcome. In the next section, I 

introduce the perspective of Marketing, a discipline that has been addressing this situation.  

2.4.  The Notion of Customer Delight 

2.4.1.  Customer satisfaction and customer delight 

Marketing scholars and practitioners recognize customer satisfaction as a key concern. Customer 

satisfaction connects with the capability that products and services have to retain customer and develop 
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brand-loyalty in them (Hennig-Thurau & Klee, 1997). Practitioners were the first group of people within 

Marketing in pointing out that products and services must delight customers, not just satisfy them 

(Oliver, Rust, & Varki, 1997). Marketing scholars took this concern and started exploring the notion of 

customer delight and its relation to customer satisfaction at the end of the twentieth century (Arnold, 

Reynolds, Ponder, & Lueg, 2005; Chitturi, Raghunathan, & Mahajan, 2008; Correia Loureiro, Miranda, & 

Breazeale, 2014; Crotts & Magnini, 2011; Füller & Matzler, 2008; Hsu, Lin, Fu, & Hung, 2015; Oliver et al., 

1997; Plotkina & Munzel, 2016; Rust & Oliver, 2000). The notion of delight is gaining more traction 

among scholars and practitioners, who have found the concept of customer satisfaction to be 

insufficient. Customer delight is now regarded as a competitive strategy of products and services. It is 

key to survival in today’s markets (Hsu et al., 2015).  

2.4.2.  Conceptualization of delight in marketing 

Marketing scholars have identified delight as a combined result of pleasure and arousal (Oliver et al., 

1997), and related to the unexpectedness and surprise (Crotts & Magnini, 2011; Hsu et al., 2015; Rust & 

Oliver, 2000). As Rust & Oliver  (2000) remark, “Features [of a product or service] with the capacity to 

delight are those that are unexpectedly or surprisingly pleasant, or add utility to the product beyond that 

which is expected." (p. 87) Rust & Oliver affirm that “delight cannot be achieved without surprisingly 

positive levels of [a product’s] performance.” (p. 88) Besides surprising performance, arousal and 

positive affect may also participate in the occurrence of delight (Rust & Oliver, 2000). In some occasions, 

delight is the result of a sequential influence between surprising performance, arousal, and positive 

affect, while in others, it emerges from the collective impact of these three aspects (Rust & Oliver, 2000). 
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Figure 2.1. Kano's model of customer satisfaction.  Adapted from Matzler et al. (1996). 

According to the Kano’s model of customer satisfaction (Fig. 2.1), delight is generated by the “attractive 

requirements” of a product or service (Matzler, Hans H. Hinterhuber, Franz Bailom, & Elmar 

Sauerwein, 1996). A product (or service) has three types of requirements: 1) must-be requirements, 2) 

one-dimensional requirements, and 3) attractive requirements. The must-be requirements are those 

taken for granted by the consumer, considering them obvious or self-evident. The customer expects 

these requirements but does not demand them explicitly. However, not fulfilling must-be requirements 

causes user dissatisfaction. One-dimensional requirements are those specifically requested by the 

customer, hence their level of fulfillment is proportional to the satisfaction of the customer. Attractive 

requirements are those whose realization causes delight. (Matzler et al., 1996). Both customer 

satisfaction and customer delight represent a person’s affective reactions derived from the evaluation of 

the difference between a product or service performance as well as that person’s expectation. However, 
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delight connects with unexpectedness. Delight entails a higher level of joy and surprise and is the 

outcome of the initial experience of positive surprise (Hsu et al., 2015). 

Arnold et al. (2005) divide the literature on delight into three groups: 1) the behavioral conception of 

delight , 2) the affective basis of delight, and 3) the antecedents and consequences of delight. Regarding 

the behavioral conception of delight, Arnold et al. consider the expectancy-disconfirmation model as the 

basic framework for understanding the cognitive foundation of the notion of delight. Arnold et al. 

(2005) describe such a model as follows,  

Within this framework, consumers are thought to compare perceived performance with 
prior expectations, and if performance exceeds expectations, then a state of positive 
disconfirmation exists and the customer is satisfied. However, researchers have made 
the distinction that disconfirmation can vary in terms of its “unexpectedness”. (p. 1133) 

According to Arnold et al. (2005), delight is a result of a “surprise disconfirmation,” a disconfirmed 

performance of a product or service that the customer would consider highly unlikely based on past 

experiences, and therefore, appears as unexpected or surprising.  

Regarding the affective basis of delight, Arnold et al. (2005) review some theories of emotion, obtaining 

different definitions, which include the definition of an emotion derived from the combination of joy, 

surprise, a mix of arousal and pleasantness, a highly activated positive affect, and a descriptor of the set 

of emotions that one could regard as “joy.” According to Arnold et al., delight seem to be the label for 

such an emotion. In terms of its antecedents, Arnold et al. (2005) indicate that delight is a function of 
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surprisingly high positive disconfirmation, arousal, and positive affect. Regarding its consequences, 

Arnold et al. indicate that outcomes of delight include repurchase intentions and raise of expectations.  

2.4.3.  Delight, joy, and customer experience 

Therefore, raising the customer’s expectations is one of the effects of delight. Another effect is the 

creation of memories around an experience. However, there exists the possibility that such an 

experience becomes forgotten. Rust & Oliver (2000) identify then three types of delight, namely, 

assimilated, reenacted, and transitory. Assimilated delight is the one that once experienced, it raises the 

consumer's expectations and becomes the "standard" for future occasions. Reenacted delight resides in 

the memory of the customer after being experienced, so the consumer can bring it back through re-

experiencing the delighting stimulus either at will or when available. Transitory delight is that forgotten 

after experiencing it. Rust & Oliver  (2000) utilize these three types of delight to propose a model of the 

managerial implications of delight. The goal of such a model is to provide insights into when customer 

delight is promising to create profit (Rust & Oliver, 2000). 

Kumar, Olshavsky, & King (2001) argue that two types of delight exist, one with surprise and one 

without it. Therefore, the customer could be delighted in two ways. The first type, delight with surprise, 

aligns with many definitions in Marketing literature, which considers delight as a result of the 

combination of joy and surprise. The second type, delight without surprise, occurs when a particular 

event captivates or arouses the customer, evoking feelings of joy but not necessarily of surprise. Kumar 

et al. (2001) emphasize that surprise and captivation (or arousal) can be independent. These scholars see 
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surprise and captivation as separate antecedent paths to delight even though both of them orient the 

customer attention to a stimulus that evokes joy. In this regard, Kumar et al. (2001) remark, 

delight based on real joy is likely to be attributed to someone or something other than 
luck and is likely to be characterized by desires to maintain an on-going relationship, 
this kind of delight would be related to intentions. Recall that delight based on real joy 
was not based on surprise. Similarly, delight based on magic joy was expected to be 
short-lived and attributed to luck. This kind of delight may or may not be related to 
consumer intentions and hence is not suggested as a framework for a firm’s strategic 
planning activities. (p. 24) (Italics added) 

Thus, Kumar et al. (2001) indicate that the relationship between delight and the intentions of the 

customer could depend on the type of delight felt. While some scholars emphasize that surprise 

correlates robustly to loyalty and that surprise is an essential component of delight (Crotts & Magnini, 

2011), other researchers present results consistent with those obtained by Kumar et al. (Correia Loureiro 

et al., 2014; Dixon, Freeman, & Toman, 2010) 

Chitturi et al. (2008) address the relationship between the benefits offered by a product and 

postconsumption feelings, particularly, customer satisfaction and delight. These scholars classify such 

benefits into utilitarian and hedonic, which are related to the design characteristics of the product. The 

utilitarian benefits refer to the functional, instrumental, and practical benefits, whereas the hedonic 

benefits correspond to the aesthetics, experiential, and enjoyment-related ones (Chitturi et al., 2008). 

Chiturri et al. argue that products meeting or exceeding customer’s utilitarian needs and fulfilling 

prevention goals enhance customer satisfaction. On the other hand, they think that products meeting or 

exceeding customer’s hedonic wants and fulfilling promotion goals increase customer delight. 

Moreover, Chiturri et al. (2008) demonstrate that delighting customers relates to word of mouth 
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recommendations and repurchase intentions, increasing loyalty towards the product (Chitturi et al., 

2008). 

Füller & Matzler (2008) relate customer delight to high satisfaction coupled with an emotional response 

as joy.  According to these scholars, satisfiers, dissatisfiers, and hybrid factors affect the overall 

satisfaction of a customer regarding a product or service. Füller & Matzler also name satisfiers, 

dissatisfiers, and hybrid factors as basic, excitement, and performance factors, respectively. Füller & 

Matzler (2008) define these factors as follows,  

Basic factors (dissatisfiers) are minimum requirements that cause dissatisfaction if not 
fulfilled but do not lead to customer satisfaction if fulfilled or exceeded. […] Basic factors 
are entirely expected. The customer regards them as prerequisites; they are taken for 
granted. […] Excitement factors (satisfiers) are the factors that increase customer 
satisfaction if delivered but do not cause dissatisfaction if they are not delivered. High 
performance on these factors has a greater impact on overall satisfaction than low 
performance. Hence, an asymmetric relationship also exists. Excitement factors are not 
expected, they surprise the customer and generate ‘‘delight’’. […] Performance factors 
(hybrids) lead to satisfaction if performance is high and to dissatisfaction if performance 
is low. (p. 117) 

These three factors constitute the so-called three factor theory of customer satisfaction (Füller & 

Matzler, 2008), which could be regarded as an evolution of the Kano model of customer satisfaction 

(Matzler et al., 1996). Füller & Matzler (2008) indicate that basic, performance, and excitement factors 

differ between customer groups. These scholars attribute this result to the differences in the 

expectations of a product’s or service’s features. In this regard, Füller & Matzler (2008) suggest lifestyle 

as a segmentation approach, suggesting the following “rule of thumb,” 
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Fulfill the basic requirements to ‘‘enter’’ the market, be competitive with regard to the 
performance factors to increase satisfaction, and stand out from the rest based on 
excitement factors to delight the customer (p. 124, 125) 

Nevertheless, Füller & Matzler (2008) also point out some issues to such a rule. First, it is unclear to 

determine how long an excitement factor can delight the customers. Second, delighting customers 

continuously would raise their expectations, making them expect “delighting” experiences as normal. 

Third, managers need to be aware of the cost of consumer delight and the effects on satisfaction and 

loyalty. Fourth, delivering “delighting” experiences in one period pushes a company to stay in a certain 

level of quality from which it cannot step back. Füller & Matzler (2008) also emphasize that customer 

delight might lead to returning to the product or service when the consequences of the customer’s 

behavior are relevant, or the overall satisfaction has influenced strongly such a behavior. 

Whereas the philosophical perspective can help us understand delight as a quality of human experience, 

the Marketing perspective help us see it as a quality of a product or service, and therefore, as something 

that can be assessed in a certain way. In this sense, the perspective of Marketing help us regard delight 

as a research topic. Nevertheless, I stated above in the definition of the scope for this dissertation that I 

want to focus on the design orientation of HCI, the so-called interaction design. I want us to keep in mind 

that taking this orientation into account influences how we talk and understand the creation and use of 

interactive systems. Theories, methods, and even research interests (e.g., forms of intermediary 

knowledge) of this orientation might be outside of the domain of Marketing, and perhaps, closer to the 

perspective of product design. In this sense, I take this perspective into account. However, I have to say 
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in advance that product design mostly speaks in terms of pleasure, not delight. And yet, based on what 

we have learned above, the intrinsic relationship between pleasure and delight, including accounts of 

pleasure from product design might help us characterize the latter concept in the context of interaction 

design while we also learn how Marketing research complements these accounts.  

2.5.  Pleasure and Delight in Product Design 

2.5.1.  The hedonic turn in product design 

Pleasure has become a key concern in contemporary product design  (Jordan, 2000; McDonagh, 

Hekkert, Van Erp, & Gyi, 2004; Norman, 2005). During the last decade of the 20th century, designers 

shifted their focus from usability-based approaches to pleasure-based approaches (Jordan, 2000). 

Designers started acknowledging the important role of emotions in the generation, development, 

production, purchase, and final use of products (Walter, 2011, p. xiii). As a result of this shift, design 

scholars and practitioners have been involved in the exploration of different spaces related to emotional 

aspects of design: experience driven design, generative tools, evaluative tools, emotive effects of visual 

properties, emotive effects of visual properties, affective usability, attachment, product character, and 

theoretical and ethical issues about design and emotion (McDonagh et al., 2004). In this regard, the 

notion of pleasure and its relation to emotion and design caught the attention of design scholars.  

From a product design perspective, functionality is the necessary condition for all the products to work 

and people expect products to be usable, to have easy-to-use features. Nevertheless, usability is 

insufficient to address people’s needs (Jordan, 1998). For example, cultural aspects affect people’s 
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experiences and their reaction to products (Norman, 2005). According to Jordan (2000), usability-based 

approaches “tend to encourage the view that users are merely cognitive and physical components of a 

system consisting of the user, the product and the environment of use.” (p. 7) This scholar claims that 

the designer should have “the richest understanding of the people for whom products are being 

created.” (Jordan, 2000, p. 7) Pleasure-based approaches to product design are supposed to fill this gap. 

As it happens in the context of philosophy, understanding the “hedonic turn” in product design, the 

emphasis on pleasure-based design approaches, could shed light on the notion of delight based on the 

intrinsic relation between pleasure and delight.  

2.5.2.  The four pleasures 

Jordan (2000) defines “pleasure with products” as the emotional, hedonic, and practical benefits 

associated with a product. A product’s emotional benefits relate to how the product affects people’s 

mood. Hedonic benefits relate to the sensory and aesthetic pleasures associated with the product. 

Finally, practical benefits relate to the outcome of performing tasks with the product. (Jordan, 2000, p. 

12). Moreover, Jordan (2000) proposes a framework for addressing issues regarding pleasure with 

products, namely, “the four pleasures.” The types of pleasure that constitute this framework receive the 

name of physio-pleasure, socio-pleasure, psycho-pleasure, and ideo-pleasure. This framework is not to 

explain why a person experiences pleasure, but to aid product designers to consider all the variety of 

possible pleasures that a product could bring (Jordan, 2000).  
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The physio-pleasure deals with the body and also with pleasures derived from the sensory organs. This 

type of pleasure includes those derived from touch, taste, smell, and also feelings of sensual pleasure. 

The socio-pleasure corresponds to the enjoyment derived from relationships with others, including the 

relationship of people with their beloveds and colleagues. The socio-pleasure focuses on the different 

ways a product facilitates social interactions. People’s status and image have an important role for this 

type of pleasure. Psycho-pleasure is concerned with people’s cognitive and emotional reactions. It 

addresses issues relating to the cognitive demands of using a product as well as the emotional reactions 

caused by experiencing the product. Finally, the ideo-pleasure relates to people’s values. It focuses on the 

aesthetic of a product and the values that the product embodies (Jordan, 2000, pp. 13–14). 

2.5.3.  Emotional design 

Norman (2005) claims that “no single product can hope to satisfy everyone. The designer must know the 

audience for whom the product is intended.” Norman argues that all experiences involve three levels of 

emotion, which he takes into account to propose a framework for analyzing and guiding the design of 

products. These three levels receive the name of visceral design, behavioral design, and reflective design, 

respectively. Visceral design relates to the appearance of a product. It focuses on how a product’s 

physical features affect a person’s senses as well as her first impression of the product. This first level of 

design is about attractiveness. Behavioral design relates to the pleasure and effectiveness of use. This 

second level of design focuses on a product’s function, understandability, usability, and physical feel. 

Reflective design relates to a person’s self-image, personal satisfaction, and memories regarding the use 

of a product. It pays attention to the personal and cultural meanings of the product. Reflective design is 
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about the impression that a product generates, and such an impression comes from reflection, an 

exercise of retrospective memory and assessment (Norman, 2005). 

Regarding the visceral level of design, Norman (2005) emphasizes the notion of “tangibility,” the way in 

which a product’s physical properties define its appearance and feel. He remarks,  

Good designers worry a lot about the physical feel of their products. Physical touch and 
feel can make a huge difference in your appreciation of their creations. Consider the 
delights of smooth, polished metal, or soft leather, or a solid, mechanical knob that 
moves precisely from position to position, with no backlash or dead zones, no wobbling 
or wiggling (Norman, 2005, p. 79).  

Norman (2005) thus makes a connection between delight and the notion of tangibility, and expresses a 

concern about the conditions for maintaining excitement, interest, and aesthetic pleasure for a lifetime.  

Norman (2005) points out two components for a product to give lifelong pleasure: “the skill of the 

designer in providing a powerful, rich experience, and the skill of the perceiver.” (p. 111) In this regard, 

Norman (2005) considers takes into account the perspective from Khaslavsky and Sheddroff, who 

consider seduction as a means for a design to maintain its effectiveness after long acquaintance (p. 111). 

Khaslavsky and Shedroff argue that a product survives the passage of time and continues to give joy if it 

satisfies three basic conditions: 1) enticement, 2) relationship, and 3) fulfillment. Enticement is about 

making an emotional promise, relationship derives from fulfilling the promise continually, and 

fulfillment refers to reaching the end of the experience in a memorable fashion (Norman, 2005, p. 112). 

Based on these three basic conditions, Norman (2005) affirms that “seduction is real.” (p. 115) These 

conditions also seem to parallel to some conditions considered in the context of customer delight, such 
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as surpassing initial expectations, causing surprise, and maintaining a relationship with a brand or 

product (Arnold et al., 2005; Chitturi et al., 2008; Hsu et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2001). 

2.5.4.  Product design and aesthetic experience 

Hekkert (2006) argues that we aesthetically prefer environment patterns and features that are beneficial 

for the development of the senses’ functioning and survival in general (p. 157). Hekkert (2006) starts his 

argument by separating the notion of experience in three levels: 1) the aesthetic level, 2) the 

understanding level, and 3) the emotional level (p. 158). Hekkert indicates that an experience comprises 

the three levels, which appear intertwined and therefore, they are impossible to distinguish at a 

phenomenological level (p. 159). Hekkert (2006) defines an experience as follows,  

We experience the unity of sensuous delight, meaningful interpretation, and emotional 
involvement, and only in this unity, we can speak of an experience. (Hekkert, 2006, pp. 
159–160) 

According to Hekkert (2006), an experience is a unit, and sensuous delight is an element of such a unit. 

Hence, Hekkert relates the notion of delight with the aesthetic level or element of an experience. Based 

on these three elements (i.e., sensuous delight, meaningful interpretation, and emotional involvement), 

Hekkert also offers a definition of product experience: 

 The entire set of effects that is elicited by the interaction between a user and a product, 
including the degree to which all our senses are gratified (aesthetic experience), the 
meanings we attach to the product (experience of meaning) and the feelings and 
emotions that are elicited (emotional experience). (Hekkert, 2006, p. 160)  

In Hekkert’s account of design aesthetics, survival and adaptation are key terms. Hekkert (2006) 

emphasizes survival as the main goal of humans, so humans adapt the products that they design in 
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order to fulfill that goal. This evolutionary aesthetics perspective suggests that humans derive pleasure 

from patterns or features that are advantageous to adaptive functions  (p. 161). Hekkert summarizes this 

perspective with a phrase of D. Simons, “beauty exists in the adaptations of the beholder.” (p. 161)  

Hekkert (2006) defines four principles of aesthetic pleasure related to the adaptive function of the 

senses: 1) the principle of maximum effect for minimum means, 2) the principle of unity in variety, 3) 

the principle of most advanced, yet acceptable, and 4) the principle of optimal match. The first principle, 

“maximum effect for minimum means,” indicates that people like to invest a minimal amount of means, 

such as effort, resources, or brain capacity, to attain the highest possible effect regarding survival, 

reproduction, learning, or explaining (Hekkert, 2006, p. 163). Related to this principle, Hekkert (2006) 

points out “conjunctive ambiguity” and “metaphor” as two special cases. Conjunctive ambiguity refers to 

how the ambiguity of a pattern leads to more than one interpretation, enhancing the pattern’s beauty. 

Regarding metaphors, their effectiveness comes from supporting the expression of feelings and other 

ideas that may appear restricted by language by communicating one thing in terms of other (Hekkert, 

2006, pp. 164–165). The second principle, “unity in variety,” focuses on the benefit obtained from 

perceiving connections and making relationships. To accomplish those two tasks, people’s sensory 

systems must detect order in chaos or unity in variety. According to Hekkert (2006), Gestalt laws of 

perceptual organization, including symmetry, good continuation, and closure, are exemplars of 

unifying mechanisms (p. 166).  
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The principle of “most advanced, yet acceptable” takes into account that people’s preference for familiar 

things is adaptive since it will lead to safe choices, and yet, people have always been attracted by new, 

unfamiliar, and original things. This situation occurs partly to overcome boredom and saturation effects 

(Hekkert, 2006, p. 167). In this regard, Hekkert (2006) argues that people prefer products with an 

optimal combination of typicality and novelty (p. 168). The fourth principle, “optimal match,” indicates 

that people that people prefer products that convey similar messages to all the senses. This principle is 

concerned with the relationship between such messages. According to Hekkert (2006), a product 

designer may establish certain incongruity between sensory messages to accomplish an experience of 

surprise, and thus satisfy the fourth principle (p. 168).  

We started our theoretical exploration of delight by taking into account dictionary definitions of this 

concept. As a result, we learned that pleasure and delight are intrinsically related, and we confirmed this 

idea when we included the philosophical perspective. The marketing and product design perspectives 

seem to help us approximate delight as a quality of interactive systems, either as a compositional quality 

or as an experiential quality. I think it is time for us to include what HCI has to say about both pleasure 

and delight. Based on the trace that we followed above, I suggest focusing on the notion of pleasure and 

then see how we can make connections with the notion of delight based on the formulations presented 

so far.  
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2.6.  Pleasure and Delight in HCI 

2.6.1.  The connection between the notions of pleasure and experience 

The discipline of HCI experienced a paradigmatic shift due to the integration of interactive systems into 

the everyday life of many people. As it occurred in product design, many of the current research and 

applied work in HCI focuses on the notion of user experience, considering the emphasis on usability as 

insufficient to drive the design of such systems (Harrison et al., 2007; Hassenzahl, 2010). This situation 

has encouraged some HCI scholars to introduce and draw on accounts of affect and emotion developed 

within product design, including the “four types of pleasure” by Jordan (2000) and the “three levels of 

emotional design” by Norman (2005).  

As a result of the shift towards the notion of experience, HCI have started exploring the relationship 

between pleasure and the design of interactive systems  (Blythe et al., 2005). Pleasure appears in 

accounts of experience that HCI scholars have developed, including the seminal model of user 

experience by Hassenzahl (2003) and the account of technology as experience by McCarthy and Wright 

(2004). The aforementioned model introduces and represents a psychological perspective on the notion 

of experience, whereas the other account draws on pragmatism to talk about such a notion. Aesthetic 

experience is one of the key concepts in pragmatism, and therefore, plays a fundamental role in the 

account by McCarthy and Wright. Other HCI scholars take that concept to make a connection between 

pleasure and aesthetics, allowing them to formulate ideas around the aesthetics of interaction  (Bardzell 

& Bardzell, 2015).  
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Other HCI scholars connect pleasure with other positive feelings. For Brown & Juhlin (2015), pleasure 

and enjoyment refer to the same concept. These scholars thus suggest the study of enjoyable activities as 

a means to understand and talk about pleasure. Brown & Juhlin propose an ethnomethodological 

perspective for performing studies on pleasure, introducing an alternative to the pragmatist account of 

technology as experience and the pragmatist ideas around pleasure, aesthetics, and aesthetics of 

interaction. Brown & Juhlin (2015) name their ethnomethodological account “the institutional model of 

pleasure,” which presents a comprehensive literature review on pleasure.  

Unfortunately, the institutional model of pleasure lacks a definition of delight. It focuses only on joy or 

enjoyment. However, we know from the sections above that delight and joy relate, so we could have an 

idea of how a reinterpretation or approximation of institutional model of pleasure for the notion of 

delight could be. In general, it seems that HCI scholars have neglected the notion of delight. In the 

academic context, Kefalidou, Woods, Sharples, and Makir (2012) seem to be only scholars who have 

explicitly made an attempt to characterize delight in the context of HCI. These scholars regard delight as 

a combination of satisfaction and surprise. They also relate delight to the notion of serendipity. In the 

professional context, delight seems to be a concern or hot topic among user experience designers. There 

are several online publications in which such designers discuss and try to characterize the notion of 

delight (Babich, 2016; Barkow, 2016; Casali, 2013; Collins, 2016; Crawshaw, 2017; Fessenden, 2017; Gittins, 

2013; Gkogka, 2017; Herrmann, 2016; Kayan, 2015; Leisio, 2016a, 2016b; Martin, 2016; Maynard, 2015; 

Obenauer, 2016; Rantavuo & Harder, 2014; Riddle, Zieba, Cao, & Ellis, 2015; Shepheard, 2016; Shrinivas, 

2016; Slayback, 2016; Thin Martian, 2016; Webdesigner Depot, 2016). Their formulations seem to follow 
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those from marketing and product design, yet they usually turn to design examples and industry-based 

case studies to clarify concepts.  

In the following subsections, I describe with more details these different accounts of pleasure while I try 

to emphasize the connections with the notion of delight. I start with the model of user experience by 

Hassenzahl (2003), the account of technology as experience by McCarthy and Wright (2004), 

formulations on aesthetics of interaction, the institutional model of pleasure by Brown and Juhlin 

(2015), the formulation of delight by Kefalidou et al. (2012), and a synthesis of the professional 

perspective on delight.  

2.6.2.  The model of user experience by Hassenzahl 

2.6.2.1.  Components of the model 

In the model of user experience proposed by Hassenzahl (2003), pleasure is an emotional consequence 

of using a product (See Fig. 2.2). This model has four components: 1) product features, 2) product 

character, 3) situation, and 4) consequences (p. 32). Content, presentation, functionality, and interaction 

constitute the product features. This model considers two types of attributes: the pragmatic attributes 

and the hedonic attributes. These attributes constitute the product character. 

The pragmatic attributes are to those attributes related to the manipulation, operation, and 

functionality of the product. In the context of HCI, the pragmatic attributes could be regarded as the 

instrumental attributes of an interactive artifact or computer system. Conversely, the hedonic attributes 
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could be regarded as the non-instrumental attributes of the interactive artifact or computer system. The 

hedonic attributes are those attributes that support stimulation, identification, and evocation 

(Hassenzahl, 2003, pp. 31–32). Between the pragmatic attributes and the hedonic attributes, the latter 

have more potential for pleasure  (Diefenbach et al., 2014, p. 306).  

Situation, the third component of the model, refers to the particular characteristics of the environment 

and user. Consequences, the fourth component, is about the results of using the product. Consequences 

derive from user’s judgment about the product, emotional responses, and behavioral responses. The 

user may explicitly evaluate the product’s appeal or beauty. The user may feel pleasure or satisfaction as 

a result of the experience, or perhaps, she may demonstrate approach or avoidance regarding the 

product (Hassenzahl, 2003, pp. 31–34).  

 

Figure 2.2. Key elements of the user experience. Adapted from Hassenzahl (2003). 
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2.6.2.2.  The designer perspective and the user perspective 

The model proposed by Hassenzahl (2003) characterizes the notion of experience based on two 

perspectives, namely, the designer perspective and the user perspective (Fig. 2.3). The designer 

perspective focuses on product features and the intended product character. From such a perspective, 

the designer determines the appropriate content, presentation, functionality, and interaction to convey 

a particular product character (i.e., the intended product character), which comprises both pragmatic 

and hedonic attributes and may lead to certain consequences. The intended product character is what 

the designer expects the user to notice  (Hassenzahl, 2003, p. 32). 

 

Figure 2.3. Key elements of the user experience from the designer perspective (top) and the user perspective 
(bottom). Adapted from Hassenzahl (2003). 

The user perspective focuses on the apparent product character, the situation, and the consequences. 

The apparent product character is that which arises during the use of the product. It is a reconstruction 

of the intended product character made by the user, so it could be different from the intended product 

character. From the user perspective, the user’s perception of the product character (i.e., the apparent 
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product character) and the usage situation affect the type of consequence associated to the experience 

(e.g., appeal, pleasure, or satisfaction)  (Hassenzahl, 2003, p. 32).  

2.6.2.3.  Connections between delight and the model of user experience 

The model of user experience by Hassenzahl (2003) shows connection with formulations developed in 

marketing. For example, the notions of pragmatic attributes and hedonic attributes connect with a 

product’s utilitarian benefits and hedonic benefits, respectively (Chitturi et al., 2008). However, the 

model of user experience by Hassenzahl provides no definition or connection with the notion of delight. 

It seems that HCI scholars concerned with the hedonic quality have neglected the characterization of 

delight within the context of interactive systems (Diefenbach et al., 2014; Hassenzahl, 2003, 2004, 2010).  

Nevertheless, we could use the intrinsic relation between pleasure and delight, as described above, and 

include delight as part of that user experience model. A quick fix would be regarding delight as a type of 

consequence. In this sense, delight is a quality derived from assessing the user experience based on the 

apparent product character. And yet, it could be that the designer intentionally wants to add delight as 

part of the intended product character. In that sense, delight would belong to a function of hedonic 

attributes. Evocation seems to the obvious function related to delight. Nevertheless, Hassenzahl (2003) 

argues that products should be stimulating and provide new impressions, opportunities, and insights(p. 

35). I claim that we can relate this description of the function of stimulation to insights about delight 

from marketing research, so we could consider delight as a matter of stimulation as well.  
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Stimulation happens when products offer functionality, content, presentation, or interaction style in a 

novel, interesting, or impressive fashion (p. 35). Hassenzahl (2010) sometimes refers to stimulation as 

“the ability of a product to surprise, to foster curiosity and to provide opportunities for the perfection of 

knowledge and skills.” (p. 24) Hassenzahl also regards stimulation as “Feeling that you get plenty of 

enjoyment and pleasure.” (p. 22) These descriptions make delight and stimulation appear connected 

since delight is about exceeding requirements in a surprisingly fashion(Hsu et al., 2015; Matzler et al., 

1996), causing a lasting impact in the user (Oliver et al., 1997), and fostering a continuous relation with 

the product (Kumar et al., 2001).  

2.6.3.  The account of technology as experience by McCarthy and Wright  

2.6.3.1.  The four threads of experience 

The focal shift towards the notion of experience motivated HCI scholars to draw upon philosophical 

accounts and introduce new formulations that can fit better with this shift. For instance, McCarthy and 

Wright  (2004) elaborate an account of technology as experience based on pragmatism. Particularly, 

these scholars draw upon the work Dewey and Bakhtin. McCarthy and Wright (2004) argue that people 

live with technology rather than just using it. From their perspective, technology has an emotional, 

intellectual, and sensual influence on people, so understanding and analyzing people’s felt experience 

with technology are crucial activities for a designer (McCarthy & Wright, 2004, p. ix).  

McCarthy and Wright  (2004) propose four threads (or lenses) to think of technology as experience: 1) 

the sensual thread, 2) the emotional thread, 3) the compositional thread, and 4) the spatio-temporal 
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thread. The sensorial thread focuses on the sensory engagement of a person with a situation. It focuses 

on the concrete, palpable, and visceral character of experience (McCarthy & Wright, 2004, p. 80). The 

emotional thread takes into account a person’s value judgments. It pays attention to how such 

judgments attribute importance to other people and things regarding that person’s needs and desires 

(p. 84). The compositional thread focuses on the relationships between the parts and the whole of an 

experience (p. 87). The spatio-temporal thread is concerned with the boundaries of space and time. 

Regarding space boundaries, the spatio-temporal thread takes into account the public level and private 

level associated with an experience. In terms of time boundaries, this thread focuses in the potential of 

both present and future (pp. 91–94).  

2.6.3.2.  Meaning and experience 

McCarthy and Wright (2004) also discuss the notion of meaning, which is closely connected to that of 

experience according to the pragmatist perspective. McCarthy and Wright (2004) remark, “The personal 

meaning of an experience depends significantly on the sense we make of it given our particular history 

and disposition.” (p. 105). Building on Dewey’s work, McCarthy and Wright define two types of 

meaning: intrinsic meaning and extrinsic meaning. Intrinsic meaning is the value that a person gives to 

an event based on her engagement with the event. This type of meaning is expressive, aesthetic, and 

enjoyable for its own sake (p. 114). Extrinsic meaning goes beyond the immediate experience. It is the 

value that a person gives to a specific purpose (p. 115). According to McCarthy and Wright (2004), there 

are six processes by which a person can give meaning to an experience, all of them connected with the 
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four threads: 1) anticipating, 2) connecting, 3) interpreting, 4) reflecting, 5) appropriating, and 5) 

recounting (pp. 124–127).  

2.6.3.3.  Connections between delight and the account of technology as experience 

However, their account briefly talks about pleasure or delight (pp. 16, 61). And yet, current formulations 

on delight (introduced above) seem to fit with the concerns of the threads of experience. Delight relates 

to visceral character of an experience, so it could become a concept of interest for the sensorial thread. 

The emotional and compositional threads talk about value judgments and assemblage of an experience, 

respectively. These concerns could relate to the antecedents and consequences of delight and the role of 

delight in consumption experiences (Arnold et al., 2005; Chitturi et al., 2008; Hsu et al., 2015). Moreover, 

it could be possible to connect delight with the spatio-temporal thread by considering that delight as the 

potential to create memorable experiences and influence a person’s engagement with objects through 

times (Kumar et al., 2001; Oliver et al., 1997). Finally, connecting delight with the four threads also opens 

the possibility of connecting delight with the notion of meaning.  Delight could be connected to both 

intrinsic and extrinsic meaning, and also with the six processes of sense making. Such a connection 

appears interesting, since it could allow the characterization of delight from a pragmatist perspective. 

2.6.4.  Pleasure and the aesthetics of interaction 

2.6.4.1.  Interaction as an aesthetic element of the user experience 

Experience and aesthetics are two closely connected notions from the perspective of pragmatism. 

Wright et al. (2008) explain that aesthetics is a particular kind of experience that emerges in the 
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interplay between user, context, culture, and history (p. 18:2) With the appearance of pragmatism in the 

HCI discourse, scholars have revisited the notion of aesthetics regarding the design and use of 

interactive systems (Bardzell, 2009; Fiore et al., 2005; Petersen et al., 2004; Wright et al., 2008). HCI 

scholars now consider the use and interactivity of such systems as elements of an aesthetic experience. 

This situation has caused a shift from relating aesthetics with the appearance and inherent qualities of a 

product. It has opened the door to HCI scholars to explore the aesthetics of interaction (Petersen et al., 

2008).  

2.6.4.2.  Aesthetic interaction 

Petersen, Iversen, Krogh, and Ludvigsen (2004) have drawn on pragmatism to formulate aesthetic 

interaction, an approach to aesthetics of interactive systems that takes into account a socio-cultural focus 

on aesthetics, designing for mind and body, and the instrumentality of aesthetics (p. 270). The socio-

cultural focus considers the notion of aesthetic as a quality that unfolds from experiencing the world, 

not one inherent in the system. The meaning of aesthetic will depend on much the socio-cultural 

background of the experience influences the user. Petersen et al. (2004) remark, “aesthetic is not 

something a priori in the world, but a potential that is released in dialogue as we experience the world; it 

is based on valuable use relations influencing the construction of our everyday life.” (p. 271).  

Petersen et al. (2004) take into account the pragmatist idea that an experience includes both mind and 

body, so an aesthetic experience should speak to both. From the pragmatist perspective, an aesthetic 

experience encompasses the immediate sensational auditory, visual, and tactile qualities of the 
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interactive artifact or computer system. An aesthetic experience also considers the intellectual processes 

related to the appropriation of the artifact or system, and also to making sense of complex, 

contradictory, and ambiguous situations, including the use of imagination. Moreover, an aesthetic 

experience recognizes that past experiences function as shaper of future ones (Petersen et al., 2004, p. 

271).  

The instrumentality of aesthetics emphasizes the role of aesthetics in the everyday life. In terms of 

instrumentality, aesthetics originates from relationships of use. From the pragmatist perspective, such 

an origin gives aesthetics a power role in the everyday life  (Petersen et al., 2004, p. 271). Petersen et al. 

(2004) remark, “aesthetics has the ability to surprise and provoke and to move the subject to a new 

insight of the world.” (p. 271) 

Petersen et al. (2004) point out two important characteristics of their approach. First, aesthetic 

interaction aims at creating involvement, experience, surprise, and serendipity during interaction time. 

According to Petersen et al., the user’s appropriation of the interactive artifact or computer system is 

crucial to succeed in that aim. Second, aesthetic interaction promotes both physical experiences and 

symbolic representations during interaction time. It actively seeks to put the user in contact with her 

cognitive skills, emotional values, and body capabilities. In this sense, aesthetic interaction seeks to 

integrate mind and body (p. 274). 
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2.6.4.3.  Interaction gestalt 

Lim, Stolterman, Jung & Donaldson (2007) propose interaction gestalt as a concept to be applied in the 

design of aesthetic interactions. To formulate such a concept, Lim et al. (2007) draw on somaesthetics, a 

further development of Dewey’s notion of aesthetic experience. Somaesthetics emphasizes the 

connection between the body (i.e., the soma) with sensory perceptions (i.e., aesthetics). Moreover, it 

promotes a person’s body movements as one of the ways of being and thinking (Höök, Ståhl, et al., 2015).  

While Petersen et al. (2004) encourage to have a broader design perspective by taking socio-cultural 

aspects into account, Lim et al. (2007) utilize somaesthetics to propose a narrower perspective. These 

scholars propose to focus only on the lower-level dynamics of interactions between human sensory and 

materials (p. 244) According to Lim et al. (2007), the interaction between human sensory faculties and 

materials is the fundamental factor of an aesthetic experience (p. 244).  

Interaction gestalt is a concept intended to help a designer give form to concrete and graspable 

interactions by promoting a deep understanding of their materials (Lim et al., 2007, pp. 244–245). In this 

regard, Lim et al. (2007) explain, 

The interaction gestalt is shaped by a set of interaction attributes that must be translated 
to and manifested in the interactive artifact properties in order to be communicated, 
perceived, and experienced by users. The interaction gestalt also has to be designed in a 
way that will evoke the desired user experiences. The designer has to anticipate how a 
certain gestalt will be experienced by a user, and that anticipation has to be translated 
back into ideas on how the gestalt should be shaped (p. 246). 
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Lim et al. (2007) formulate the concept of interaction gestalt as one way to motivate HCI scholars to 

develop an interaction design language. They  argue that such a language is necessary for the consolidation 

and instruction of aesthetics of interaction (Lim et al., 2007, p. 247).  

An interaction gestalt is the result of examining aspects of time, space, and information of an 

interactive systems, and it comprises eleven interaction attributes: 1) connectivity, 2) continuity, 3) 

directness, 4) movement, 5) orderliness, 6) pace, 7) proximity, 5) resolution, 6) speed, 7) state, and 8) 

time-depth. As Lim et al indicate., the interaction attributes are to shape the space of emerging, possible, 

pertinent interactions around a situation and context, not to shape the features of a system. The 

interaction attributes aim to guide conceptual directions for the possible forms of interaction that the 

system would manifest (Lim et al., 2007, p. 251). In this sense, the interaction attributes differ from 

experiential qualities, which are descriptions of an experience based on personal judgment. “Fun,” 

“pleasant,” and “exciting” are examples of experiential qualities (Lim et al., 2007, p. 249) 

2.6.4.4.  Somaesthetics 

Höök, Jonsson, Stål, and Mercurio (2016) introduce somaesthetics in the HCI discourse to emphasize that 

learning and improving body awareness through different activities or forms to train the body, such as 

yoga, is as relevant as educating the mind. According to Höök et al., such an activity makes a person 

more perceptive and aware of the world in which she lives and acts (p. 3132). Somaesthetics explores 

somatic practices and demonstrates how such practices can lead to the attainment of fulfilling 
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experiences (Bergström & Jonsson, 2016). Thus, Höök et al. seek to motivate HCI scholars and designers 

to explore somatic practices in relation to aesthetics of interaction.  

Höök et al. (2016) formulate somaesthetic appreciation design (Bergström & Jonsson, 2016; Höök, Ståhl, et 

al., 2015; Höök et al., 2016) as a strong concept (Höök & Löwgren, 2012) intended for the creation of 

products that support physical experiences. In this regard, somaesthetic appreciation design is 

concerned with products that utilize interactivity to direct the user’s attention inwards. For such 

products, interactivity is a means to enrich the sensitivity, enjoyment, and appreciation of the body 

(Bergström & Jonsson, 2016).  

A product created with the aid of somaesthetic appreciation design should have four characteristics: 1) 

subtleness, 2) space for reflection, 3) intimate correspondence, and 4) facilitation for articulating the 

experience (Bergström & Jonsson, 2016; Höök et al., 2016, p. 3139). A product demonstrates subtleness 

when it subtly guides, stimulates, and maintains the attention to areas and functions of the body 

through interactions. Offering a space for reflection means allowing the user to shut out the outside 

world and providing a secluded, enclosed space for the user to slow down the pace of life. In this regard, 

the product should help the user disrupt actively everyday routines and feel supported. Intimate 

correspondence refers to the product’s feedback, which should rhyme with the rhythms and flows of the 

user’s body. The user should perceive the product as an extension of her body. Finally, the product 

facilitates the articulation of the experience when it helps the user engage in reflection or introspection 
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during interaction time, happening in such a way that the user can articulate the experience afterward 

(Bergström & Jonsson, 2016; Höök et al., 2016).  

2.6.4.5.  Other accounts of aesthetics of interaction 

There are other approaches to aesthetics of interactions developed in HCI. However, all of them have a 

main characteristic: the focus is on the aesthetics that emerge from the product usage, not from the 

appearance of the product or the value given to the product as a result of the user’s intellectualization 

around about it (Petersen et al., 2008). Another three notable examples of examples of formulations on 

aesthetics of interaction are the work of Löwgren (2009), Baljko and Tenhaaf (2008), and Redström 

(2008). Löwgren (2009) defines four aesthetic interaction qualities, namely, pliability, rhythm, dramaturgical 

structure, and fluency. Löwgren formulates such qualities by utilizing interaction criticism as a method 

(Bardzell, 2009, 2011) Baljko and Tenhaaf (2008) talk about aesthetics of emergence, an aesthetic experience 

that relies on embodied, situated, participatory actions of both the user and the product. Aesthetics of 

experiences considers the product as a virtual agent and focuses on the way users gain a common 

understanding around it. Redström (2008) formulates tangled interactions as a notion to discuss the 

expressiveness and aesthetic potential of overloading the product’s “surface” by adding several layers of 

interactions.  

2.6.4.6.  Connections between delight and aesthetics of interaction 

All these accounts of aesthetics of interaction are demonstrations of how HCI scholars want to 

distinguish interaction as a kind of material that has, among other qualities, an aesthetic dimension. 
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However, these accounts seem not to address the relation between delight and aesthetic experience. An 

explicit definition of delight in the context of aesthetics of interaction seems inexistent. And yet, we 

could turn to marketing research to sketch a definition for such a context. Particularly, I suggest paying 

attention to what marketing research says about consumption experiences (Arnold et al., 2005; Chitturi 

et al., 2008; Hsu et al., 2015). I think that Kefalidou, Maxwell, Woods, Sharples, and Makri (2012) have 

taken a first step in this direction. Their preliminary formulation of delight for HCI appears related to 

insights from marketing research. What they miss, however, is the connection with the domain of 

aesthetics of interaction and the pragmatist notion of aesthetic experience.  

2.6.5.  The institutional model of pleasure 

Brown and Juhlin (2015) introduce an institutional model of pleasure, which regards pleasure as a social 

construct intrinsically related to people’s activities. According to Brown and Juhlin (2015), pleasure is 

fundamentally social in nature and the predominant use of technology around the world centers on 

pleasure or enjoyment (p. 4). They remark, "[W]herever there is pleasure there is technology." (Brown & 

Juhlin, 2015, p. 181) Brown and Juhlin (2015) regard pleasure as a crucial element in people's everyday 

lives, one that influences their decisions and activities, as well as the way people describe them. (p. 6). 

For these scholars, pleasure is a public institution since it something shared among the members of a 

community, thus rejecting the idea that pleasure is something private (p. 19).  

Brown and Juhlin formulate the institutional model as a new empirical program for studying leisure and 

enjoyment (p. 9), drawing from philosophy, economics, psychology, and the social sciences (p. 11). In this 
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model, pleasure and enjoyment are interchangeable terms. Brown and Juhlin (2015) use the former to 

focus on individual cases and the latter to talk broadly about the phenomenon (p. 15). Pleasure has four 

characteristics according to the institutional model. First, pleasure is ordinary, an observable 

phenomenon of the everyday life. Second, pleasure requires skill and must be learned from others. 

Third, pleasure is social and relies on the existence of others for its form and shape. Fourth, pleasure is 

felt, and people can easily distinguish it in different activities and actions (Brown & Juhlin, 2015, p. 166). 

Through the institutional model of pleasure, Brown and Juhlin (2015) also set a critique to the 

pragmatist perspective of aesthetic experience, particularly, as McCarthy and Wright (2004) formulate it 

in their account of technology as experience. Brown and Juhlin (2015) disagree with the idea that only 

well-trained analysts, not to say, only philosophers,  are capable of describing or developing a language 

around the sensual or emotional qualities of an experience (pp. 27–30). Instead, Brown and Juhlin (2015) 

emphasize that pleasure appears in daily activities and people are capable of distinguishing it when it 

occurs, using ordinary language to frame it and talk about it (pp. 30–31).  

The institutional model of pleasure receives considerable influence from ethnomethodology, which 

carefully pays attention to the structures linked to performing a certain activity, as well as they how such 

structures shape a person’s understanding of what people do in general (Brown & Juhlin, 2015, pp. 30–

31). By considering pleasure as a complex set of learned activities and practices (Brown & Juhlin, 2015, p. 

38), Brown and Juhlin (2015) propose four methods for the study of pleasure, all of them to support an 

ethnomethodological perspective. These methods are 1) participant observation, 2) video analysis, 3) 
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interviews, and 4) design (pp. 183–201) Brown and Juhlin never address the relationship between 

pleasure and delight. Nevertheless, this same relation suggests that the institutional model, including its 

methods, might apply to the articulation and study of delight. 

2.6.6.  Delight according to Kefalidou et al.  

Kefalidou, Maxwell, Woods, Sharples, and Makri (2012) start their formulation of delight by considering 

the definitions of delight as “great pleasure” or “a cause or source of great pleasure.” They also consider 

that delight may vary according to each user’s characteristics and critical perception towards the 

interface design (Kefalidou et al., 2012, p. 1). Later, they applied a questionnaire to people with different 

backgrounds, including computer science, psychology, and linguistics. Based on the results of the 

questionnaire, Kefalidou et al. (2012) conclude that delight incorporates some element of satisfaction, 

and that such an element is physically-bound, operationally-bound, or emotionally-bound. Moreover, 

Kefalidou et al. affirm that delight also includes an element of surprise (p. 2). 

Kefalidou et al. (2012) also take into account the mechanisms to measure, assess, or evaluate delight as 

experienced and expressed by the users of a system. Kefalidou et al. remark, 

 it would be of paramount importance to be able to identify and evaluate ‘delight’ in 
interface design, as the concept of 'delight' may provide a direct measure of a user’s 
emotional state on a technological level. 

In this regard, these scholars encourage to pay attention to frameworks related to the study of emotions, 

from both inside and outside of HCI, including design for serendipity frameworks. Regarding HCI, 

Kefalidou et al. detect two main strands in the assessment of delight. One of these strands is the 
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informational account, which regards emotions as pieces of information within an experience. According 

to this account, emotions can be isolated and therefore measured. The other strand is the interactional 

account. From the perspective of this account, emotions derive dynamically from the relation between a 

person’s internal factors and other external factors, such as culture. Consequently, emotions cannot be 

isolated and measured quantitatively (Kefalidou et al., 2012, p. 3). 

According to Kefalidou et al. (2012), the information account is insufficient for the evaluation of delight 

since body reaction metrics are incapable of accounting for the factors that led to the expression of a 

particular emotion (p. 3).  In this sense, Kefalidou et al. seem to favor the interactional account for the 

assessment of delight. Based on the interactional account, delight may be regarded as a result of a long-

term and location-based interaction rather than a consequence of a momentum interaction (Kefalidou 

et al., 2012, p. 3). Nevertheless, Kefalidou et al. point out the incapability of the interactional account for 

covering the antecedents of delight (p. 3). Kefalidou et al. also emphasize the importance of 

distinguishing whether an emotion corresponds to delight or not. Hence, they suggest the adoption of 

both objective measures, psychological metrics and instant responses, and subjective measures, self-

reports and reflections. Finally, Kefalidou et al. (2012) encourage other HCI scholars to develop 

mechanisms to explore and assess the relation between delight and serendipity, the element of surprise 

(p. 3).  
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2.6.7.  Delight from the perspective of user experience designers 

2.6.7.1.  Model of design for emotion by Walter 

In the professional context, Walter (2011) appears as one of the first designers concerned with designing 

for emotions. Through the publication “Designing for Emotion”, he has become into one of the most 

influential voices among the community of practitioners in relation to design, pleasure, and delight. 

Walter starts his account by turning to the Maslow’s pyramidal model of needs to claim that interface 

design is design for humans, who have needs (p. 6). Walter then draws on Maslow’s pyramid to propose 

a model of the type of needs that interactive systems should fulfill (Fig. 2.4). This model indicates that an 

interface should be functional, reliable, usable, and pleasurable, successively (p. 6). Walter also suggests 

taking into account insights from evolutionary psychology, including baby-face bias and reaction to 

contrast, as a foundation for emotional design. 

  

Figure 2.4. Model of user needs. Adapted from Walter (2011). 
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However, Walter promotes no description in the sense that “designing for emotion still requires nuance 

and careful consideration.” (p. 28). Rather, Walter (2011) emphasizes the notion of personality as the 

platform for emotion. According to this designer, emotion emerges from a process of communication 

between the user and the system, and both of them have personalities, which end up affecting the 

communication process (p. 29). Walter (2011) remarks,  

Just as our personalities shift with the context of communication in real life, they must 
shift in the projects we design. There’s no one-size-fits-all solution. If we stop thinking 
of the interfaces we design as dumb control panels, and think of them as the people our 
target audience wants to interact with, we can craft emotionally engaging experiences 
that make a lasting impression. (p.46) 

Walter later focuses on surprise as a key concept of his account. This designer claims that “surprise is 

always followed by a proportional emotional response.” (p. 49). In this regard, Walter (2011) explains, 

After the brain detects a surprising contrast, it has to figure out how to respond quickly. 
There’s not enough time for deep, intellectual contemplation, so the brain relies on 
emotion to provide a “gut reaction.” Interface designers love creating this sort of 
response in users because, if done well, surprise that triggers the right gut reaction 
bypasses cerebral judgements that might prevent users from clicking, signing up for a 
service, or buying. But keep in mind, our goal here is not to deceive or trick. Your 
audience will catch on to your game and will not trust your brand if you are deceitful. 
We want to build positive perceptions of our brand to create lasting brand loyalty. 
(Walter, 2011, p. 49) (Italics added).  

Thus, Walter (2011) relates delight to an element of surprise associated with the completion of a task. 

Delight is that aspect that makes the user repeat the task again (p. 51). 

Besides surprise, Walter (2011) also considers anticipation as another key concept in designing for 

emotion. Walter regards anticipation as surprise’s temporal opposite: “We create anticipation when we 
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foreshadow a desired event and give the audience ample time to ponder the experience.” (p. 54) Walter 

(2011) indicates that anticipation encourages the user to use her imagination to form an image of 

upcoming events (p. 55). Other concepts that Walter also takes into account are elevating perceived status 

and limiting access to elicit a feeling of exclusivity. In the end, Walter re-emphasizes that no formula is 

available for designing for emotion, so it is imperative that the designer finds the appropriate tactics in 

each case, based on the user profile and expected brand experience (p. 65) 

Many online publications by designers build on the model proposed by Walter (2011). There seems to be 

an agreement among practitioners that delight can only be achieved after fulfilling functionality, and 

reliability. Basically, all of them agree in considering delight as a concern of the top level of Walter’s 

model: pleasure. Since Walter introduced his model, designers publish online formulations on delight 

based on that model, insights that seem related to marketing research, and insights gained from case 

studies. The notion of delight seemed to be strongly associated with non-functional aspects in the 

beginning, particularly, aspects of appearance and motion. However, some designers consider this 

notion of delight somehow empty since it cannot account for delight as an added value to a product or 

experience. In this sense, there seem to be two strands of delight: one notion of delight centered on 

appearance and motion, and one notion centered on fulfilment and efficiency. No strand is better than the 

other. The second strand just appeared as a result of the deterioration (or lack of solid formulations) of 

the first strand.  
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2.6.7.2.  Delight as appearance and motion  

Casali (2013) considers the development of a language of movement as an important movement among 

interaction designers, who seems to require of a critical language to describe the ways motion conveys a 

message. In this sense, Casali (2013) talks about meaningful animations as opposed to delightful animations, 

which are intended to be pleasurable for the user without detracting the usability of the interactive 

system. According to Casali (2013), there is a third type of animation that relates strictly to interactions: 

delightful and meaningful animations. Such an animation carries three characteristics: 1) it conveys 

meaning, 2) it gives delight, and 3) it stays out of the way.  

According to Gittins (2013), delight relates to effects to amuse, surprise, and excite the user. Gittins 

considers delight as an unrequired functionality, yet this designer admits that delight can have a powerful 

effect on the way the interactive artifact is perceived and experienced. Gittins (2013) regards a website as 

delightful when it includes motion to make the experience more immersive and design features to make 

the website appear more human and tactile. 

Babich (2016) describes delight in “Take UX to the Next Level by Adding Delight” as follows, 

Delight is a word that we are hearing more of to describe pleasurable moments in our 
digital and offline products. UX Delight is part of establishing an emotional connection with 
your users and reminding them that there are real humans behind the design. Also, it can 
help to make an experience human and break down the barriers that exist between person 
and computer. (Italics added) 

Babich turns to Norman (2005) and Walter (2011) as the foundations of design for emotion. Then, this 

designer talks about surface user experience delight as “the things that are often very obvious and visceral in 
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order to convey delight. It draws strong attention to our products by creating positive first impression.” 

(Italics in the original text). Regarding this type of delight, Babich (2016) considers six elements: 1) user 

interface, 2) microcopy, 3) animation, 4) affordance transitions, 5) sound, and 6) typography. 

Herrmann (2016) considers delight and surprise as two closely related concepts. This designer suggests 

that stimulating curiosity is key to delight and surprise the user. According to Herrmann (2016), having 

moments of delight and surprise ensures a brand’s authenticity and gives a competitive advantage. 

Herrmann remarks, “They create a connection that people remember and have the opportunity to create 

a long-term connection with your brand.” Riddle, Zieba, Cao, and Ellis (2015) propose the following 

tactics to design for delight: 1) focus on aesthetics, 2) use feedback to drive conversation, 3) give a gift, 

and 4) leave little Easter eggs. Gkogka (2017) also talks about Easter eggs as a way to delight the user.  

Collins (2016) brings delight of microinteractions as part of the conversation. For Collins, a delightful user 

experience is in the details, so designers should not overlook them. Therefore, Collins (2016) suggests to 

focus on microinteractions. This designer considers the four components for building 

microinteractions defined by Saffer (2014): 1) triggers, 2) rules, 3) feedback, and 4) modes. Nevertheless, 

Collins indicates that not every interaction needs exciting microinteractions with fun transitions and 

animations, since it could clutter the interaction rather than make it delightful. 
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2.6.7.3.  Delight as fulfilment and efficiency 

Kayan (2015) indicates that delight has become a hot topic among user experience designers yet it has 

unfortunately become synonym of cute flourishes. Kayan explains that practitioners use the term delight 

to describe “details whose purposes simply to instill personality and brand into our product.” However, 

this designer also comments that such details not necessarily cause delight to everyone or every time. 

For example, Kayan argues that being constantly delighted by every app in one’s smartphone is absurd, 

that the so-called delightful details are simply brand elements used for distinguishing the business from 

others. Kayan (2015) claims that delightful details may generate a subtle emotional response but not a 

strong feeling of happiness in the user.  

Through a type of self-ethnography, Kayan (2015) found some activities that cause her delight. As a result 

of analyzing these activities, Kayan relates delightful moment to one or multiple of the following 

aspects: 1) something unexpected, 2) something that makes a person feel valued, 3) something that 

makes a person feel smart or not stupid in front of others, 4) something that saves a peson time, 5) 

sometimes that saves a person a lot of effort, 6) sometimes that makes the world significantly better, and 

6) nature. In this sense, Kayan (2015) remarks,  

moments of delight can only happen when products help people be smarter, feel 
fulfilled, and avoid mundane tasks — and once they experience [a] sweet [design] 
feature, it’s going to stop delighting them because they expect it to be just that good. 

Leisio (2016a) affirms that delight in software is about bringing positive moments to the user’s life as she 

uses it. Moreover, this designer considers delight as a spectrum, which goes from good to great 
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software. Leisio (2016) regards good software as the one that “simply gets out of your way,” whereas 

great software “will introduce something more.” Great software is a value-add for a lot people (Leisio, 

2016a). Madhugiri (2016) introduces a similar idea: a system is delightful when it does everything as 

expected really well while it also does something completely unexpected as well. In this sense, Madhugiri 

relates delight with efficiency and surprise: a delightful user experience is meeting the user’s needs 

before she asks for it. According to Madhugiri (2016), building products that delight the user comprises 

three activities: 1) to pay attention to details, 2) to take all feedback seriously, and 3) to talk to both users 

and non-users. According to this designer, the goal is building products that make people very happy in 

addition to being useful (Madhugiri, 2016),  

Maynard (2015) talks about optimizing delight. In this regard, Maynard argues that the more a designer 

understands the user the more success the designer will have in provoking delight. Nevertheless, 

Maynard indicates that optimizing delight is a result of a creative process rather than just focusing on 

data. In this sense, creativity becomes a crucial element in the designer’s toolbox. In a similar vein, 

Martin (2016) considers delight as an efficient strategy, the implementation of little things that could 

cause a big impact. According to this designer, delight is cheap and easy to implement. However, delight 

is difficult to implement well. In this regard, Martin (2016) proposes two strategies: 1) to be surprising by 

making the mundane memorable, and 2) to be personal by knowing the user like one knows a best 

friend. Martin (2016) summarizes his perspective as follows: “To delight customers, understand your 

users’ expectations and personality, so that you can identify opportunities to be methodically surprising 

and personal.”  
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Shepheard (2016), there are three key levels of design: 1) base functionality, 2) ergonomics, and 3) 

delight. Shepheard relates ergonomics with comfort and delight with ease of use and satisfaction. 

According to Shepheard, delight translates in the digital realm as optimizing for an end goal or a key 

performance indicator. It materializes through micro-optimizations informed by a type of user research or 

testing (Shepheard, 2016). Obenauer (2016) relates delight to two aspects of software: function and 

aesthetic appeal. Regarding function, this designer suggests creating smarter software that removes 

frustrations instead of creating them, whereas for aesthetic appeal, he indicates that interfaces should 

be both empathetic and innovative (Obenauer, 2016). As other designers affirm, Obenauer (2016) agrees 

that delighting the user is in the details.  

Slayback (2016) considers that delight is a response to at least two things: 1) accomplishment of a stated 

purpose or end, and 2) excellent execution of this accomplishment. Slayback indicates that delight not 

necessarily comes from usage but from the personality of the product. In this sense, the personality of a 

product is crucial in causing delight. This designer also affirms that delight comes from the user’s 

surprise of noticing how well the product works regarding something she really wants (Slayback, 2016). 

Designers from Thin Martian (2016) affirms that delight is about timing. In this regard, they suggest 

using animations for adding emphasis, importance, and feedback to actions from the user. Further, they 

see animations as a mechanism for rewarding the user for her actions through a welcome surprise  (Thin 

Martian, 2016) . For the designers of Thin Martian, delivering delight derives from a combination of a 

deeper understanding of the user’s goal, allowing the user achieve that goal, and letting the user get into 

a flow. In this sense, these designers affirm that flow is what makes the user coming back. They also 
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affirm that reducing anxiety is just as delightful as wowing the user. They also emphasize tailored and 

personalized interactions as a means to create a delightful user experience(Thin Martian, 2016).  

Barkow (2016) affirms that searching for ways to add delight makes no sense. Barkow suggests turning 

to the Kano model of customer satisfaction to see “how UI delights might typically only smooth out 

frustrations or provide short-term boosts to the users’ experience.” According to Barkow, building long 

lasting delight requires looking to the user experience and investigating about deeper frustrations with 

the product. Only then, a designer could create significant, surprising shortcuts that can deliver delight 

in the long-term (Barkow, 2016) In a similar vein, Crawshaw (2017) asks designers to be careful with 

thinking of design as a panacea. As this designer claims, not all the user experiences can be delightful. 

“Working on crunching mortgage numbers” and “diagnosing a person with a disease” are two examples 

that Crawshaw uses to support her claim. This designer promotes the notion of satisfying experiences, 

which she defines as as elegant, fulfilling, and not detracting experiences.  

2.6.7.4.  A theory of delight by Fessenden 

One of the recent publications belonging to the strand of fulfillment and efficiency comes from a user 

experience specialist at Nielsen Norman Group. Given the recognition of the founders, this online 

publication might become very influential among the community of designers. In A Theory of User 

Delight: Why Usability Is the Foundation for Delightful Experiences, Fessenden (2017) proposes a definition of 

delight for the context of interactive systems and their interfaces: 
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User delight refers to any positive emotional affect that a user may have when 
interacting with [an interactive system] or interface. User delight may not always be 
expressed outwardly, but can influence the behaviors and opinions formulated while 
using a website or application. (emphasis in the original) 

Based on this definition and by turning into Walter (2011) as foundation, Fessenden (2017) distinguishes 

between two types of delight: surface delight and deep delight.   

Fessenden regards surface delight as local and contextual. This type of delight usually derives from 

isolated interface features. Surface delight manifests through animations, tactile transitions or gestural 

commands, microcopy, beautiful and relevant high-resolution imagery, and sound interactions 

(Fessenden, 2017). On the other hand, deep delight is holistic, and is a result of meeting all the user needs, 

including functionality, reliability, usability, and pleasurability. Moreover, deep delight occurs only 

when the user has reached the state of flow  (Fessenden, 2017).  

According to Fessenden (2017), deep delight is harder to achieve. However, when the user experiences it, 

she is more prone to recommend the product or service to a friend, and to become a passionate return 

user. Fessenden (2017) also indicates that a designer can achieve deep delight by building a product that 

works as expected or better while it meets the user needs at the right time and place. Between the two 

types of delight, Fessenden regards the former type as sexier. However, Fessenden elevates deep delight 

by relating it to the return of investment (ROI). And yet, Fessenen (2017) emphasizes that user delight 

comes after fulfilling all the elements of the model by Walter (2011). In this regard, Fessenden advises 

designers not to force surface delight since it comes with potential branding risks. This specialist 
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indicates that prioritizing surface delight over deep delight may convey non-genuineness and 

deceitfulness (Fessenden, 2017). 

2.7.  Summary 

In this chapter, I presented a literature review around the concept of pleasure and its connection with 

delight. I reviewed formulations from philosophy, marketing, product design, HCI, and user experience 

design. Going through the literature review showed me the richness and complexity of this concept, so 

framing delight in a simple fashion for the context of interactive systems appears complicated. 

Notwithstanding, the literature review showed me an important starting point: the intrinsic relation 

between delight and pleasure. Thanks to this relation, I could utilize how different disciplines address 

pleasure to obtain an outline of what delight means.  

Philosophy has helped me understand how pleasure and delight are relevant aspects of human nature 

and experience. Through philosophy, I now consider delight as a result of not only perceiving or sensing, 

but also as a feeling of reaching a fulfilling inner state, as a consequence of learning, and as comforting 

the soul. I learned from marketing research that the Kano model of customer satisfaction and the 

notions of hedonic and utilitarian attributes are central formulations for investigating delight. I also 

learned that delight does not necessarily involve surprise, and that delight without surprise might be 

more enduring, so that type of delight becomes an influential factor for the user to keep using a product 

or service, or even recommend it to other people. In this sense, I learned how delight relates and 

supports brand loyalty, a situation that reinforces my assumption about the rhetorical role of delight 
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regarding interactive artifacts and the user experience. Reviewing HCI literature allowed me to see 

connections between marketing research and the notion of user experience from the perspective of 

HCI. It also made think of delight as an unexplored topic in aesthetics of interaction and the qualitative 

orientation of the hedonic in HCI. From what practitioners have published online, I learned about their 

true concern about formulating a theory of delight so they can demonstrate its value to the industry. 

Nevertheless, I found interesting how many of their formulations somehow echo insights from 

academia.  

Certainly, going through the literature review provides me with a satisfactory panorama of delight. 

However, I consider this review insufficient to offer a conclusive characterization for the context of 

interactive artifacts. I will take what I have learned from this literature review to the examinations 

presented in a later chapter, expecting to get a better sense of what delight means in that context once I 

reached the end of this dissertation. After these examinations, I also hope to understand and articulate 

better the possible rhetorical role of delight that I mentioned in the previous chapter, and that motivates 

this dissertation project.   
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Chapter 3: 
Rhetoric 

3.1.  Introduction 

Following the assumption that delight performs a rhetorical function, either at the level of design or the 

level of the user experience, one reasonable question is to ask, what is rhetoric? In this chapter, I will 

present a collection of definitions and concepts to communicate my general understanding about 

rhetoric, both as an academic discipline and practice (an art). I will start this chapter with some 

definitions or rhetoric and a synthesis of its historical development. From my viewpoint, a historical 

account is necessary for someone coming outside of rhetoric because it helps in clarifying what rhetoric 

is and how it has participated and continues participating in the development of the Western culture 

and knowledge production. After we have an idea of the evolution of rhetoric from the Greeks to the 

present, I will focus on the main concepts from its classical period, which is concerned with oratory and 

writing practices. From this period, I emphasize two concepts: the enthymeme and rhetorical figures. 

Next, I will focus on the contemporary period, in which rhetoric extended its scope to include both 

verbal and non-verbal compositional practices. In this section, I will summarize key ideas of a 

rhetorician who has profoundly influenced my understanding of rhetoric, Kenneth Burke. The work of 

this rhetorician shifts the focus of rhetoric from winning over an audience to looking for means of 

identification with the audience. Since I am personally interested in how visual information shapes our 

everyday lives, including the elements of graphical user interfaces, I will land on visual rhetoric and non-

discursive rhetoric after the journey from the classical and contemporary periods. After summarizing 
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basic ideas about these rhetorics, I will try to make a connection with visual argumentation and 

multimodal argumentation since I consider rhetoric as a practice closely related to shaping arguments 

of any kind. At that point, I hope to have provided a panorama about the notion of rhetoric in general, 

and about visual and multimodal rhetoric in particular. Then, I will close this chapter with two more 

sections. First, I will make a brief commentary about the relationship between rhetoric and design, and 

summarize the work of Richard Buchanan and Hanno Ehses, design scholars whom I consider very 

influential not only in my understanding of the rhetoric of design but also in how I visualize bringing 

rhetoric into interaction design. Second, I will present the summaries of scholarly work that shows a 

connection between rhetoric with HCI.  

3.2.  The notion of rhetoric 

Rhetoric has a long tradition. This disciplined emerged in Greece during the 5th century B.C. (Bizzell & 

Herzberg, 2001; Toye, 2013). Since then, the notion and practice of rhetoric has undergone several 

changes. Rhetoric has evolved along with the Western culture (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001; Gill, 1994). 

Hence it is no surprise that the notion of rhetoric encompasses different meanings: 

Rhetoric has a number of overlapping meanings: the practice of oratory; the study of the 
strategies of effective oratory; the use of language, written, or spoken, to inform or 
persuade; the study of the persuasive effects of language; the study of the relation 
between language and knowledge; the classification and use of tropes and figures; and, 
of course, the use of empty promises and half-truths as a form of propaganda (Bizzell & 
Herzberg, 2001, p. 1). 

In general, rhetoric is concerned with the study and practice of shaping content (Covino & Jolliffe, 1995, 

p. 4), and takes into account the persuasiveness, ambiguity, and morality of language (Winterowd, 1968). 
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Rhetoric rejects the idea that language can be neutral (Winterowd, 1968, p. 1), so paying attention to how 

content is shaped, circulated, and appropriated is a matter in this discipline.  

Gill (1994) pinpoints some noteworthy definitions of rhetoric that illustrate its nature and scope: 

•   Aristotle, as translated by George Kennedy, notes: “Let rhetoric be [defined as] an ability, in 

each [particular] case, to see the available means of persuasion.” 

•   Francis Bacon argues that “the duty and office of Rhetoric … is … to apply and recommend the 

dictates of reason to imagination, in order to excite the appetite and will.” 

•   George Campbell suggests that rhetoric (“eloquence”) is “[t]hat art or talent by which the 

discourse is adapted to its end.” The possible ends are “to enlighten the understanding, to 

pleasure the imagination, to move the passions, or to influence the will.” 

•   Richard Whately states, “The finding of suitable arguments to prove a given point, and the 

skillful arrangement of them, may be considered as the immediate and proper province of 

Rhetoric, and of that alone.” 

•   Douglas Ehninger defines rhetoric as “an organized, consistent, coherent way of talking about 

practical discourse.” 

•   Donald Bryant calls rhetoric the “rationale of informative and suasory discourse,” and cites as its 

function “adjusting ideas to people and people to ideas.” 

•   Richards argues rhetoric should be “a study of misunderstanding and its remedies.” 
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•   Kenneth Burke says rhetoric is “rooted in an essential function of language itself, a function that is 

wholly realistic, and is continually born anew; the use of language as a symbolic means of inducing 

cooperation in being that by nature respond to symbols.” 

•   For Richard Weaver, rhetoric is “truth plus its artful presentation.” 

•   Sonja Foss, Karen Foss, and Robert Trapp suggest that rhetoric is a purposive, symbolic human 

action as well as a perspective that involves focus on the process of symbolism. (Gill, 1994, pp. 

38–39) 

3.3.  Historical development of rhetoric 

The definitions of rhetoric above relate this practice to persuasion, ornamentation, and how we shape 

truth (Gill, 1994, p. 39). The variety of meanings around rhetoric is a result of its historical evolution, so 

learning about the history of rhetoric could give us a better sense of the relevance of this discipline not 

only to human affairs but also to the design of interactive systems. We can divide the long history of 

rhetoric into the following periods: 1) the classical period, 2) the medieval period, 3) the renaissance, 4) 

the nineteenth century, and 5) the modern and post-modern era  (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 1). The 

classical period starts with the birth of rhetoric in Greece and culminates around the 1400 C.E. The 

medieval starts afterward and ends by the 1400 E.C. The enlightenment goes from the late 17th century to 

the 18th century. The nineteenth century period is the precedent of the modern and post-modern, which 

continues to the present day. Not all the rhetoricians (i.e., scholars of rhetoric) follow this division 

exactly. However, they mostly distinguish between a classical and contemporary period and describe the 
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history or rhetoric based on the events that happened in between (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001; Covino & 

Jolliffe, 1995; Foss et al., 2001; Gill, 1994; Toye, 2013).  

Rhetoric became a relevant matter during the classical period. It not only had practical value but also 

took a privileged position as an activity that supports the search for truth, the counterpart of dialectic (E. 

P. Corbett et al., 1984). However, historical circumstances and epistemological shifts that occurred 

during the medieval times and enlightenment hampered that position of rhetoric. Rhetoric was 

relegated as a matter of ornamentation. Moreover, yet, this situation positioned rhetoric as a discipline 

concerned with taste and composition (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001), which ended up expanding the scope 

of rhetoric. It is during the twentieth century when rhetoric re-emerges as a serious scholarly endeavor. 

Rhetoricians started investigating the roles of persuasion and argumentation in mass communication 

and shaping both culture and knowledge (Brummett, 1994; Foss et al., 2001; Gill, 1994; Lucaites, Condit, 

& Caudill, 1999). In this sense, rhetoric became a synonym of the meaning derived from the use of 

symbols for communication purposes, and knowledge and beliefs could be now regarded as products of 

persuasion. As a result of this shift, political action and search for knowledge became two main concerns 

of this perspective of rhetoric (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, pp. 1–16; Foss et al., 2001, pp. 1–4).  

I am a person coming from an academic background different from rhetoric, communication studies, 

and English. Throughout my learning about rhetoric, I have realized that knowing about its history is 

important to get a better sense of what rhetoric is and is not. Knowing about its history also helps in 

seeing the connections with other disciplines and practices, including logic, dialectics, and even design. 
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In my attempt to explore the application of rhetoric in HCI, I consider not only rhetorical concepts per 

se but also its history and evolution. Next, I present a synthesis of the history of rhetoric, from the 

classical period to the present, for us to have a reference of some of the considerations that I carry to the 

examinations that I present in a later chapter.  

3.3.1.  The birth of rhetoric 

Rhetoric has its origin in the ancient Greece, around the 5th century B.C.E. The ancient Greek legal 

system required that citizens represent themselves in court. Therefore, making a good case and 

presenting it properly became a practical need. Corax of Syracuse realized about this need when people 

had to claim rightful ownership after a revolution that occurred around 465 B.C. in this Greek colony on 

the island of Sicily. Motivated by this situation, Corax wrote the treatise, the “Art of Rhetoric.” In this 

thesis, Corax addressed, for the first time, the organization of speeches, dividing them into three main 

parts: 1) introduction, 2) argument or proof, and 3) conclusion. The notion of probability was central to 

this thesis. Corax considered that a speaker must argue from general probabilities or establish probable 

conclusions, especially, when the situation impends the demonstration of facts with certitude (Foss et 

al., 2001, pp. 4–5).  

Tisias, pupil of Corax, introduced rhetoric to mainland Greece. The demand for having skills to talk 

eloquently motivated some people to offer training in that regard. These people received the name of 

sophists, teachers of wisdom. Protagoras, Gorgias, and Isocrates were three sophists that stand out 

during this period. Nevertheless, members of the Greek society distrusted of the sophist. For starters, 
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the foreign status of the sophists was not welcomed. Additionally, Greeks considered wisdom and 

excellence as virtues. Therefore, the idea of paying for becoming a “wiser” person (actually, a political 

leader), in addition to the fact that only certain people could afford such a luxury, seemed improper. 

Further, the sophists considered truth and reality as products of language, favoring figurative and 

poetic language for their power of appealing to a person’s senses through images, and thus creating 

alternative forms for understanding and experiencing the world. Greek philosophers found the idea of 

relative knowledge unacceptable, including Plato (Foss et al., 2001, pp. 5–6).  

3.3.2.  Plato’s rejection of the sophists, and his idea of true rhetoric 

Plato was a wealthy Athenian who rejected the political life. After the execution of his teacher and 

mentor Socrates, he traveled to Italy, Sicily, and perhaps Egypt, returning to Athens in 387, year in he 

founded the Academy (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 80; Foss et al., 2001, p. 6). The curriculum of the 

Academy emphasized mathematics, natural science, and political theory, although Plato was concerned 

with forming philosophers rather than politic leaders (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 80). Plato was a harsh 

critique of the sophist school. According to Plato, there exists a transcendent truth, accessible to human 

beings, and it is the task of the philosopher to help them remove the worldly debris that obscures the 

truth (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 81). Plato considered verbal exchange as the means to finding such a 

truth, so his vision of rhetoric was different from that of the sophists. For Plato, rhetoric should be 

analytic, objective, and dialectical. Plato saw the sophists as moral relativists, who could be then capable 

of using discourse to be manipulative, deceitful, or corrupt. His perspective made him consider the 

rhetoric of the sophists as false, treating it pejoratively. (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 81).  
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Plato showed his discontent towards that notion of rhetoric in some of his writings, the so-called 

dialogues, which he used to demonstrate the value of the verbal exchange as a means to philosophical 

inquiry  (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, pp. 81–86; Foss et al., 2001, pp. 6–7). Such dialogues have deeply 

influenced the development of Western knowledge, and been largely responsible of the disreputable 

character associated to the term rhetoric (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 80).  In Gorgias, Plato imagines a 

dialogue between Socrates and Gorgias, Callicles, and Polus. This dialogue addresses the value of 

rhetoric, as well as the relation between rhetoric and knowledge. Socrates condemns rhetoric in this 

dialogue, regarding it as a tool of exploitation, although he emphasizes it as beneficial only when 

rhetoric helps a person maintain the health of soul by bringing just punishment or correction upon 

oneself or a loved one (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, pp. 82–83). Regarding the relation between rhetoric and 

knowledge, Socrates makes a distinction between knowledge and belief, the true and the probable. 

Socrates then takes advantage of Gorgia’s commentary that rhetoric is only concerned with public, 

political, and judicial deliberations, which are only capable of addressing questions with uncertain 

answers, to point out the domain of rhetoric as limited. In this regard, Socrates indicates that an orator 

can induce belief in questions of justice but incapable of conveying true knowledge of the just. 

Moreover, Socrates emphasizes that mastering rhetoric not necessarily entails acquiring any moral 

knowledge regarding its use (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 83).  

In Phaedrus, the dialogue between Socrates and Phaedrus revolves around the notion of love, yet it is 

supposed to be centered on rhetoric (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 84). Socrates links here bad or false 

rhetoric (persuasion-to-belief) with lust, and good or true rhetoric (persuasion-to-knowledge) with love. 
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A person who lusts destroys herself and exploits the object of lust, while a person who loves seeks 

making the beloved person a better one, and bringing her closer to the transcendent good. Socrates later 

affirms that rhetoric is the art of influencing the soul through words. He emphasizes that such an art 

includes all kinds of speaking, not only public deliberations. Hence the orator must know the truth. For 

the orator to attain this goal, careful thinking, through doing analytic and synthetic groundwork, must 

inform her speaking. Moreover, the orator should catalog the kinds of human soul so she can address 

audiences by adjusting her discourse properly. The successful identification of the characteristics of a 

situation and audience, so the orator can carry out that appropriate adjustment, constitute the notion of 

kairos. However, Socrates emphasized dialogue as a means to leading someone to truth, making the 

good rhetoric (persuasion-to-knowledge) very close to dialectic. Although Socrates considered that the 

good rhetoric may not itself generate truth, it is an undoubtedly necessary pathway to truth (Bizzell & 

Herzberg, 2001, pp. 85–86). 

3.3.3.  Aristotelean rhetoric 

Aristotle of Macedonia, student of Plato, was the first philosopher to elaborate a systematized account of 

rhetoric (Foss et al., 2001, p. 7), and appeared as the first teacher of rhetoric in the Academy (Bizzell & 

Herzberg, 2001, p. 169). Aristotle considered arts and sciences devoted to knowing (the theoretical), 

doing (the practical) and making (the productive) (E. P. Corbett et al., 1984, p. vi). He also distinguished 

between science (epistemē) and art (technē). For Aristotle, sciences dealt with the necessary, with the 

invariable, whereas arts dealt with the contingent, with the probable (E. P. Corbett et al., 1984, p. vii). Art 

involves making choices. Aristotle considered dialectic reasoning as an art that is both theoretical and 
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practical, leading him to regard rhetoric as its counterpart (E. P. Corbett et al., 1984, p. vii). Bizzell and 

Herzberg ((2001) explain the rationale behind this link,  

In addition to demonstration and logic, dialectic and rhetoric constitute the other two 
major methods in Aristotle’s view of human inquiry, but these deal with subject on 
which true knowledge is not available. Dialectic arrives at probable knowledge (what 
Plato called belief) in disciplined academic inquiry that follows for rigorous questioning 
of premises and testing conclusions. Rhetoric functions in situations in which such 
rigorous analysis is not possible (because the audience is not qualified) or desirable (due 
to the exigency of the questions at hand). Instead of examining everything, rhetorical 
argument builds, whenever possible, on assumptions the audience already holds. 
Rhetoric may convey the results of scientific demonstration or dialectic to nonexperts 
by summarizing the reasoning used to arrive at these results. It may also be used to 
explore possible solutions to practical problems, such as are likely to confront 
governmental deliberative bodies or courts of law; it may arrive at probable answers that 
are more provisional, because less rigorously tested, than the results of dialectic but still 
trustworthy enough—if the rhetorical process has been conducted properly—for people 
to use the conclusions to manage their affairs (p. 170).  

Aristotle defines rhetoric as the faculty or ability of observing in any given case the available means of 

persuasion. However, this philosopher did not designate persuasion as the goal or function of rhetoric. 

Rather, the function of rhetoric is to observe or discover the potentially persuasive arguments (pisteis) in 

a particular case (E. P. Corbett et al., 1984, p. xv). Instead of thinking of rhetoric as achieving persuasion 

at any cost, Aristotle implies that having such a faculty helps a person utilize her intellect and moral 

disposition to choose the most effective and legitimate arguments (E. P. Corbett et al., 1984, pp. xv–xvi). 

And yet, Aristotle never specified what he means by persuasion (Griffin, 2012, p. 267), nor the act of 

persuasion is a verbal act (E. P. Corbett et al., 1984, p. xvi). 
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Aristotle’s rhetoric starts with the division of the “available means for persuasion” into two large 

categories. One of these categories corresponds to the “artistic” proofs, created in the art of rhetoric. The 

other category receive the name of  “inartistic,” “non-artistic,” or “non-technical” proofs, and 

corresponds to existing evidence, such as laws, contracts, oaths, testimony of witnesses, and evidence 

given under torture (E. P. Corbett et al., 1984, p. xvi).  Artistic proofs are divided into three types, 

indicating the aspect to which they appeal. Artistic proofs may appeal to reason (logos), to the emotions 

of the audience (pathos), or the character of the speaker (ethos) (E. P. Corbett et al., 1984, p. xvi). Logical or 

rational appeals emphasize the reasonableness of the orator’s argument. Pathetic or emotional appeals 

elevate emotions favorable to the orator’s position. Ethical appeals raise emotions favorable to the 

orator’s moral character (E. P. Corbett et al., 1984, p. 171). 

As Aristotle considered rhetoric as the counterpart of dialectic, he paid considerable attention to logos, 

the appeal to reason (E. P. Corbett et al., 1984, p. xviii). Aristotle saw similarity between rhetoric and 

dialectic since both appeal to human reason. For Aristotle, the example (paradeigma) and the enthymeme 

(enthumēma) were the rhetorical equivalents to induction (epagōgē) and deduction (sullogismos, 

“syllogism”), respectively (E. P. Corbett et al., 1984, p. xviii). Griffin (2012) synthesizes the relationship 

between dialectic and rhetoric, clarifying the definition of the latter. He remarks,  

Dialectic is one-on-one discussion; rhetoric is continuous discourse to a group. Dialectic 
is a search for truth; rhetoric tries to demonstrate truth that’s already found. Dialectic 
answers general philosophical questions; rhetoric addresses specific, practical ones. 
Dialectic deals with certainty; rhetoric deal with probability. Aristotle saw this last 
distinction as particularly important: Rhetoric is the art of discovering ways to make 
truth seem more probable to an audience that isn’t completely convinced. (Griffin, 2012, 
p. 267) 
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Aristotle then divided the logical appeal into maxim, example, and enthymeme (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, 

p. 171). A maxim is piece of received wisdom. An example is material extracted from history or 

mythology known to the audience (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 173). An enthymeme is just an 

incomplete version of a formal syllogism (Griffin, 2012, p. 268). Typical enthymemes leave out a primes 

which is already accepted by the audience (Griffin, 2012, p. 269). Bizzell & Herzberg (2001) explain,  

For example, a syllogism might be: All men are mortal; Socrates is a man; therefore, 
Socrates is mortal. An enthymeme might be: Socrates is virtuous, for he is wise. The 
premise that all wise men are virtuous is merely probable, not certain like the premise 
that all men are mortal; and the premise is not stated in the enthymeme on the 
assumption that the audience already knows it. (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, pp. 171–172) 

Enthymemes intuitively unite orator and audience since they are jointly produced by the audience. 

Persuasion occurs as a result of the audience helping in the construction of the proof (Griffin, 2012, p. 

269). The enthymeme is the kind of reasoning an audience of nonexperts can easily understand (Bizzell 

& Herzberg, 2001, p. 172). However,  the success of an enthymeme depends on the consensus between 

the orator and the audience, whether it already exists or is generated by the orator (E. P. Corbett et al., 

1984, p. xix). 

Aristotle pointed out three types of situations in which rhetoric is relevant, each of them defining a 

particular type of speaking or discourse. First, in the courtroom. In this situation, an orator performs 

forensic or judicial speaking, which has the purpose of addressing judges who are determining whether a 

person is guilty or innocent. Second, in politics. Here, deliberative or political speaking aims at gaining 

the favor of legislators or voters who decide future policy. Third, in ceremonies. An orator uses here 
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epideictic or ceremonial speaking displays a collection of praise or blame upon a person for the spectators 

(Griffin, 2012, p. 267).  

The logical proof (ethos) is perhaps most prominent in forensic speaking, the ethical proof most 

prominent in deliberative speaking, and the emotional proof most prominent in epideictic speaking. 

Thus, the ethical, emotional, and logical proofs closely relate to the orator, the audience, and the speech 

itself, respectively. From the three types of artistic proof, the ethical one appears as the most effective. It 

is only when the audience admires or trust the orator that logical and emotional proofs could be 

accepted or have an impact. According to Aristotle, the orator can inspire the audience’s confidence 

through her good sense (phronēsis), goodwill (eunoia), and good moral character (aretē) (E. P. Corbett et 

al., 1984, p. xvii). 

Aristotle devised a system of lines of argument, “prompters” or “initiators” to help the orator find 

arguments for the three types of discourse (i.e., forensic, deliberative, and epideictic). Such a system 

receives the name of the topics (topoi) (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, pp. 172–173; E. P. J. Corbett & Connors, 

1999, p. 87; E. P. Corbett et al., 1984, p. 10). There are two categories for the topics. Common topics apply to 

any subject, whereas the special topics applies to particular subjects. The common topics also receive the 

name of commonplaces (koinoi topoi). (Covino & Jolliffe, 1995, p. 40) Based on Aristotle’s rhetoric, Corbett 

and Connor (1999) arrange the common topics as 1) definition (genus and division), 2) comparison 

(similarity, difference, and degree), 3) relationship (cause and effect, antecedent and consequence, 

contraries, and contradictions), 4) circumstance (possible and impossible and past fact and future fact), 
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and 5) testimony (authority, testimonial, statistics, maxims, laws, and precedents (examples)) (p. 87). 

The second category of topics corresponds to the special topics. Corbett and Connor (1999) arrange the 

special topics as follows, 1) special topics for deliberative discourse (the good, the unworthy, the 

advantageous, and the disadvantageous), 2) special topics for judicial discourse (justice (right) and 

injustice (wrong)), and 3) special topics for ceremonial discourse (virtue (the noble) and vice (the base)) 

(E. P. J. Corbett & Connors, 1999, pp. 121–130). 

3.3.4.  Roman Rhetoric 

No major rhetorical treatises survived in the 200 years after Aristotle’s Rhetoric (Foss et al., 2001, p. 7). 

The next existent work on rhetoric is a Latin text named Rhetorica ad Herennium and whose author is 

unknown (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 241; Foss et al., 2001, p. 7). This manual on rhetoric comprises 

four books. Books I and II focus on the invention of arguments applied to forensic discourse. Book III 

centers the invention of arguments for deliberative and ceremonial discourse, as well as it focuses on 

arrangement, delivery, and memory. Book IV centers on style.  The Rhetorica ad Herennium account for 

the roman rhetoric of that period, and its fourth book became an increasingly influential patterns for 

rhetoric handbooks from about 84 B.C.E. to the Renaissance (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 241). 

Marcus Tullius was a Roman orator, lawyer, and statesman whole lived around the 50 B.C.E. Cicero 

wrote two influential treatises on rhetoric, namely, De Inventione (On Invention) and De Oratore (On 

Oratory and Orators) (Covino & Jolliffe, 1995, p. 37). The work of Cicero is a synthesis of ideas from 

Isocrates, Plato, and Aristotle (Covino & Jolliffe, 1995, p. 8). From these two treatises, De Oratore 
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corresponds to his major work on rhetoric, in which Cicero sought restoring the link between rhetoric 

and philosophy, as well as elevated the teaching of rhetoric since it appeared as the most useful art to 

deal with all practical affairs (Foss et al., 2001, p. 8). Similar to Plato’s work, Cicero utilizes the form of 

dialogue to make his case in De Oratore. Here, Cicero attempted to persuade his readers to get rid of the 

conception that training in formulaic, technical rhetoric is the only thing necessary for becoming an 

eloquent speaker. Cicero refuse to treat rhetoric in the same way other mechanistic handbooks did. 

Rather, Cicero considered rhetoric as speculative, literary, and expansive, as well as a discipline that 

draws equally from sophistic, philosophic, and technical rhetorics (Covino & Jolliffe, 1995, p. 38).  

Contemporary of Cicero, Marcus Fabius Quintillian was a lawyer and teacher, and a major influence in 

rhetoric during the Roman imperial times. Institutio Oratoria (Institutes of Oratory) is the only existing 

treatise from Cicero, published around 93 A.D. (Foss et al., 2001, p. 8) Moreover, it is the most complete 

treatise of Latin rhetoric surviving from antiquity (Covino & Jolliffe, 1995, p. 77). Institutio Oratoria 

comprises twelves books, covering several topics, including grammar, types of speech, the division of 

rhetoric into five phases (i.e., invention, arrangement, expression, memory, and delivery or action), the 

use of tropes and schemes, the relevance of reading and writing to the development of oratorical 

powers, and the relevance of the orator to be a good man (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, pp. 361–363). 

Regarding the latter, Quintillian defined the orator as “the good man speaking well.” (Foss et al., 2001, p. 

8). Quintilian considered that personal virtue combined with artistic excellent are the basis for 

becoming an eloquent person. Institutio Oratoria was then concerned with the formation of formal 

character (Covino & Jolliffe, 1995, p. 77). It was an account of the ideal training for the citizen-orator 
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from birth through retirement (Foss et al., 2001, p. 8). Quintillian emphasized the study of philosophy 

and the sincerity in which an orator can apply the ideas learned from reading to life (Bizzell & Herzberg, 

2001, p. 360).  

3.3.5.  The Medieval Ages 

For both the Greek and Roman society, rhetoric had become a relevant matter for public affairs. 

Rhetoric was concerned with the invention, arrangement, and delivery of arguments, and the role of 

memory and style in this regard. This consideration changed drastically during the Middle Ages (400-

1400 A.D.). During this period, rhetoric became an art concerned with style rather than with content 

(Foss et al., 2001, p. 8). Members of the new faith, Christianity, considered rhetoric as a pagan art that 

had few to offer to the needs of the new religion. Christian knowledge is absolute, so the idea of 

rhetorical invention, which generates probable knowledge through the topics and enthymemes, became 

just unacceptable. Since rhetoric emphasized reason as the means of producing knowledge, rhetoric 

contradicted the Christian notion that knowledge comes from revelation. (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 

8). However, St. Agustin aligned rhetoric with preaching, seeing the latter as an oratorical form. Agustin 

of Hippo had been a teacher of rhetoric who converted to Christianity in 386 A.D. In treatise On Christian 

Doctrine, Agustin emphasized that preachers need to be able to teach, to delight, and to move, and for 

Christianity to accomplish its ends of conversion effectively, rules of persuasive expression should not 

be ignored (Foss et al., 2001, p. 8).  
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Later, St. Boethius elaborated a treatise on logic called De Topicis DIfferentiis, also known as Topica Boetti, 

around 52 A.D. In that treatise, Boethius focuses on logic that uses rhetorical topics to explore ideas. 

Boethius regarded dialectic arguments as the philosophical ones, which deal with general questions or 

theses. These are arguments that employ complete syllogisms to be examined in dialogue with an 

adversary. On the other hand, rhetorical arguments are the persuasive ones, which deal with particular 

questions or hypothesis. These are the arguments that employ truncated syllogisms to be presented 

simply for purposes of persuading the audience. Although Boethius’s account drew on the Aristotelean 

tradition, his framing subordinated rhetoric to dialectic, presenting the former just as a means of 

applying general rules of argumentation, established by dialectic, to specific cases. Several medieval 

scholars and universities considered Boethius’s Aristotelean approach attractive, a situation that put 

rhetoric in a preliminary and subordinated place in the medieval university curriculum (Bizzell & 

Herzberg, 2001, pp. 486–487).  

Rhetoric thus became part of the Trivium of learning, along with grammar and logic. In combination 

with the Quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and music), rhetoric belonged to one of the 

seven liberal arts. In the middle ages, the instruction of rhetoric focused on style, including classical 

figures of speech (Foss et al., 2001, p. 9). Rhetoric also aligned to letter writing during this period. 

Administrative matters between secular government and the far-lung church promoted the use of legal 

letters as form of communication(Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 8). In this regard, rhetorical instruction 

offered principles of letter writing, including the proper salutation, language, and format to a particular 

addressee (Foss et al., 2001, p. 9). 
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3.3.6.  The Renaissance 

The Middle Ages ended with the Renaissance, a period from 1400 to 1600 A.D. wherein humanism 

emerged. The human as the knower is the central concept around humanism. The Italian humanists 

favored rhetoric based on the idea that humans gain access to the world through language (Foss et al., 

2001, p. 9). Nevertheless, the idea that all language use could be treated rhetorically was mostly limited to 

style, the form of the statements, and not to the social situations in which they are expressed. This idea 

of seeing all language as rhetorical eventually reached private conversation, having the art of courtly 

observation as exemplar. During the Renaissance, women demonstrated a closer alignment to the 

classical perspective of rhetoric when ventured into public forums to promote their religious views, as 

well as their very right to read, write, and speak. (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 9).  

Rationalism also appeared during the Renaissance, setting a different approach to rhetoric. Rationalists 

aimed at finding objective, scientific, invariable truths (Foss et al., 2001, p. 10). In the sixteenth century, 

Peter Ramus, a rationalist, proposed a reform of the relationship between rhetoric and dialectic. Briefly, 

Ramus made rhetoric subordinate of dialectic. He confined rhetoric to style, memoery, and delivery, and 

left the invention and arrangement of arguments to dialectic. In his account, dialectic appears as a means 

of grasping the truth via syllogism, and rhetoric only functions to offer such a truth to the public. 

Descartes was another rationalist who aligned to this idea. (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 10; Covino & 

Jolliffe, 1995, pp. 78–79; Foss et al., 2001, p. 10). Teaching through this dichotomization and 

departmentalization of knowledge was straightforward, making Ramus’s dichotomy prevail throughout 

the seventh century (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 10; Foss et al., 2001, p. 10). Yet, a group Ciceronians 
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always opposed to this dichotomy, arguing that that all the five parts of the classical composing process 

(i.e., invention, arrangement, style, memory, and delivery) were important (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 

10). 

In the beginning of the seventeenth century, Francis Bacon rejected Ramus’s dichotomy, arguing that 

syllogisms are incapable to discover anything new (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 10). Bacon had an 

empirical agenda. He sought the revival of secular knowledge through an empirical examination of the 

world (Foss et al., 2001, p. 10). Bacon regards inquiry as the work of science, and recovery as the work of 

rhetorical invention (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 10). In The Advancement of Learning, Bacon divided the 

mind into three faculties. First, reason, the faculty that perceives regularities, analyzes, and generalizes. 

Second, memory, the repository of experience and facts. Third, imagination, the faculty that can 

conceive states of affairs as different from the way they are. Based on this division, Bacon considered 

that “the duty of Rhetoric is to apply Reason to Imagination for the better moving of the will.” (Covino & 

Jolliffe, 1995, p. 31).  

Bacon sought putting rhetoric and the power of language under rational control (Foss et al., 2001, p. 10). 

As some of his followers argued, rhetoric and language are unreliable for handling knowledge. However, 

Bacon regarded human knowledge as only a version of the objective truth. Moreover, prejudices, 

preconceptions, and imprecise language wrap such a version.  Furthermore, verbal representations 

introduce distortion since some of its parts may utilize signs disconnected with their original 
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definitions. Based on the existence of mental and verbal distortions, Bacon opens the possibility that 

processes of thought and language are never neutral conveyors of truth (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 10) 

3.3.7.  The Enlightenment 

Diverse revolutions in science, philosophy, and politics, marked the period of the enlightenment, which 

occurred throughout the eighteenth century. Scientist shifted to the experimental method and aimed at 

naming all the innumerable parts of the universe, as well as finding the relations between such parts. 

Philosophers reconsidered the source and status of knowledge, focusing on the psychological processes 

of perception, reflection, and communication. They sought explaining how it was possible to discover 

the truths within the physical world. The search for universals affected the organization of societies, 

pointing out that social inequalities went against nature and reason. Democracy became then the form 

of social organization, emphasizing that a new order should replace the older one (Bizzell & Herzberg, 

2001, p. 791) 

Giambattista Vico appeared as one of few to challenge the epistemological superiority associated with 

science. Vico criticized the Cartesian method, arguing that it relies on probability and belief, just as the 

same as rhetoric. Since rhetoric takes probability seriously, it understands the ways in which arguments 

produce belief, and allows young people for responsible civil actions. Vico pointed out the Cartesian 

method as lacking these two aspects (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 11).  Vico then affirmed that 

knowledge is constructed, not received. In this regard, rhetoric could be regarded as “an activity in 

which the mind constructs a knowledge of itself.” (Covino & Jolliffe, 1995, p. 91) 
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John Locke addressed the function of generalizations in language. Although Locke regarded that general 

ideas come first, in some ways, language creates them. Consequently, there is no guarantee that a 

particular world in a certain language will convey the same idea to all its users. Locke and his successors 

blame rhetoric for this situation, making a call for stopping stylistic extravagance so language can be 

closer to the things it names. During the seventeenth and eighteenth century, rhetoric started appearing 

outdated since the obsolete deductive methods and stylistic rhetoric impeded the already difficult 

search for truth (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, pp. 10–11).  

In the late eighteenth century, George Campbell extends Bacon’s taxonomy of genres and faculties, the 

association of philosophy with Reason, history with Memory, and literature with Imagination (Bizzell & 

Herzberg, 2001, p. 12). The definition of rhetoric by Campbell was oriented to this faculties: “to enlighten 

the understanding, to please the imagination, to move the passions, or to influence the will.” (Foss et al., 

2001, p. 11) Campbell argued that scientific demonstration is just one form of communication, which 

appeals to Reason, and prefers perspicuity or clarity as its style. Close to Vico’s perspective, Campbell 

also argued that demonstration relies on beliefs of previous demonstrations, proof, and axioms. Hence 

Campbell made no distinction between science and rhetoric. Rather, he considered a range of 

probabilistic reasoning (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 12). 

The Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles-Lettres by Hugh Blair was the most widely published and widely used 

rhetoric textbook throughout the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Covino & Jolliffe, 1995, p. 32). 

This textbook is intended for those who are “studying to cultivate their taste, to form their style, or to 
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prepare themselves for public speaking or composition.” (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 947). Blair’s 

textbook stands out for his emphasis on taste as element of rhetoric. Blair connected tasteful style to the 

sublime and the beautiful on a grand scale. Taste is manifested in the author’s adherence to unity and 

perspicuity (i.e., transparency of meaning) on the local scale (Covino & Jolliffe, 1995, pp. 32–33).  

3.3.8.  The Nineteenth Century 

The works of Blair and Campbell were instilled by the beginning of the nineteenth century, and new 

rhetorical theory seemed unnecessary. However, Richard Whately published in 1828 the influential 

Elements of Rhetoric, Comprising and Analysis of the Laws of Moral Evidence and of Persuasion, with Rules for 

Argumentative Composition and Elocution. In this textbook, Whately aligned with Campbell’s moral 

evidence, the epistemological focus on persuasion as opposed to style, written composition, and oral 

elocution (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 984). However, Whately deviated from Campbell’s work by giving 

argumentation a central position in the art of rhetoric (Foss et al., 2001, p. 11). Whately saw argument as 

a means of defending religion against the skepticism derived from science and rationalism. One of 

Whately’s key concerns was addressing an uneducated congregation. He turned to classical invention as 

a way to generate arguments about revealed, absolute truth. However, Whately also recognized Locke’s 

position that language is conventional. By drawing on Campbell and Aristotle, Whately sought a theory 

of argument concerned with ways of convincing, not discovering (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 984).  

The connection between rhetoric and psychology started in the eighteenth century, and by the 

nineteenth century the link between these two fields was close. The types or modes of discourse, such as 
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description, argument, poetry, or narrative, were seen as mental faculties. The application of figures of 

speech were regarded as mental operations. Within this connection, the focus on particular audiences 

was ignored since all mind were regarded as essentially the same (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 12). 

However, just as Whately had a particular audience, with particular characteristics, different groups of 

speakers and audiences emerged in the nineteenth century, eventually disrupting the idea that all the 

audiences were basically the same. Such groups include women, and both men and women of color  

(Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 13). 

Schools and colleges increased their academic offer in the nineteenth century to satisfy the demands of 

science, technology, and business, as well as the need for mass education. During the end of the 

eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth century rhetoric became a course subject in 

schools and colleges (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 13). By the beginning of the twentieth century, the 

humanist-scientific dichotomy of the Renaissance had been adopted by schools. Some of them returned 

to the principles of humanism. Others decided to follow a scientific approach to speaking, and their goal 

was to build a specialized and scientific study of the process or act of speaking. The different 

perspectives fostered the split between rhetoric and communication at both curricular and disciplinary 

levels (Foss et al., 2001, p. 13).  

The World War II also had influence in this split. The war brought an international concern with 

persuasion and propaganda. As a result, scholars from journalism, political science, sociology, and 

information science directed their attention to all aspects of rhetorical process. This multidisciplinary 
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perspective contributed to the emergence of the field of mass communication, reinforced by critical 

scholars (Foss et al., 2001, pp. 13–14). Thus, English and Communication departments emerged in the 

transition from one century to the another. Written composition mostly became a matter concerning to 

the English departments, whereas the instruction in oral delivery and the study of rhetoric found a place 

in the Communication ones (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 13).  

3.3.9.  Modern and Postmodern Rhetoric  

The classical tradition of rhetoric emphasized the public, persuasive, and contextual characteristics of 

human discourse governed by the problems of contingency (Lucaites et al., 1999, p. 2). Such a tradition 

posits rhetoric as a means of dealing with situations affecting an entire community and that require 

making decisions based on probabilities rather than certainties. Hence, the rhetorical tradition regards 

persuasion as the ability to affect belief and behavior through the power of symbolic interaction. 

Moreover, such a tradition treats the relation between language and meaning as contextual, indicating 

that particular characteristics of the audience and place affect the meaning of a particular linguistic use 

(Lucaites et al., 1999, pp. 2–3). During the first two thirds of the twentieth century, rhetoric was treated 

as an exercise in intellectual history, and the development of rhetorical theoretical theory followed the 

lines of the classical tradition. Rhetorical theory aimed at creating effective speakers (Lucaites et al., 

1999, p. 8).  

However, the last third of the twentieth century led to new developments of rhetorical theory, deeply 

influenced by the introduction of television as a primary mass medium of public discourse, as well as the 
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emergence of significant grassroots social movements, such as the civil rights movement, the antiwar 

movement, and the woman’s liberation movement. The introduction of television not only challenged 

the delivery of discourse, but also the notion of public. The emergence of social movements questioned 

the effectiveness of the classical models of rhetoric and communication for such vocal, oppositional, and 

marginalized groups (Lucaites et al., 1999, p. 8). From the last third of the twentieth century to the 

present, rhetoric revived, introducing challenging theoretical ideas: all language is metaphorical; truth 

in discoursed is not transferred directly from reality. Rather, truth in discourse is constructed; the 

interpretation of truth must account for the constraints of the context; and, the context includes social 

characteristics, such as politics and economics, as well as psychological variables, such as personality, 

race, and gender (Covino & Jolliffe, 1995, p. 67).  

From this part of its history, rhetoric has been situated between the modernist and postmodernist 

perspectives. Modernism promotes a commitment to scientism, and objective, morally neutral universal 

knowledge. Postmodernism favors interpretation over scientific study since it considers all knowledge 

as subjective or intersubjective, morally culpable, and local. The modern worldview portrays posits the 

universe as a relatively simple, stable, and highly ordered place, which is reducible to absolute formulas 

that hold across contexts. The postmodern worldview posits the universe as rapidly changing, and as a 

highly complex entity (Lucaites et al., 1999, p. 11). In such a view, all forms of knowledge, including 

science, become discourses. The notion of the subject is death in postmodernism: the self is socially and 

linguistically constructed. Postmodernism allows all groups an authentic and legitimate voice. The 

difference between high and pop cultures is rejected. The notion of new is dissolved. Consumerism is 
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the driving force in postmodern cultural activities. Furthermore, the role of rhetoric is significant in the 

postmodern worldview since paradigms impose themselves on communities through their powers of 

conviction rather than scientific demonstration (Gill, 1994, pp. 201–205). Reality itself is a function of the 

way people use language (Covino & Jolliffe, 1995, p. 15).  

Thus, modernist approaches to rhetorical theory and criticism (the method of analysis and knowledge 

generation in rhetoric) presuppose the application of a neutral and objective criteria to speeches or any 

other communication events to judge them (Lucaites et al., 1999, p. 12). By contrast, postmodernist 

approaches to rhetorical theory and criticism questions the foundations of the classical tradition, 

including the notions of author, audience, and purpose of the speech or communication act (Covino & 

Jolliffe, 1995, p. 76). The rhetoric from the twentieth century to the present emerged generating 

discussion and introducing  several new formulations, including meaning, argumentation, ethics, 

decision making and consensus, rhetoric and culture, motives and human action, rationality in speech, 

decision making, gender, race, class, consumerism, mass media, and systems of knowledge and power 

(Foss et al., 2001, p. 11). Regarding the new concerns of rhetoric, Bizzell and Herzberg (2001) remark, 

Rhetoric is synonymous with meaning, for meaning is in use and context, not in words 
themselves. Knowledge and belief are products of persuasion, which seeks to make the 
arguable seem natural, to turn positions into premises—and it is rhetoric’s 
responsibility to reveal these ideological operations. Such are the new concerns of 
rhetoric (p. 15).  
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3.4.  Classical rhetoric 

No matter the perspective we take on rhetoric, we end up relating to the classical period in one way or 

another. In this section, I describe with more detail some core ideas from the rhetoric developed during 

the time of the Greeks and Romans. I will start this section by introducing the three types of speech, a 

classification widely known among rhetoricians. My purpose here is to instill the idea, or interest 

perhaps, that the user experience could correspond to one of these types, probably, to epideictic rhetoric. 

Later, I introduce the five canons of rhetoric, the five dimensions of rhetorical production. These canons 

are relevant to me because they appear as part of the framework through which I learned how to apply 

rhetoric to graphic design  (Ehses, 2008; Ehses & Lupton, 1988).  

After the canons, I introduce the concept of enthymeme or rhetorical argument, a key concern of the 

canon of invention. During my doctoral studies, when I went back to investigate how to apply rhetoric 

to interface design, I came across the notion of visual argument. Some scholars regard a visual argument 

as the visual form of an enthymeme  (Blair, 2012d, 2012e). Introducing the enthymeme in this section is 

important not only to understand the notion of visual enthymeme but also to see why rhetoric was 

regarded once as the counterpart of dialectics, the search for truth through question-and-answers 

interchanges (Blair, 2012a, p. 249). In other words, I introduce the enthymeme because I want us to keep 

in mind that rhetoric relates not only to dialectics but argumentation in general.  

After the enthymeme, I introduce some ideas from the canon of arrangement and style for a similar 

reason: they have been influential in my understanding of the application of rhetoric to visual design. 
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Particularly, I go with the canon of style in more detail, in which I list several definitions of tropes and 

schemes, the so-called rhetorical figures or figures of speech. Tropes and schemes are two of the concepts 

from rhetoric that have had a profound impact on both my design thinking and design practice. I 

provide this list of definitions for us to have a reference of some concepts that I utilize later in my 

examinations.  

3.4.1.  Types of speech 

Aristotle’s rhetoric is the base of classical rhetoric, which includes further developments, such as the 

work of Cicero and Quintilian. Aristotle defines rhetoric as the counterpart of dialectic, and 

characterizes it as the faculty of observing in any given case the available means of persuasion (E. P. 

Corbett et al., 1984, pp. 19, 24). Hence classical rhetoric considers argumentation and persuasion as 

central matters. Classical rhetoric considers three types of public discourse or speech, namely, forensic 

(for courtroom), deliberative (for politics), and epideictic (for ceremonies). The forensic speech (sometimes 

called judicial or legal speech) deals with accusation and defense, justice and injustice, and past. The 

deliberative speech (also known as political speech) deals with exhortation and dehortation, expediency 

and inexpediency, and future. The epideictic speech (sometimes named as ceremonial speech) deals 

with praise and censure, honor and dishonor, and present (E. P. Corbett et al., 1984, p. 4). 

3.4.2.  Canons of rhetoric 

According to classical rhetoric, there are five phases in the composition of a speech: 1) inventio 

(invention), 2) dispositio (arrangement), 3) elocutio (style), 4) memoria (memory), and 5) actio (delivery) 
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(Ehses, 2008). Invention is concerned with generating effective material for a particular rhetorical 

situation. Arrangement focuses with ordering the material in a text in a way it fist accordingly to the 

audience’s needs. Style aims at producing sentences and words that will make a positive reaction on the 

audience. Memory is about committing speeches to memory. Delivery pays attention to the 

pronunciation of words, voice projection, and gestures. These five stages receive the name of the canons 

of rhetoric (Covino & Jolliffe, 1995, pp. 21–25). 

3.4.3.  The canon of invention: the three rhetorical appeals 

The canon of invention addresses the formulation of arguments. In classical rhetoric, there exist three 

types of argument or proof: 1) rational argument, which appeal to reason or logos; 2) ethical arguments 

which appeal to the speaker’s character or ethos, which is revealed through the message; and 3) emotional 

arguments, which appeal to the audience’s emotions or pathos through words (Griffin, 2012, p. 267). 

Classical rhetoric emphasizes arguments appealing to logos, providing several methods for their 

formulation (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 4). The topics or topoi is one of such methods. It is a system of 

categories and instructions, lines of arguments intended to aid the speaker to formulate rational 

arguments. Some of the topics apply to any situation, hence they receive the name of common topics or 

commonplaces. Other topoi are specialized in matters concerning to each type of speech (E. P. J. Corbett & 

Connors, 1999).  
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3.4.4.  The enthymeme 

Classical rhetoric considers the enthymeme as a type of rational appeal. An enthymeme is a truncated 

syllogism, considered the form of a rhetorical argument. Corbett and Connors (1999) describe this type 

of argument as follows,  

The enthymeme then—“a kind of syllogism,” as Aristotle puts it—is the instrument of 
deductive reasoning peculiar to the art of rhetoric. It often suppresses some of the links 
in the chain of argument because the audience is impatient with, or incapable of 
attending to, the kind of closely reasoned, full-scale argument associated with formal 
logic. And the audience can be satisfied with probable conclusions because it recognizes 
the contingent nature of the things that rhetoric deals with. (p. 54). 

Thus, the enthymeme leaves out a premise which is already accepted by the audience (Griffin, 2012, p. 

269). A dialectical syllogism has premises that are supposed true. From the premises, the audience can 

deduct a conclusion and assess its truthfulness. In the case of the enthymeme, the omitted premise is 

merely probable and assumed to be part of the audience’s common knowledge. Unlike the dialectical 

syllogism, in which the conclusion appears necessary, the enthymeme allows the audience to come up 

with a tentative conclusion (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 4).  

According to Aristotle, probabilities and signs are the materials of enthymeme (E. P. J. Corbett & Connors, 

1999, p. 55). As explained above, probable propositions constitute the premises of an enthymeme. A sign 

is the indication that something happened, is happening, or will happen. Enthymemes draws on two 

types of sign, namely, infallible and fallible. An infallible sing is that which invariably accompanies 

something else, otherwise it is a fallible sign (E. P. J. Corbett & Connors, 1999, p. 56).  
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Regarding the difference between infallible and fallible signs, Corbett and Connors (1999) explain,  

It is said, for instance, that smoke invariably accompanies fire. Accordingly, whenever 
we see smoke or smell smoke we conclude that there is a fire someplace. And if it was 
really smoke we saw or smelled, there will of course be a fire someplace. Now, what 
makes a conclusion drawn from this kind of sign infallible is not that smoke invariably 
accompanies fire but that smoke accompanies fire exclusively. If what we commonly 
know as smoke sometimes accompanied something else besides fire, we could not 
conclude infallibly that the presence of smoke was a sign of the presence of fire. 

If a sign does not invariably and exclusively accompany something else, it is fallible—
that is, any conclusion drawn from a sign of this kind will always be open to refutation. 
For instance, fast breathing is often a sign that a person has a fever. But because fast 
breathing does not always accompany a fever and because fast breathing sometimes 
attends other physical conditions, we cannot conclude infallibly that a person has a fever 
from the fact that they [sic] individual breathes rapidly. The condition of fast breathing 
would justify us in concluding that the person probably has a fever, but no more than 
that. The probability of that person’s having a fever increases, of course, if the fast 
breathing is accompanied by other signs or symptoms of fever—high temperature, 
flushed cheeks. (E. P. J. Corbett & Connors, 1999, p. 56) 

A speaker should use infallible signs to build enthymemes whenever is possible. Fallible signs also have a 

persuasive force, so speakers could consider them as well. However, speakers should be aware that 

fallible signs are always open to challenge. Fallible signs and analogies are alike. Both of them persuade, 

yet they never prove (E. P. J. Corbett & Connors, 1999, p. 56) 

3.4.5.  The canon of arrangement 

Aristotle divides a speech in four parts: 1) the introduction, 2) the statement of the issue, 3) the 

argument, and 4) the conclusion. Rational arguments should go in the second and third parts, whereas 

emotional and ethical arguments should appear in first and last ones. Similarly, Cicero dives the speech 
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in five parts: 1) the introduction, 2) the narration of the facts of the case, 3) the statement of position, 4) 

the refutation, and 5) the conclusion. The introduction should contain ethical and emotional appeals. 

The second part should make use of logical arguments most of the time, adding ethical and emotional 

arguments when necessary. The third part should hold logical arguments in favor of the position. 

Finally, the conclusion should add supplementary ethical and emotional arguments (Bizzell & Herzberg, 

2001, p. 5).  

3.4.6.  The canon of style: levels of style, tropes and schemes 

Style is concerned with the selection (or choice) and arrangement (or composition) of words in phrases 

or clauses. Regarding the selection of words, a speaker should pay attention to aspects such as 

correctness, purity, simplicity, clearness, appropriateness, and ornateness. For the arrangement or 

composition of phrases, the speaker should pay attention to the correct syntax or collocation of words, 

patterns of sentences, proper use of conjunctions and other correlating devices both within the sentence 

and between sentences, and the euphony of sentences. There exist three levels of style in classical 

rhetoric: 1) the low or plain style (attenuate, subtile), 2) the middle or forcible sytle (mediocris, robusta), and 

the high or florid style (gravis, florida). The plain style is most appropriate for instructing, the forcible for 

moving, and the florid for charming (E. P. J. Corbett & Connors, 1999, p. 21).  

Figures of speech belong to the canon of style. Figures of speech are a means for the speaker to give 

credibility to her arguments, arouse emotions, and win the approval of her character as pleader. Since 

figures of speech render the speaker’s thought vividly concrete, they help her communicate with the 
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audience clearly and effectively. Figures of speech can carry truth as they stir emotional responses, and 

exert a power ethical appeal as they elicit admiration for the speaker’s eloquence (E. P. J. Corbett & 

Connors, 1999, p. 378). Concretely, a figure of speech (figura) is any deviation, either in thought or 

expression, from the ordinary and simple way of speaking (E. P. J. Corbett & Connors, 1999, p. 379). 

Figures of speech are divided into two large groups, tropes and schemes. A trope (tropein, to turn) 

involves a deviation from the ordinary and principal signification of a word, whereas a scheme (schēma, 

form, shape) means a deviation from the ordinary pattern or arrangement of words. Both tropes and 

schemes entail a transference of some kind. Tropes and schemes involve a transference of meaning and 

order, respectively (E. P. J. Corbett & Connors, 1999, p. 379). According to Corbertt & Connors (1999, pp. 

396–409), the list of tropes includes: 

•   Metaphor: an implied comparison between two things of unlike nature that yet have something 

in common. Example: “On the final examination, several students went down in flames.” 

•   Simile: an explicit comparison between two things of unlike nature that yet have something in 

common. Example: “He had a posture like a question-mark.” 

•   Synecdoche: a figure of speech in which a part stands for the whole. The variations of 

synecdoche include 1) genus substituted for the species (e.g., weapon for sword), 2) species 

substituted for the genus (e.g., bread for food), and 3) part substituted for the whole (e.g., hands 

for helpers). 
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•   Metonymy: substitution of some attribute or suggestive word for what is actually meant. 

Examples: crown for royalty, wealth for rich people, pen for writers. 

•   Puns: generic name for those figures which make a play on words. Variations of puns include 1) 

antanaclasis or repetition of words in two different sentences (e.g., “If we don’t hang together, 

we’ll hang separately—Benjamin Franklin”), 2) paronomasia or the use of words alike in sound 

but different in meaning (e.g., “The end of the plain plane, explained—Ad for Braniff 

International”), and 3) syllepsis or the use of a word understood differently in relation to two 

more other words, which it modifies or governs (e.g, “The ink, like our pig, keeps running out of 

the pen—student paper”). 

•   Anthimeria: the substitution of one part of speech for another. Example: “She asked for a 

smoke.” 

•   Periphrasis: the substitution of a descriptive word or phrase for a proper name or of a proper 

name for a quality associated with the name. Example: “The Splendid Splinter hit two more 

round-trippers today.” 

•   Personification or Prosopopoeia: investing abstractions or inanimate objects with human 

qualities or abilities. Example: “The handsome houses on the street to the college were not fully 

awake, but they looked very friendly. —Lionel Trilling, “Of This Time, Of That Place”” 

•   Hyperbole: the use of exaggerated terms for the purpose of emphasis or heightened effect. 

Example: “My left leg weights three tons. It is embalmed in spices like a mummy. I can’t move. I 
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haven’t moved for five thousand years. I’m on the time of Pharoah. [sic] —Thomas Bailey 

Aldrich, “Marjorie Daw”” 

•   Litotes: deliberate use of understatement, not to deceive someone but to enhance the 

impressiveness of what we say. Example: “It isn’t very serious. I have this tiny little tumor on 

the brain. —J.D. Salinger, The Catcher in the Rye” 

•   Rhetorical question (erotema): asking a question, not for the purpose of eliciting an answer but 

for the purpose of asserting or denying obliquely. Example: “A good student-body is perhaps 

the most important factor in a great university. How can you possibly make good wine from 

poor grapes? —Student paper” 

•   Irony: use of a word in such a way as to convey a meaning opposite to the literal meaning of the 

word. Example: “I was simply overjoyed at the thought of having to leave my guy and return to 

school for finals. —Student paper” 

•   Onomatopoeia: use of words whose sound echoes the sense. Example: “The birds chirped away. 

Fweet, Fweet, Bootche-Fweet. —Saul Bellow, “Masby’s Memoirs,” The New Yorker, July 20, 1968” 

•   Oxymoron: the yoking of two terms that are ordinarily contradictory. Example: “O miserable 

abundance, O beggarly riches! —John Donne, Devotions Upon Emergent Occassions” 

•   Paradox: apparently contradictory statement that nevertheless contains a measure of truth. 

Example: “Art is a form of lying in order to tell the truth. —Pablo Picasso” 
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Corbett and Connors (1999) divide schemes into two lists. First, there is the list of schemes of words (p. 

380): 

•   Prosthesis: adding a syllable in front of word (e.g., beloved for loved). 

•   Epenthesis: adding a syllable in the middle of word (e.g., visitating for visiting). 

•   Proparalepsis: adding a syllable at the end of the world (e.g., climature for climate). 

•   Apharesis: subtracting a syllable form the beginning of world (e.g., ’neath for beneath). 

•   Syncope: subtracting a syllable from the middle of word (e.g., prosprous for prosperous). 

•   Apocope: subtracting a syllable from the middle of word (e.g., even for evening). 

•   Metathesis: transportation of letters in a word (e.g., clapse for clasp). 

•   Antisthecon: change of sound (e.g., wrang for wrong). 

Second, Corbett and Connors (1999) subdivide the schemes of construction (pp. 381–395) intro four 

groups: 1) schemes of balance, 2) of unusual or inverted word order (hyperbaton), 3) of omission, and 4) 

of repetition. The first sub-group of schemes (381–383) includes: 

•   Parallelism: similarity of structure in a pair or series of related words, phrases, or clauses. 

Example: “He tried to make the law clear, precise, and equitable.” 

•   Isocolon: a version of parallelism in which the parallel elements are similar not only in 

structure but in length. Example: “His purpose was to impress the ignorant, to perplex the dubious, 

and to confound the scrupulous.” 
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•   Antithesis: the juxtaposition of contrasting ideas, often in parallel structure. Example: “That’s 

one small step for a man, one giant leap for mankind.—Neil Armstrong, as he stepped on the 

moon, Sunday, July 20, 1969” 

The schemes of unusual or inverted word order (pp. 383–386) comprises: 

•   Anastrophe: inversion of the natural or usual word order. Example: “Good musicians of their 

type they are. Clean and neat in appearance they are. Needed, we might say, they are. —Student 

paper” 

•   Parenthesis: insertion of some verbal unit in a position that interrupts the normal syntactical 

flow of the sentence. Example: “Any theory of post-historical society—our sense of being “in 

history” is largely determined by the pressure of political and social conflicts—will have to 

consider the dilemma of human motivations in the just city. —George Steiner, Language and 

Silence (1967)” 

•   Apposition: placing side by side two co-ordinate elements, the second of which serves as an 

explanation or modification of the first. Example: “Men of this kind—soldiers of fortune, pool-

hall habitués, gigolos, beachcombers—expend their talents on trivialities. —Student paper” 

The schemes of omission (pp. 386–388) include: 

•   Ellipsis: deliberate omission of a word or of words which are readily implied by the context. 

Examples: “Kant, we may suppose, was more startled by Hume’s apparent destruction of all 
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basis of philosophical certainty; Reid, by the remoter consequences to morality and theology. —

Sir Leslie Stephen, History of English Thought in the Eighteenth Century (1876)” 

•   Asyndeton: deliberate omission of conjunctions between a series of related clauses. Example: “I 

came, I saw, I conquered.” 

And finally, they Corbert and Connor (1999) include in schemes of repetition (pp. 388–395) the following 

ones: 

•   Alliteration: repetition of initial or medial consonants in two or more adjacent words. Example: 

“I should hear him fly with the high fields [sic] And  wake to the farm forever fled from the 

childless land.—Dylan Thomas, “Fern Hill,” ll.50-51” 

•   Assonance: the repetition of similar vowel sounds, preceded and followed by different 

consonants, in the stressed syllables of adjacent words. Example: “Whales in the wake like capes 

and Alps [sic] Quaked the sick sea and snouted deep.—Dylan Thomas, “Ballad of the Long-

Legged Bait”” 

•   Anaphora: repetition of the same word or group of words at the beginning of successive 

clauses. Example: “Why should white people be running all the stores in our community? Why 

should white people be running the banks of our community? Why should the economy of our 

community be in the hands of the white man? Why?—Speech by Malcom X” 
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•   Epistrophe: repetition of the same word or groups of word at the ends of successive clauses. 

Example: “In a cake, nothing tastes like real butter, nothing moistens like real butter, nothing 

enriches like real butter, nothing satisfies like real butter.—Caption from a Pillsbury ad” 

•   Epanalepsis: repetition at the end of a clause of the word that occurred at the beginning of the 

clause. Example: “Blood hath bought blood, and blows have answer’d blows: Strength match’d 

with strength, and power confronted power.—Shakespeare, King John, II, I, 329-30” 

•   Anadiplosis: repetition of the last word of one clause at the beginning of the following clause. 

Example: “The laughter had to be gross or it would be turn to sobs, and to sob would be to 

realize, and to realize would be to despair.—John Howard Griffin, Black Like Me.” 

•   Climax: arrangement of words, phrases, or clauses in an order of increasing importance. 

Example: “Let a man acknowledge obligations to his family, his country, and his God.—Student 

paper." 

•   Antimetabole: repletion of words, in successive clauses, in reverse grammatical order. 

Example: “Mankind must put an end to war—or war will put an end to mandkind.—John F. 

Kennedy, United Nations Speech, 1961” 

•   Chiasmus: reversal grammatical structures in successive phrases or clauses. Example: “It is 

hard to make money, but to spend it is easy.—Student paper.” 
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•   Polyptoton: repetition of words derived from the same root. Example: “But alas . . . the gate is 

narrow, the threshold high, few are chosen because few choose to be chosen. —Aldous Huxley, 

from Collected Essays (1955).” 

3.5.  Contemporary rhetoric 

Bizzell and Herzberg (2001) explain that at the beginning of the twentieth century, rhetoric seemed to 

be in decline, but later it gained a momentum when philosophers and literary critics rediscovered it  as a 

valuable interdisciplinary theory of language and meaning. Rhetoric re-emerged under the label of 

discourse or dialogism (p. 1183). In this regard, Bizzell and Herzberg (2001) remark,  

[Rhetoric] has grown to encompass a theory of language as a form of social behavior, of 
intention and interpretation as the determinants of meaning, of the way that 
knowledge is created by argument, and of the way that ideology and power are extended 
through language. In this same, the history of rhetoric has been rediscovered and 
reimagined. Enlarged as a theoretical resource, rhetoric has also expanded its grasp of 
the ways that women, people of color, and cultural or ethnic minorities use language to 
gain a hearing for themselves. In short, rhetoric has become a compressive theory of language 
as effective discourse (p. 1183). (Italics added) 

I consider this rediscovery and expansion of rhetoric is fascinating. It is a key element of my motivation 

for exploring the application of rhetoric in HCI. When rhetoric is seen more than persuasion through 

oratory directed to a passive audience, it is possible to notice how we humans compose things from a 

variety of languages to intervene in different situations. In this sense, it is no surprise that design 

scholars have explored and pointed out a connection between design and rhetoric. Nevertheless, I do 

think that these efforts are insufficient for the context of interactive systems, especially now that HCI 

scholars are interested in framing knowledge derived from design practices, and therefore, in seeking 
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for the construction of an interaction design language. From my perspective, the emergence of a design 

language for interactive artifacts gives rise to a rhetorical dimension of such a language.  

3.5.1.  Argument, audience, and knowledge production 

There are many definitions and ideas from contemporary rhetoric that have shaped my understanding 

of this discipline, its implications as a practice, and its relation to design (Brummett, 1994; Foss et al., 

2001; Gill, 1994; Lucaites et al., 1999). From I. A. Richards, I have learned that rhetoric is concerned with 

how words work in context and also the study of misunderstanding and its remedies. Richards allows 

me to consider that meaning of words, or human-made things in general, is a function of interpretation 

in context (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 1270). The New Rhetoric by Chaïm Perelman and Lucie Olbrechts-

Tyteca presents rhetoric as a theory of argumentation, in which arguments are regarded as a means to 

induce or gain adherence to a claim (Foss et al., 2001, p. 86). These scholars consider that arguments 

follow the rules of practical reasoning rather than those of logic, suggesting that rhetoric is closely 

related to the Aristotelean dialectic (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 1373). From the New Rhetoric, I also 

learned about the notion of universal audience, the imaginary construct that the speaker creates to choose 

her arguments and appeals and have a sense of the quality of such arguments (Foss et al., 2001, p. 89). 

Regarding the notion of audience, I also consider the idea by Michael C. McGee that audiences are 

formed in and through public discourse as opposed to the idea of an existing passive group of people 

attending to public discourse and waiting to be persuaded (Lucaites et al., 1999, p. 13). The notion of 

argument as a means for adherence rather than a demonstration of a universal truth makes me take 

into account the ideas by Robert Scott: 1) argument as a process of generating time-limited truths, and 
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2) argument as choosing the best actions for a particular situation (Lucaites et al., 1999, p. 128). In a 

similar vein, I take into account the idea by Michel Foucault of truth as a product of both rhetoric and 

power relations, which themselves originate from rhetorical practices (Gill, 1994, p. 182). 

Nevertheless, there is one rhetorician whose ideas profoundly influence my understanding of 

contemporary rhetoric and its relevance to HCI. In the section below, I present a summary of the core 

ideas by Kenneth Burke. I consider his idea of persuasion as identification as crucial to stop understanding 

rhetoric as the mere practice of winning over an audience and therefore, and to disassociate rhetoric 

from its popular negative connotation. Through Burke, we can see rhetoric as part of our everyday life, a 

constant practice of identification with people, things, ideas, and even ourselves. I think that Burke’s 

ideas of identification, consubstantiality, the negative, hierarchy, terministic screen, mystery, and 

perfection could provide HCI scholars with a lens to discuss the implications of design practices from a 

critical perspective. I include this summary on Burke’s ideas for us to have this idea in mind and as a 

reference to some considerations that I bring to my examinations and discussion presented later.  

3.5.2.  Kenneth Burke: identification, dramatism and hierarchies 

3.5.2.1.  Language as symbolic action 

One crucial concept that Burke introduced to rhetoric is that of language as symbolic action. According to 

Burke (1978), action involves modes of behavior that are possible by acquiring a conventional, arbitrary 

symbol system. Speeches, styles of music, painting, sculpture, dance, mathematical notions, traffic 

signals, road maps, and dreams are products of symbolic action (p. 809). Language is one way of acting 
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in the world (Quigley, 1998, p. 2), and rhetoric is a subset of symbolic action that is concerned with 

persuasion and identification (Foss et al., 2001, p. 191). Burke (1969b) defines rhetoric as “the use of 

[instances of language] by human agents to form attitudes or to induce actions in other human agents” 

(p. 41). Rhetoric is the inducement to action or attitude (regarded by Burke as an “incipient act”) (p. 42). 

In this sense, the function of rhetoric is to use language (in the broad sense) as a symbolic means of 

inducing cooperation in beings that by nature respond to symbols (p. 43).  

3.5.2.2.  Persuasion, identification, and consubstantiality 

Another key concept in Burkean rhetoric is identification (Burke, 1969b, p. 55). Through identification 

rhetoric makes possible all human-order and designates the very process by which human societies are 

created, maintained, transformed, destroyed, and recreated (Foss et al., 2001, p. 192). For Burke, humans 

are born and exist as biologically separate beings, so they seek association via communication to 

overcome separateness (Quigley, 1998, p. 1). Identification is compensatory to division w. Burke also 

considers that humans form their identity through various properties or substances, including physical 

objects, occupations, friends, activities, beliefs, and values. Hence humans share substance with whatever 

or whomever they identify. Burke regards two entities as consubstantial when they are united in 

substance through common ideas, attitudes, material, possessions, or other properties (Foss et al., 2001, 

p. 192).  

Burke equates persuasion with identification and consubstantiality (Foss et al., 2001, p. 192). Burke 

(1969b) remarks, “You persuade a man only insofar as you can talk his language by speech, gesture, 
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tonality, order, image, attitude, idea, identifying your ways with his.” (p. 55). Identification involves at 

least three type of processes: 1) naming something or someone according to specific properties, 2) 

associating with and disassociating from others, including their ideas or things, and 3) being 

consubstantial with others (Quigley, 1998, p. 2). Moreover, it functions in three basic ways: 1) as a means 

to an end, 2) to unite opposing entities on the basis of a common enemy, and 3) to persuade at an 

unconscious level (Foss et al., 2001, p. 193). However, identification implies division (Burke, 1969b, p. 45). 

Hence an aspect of separation remains in us in spite of being consubstantial with others for certain 

situations. Rhetoric emerges from people’s attempt for eliminating division, but Burke also admits that 

rhetoric sets the natural and inevitable conditions of alienation among people when it manifests (Foss et 

al., 2001, p. 193).  

Audience as another crucial concept of Burke’s rhetoric, which regards the self as one type of the audience. 

In this sense, identification also entails self-persuasion. Promoting social cohesion occurs through 

innumerable identifications with others, but in some cases, the process is only complete when self-

persuasion happens (Quigley, 1998, p. 3). Burke thus positions socialization as a concern of rhetoric 

(Foss et al., 2001, p. 193).  

3.5.2.3.  Form and content 

In Burkean rhetoric, content and form constitute a whole, suggesting that any consideration of content 

must include a consideration of its form. Burke sees form as the process of producing effects of rhetoric 

on an audience. In this sense, identification or persuasion derives from an interaction of content and 
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form (Foss et al., 2001, p. 195). There are three types of form according to Burke: conventional, repetitive, 

and progressive. Conventional form is the expectation of a particular form prior to encountering a 

product of rhetoric. Repetitive form is the restatement of such a product in different ways. Progressive 

form involves the use of situations that lead the audience to anticipate or desire certain developments in 

a rhetorical product (p. 196).  

3.5.2.4.  Dramatism 

Going back to the notion of language as symbolic action, Burke affirms that some human motives 

originate in symbolicity (Foss et al., 2001, p. 198). There are three conditions for action or symbolicity to 

happen: 1) freedom to act, 2) the presence of purpose or will, and 3) action (p. 198-199). Through the lens 

of language as symbolic action, we can notice that language conveys human motives and suggests what 

reality means. Outcomes of symbolic action impose knowledge on other people and shape their reality 

(p. 200). Since language and motives closely relate, Burke considers that by examining an artifact, the 

outcome of a symbolic action, is possible to point the underlying motives of its creator (p. 200). In this 

regard, Burke develops dramatism, an analytical framework to study and compare human motivation 

(Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 1296). This framework is Burke’s efforts to answer the following question: 

“What is involved, when we say what people are doing and why they are doing it? (Burke, 1969a, p. xv) 
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Figure 3.1. Schematic representation of the dramatistic pentad. Adapted from West & Turner (2013). 

Dramatism comprises five terms: act, scene, agent, agency, and purpose (Fig. 3.1). Together, these terms 

work as a critical tool for performing such examinations and receive the name of the pentad (Foss et al., 

2001, p. 200). The act is what was done, the scene is when or where it was done, the agent is who did it, the 

agency is how she did it, and the purpose is why she did it (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 1298; Burke, 1969a, 

p. xv). To perform this type of examination, sometimes called pentadic criticism or dramatistic criticism, we 

need to identify the five terms in an artifact. Later, we need to explore all the possible ratios, the pairs of 

terms, to see how one term affects the nature and character of the other. This exploration is to discover 

which term appears as dominant in the sense that controls or defines the rest of the terms. As a result of 

this examination, we can formulate an interpretation of the motivation of the artifact’s author, and thus 

understand her particular orientation and explanations regarding her current and future actions (Foss 

et al., 2001, p. 203). 
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3.5.2.5.  The negative, hierarchy, and perfection 

Whereas Burke sees in drama a representative of symbol use, he turns to a neutralized Christian model 

to study symbol systems and thus account for how language works (Foss et al., 2001, p. 204). Logology is 

the name of Burke’s theory and methodology about words. Burke positions this theory at a higher level 

of generalization than dramatism (p. 204). The negative, hierarchy, guilty, perfection, mystery, and terministic 

screen are central concepts to Burke’s logology (Foss et al., 2001). The negative is an outcome of language 

use. It is the recognition of what things are not based on what language says they are. According to 

Burke, the negative implicit in language allows us to have moral, to distinguish between right and 

wrong. Nevertheless, the negative also leads to the establishment of hierarchies (p. 205). Based on our 

position in a hierarchy, we feel guilty about the differences between ourselves and others who occupy a 

different position. Guilt also comes from our failure to always support order, authority, and hierarchy 

(Quigley, 1998, p. 1).  

A hierarchy entails perfection. Notwithstanding a hierarchy causes estrangement and divisiveness by 

ordering classes, a hierarchy also unifies its members through the perfection materialized by its ideal, 

the members of the top class (Foss et al., 2001, p. 207). Given our current position in a hierarchy, we 

strive to achieve the perfection represented by the top class (p. 206). In this sense, we identify with 

certain groups and not with others to attain some position in the hierarchy, and also to relieve ourselves 

of the guilt that we bear (Quigley, 1998, p. 1). According to Burke, perfection derives from language. We 

desire to name something by its proper name and to speak a language in its distinctive ways (Foss et al., 
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2001, p. 206). The correct use of language is an indication of our quest for perfection in all our symbolic 

actions. In this sense, Burke thinks that humans are rotten with perfection (p. 207).  

The differences among the members of a hierarchy come from their different modes of living. The 

occupation of the members of a specific class corresponds to a certain way of thinking that accompanies 

a certain way living. This situation causes occupational psychosis among the members of the class: the 

reinforcement of particular life patterns. Burke talks about occupation in the broadest sense. An 

occupation is anything with which individuals are occupied. Occupations include to have a physical 

issue, to be religious, to have a certain social status, or to carry out a particular plan (p. 208). As a result 

of developing a particular perspective on life, the members of a class adopt the use of a terministic screen: 

the set of terms or vocabularies that derive from their occupations and that directs their attention to 

certain aspects of reality rather than others (Foss et al., 2001, p. 208).  

Occupational psychosis and its accompanying terministic screen causes trained incapacity in the 

members of a hierarchy. The different occupations, terministic screens, and the implications of trained 

incapacity creates division among the members of a hierarchy. In some occasions, this division is 

significant and real, whereas, in others, the division is just imaginary. However, the members of a 

specific class lack knowledge about the others and see the other’s modes of living as different ways of 

thinking. Consequently, there exists a mistery among classes that derives from their differences  (Foss et 

al., 2001, p. 208). Mystery supports the maintenance and preservation of a hierarchy via obedience (p. 

208). The acceptance of mystery makes a member of a class renounce to her personal judgment and 
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accepts someone else’s judgment (p. 208). Nevertheless, mystery also promotes identification and 

communication among the members of different classes. Mystery produces an appeal that motivates 

them to transcend their differences. As a result, these members hide certain differences that do exist 

while they emphasize the belief about the existence of a shared substance (p. 209).  

3.6.  Visual rhetoric 

If we strictly follow the precepts of the classical period, we can notice that only linguistic or verbal 

artifacts are allowed as objects of study. However, the work developed during the twentieth century, 

including the work of Kenneth Burke, allows us to expand rhetoric to other domains, and therefore, to 

consider other types of human-made artifacts as products of rhetoric. Since images have become a 

pervasive element of many human societies, rhetoricians started asking how they are themselves 

carriers of meaning (Hill & Helmers, 2012, p. 64). As a result, rhetoricians started studying visual and 

material practices, including architecture, printmaking, photography, cartography, advertising and 

interior design (p. 87). Thus, visual rhetoric emerges as a mode of inquiry, a critical and theoretical 

orientation that makes issues of visuality relevant to rhetorical theory (Hill & Helmers, 2012, p. 198).  

Learning about visual rhetoric has influenced my understanding of how images operate in the everyday 

life, the ways in which image convey, transform, or perpetuate perspectives on multiple human affairs, 

persuade us, and evoke emotions (Bateman et al., 2010; Brummett, 1994; Chryslee, Foss, & Ranney, 1996; 

Foss, 1994, 2005; Hampton, 1990; Handa, 2004; Hullman & Diakopoulos, 2011; Kaplan, 1992; Kosara & 

Mackinlay, 2013; Kostelnick & Hassett, 2003; Lengler & Moere, 2009; McQuarrie & Phillips, 2008; 
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Murray, 2009; Rose, 2001). Visual rhetoric also helps me see a possible connection between rhetoric and 

HCI. In this regard, I take into account that many of the current interactive systems utilize a graphical 

user interface (GUI) for the user to interact with the system, or at least, they utilize visual cues to provide 

feedback to the user. This situation makes me think of visual rhetoric, regarding both foundations and 

methods, as a means to address compositional and communicative aspects of such interactive systems.  

Visual rhetoric is an emergent field, and therefore, there is not a single, unified specification of what it 

is, how it differs from other types of rhetoric, and what methods are pertinent to the critical assessment 

of images. My journey in visual rhetoric started with work of Foss (2005) and Blair. Their work pointed 

out to the compendium of essays edited by the visual rhetoricians Hill and Helmers (2012). Although I 

have explored other scholars; work on visual rhetoric, and sometimes under a different disciplinary label 

(e.g., information design), I consider the book edited by Hill and Helmers as a relevant source to the 

aims of this dissertation. Especially, because of two of its sections: 1) a synthesis of visual rhetoric based 

on all the chapters in this book, and 2) an account of the psychology of rhetorical images. This synthesis 

of visual rhetoric explains the perspectives that rhetoricians have on this matter, its areas of focus, and 

approaches. From my perspective, this synthesis gives a good panorama for people like me, who come 

with a background different from rhetoric, communication studies, composition, or English. The 

account of the psychology of rhetorical images describes the relationship between visual information, 

emotion, and persuasion. Below, I provide a summary of ideas presented in these two sections. Later, I 

include a third summary, one coming from a book about non-discursive rhetoric and affect (Murray, 

2009). Whereas the first two summaries help us obtain a big picture of visual rhetoric, I include this 
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third summary because it allows us to move a step forward and take into account all the modes, not only 

the visual, as compositional dimensions, and also, because it addresses the relationship between non-

discursive rhetoric, emotions, and persuasion. From my perspective, these three summaries can help us 

glimpse an application or use of visual rhetoric in the context of interactive systems, especially, 

regarding how these systems cause delight. I want us to keep the ideas from these summaries for the 

rest of the dissertation. 

3.6.1.  Perspectives, focus, and approaches of visual rhetoric 

3.6.1.1.  The two perspectives of visual rhetoric 

The development of visual rhetoric is relatively recent in comparison to the development of the 

linguistic (i.e., oral and written) orientation. Nevertheless, rhetoricians recognize the emergence of a 

pictorial turn during last half of the twentieth century (Handa, 2004, p. 2; Hill & Helmers, 2012, p. 19; 

Rose, 2001, p. 6). As an area of rhetoric still developing, rhetoricians consider two perspectives. Some 

rhetoricians consider visual rhetoric as a communicative artifact. For them, visual rhetoric refers to the 

outcome of using visual symbols for the purpose of communicating. In this sense, an image or visual 

artifact is the data of a study. Visual rhetoric refers thus to the intentional production or arrangement of 

colors, forms, and other elements to communicate with an audience (Hill & Helmers, 2012, p. 304). For 

an image or visual artifact to be visual rhetoric, it must satisfy three conditions: 1) be symbolic, 2) involve 

human intervention, and 3) be presented to an audience for the purpose of communicating. These 

conditions indicate that visual rhetoric is performed by humans, a product of symbolic action. Such a 

product is symbolic in the sense that its relationship with the thing that it refers is arbitrary. These 
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conditions also indicate that visual rhetoric entails both a conscious choice to communicate and a 

conscious selection of color, form, medium, size, and other visual composition aspects to achieve that 

goal. Visual rhetoric is therefore intended for communication, for addressing a certain audience, even 

though the creator is the only audience for the image or visible artifact (Hill & Helmers, 2012, p. 305).  

The second perspective is seeing visual rhetoric as a theoretical perspective that involves the analysis of 

symbolic or communicative aspects of visual artifacts. In this sense, visual rhetoric is a form of inquiry, a 

set of conceptual lenses through which visual symbols become knowable as communicative or rhetorical 

phenomena (Hill & Helmers, 2012, p. 306). Rhetoricians following this perspective focus on the rhetorical 

response to visual artifacts, the attribution of meaning to such artifacts when viewers experience them. A 

rhetorical response is different from an aesthetic response, which only comprises the viewer’s 

perceptual encounter with the visual artifact, without any attempt of attributing meaning to the 

experience. In a rhetorical response, the compositional elements of a visual artifact, including colors, 

lines, textures, shapes, and rhythms, function as a basis for the viewer to infer the existence of images, 

emotions, and ideas. In this sense, the purpose of visual rhetoric is understanding rhetorical responses 

to visual artifacts. This perspective of visual rhetoric is also concerned with the impact that visual 

symbols have on lay viewers, who have no technical knowledge in areas such as design, art history, art 

education, or aesthetics. In this regard, rhetoricians consider that lay viewers develop rhetorical 

responses to visual artifacts based on their own experiences and knowledge derived from looking in the 

world (Hill & Helmers, 2012, p. 306).  
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3.6.1.2.  Areas of focus of visual rhetoric 

There are three areas of focus in the study of visual artifacts: 1) nature, 2) function, and 3) evaluation  

(Hill & Helmers, 2012, p. 307). Studies focused on the nature of visual artifacts are concerned with their 

components, qualities, and characteristics. In such a study, rhetoricians explain the distinctive features 

of a visual artifact through the identification of presented elements and suggested elements. Rhetoricians 

identify presented elements by naming the artifact’s major physical features, including space, medium, 

and color. The identification of suggested elements derives from a discovery process of the concepts, 

ideas, themes, and allusions that a viewer is prone to infer from the presented elements (p. 307). 

Through studies on the nature of visual artifacts, rhetoricians explore how traditional concepts can be 

translated into forms that apply to visual rhetoric, including enthymeme, argument, metaphor, the 

three modes of appeal, and stasis. Additionally, such studies challenge rhetorical theory to deal with a 

new set of visual constructs, including color, space, and texture (p. 308).   

Studies focused on the function of visual artifacts are concerned with the effects of visual rhetoric on 

audiences (Hill & Helmers, 2012, p. 307). Rhetoricians who conduct such studies regard the function of a 

visual artifact as the action that it communicates (Foss, 1994, p. 216). This notion of function is different 

from purpose, which involves an effect that is desired or intended by the creator of the artifact (p. 215). 

Rhetoricians who adopt this notion disregard knowing the creator’s intent as a determining factor for 

the correct interpretation of a visual artifact. These rhetoricians believe that once the artifact is created, 

it stands independent of such an intent (Hill & Helmers, 2012, p. 308). Studies focused on this notion of 

function encourage rhetoricians to explore and articulate other effects of visual artifacts distinct from 
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and beyond persuasion. In this sense, these studies help rhetoricians generate rhetorical theory away 

from the focus on changing people’s beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors, and account for the grand variety 

of effects that visual symbols can perform for viewers (p. 309). 

The studies focused on evaluation are concerned with the process of assessing visual artifacts (Hill & 

Helmers, 2012, p. 307). Rhetoricians may center the evaluation of a visual artifact on its apparent 

function or its rhetorical functions (in the sense described above). When rhetoricians center the 

evaluation on the artifact’s apparent function, they investigate how the artifact’s media, forms, colors, 

and content accomplish its evident role. The other type of evaluation involves scrutinizing the possible 

functions performed by the artifact as a first step. Later, the rhetoricians reflect on the legitimacy or 

soundness of those functions on the basis of their implications and consequences (p. 309). Studies 

focused on the evaluation help rhetoricians generate theory by questioning the traditional notion of 

effectiveness, attaining change at the interpersonal or small-group level through discourse, or by 

questioning the artifact’s contribution to rationality, how the artifact supports the rational debate of 

issues in the public sphere. Through this type of studies, rhetoricians formulate broader criteria for the 

evaluation of rhetoric that allow them to account for the role of the visual in the human world (p. 310).   

3.6.1.3.  Approaches to visual rhetoric 

Some rhetoricians consider two approaches to rhetoric. The first approach is deductive. It corresponds 

to the application of rhetorical theory and constructs to visual artifacts to investigate questions about 

rhetoric and to contribute to existing rhetorical theories focused on verbal discourse (Hill & Helmers, 
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2012, p. 311). Rhetoricians following this approach utilize rhetorical theory or constructs to guide them 

through the examination of a visual artifact. In this sense, these rhetoricians assume that visual artifacts 

have most of the characteristics of linguistic artifacts. By following this approach, rhetoricians 

demonstrate how some aspects of rhetorical theory apply to both the visual and the verbal. A downside 

of this approach is that rhetoricians might disregard some characteristics discovered through the 

examination of the visual artifact because they have no relation to the theory being used as a lens (p. 311). 

The second approach is inductive. It involves the examination of visual artifacts to draw attention to 

some of their features as a means to generate rhetorical theory that accounts for the visual (Hill & 

Helmers, 2012, p. 311). Rhetoricians following this approach examine visual artifacts to inductively 

generate rhetorical theory that helps in the articulation of their characteristics. A key assumption of this 

approach is considering visual artifacts as different from verbal artifacts. Therefore, those rhetoricians 

seek to account for how visual artifacts operate rhetorically based on their particular qualities. This 

approach allows rhetoricians to expand rhetorical theory beyond the boundaries of the linguistic or 

verbal (p. 312).  

3.6.2.  Information vividness, emotional response, and persuasion 

Some rhetoricians turn to psychological studies to emphasize that, in general, images tend to elicit 

emotional responses whereas text messages tend to elicit analytical responses (Hill & Helmers, 2012, p. 

30). Two key concepts appear in those studies. The first concept is vividness, the relationship between the 

creation of mental images derived from the interpretation of information and the process of developing 
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or revising one’s beliefs and attitudes based on such images. The second concept is information vividness, 

the type of information that is emotionally interesting and concrete (p. 31). Instances of information 

vividness include first-hand experience, personal narratives, and pictures. They appear on a continuum 

that goes from least vivid information to most vivid information (Fig. 3.2). Vivid information tends to 

provoke more emotional reactions than non-vivid, abstract information, so the more vivid the 

information is, the more likely it is that the information will provoke an emotional response from the 

receiver (p. 31). However, vivid information not necessarily results in more persuasive information, yet it 

makes a persuasive message easier to comprehend and likely to be remembered. Information vividness 

only enhances the persuasiveness of a reasonably strong position when one employs it properly, but it 

cannot make a bad argument convincing (p. 32).  

 

Figure 3.2. Continuum of information vividness. Adapted from Hill and Helmers (2012). 

In general, there exists a correlation between vividness, emotional response, and persuasion. However, 

it is unclear why images are often more persuasive than abstract verbal arguments (Hill & Helmers, 

2012, p. 32). Some studies consider that images are more persuasive in situations in which people prefer 
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to perform a heuristic processing strategy, a shortcut decision-making rule to construct an attitude toward 

the persuasive support of an idea since such a strategy is faster and requires less cognitive work (p. 32-

33). Images are suitable for heuristic processing strategies because they provide the viewer with 

shortcuts toward the endpoint of making a decision while they allow the viewer to ignore abstract 

information available in verbal form (p. 33). Nevertheless, this cognitive-oriented account of the 

persuasiveness of images is insufficient. Some rhetoricians consider that emotions should be taken into 

account, including the evolutionary origin of emotional responses and the role of cultural values in such 

responses (p. 33-35). Regarding the latter aspect, these rhetoricians consider that images are capable of 

provoking emotional responses because they instantiate cultural values which are linked to certain 

emotions. Moreover, they point out that even abstract symbols of complex concepts can attain the same 

effect through cultural associations: “Once the association between a particular image and a value is 

created and internalized, the image becomes a symbol for the abstract value and can be used to trigger 

its associated emotions.” (p. 35)  

The persuasive power of vivid images is ephemeral, so they are insufficient to make a viewer change her 

beliefs over the long term. Rhetoricians indicate that many persuasive images are part of long-

persuasive strategies. The series of images employed in the campaign of a particular candidate or the 

series of advertisements created around a particular product are two exemplars of such a strategy. In 

each strategy, these series work together to create an overall image and set schematic relations that may 

result in convincing the viewer to accept a claim or take a certain stance. The perpetuity of the emotions 

triggered by the images is a crucial factor in the acceptance of the claim or taking the stance. The 

attempt of convincing the viewer to accept a claim or take a stance is implicit in many occasions, but the 
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viewer embraces the persuasive character of images because they feel identified in the Burkean sense. 

However, the emotional appeal of the images may result in a backlash if the viewer begins to feel that 

she has been emotionally manipulated (Hill & Helmers, 2012, p. 36).  

3.6.3.  Non-discursive rhetoric, persuasion, and affect 

Murray (2009) focuses on a broad notion of image to talk about non-discursive rhetoric, rather than just 

visual rhetoric. According to Murray, image is vital to both discursive (i.e., linguistic or verbal) and non-

discursive symbol-making practices. This rhetorician argues that all symbolization is based on image 

because our brains function through image: “image is central to all symbol systems no matter what its 

medium or mode.” (p. 3). Thus, Murray (2009) draws on philosophy, rhetorical theory, neuroscience, and 

composition studies to posit a theoretical view that centers on thought, emotion, and composing (p. 3). 

In this view, Murray acknowledges and values image and the affective domain as critical for multimodal 

composition aimed to achieve consensus, form communities, makes connections, build knowledge, and 

persuade (p. 9). For Murray, image is vitally connected to both human symbol systems and emotions (p. 

80). He remarks, “image can not [sic] function without emotion and composing ca not function without 

image.” (p. 83) 

From the perspective of Murray (2009), “image, as non-discursive text, is the most important underlying 

compositional element in creating multimodal text precisely because of its ability to access something 

other than discursive meaning.” (p. 57) Murray particularly avoids using the term visual rhetoric since he 

considers it commonly associated with a form of inquiry focused on social and cultural critique. Instead, 
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Murray focuses on the links of image to emotion, emotion to language, and language to mentality in the 

context of how images function as a non-discursive text for composers (p. 57). Moreover, Murray (2009) 

claims that connecting visual rhetoric with technology makes evident the need to include other modes of 

non-discursive text, including the aural, haptic, gustatory, and olfactory modes. In this sense, Murray 

thinks that visual rhetoric alone is insufficient to account for composition in digital media (p. 70). By 

considering that symbolization includes all forms meaning-making, both discursive and non-discursive 

(p. 17), Murray suggests working from the perspective of image rhetorics or non-discursive rhetoric, which 

comprises all sense-oriented rhetorics and accounts for each of the ways humans receive information 

and, consequently, persuasive appeals (p. 76). 

Murray (2009) points out a connection between image, meaning, non-discursive rhetoric, and the 

affective domain (p. 87). For one to see that connection, Murray argues that the body/mind and 

logical/emotional dichotomies should be discarded. This rhetorician regards non-discursive meaning as 

emotional and logical, and also of the body and the mind (p. 98). Murray also talks about consciousness 

and will as relevant aspects of the relationship between image and emotions (p. 125). Regarding the 

former aspect, Murray (2009) remarks,  

Images are integral to every part of our cognition, from memory to future planning. 
Consciousness itself depends on them, in connection with emotions, to help us shape 
and compose our knowledge of the world. Such a focus on image becomes the basis of a 
non-discursive [rhetorical] theory. (p. 128) 

And regarding will, this rhetorician states,  
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The absence of will is the absence of rhetoric; the opposite of will is the opposite of 
rhetoric. In sum, rhetorical theory implies the absence of coercion and the absence of 
consciousness because the absence of will is the absence of conscious choice. (p. 129) 

For Murray, will and consciousness fluctuate with emotions, imagination, and rhetorical production (p. 

131). Will includes reason and intuition and is learned through experience and integrated to states of 

consciousness that change constantly (p. 134). Murrays sees consciousness and will as a means to argue 

that non-discursive rhetoric creates a bridge between the ineffable and the discursive (p. 134). 

Consciousness and will provide the context in which human emotions, imagination, and language 

create text, discursive and non-discursive (p. 136). From the perspective of Murray, the non-discursive 

can provide a way into the discursive from what is ambivalent, intuitive, unutterable, or ineffable 

because symbolization, imagination, emotion, consciousness, and will rely on image, and because image 

is primarily non-discursive (p. 139).  

Murray (2009) thus considers four points in his formulation of non-discursive rhetoric: 1) the difference 

between discursive and non-discursive text, 2) the centrality of image to symbol-making, 3) the 

necessary connection between image and the affective, especially in non-discursive text, and 4) the 

connections between image, consciousness, and will in symbol-making (p. 137). Non-discursive rhetoric 

is thus a theory of rhetoric that relies on image, made up of all the sensual inputs, and non-discursive 

meaning in order to persuade, move, and create unsayable or word-independent meaning for an 

audience (p. 137). Murray associates five values to non-discursive rhetoric: 1) will-to-image, 2) will-to-

improvise, 3) will-to-intuit, 4) will-to-juxtapose, and 5) will-to-integrate (pp. 140-141). Murray (2009) 

emphasizes will through these values on the basis it is will, through both a collective and individual 
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consciousness, what guides humans to the production of symbols toward an end, even if that end is 

ineffable (p. 142).  

Murray (2009) also defines five general values of multimodality based on non-discursive rhetoric. Such 

values are 1) unity, 2) juxtaposition, 3) perspective, 4) image, and 5) layering.  In this regard, Murray 

comments that multimedia production involves several modes and different types of text, such as audio, 

video, print, texture, image, color, and others, so an author or composer may consider certain values as 

relevant to her practice. Rather than being a rule or principle, such a value helps the composer produce 

meaning from the utilization of the many modes available (p. 173). Murray (2009) sees an intrinsic 

connection between multimodality and non-discursive rhetoric. Multimodality asks composers to 

understand and employ non-discursive rhetoric (188). The connection between multimodality and affect 

emerges by considering that 1) image is at the center of all symbol-making practice, and symbolization 

includes both discursive and non-discursive meaning-making, and that 2) consciousness and will are 

tied with image, resulting in the necessary presence, acknowledgment, and applications of feelings and 

emotions (Murray, 2009, p. 155). 

3.7.  Visual and multimodal argumentation 

Since Aristotle defined rhetoric as the counterpart of dialectic (E. P. Corbett et al., 1984, p. vii), there has 

been a connection of this discipline with argumentation. For some rhetoricians, arguments imply a 

relationship between logic, dialectic, and rhetoric (Blair, 2012a, 2012c; Zarefsky, 2017). This perspective is 

relevant to me and influences how I see interactive systems, user interfaces, and the so-called user 
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experience from a rhetorical perspective. By considering a rhetorical lens to study human-computer 

interactions, we also have the opportunity of talking about them from an argumentative point of view. 

Interactive systems, user interfaces, and the user experience might be expressed as a type of argument 

or a set of arguments. Above, I present some key ideas about rhetoric, visual rhetoric, and multi-modal 

rhetoric. Below, I complement these ideas by introducing others related to the notions of visual 

arguments and multimodal arguments.  

 

Figure 3.3. Argumentation as the intersection of logic, dialectic, and rhetoric. Adapted from Zarefsky (2017). 

With the proliferation of mass media during the twentieth century, rhetoricians and argumentation 

scholars started asking whether images can argue or not. The existence and actuality of visual 

arguments became one of the first topics that argumentation scholars started debating (Birdsell & 

Groarke, 1996, 2007, Blair, 2012e, 2012d; Chryslee et al., 1996). Nowadays, many argumentation scholars 

admit the existence of visual arguments, but the debate shifted to the nature of such arguments 

(Godden, 2013). Some scholars focus on understanding if or to what extent visual arguments are the 

visual expression of verbal arguments. This issue is important because it demands a demonstration that 
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images can work as propositions and raises the question of whether visual argumentation is a distinct 

area of study within argumentation (Birdsell & Groarke, 2007; Blair, 2012d; Dove, 2012; Godden, 2013; R. 

H. Johnson, 2003). Other scholars suggest that visual arguments correspond to a different kind of 

argument and therefore, there is no need to subject images to this propositional condition (Alcolea-

Banegas, 2008; Chryslee et al., 1996; Roque, 2009, 2012, 2015). The debate on visual arguments has 

encouraged argumentation scholars to consider what other modes of arguing exist besides the visual 

mode. As a result, argumentation has expanded to include multimodal argument as objects of study 

(Groarke, 2015; Kjeldsen, 2015). 

I mention above that learning about visual arguments (Blair, 2012e) was one of my first steps in 

exploring visual rhetoric. Based on the idea that rhetoric and argumentation relate, which I draw from 

Aristotelean rhetoric and the work of contemporary rhetoricians (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001; Foss et al., 

2001), I consider that exploring visual or non-discursive rhetoric involves a review on visual and 

multimodal argumentation as well. In the subsections below, I provide a summary of the works that I 

consider relevant to get a basic picture on visual and multimodal argumentation. This summary starts 

with the seminal paper on visual argumentation by David Birdsell and Leo Groarke (1996), followed by a 

revision of their ideas ten years later (Birdsell & Groarke, 2007). The work of these two argumentation 

scholars allows us to consider the existence of visual arguments and connect them with the paradigm of 

argument that many of us learn and know from school: verbal or linguistic arguments. Their work is 

perhaps the main point of reference in any discussion about visual arguments, no matter whether we 

agree or disagree about their existence or nature. Later, I summarize two papers written by Anthony 
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Blair. The first paper discusses the possibility and actuality of visual arguments (Blair, 2012d), whereas 

the second paper centers on their rhetorical dimension (Blair, 2012e). The work of Blair is relevant for 

rhetoricians because it connects visual arguments with rhetoric, suggesting that such arguments are 

akin to a visual enthymeme. I include in one of the subsections corresponding to his work images that 

he uses to exemplify the characteristics of visual arguments (Fig. 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8). 

Following Blair, I present a brief synthesis of how Gail Chryslee, Sonja Foss, and Arthur Ranney (1996) 

extract claims from visual arguments. I consider this work relevant in argumentation for two reasons:  

1) it is an indirect attempt of characterizing visual arguments as a new kind of argument, and 2) their 

approach has a closer connection with rhetoric and rhetorical criticism than with logic and 

argumentation. Later, I summarize three papers written by Georges Roque, whose work I consider 

crucial to embrace the complexity, richness, and distinctness of images, and therefore, the possibility 

that visual argumentation is different from linguistic argumentation. Roque discusses the visual nature 

of this type of arguments, arguing that images do not need to satisfy the condition of being 

propositional in order to create an argument (Roque, 2009, 2015). Moreover, Roque recognizes that 

many of the so-called visual arguments are based on mixed media, the combination of text and images 

of different kinds, so an exploration of visual argumentation just cannot be reduced to a mapping with 

the linguistic realm (Roque, 2009, 2012). Roque also urges argumentation scholars to explore the 

relationship between visual argumentation and both visual persuasion and visual figures (Roque, 2012). 

After Roque, I summarize a paper from Jesús Alcolea-Banegas (2008) who explores argumentation in 

film. Alcolea-Banegas takes into account five elements to perform rhetorical criticism on a film and thus 
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unpack its possible arguments. He also defines the process of visual argumentation in film based on 

these five elements (Fig. 3.9). The final subsection goes back to Leo Groarke (2015), who encourages to 

expand our perspective and talk also about the olfactory, tactile, savory, and auditory modes for the 

creation of arguments. 

3.7.1.  Birdsell and Groarke: toward the construction of a theory of visual argumentation 

3.7.1.1.  Initial account 

Birdsell and Groarke (1996) claim that paying attention to the visual components of persuasion and 

argumentation is necessary to have a better understanding of the role that film, multimedia, and the 

Web have in people’s lives (p. 1). According to Birdsell and Groarke (1996), the development of a theory of 

visual argumentation can help both scholars and students: scholars could study the relationships 

between words and other symbolic forms, whereas students could have a tool to assess visual modes of 

reasoning and persuasion (p. 1). Regarding the development of such a theory, these scholars point out 

three main concerns. The first concern is that images are arbitrary, vague, and ambiguous. Birdsell and 

Groarke (1996) argue that images are neither arbitrary nor indeterminate. According to these scholars, 

images are capable of conveying visual claims that viewers can discern (p. 3-4). The second concern is 

that images have a contextual meaning (p. 5). Birdsell and Groarke (1996) suggest immediate visual 

context, immediate verbal context, and visual culture as three types of context that one should consider 

in the evaluation of visual arguments. The immediate visual context focuses on the image as the main 

source of the evaluation and also on other elements of the near visual environment, including their 

relationship with and effects on the main source. The immediate verbal context pays attention to the 
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caption and words that are part of the image as a basis for its interpretation (p. 6). Visual culture is 

concerned with the meaning of seeing or representing seeing, and also with changes in the meaning of 

certain elements of visual vocabulary (p. 7). The third concern is about the argumentative aspects of 

representation and resemblance. In this regard, Birdsell and Groarke (1996) indicate that 

conventionalized representations allow images to function argumentatively in a consistent fashion (p. 

8).  

3.7.1.2.  Revised account 

Birdsell and Groarke (2007) argue that visual arguments can be understood and analyzed through 

standard components of arguments. For example, one can assess visual arguments from the perspective 

of one of the three modes of appeal (i.e., logos, ethos, and pathos). They also comment that visual 

arguments sometimes have rhetorical advantages in the sense that images could be more forceful and 

persuasive than words (p. 103). According to these scholars, the pragma-dialectical principles of 

communication are appropriate to account for the interpretation of images in an argument. In pragma-

dialectics, the context in which a speech act occurs matters. The way a person renders a speech act 

should be comprehensible, sincere, relevant, consistent, and appropriate in the context of the other 

speech acts that surround it. In this regard, three key principles apply to the interpretation of an image 

in argument: 1) the person can understand the image in first place, 2) the person can interpret the image 

in a manner that makes sense of the image’s major visual and verbal elements, and 3) the person should 

interpret the image in a manner that the interpretation fits in the context in which the image is situated 

(Birdsell & Groarke, 2007, p. 104).  
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Birdsell and Groarke (2007) distinguish five ways in which images are used: 1) flags, 2) demonstrations, 

3) metaphors, 4) symbols, and 5) archetypes (p. 104). According to Birdsell and Groarke (2007), an image 

functions as a visual flag when it is used to attract attention to a message conveyed to some audience. 

The image is just a means to make a linguistic argument stand out (p. 104). An image is a visual 

demonstration when it is used to convey information that is best presented visually. This type of image is 

appropriate when it is difficult to convey abstract information via words. Information or data 

visualizations fall in this category. An image functions as a visual metaphor when it conveys some claim 

figuratively, by portraying someone or something as some other thing. An image appears as a visual 

symbol when it has strong associations that allow the image to stand for something it represents. This 

type of image is possible when the viewers share a common vocabulary of symbols that can be used to 

make convenient references. In this sense, the viewers need to have knowledge about the symbol system 

utilized for the image’s composition to perform an appropriate decoding of its symbols. A visual 

archetype emerges when an image becomes a visual symbol whose meaning derives from a popular or 

culturally pervasive narrative. A visual archetype seeks to convey complex messages in a simple fashion 

(Birdsell & Groarke, 2007, p. 104). 

According to Birdsell and Groarke (2007), the five types of image or modes of visual meaning (i.e., flag, 

demonstration, metaphor, symbol, and archetype) help in determining if the composition of an image 

functions as a visual proposition or if it comprises visual propositions (p. 106). Birdsell and Groarke 

(2007) indicate that visual flags could be either propositional or non-propositional. In the latter case, 

visual flags function to attract the viewer’s attention to other images that work propositionally (p. 106) 
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or to a verbal argument that appears as part of the image (p. 108). Birdsell and Groarke (2007) consider 

visual demonstrations are inherently propositional because the image conveys information that is 

claimed to be true (p. 106). In this regard, visual demonstrations play a key role in many scientific 

arguments (p. 108). Birdsell and Groarke (2007) consider that visual metaphors and visual symbols are 

often used to convey propositions in political debate and discourse (p. 106). For them, visual archetypes 

work similarly. They seek to communicate propositions related to certain events and issues (p. 107).  

Birdsell and Groarke (2007) indicate that context helps in recognizing an image as argumentative. 

Context also helps in the identification of the image’s iconic, indexical, metaphoric, and other functions, 

as well as in understanding its enthymematic function (p. 112). Birdsell and Groarke (2007) emphasize 

that any account of visual argument must be built upon an understanding of visual meaning and the 

role of context (p. 112). In this regard, these scholars identify three relationships that accounts of visual 

argumentation discuss: 1) images and the language of argument, 2) transgressive images and cultural 

context, and 3) visual images and intercultural interpretation. The first relationship indicates that 

traditional language of argumentation helps in a better understanding of images, and vice versa. The 

second relationship is concerned about the argumentative role of transgressive images as they affront 

visual, narrative, and argumentative norms. The third relationship focuses on the argumentative 

slippage between expert and lay viewers, and also addresses the interpretation of images from an ethnic 

perspective (Birdsell & Groarke, 2007, p. 113). 
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3.7.2.  Blair: visual argumentation and rhetoric  

3.7.2.1.  The possibility and actuality of visual arguments 

Blair (2012d) offers an account of the possibility and actuality of visual arguments. Blair starts this 

account by investigating the characteristics of an argument, and then, what counts as visual (p. 206). 

Regarding the concept of argument, Blair turns to D.J. O’Keefe, who defines the paradigm case of 

argument “as a linguistically explicable claim and one or more linguistically explicable reasons.” (p. 206). 

The explicit properties of O’Keefe’s concept of argument are: 

1.   there is a claim; that is, the assertion has been made that something has to be 

believed, or chosen, or done; 

2.   there is a reason or there are reasons for the claim; that is, the assertion has been 

made of something supporting what is to be believed, chosen, or done; 

3.   the reasons(s) is(are) linguistically explicable and overtly expressed; 

4.   the claim is linguistically explicable; 

5.   there is an attempt to communicate the claim and reason(s). These explicit 

properties entail the following implicit properties of arguments: 

6.   there is some person who uses the claim and its reason(s) (this person may, but need 

not be, its author); 

7.   there is some intended recipient audience or interlocutor(s) to whom the claim and 

reason(s) are addressed. […] 

8.   it is the intention of the “user” to bring the recipient to accept the claim on the basis 

of the reason(s) offered. (Blair, 2012d, p. 207).  
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Blair (2012d) indicates that O’Keefe’s concept of argument has two implications for visual arguments. 

One implication is that arguments are propositional, assigning a condition of truth-value (p. 207). The 

second implication is that arguments require their reasons to be overtly expressed, and the reasons and 

claim to be linguistically explicable (p. 208). Later, Blair (2012d) affirms that visual communication stands 

on its own feet and contains no grammar but conventionalized images formed by signs and symbols. 

From his perspective, visual communication cannot be reduced to verbal communication (p. 208). Blair  

(2012d) thus considers two conditions for visual communication to function as a visual argument: 1) it 

has all or some of the salient properties of argument, and 2) it is a non-verbal visual communication (p. 

209). 

Blair  (2012d) demonstrates the possibility of visual arguments based on the two conditions above. 

According to Blair, visual arguments are propositional arguments in which the propositions and their 

argumentative function and roles are expressed visually (p. 209). In this regard, Blair indicates that 

expressing propositions visually is unproblematic. This scholar sees more complications in 

demonstrating the existence of visual propositions (p. 209). According to Blair, there is a systematic 

tendency to indeterminacy about visual expression: “in most instances in our culture the conditions of 

interpretation of visual expression are indeterminate to a much greater degree than is the case with 

verbal expression” (Blair, 2012d, p. 210). Blair  (2012d) takes into account two types of difference that 

help in distinguishing visual argument from verbal argument: 1) the differences in argument expression 

that the arguer faces, and 2) the hermeneutical differences of identification and interpretation that the 

interlocutor, audience, or critic faces (p. 210). 
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Figure 3.4. "The Raft of the Medusa" by Géricault (1819).  

Blair (2012d) thinks that it is possible to find visual arguments in dramatic painting and sculptures, 

magazines, and other static advertisements, television commercials, and political cartoons (p. 210). 

Regarding dramatic painting and sculptures, Blair emphasizes that making an argument is different 

from making a statement. This scholar considers that many of those artworks convey a message that 

communicates a viewpoint, emotions, or attitudes, but not an argument (p. 211). As an example, Blair 

(2012d)  talks about The Raft of the Medusa (Géricault, 1819):  

[The painting] expresses the despair and misery of being adrift at sea after a shipwreck, 
and shows us the fifteen survivors of the 150 who had clung to the raft twelve days 
before when the Medusa foundered; but it gives no reasons for drawing any 
conclusions, for example about a need for life-boats, safer vessels, or less risk-taking in 
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trans-oceanic trade, nor is it a justification of the cannibalism that allegedly took place 
on the raft. (p. 211) [See Fig. 3.4] 

According to Blair (2012d), reconstructing a dramatic painting as a visual argument requires two 

conditions: 1) to identify and distinguish premises from conclusions, whether these are asserted visually 

or left unexpressed and discoverable from the context (p. 211). In this regard, Blair emphasizes the need 

of an argument-creating context that allows one to go beyond speculations based on all the possibilities 

offered by the painting. To demonstrates a case in which these conditions met, Blair (2012d) turns to an 

example introduced and discussed by Groarke: the painting of The Death of Marat (David, 1793). Blair  

(2012d)  agrees with Groarke in considering that artwork as an argument for the conclusion that “Marat 

was, like Christ, a great moral martyr.” Blair points out that unlike Géricault’s painting, The Death of 

Marat (Fig. 3.5) allows the identification of three particular statements that can function as premises in 

an argument, which may be inferred form the painting and that are pertinent to the context of its time: 

1) “Marat gave his last penny to the poor,” 2) “Marat was a benefactor of the unfortunate,” and 3) “Marat 

was a poor man of great dignity and composure.” (p. 212). By contrasting these two cases, Blair (2012d) 

demonstrates that visual arguments exist in dramatic art, although he also emphasizes that dramatic art 

not necessarily implies the existence of such an argument, but perhaps, just a case of visual assertion (p. 

213).  
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Figure 3.5. "The Death of Marat" by David (1793). 

Blair (2012d) considers the series of printed advertisements published in 1996 by United Colors of 

Benetton clothing company as a striking example of visual arguments in static advertisements (Figs. 3.6, 

3.7, and 3.8). Oliviero Toscani (1989a, 1989b, 1991) is the creator of Hearts, Angel and Devil, and Handcuffs, 

three printed advertisements that appeared in the special issues of The New Yorker on Black in America at 

that year (Blair, 2012d, p. 215). According to Blair, these three advertisements are not only richly evocative, 

but also a set of visual arguments against racism. Consequently, it is possible for one to extract premises 

from these advertisements. From Hearts: “we are all the same under our skin; we are biologically the 

same species, and we are all human.” From Angel and Devil: “racism is a construct, not an inborn 

attitude; adults impose its ugliness on the innocence of children.” From Handcuffs: “we are joined 
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together, black and white, inescapably; we are prisoners of our attitudes.” From these three extracted 

premises, Blair concludes: “racism is unjustified and should be ended.” (Blair, 2012d, p. 215). 

Nevertheless, Blair urges to keep in mind that United Color of Benetton is a clothing company and that 

it has paid a considerable amount of money to have these three advertisements published. Blair 

indicates that Benetton creates this type of advertisements to make the viewer feel good about and 

identified with the argument that they convey, and thus transfer that identification into a purchase (p. 

215). For Blair, such advertisements are arguments that work at the superficial level. Once the first 

impression of the advertisement fades and the viewer engages in reasoning, the selling power of the 

advertisement begins to weaken (p. 216).  

 

Figure 3.6. "Hearts" by Toscani (1989b). Advertisement for United Colors of Benetton. 
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Figure 3.7. "Angel and Devil" by Toscani (1991). Advertisement for United Colors of Benetton. 

 

Figure 3.8. "Handcuffs" by Toscani (1989a). Advertisement for United Colors of Benetton. 
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Although Blair (2012d) demonstrates the existence of visual arguments in dramatic paintings, 

advertisements, television commercials, and political cartoons, he disregards the idea that visual 

arguments are significantly different from verbal arguments. According to Blair, visual arguments must 

be non-propositional to be regarded as a radically different kind of argument (p. 218). Rather this 

scholar aligns visual arguments to rhetoric. Blair (2012d) takes three points into account: 1) the study of 

rhetoric includes the study of argument, 2) the concept of visual argument is an extension of rhetoric’s 

paradigm into a new domain. Blair remarks, “if the persuasive function lies at the heart of rhetoric, then 

any form of persuasion, including visual persuasion, belongs within rhetoric’s province.” (p. 221) 

Blair (2012d) indicates that visual arguments have virtues and vices (p. 221). Blair considers that some 

visual arguments can have an incredible evocative power and bring the viewer as close to an actual 

experience as it is possible to get, just as it occurs with movies. In this sense, movies and other similar 

visual arguments can make the truth of premises more real than other forms of presentation. However, 

Blair also emphasizes that the same power can be used to distort or misinterpret a situation and 

convince the viewer of conclusions that should not be drawn. Blair remarks, “The nature of the visual 

contribution may be difficult to describe, but its force is undeniable.” (p. 222). Another characteristic 

that Blair points out about visual arguments is their uni-dimensionality: “[visual arguments] present the 

case for one side only, without including the arguments against it, or without doing so sympathetically, 

and without representing alternative standpoints and their merits and defects.” (p. 222) In this regard, 

Blair suggests taking visual arguments always with a degree of skepticism and a range of critical 

questions. Additionally, Blair emphasizes that visual communication can be concrete and particular as it 
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can also be vague and ambiguous, attributing a characteristic of suggestiveness to visual arguments. In 

general, Blair (2012d) considers the power and suggestiveness of a visual argument as its major 

advantage, yet he emphasizes that such an advantage be gained at the cost of a loss of clarity and 

precision, which may not always be a desirable condition (p. 223). 

3.7.2.2.  The rhetorical dimension of visual arguments 

Blair (2012e) points out that rhetoric and argument have been associated since antiquity, and that 

rhetoric is concerned with persuasion (p. 262). Blair considers that characterizing persuasion is not as 

simple as it may appear. According to Blair (2012e), persuasion cannot be just any manner of influencing 

a person. This scholar affirms that not all of behavioral changes count as persuasion. Blair considers that 

persuasion requires a person to assent consciously to the pressure of a set of causal influences. 

Consequently, persuasion implies that the person is free to resist to such influences (p. 263). Moreover, 

Blair (2012e) affirms that the narratives that people formulate for themselves from visual images can 

easily shape their attitudes (p. 263). By taking the previous ideas into account, Blair (2012e) remarks, 

“just as not all influences that result in changes of behavior count as persuasion, visual or otherwise, so 

too not all cases of persuasion count as arguments.” (p. 264) Blair urges to be flexible with the concept of 

argument and consider it to refer to any form of persuasion. However, Blair emphasizes that one could 

end up talking about something else if the definition of argument appears far from its original 

formulation. Blair urges to take this situation into account in the definition of a visual argument (p. 

265). 
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In distinguishing visual persuasion from visual argument, Blair (2012e) argues that visual arguments 

communicate visually some factor that can be considered a reason for accepting or believing some 

proposition, for taking some other attitude, or for performing some action (p. 269). According to Blair, 

testing the presence of such a factor involves the construction of a verbal argument from the visual 

message, and that is consistent with the visual presentation. Blair indicates that such a construction 

cannot capture the evocative power of the visual element in the original presentation of the argument, 

but that it would abstract from the visual presentation the component that constitutes a reason for the 

claim to be accepted (p. 269). In other words, the verbal construction of the argument is not the 

equivalent of the visual argument (p. 270). Thus, Blair  (2012e) specifies the nature of visual arguments 

as follows: 

visual arguments constitute the species of visual persuasion in which the visual 
elements overlie, accentuate, render vivid and immediate, and otherwise elevate in 
forcefulness a reason or set of reasons offered for modifying a belief, an attitude or one’s 
conduct. What distinguishes visual arguments from other forms of visual persuasion is 
that in the case of the former it is possible to enunciate reasons given to support a claim, 
whereas in the case of the latter no such element is present. (p. 270) 

Blair (2012e) lists some advantages that visual arguments have over print or spoken verbal arguments. 

The first advantage is their evocative power (p. 271). Blair believes that part of this power is due to the 

amount of information that can be conveyed in a short time, especially, in the case of motion images 

(e.g., television commercials). In this regard, this scholar emphasizes that visual images, especially 

motion images, can be used to convey a narrative in a short time (p. 271). Another advantage of visual 

arguments is the sense of realism that they could convey. Blair emphasizes that footage of events from 

the real world can be used to craft a story, making reality a selected perspective presented in a highly 
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structured or filtered way. Blair sees television news as an exemplar of this situation. In this sense, Blair 

considers that the power of the visual relies on the degree of the impression that images can attain on 

the viewers (p. 271).  

Blair (2012e) regards the visual element in visual arguments most significantly as a rhetorical dimension, 

rather than a logical or a dialectical dimension (p. 271). Blair argues that visual arguments lack a 

dialectical dimension in the sense that no process of interaction between the arguer and interlocutors, 

who raise questions or objections, is possible. Instead, the visual makes an argument by presenting a 

few reasons in a forceful way (p. 271). According to Blair, the visual element might contain or present a 

didactic narrative, a story that supports a point, but is incapable of allowing an exchange of reasons, 

questions, objections, and refutations, as it occurs in dialectic argumentation (p. 272). Regarding the 

logical dimensions, Blair (2012e) argues that visual arguments supply simple, minimalist support 

regarding the reasons necessary to validate the claim. According to Blair, the verbal construction of a 

visual argument will have one or two premises, and tend to be more or less syllogistic in structure. 

Moreover, Blair affirms that the logic of such an argument will not be complicated or subtle (p. 272). 

Regarding the rhetorical dimension, Blair (2012e) lists some conditions that visual arguments must 

satisfy. The visual properties of a visual argument must resonate with the audience on occasion and in 

the circumstances to be effective. The visual symbolism conveyed by the argument must register 

immediately in the audience, whether consciously or not. According to Blair, the arguer must know and 

relate to the beliefs and attitudes of the intended audience and also to the visual imagery that is 
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meaningful to the audience. Moreover, the arguer needs to be sensitive to the audience’s surrounding 

argumentative space because much of the much of the visual argument must remain tacit or unexpressed. 

In this sense, visual arguments are visual enthymemes, and therefore, such arguments rely on the arguer’s 

astuteness for their success. From the perspective of Blair  (2012e), visual arguments have a greater 

potential for rhetorical power than purely verbal arguments (p. 272). Visual arguments excel in the 

rhetorical dimension (p. 279).  

Blair (2012e) accounts for the reasons of using visual arguments (pp. 272-273). One of these reasons is 

that the visual has a greater force and immediacy than the verbal. In this regard, Blair argues that visual 

communication can be more efficient than verbal communication and have the power of evoking 

involuntary reactions (p. 273). Blair indicates that visual arguments sometimes rely on appeals to the 

sympathy or emotional responses of an audience (i.e., pathetic appeals), whereas in other occasions, visual 

arguments rely on appeals to the character or reputation of a person or a role to lend credibility to what 

is portrayed (i.e., ethotic appeals). In this sense, the arguer can almost guarantee pathetic or ethotic 

influences of a visual argument through the use of certain visual symbols (p. 274). Based on all the 

characteristics of visual arguments introduced above, Blair  (2012e) concludes, “When argument is 

visual, it is, above all, visual rhetoric.” (p. 279) 

3.7.3.  Chryslee, Foss, and Ranney: construction of claims in visual arguments 

Chryslee, Foss, and Ranney (1996) regard visual argumentation as the process by which a viewer 

constructs an argumentative claim from an image. These rhetoricians argue that a better understanding 
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of such a process would help communication designers make better choices in their creation process. 

For them, visual arguments correspond to arguments of inference, the use of reasons to arrive at claims. 

Chryslee et al. consider that visual argumentation occurs when the viewer engages in a prospective 

process of constructing claims for an image. In this sense, visual argumentation is audience-centered 

since the viewer is the dominant factor in the construction of an argument from an image (p. 9). 

Chryslee et al. argue that although such a construction is idiosyncratic, culture sets a perimeter for it. In 

this regard, Chryslee et al. consider that variations in the constructions of claims depend on three 

factors: 1) realism, 2) knowledge, and 3) feelings. These rhetoricians consider that the more realistic the 

image is, the more difficult it could be for the viewer to recognize its argumentative dimension. 

Chryslee et al. (1996) also regard the viewer’s cultural, historical, and technical knowledge as a crucial 

factor in the construction of the visual argument. Finally, they indicate that feelings play a major role in 

both the inference of claims and the experience of the image. In this sense, these rhetoricians emphasize 

feeling as a mediator for the viewer’s willingness to develop certain types of claims (p. 12-13).  

3.7.4.  Roque: non-propositional visual arguments in mixed-media 

3.7.4.1.  The nature of visual arguments 

Roque (2009) considers that visual arguments are possible. For Roque, the key question is about the 

characteristics that give a visual argument such a name. Roque turns to the work of other scholars to 

point out the existence of a linguistic imperialism. This scholar thinks that such an imperialism promotes 

the hegemony of verbal argumentation (p. 2). For this argumentation scholar, this situation is 

conflictive since many attempts of defining visual argumentation rely on or relate to the notion of verbal 
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argumentation (p. 3). In this regard, Roque (2009) proposes to “start from the level of the visual world 

and examining how a visual argument works before trying to propose a definition that might later be 

compared to one of verbal argumentation.” (p. 3). Roque argues that words are not necessary for 

extracting the argument contained in an image (p. 4) and suggests that argumentation must be 

dissociated from the verbal (p. 7). From the perspective of this scholars, words and images are just two 

different types of channel to give form to arguments. Roque (2009) argues that most used arguments 

are mental, logical, or cognitive operations that can be expressed verbally and visually. In this sense, 

Roque suggests to stop considering the verbal as the paradigm of all argumentation and requesting a 

verbal translation of visual arguments in order to evaluate them. Roque  (2009) emphasizes, “[the verbal] 

is just the most frequent and by far the most studied of the different channels that can be used to 

express an argument.” (p. 8). According to this scholar, the key issue to address is the specificity of the 

visual (p. 8).  

3.7.4.2.  Types of argument in mixed-media 

Roque (2012) argues that many definitions of visual argument need to account for the relationship 

between argument and visual (p. 274). Roque indicates that traditional definitions of argumentation, 

which focus on linguistic exchanges, limit the possibility of visual arguments, and when broader 

formulations for visual argumentation are proposed, they raise issues about the propositional character 

of images. In this regard, Roque suggests considering a visual utterance as an enthymeme. However, this 

scholar also indicates that reducing arguments to one utterance implies that both a premise and the 

conclusion are missing. Alternatively, Roque suggests choosing a broader definition of argument that 
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has no reference to the syllogistic scheme. As an example, Roque mentions the notion of argument by 

Blair (2012e) which regards an argument as a claim plus the reasons given to support it (p. 275). 

Regarding the visual, Roque (2012) considers that although it works as a channel, the visual is 

insufficient for defining a kind of argumentation. Instead, Roque suggests to regard the visual as a 

code, yet he emphasizes that the visual code alone is insufficient to define visual argumentation 

accurately. This scholar indicates that most visual arguments are composed of both a visual and a verbal 

code, as in advertising and political posters. A visual argument is a case of a multi-code system. Thus, 

Roque (2012) redefines this notion as follows: 

a visual argument is an argument conveyed through the visual channel and sometimes 
using the visual code alone, but most of the time combining both verbal and visual codes 
within the same message (p. 276) 

Regarding the relationship between argument and visual in a visual argument, Roque (2012) indicates 

that the issue is whether the argument itself is visual or the argument is actually verbal and just 

expressed visually (p. 277). Roque insists that dissociating argumentation and the verbal is crucial to 

address this issue and that arguments should be regarded as a set of mental, logical, or cognitive 

operations independent from the verbal. Roque’s notion of argument allows the verbal or visual 

expression of arguments. In the case of a visual argument, “it is not the argument itself that could be 

considered visual, but the way it is displayed.” (p. 277)   

For Roque (2012), the issue is to know to what extent an argument displayed visually differs from the 

same argument expressed verbally. According to this scholar, some arguments can be expressed either 
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verbally or visually, indicating no hierarchy between these two aspects. In this type of arguments, the 

verbal code and the visual code are parallel and reinforce each other (p. 278). Roque includes arguments 

based on logical operations as one case of arguments that need no hierarchy between these codes. It is 

the constraints of the visual channel and the properties of the codes what affects how the argument is 

expressed (p. 279). In other occasions, arguments are better expressed visually. Roque indicates that 

arguments by analogy are much better displayed visually than verbally because an image allows the 

viewer to grasp several elements within a visual space simultaneously. Diagrams correspond to one of 

these cases (p. 279). Moreover, Roque points out that diagrams have the particularity of fulling both an 

argumentative and a rhetorical function (p. 280).  

Roque (2012) classifies arguments in six categories based on how the verbal and the visual work together 

in mixed media: 1) visual flag, 2) parallel argument, 3) joint argument, and 4) contrasting argument. 

Roque uses visual flag in the same way as Birdsell and Groarke (2007). A visual flag is when an image 

attracts attention to an argument presented verbally (Roque, 2012, p. 281). Roque indicates that a visual 

flag corresponds to the first phase of an old principle of advertising communication known as AIDA 

(i.e., attract Attention, maintain Interest, create Desire, and get Action) (p. 281). A parallel argument is 

an argument in which both the visual and the verbal contribute to the general meaning of the mixed 

work (p. 282). Roque indicates that parallel arguments entail no hierarchy between the visual and the 

verbal. Instead, both aspects present an argument, which may belong to the same kind of argument. In 

this sense, their function is redundant. According to Roque, arguments based on logical operations 

belong to this category (p. 282). In a joint argument, the visual and the verbal are closely intertwined in 
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the making of the argument with a contribution from each (p. 283). Roque  (2012)  indicates that a joint 

arguments has a structure in which verbal and visual codes interact syntactically through a connector 

(i.e., a specific word or visual reference), which helps in the articulation of the argument’s text and 

image (p. 283). A contrasting argument derives from an opposition between the verbal and the visual in 

a mixed media work (p. 284). An antithesis between the visual and the verbal gives structure to this type 

of arguments (p. 286).  

Roque (2012) considers two lines of research regarding visual argumentation. The first line focuses on 

the relationship between visual persuasion and visual argumentation. For Roque, it is important to 

distinguish visual persuasion from visual argumentation. This scholar proposes the analysis of their 

relationship regarding means and ends (p. 286). The second line is concerned with the relationship 

between visual figures and visual argumentation. Roque argues that considering only a persuasive role 

for rhetorical figures is insufficient. Roque (2012) claims that rhetorical figures can have either a 

persuasive or argumentative role depending on the context: “the persuasive function of visual figures is 

not the only one to be found in images; besides it, there is room for an argumentative function of some 

of the visual figures.” (p. 287)  

3.7.4.3.  The propositional condition in visual argumentation 

Roque (2015) points out that an important issue for visual argumentation is determining whether 

images should propositional or not to be arguments. Roque mentions that part of this imagery debate 

comes from psychology, in there are two groups of people: the propositionalist group, who think that 
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propositions appropriately account for images, and the non-propositionalist group, who argue that 

propositions cannot account for all the cognitive processes that images imply (p. 180). In this regard, 

Roque takes into account the idea that understanding nonlinguistic thought requires developing a non-

propositional alternative to propositions since such a thought hardly matches propositional knowledge 

(p. 180). Roque also criticizes the linguistic imperialism and its consequences. (p. 181) From the perspective 

of Roque, understanding that propositions are the result of a process of construction and interpretation 

helps in disregarding images as a special case. Such a process entails three considerations regarding 

arguments: 1) not all sentences express propositions, 2) not all propositions can be used to build 

arguments, and 3) there is a distinction between a proposition that functions as a premise and a 

proposition that functions as a conclusion (p. 181).  

Roque (2015) turns to work from other scholars to point out that visual arguments are more than a mere 

verbal construction made by the viewer (p. 183). Roque takes into account that images can be deciphered 

as signs and divided into iconic and plastic signs, that images have content, and that visual premises are 

iconographic semes that globally connote the equivalent of a premise (pp. 183-184). Roque  (2015) 

emphasizes the work of Eco, who argues that visual arguments are an actual syntagmatic chain of 

images and that enthymemes correspond to implicit visual topoi that operate in conjunction with 

conventionally accepted connotations of iconographic codes (p. 184). In this regard, Roque (2015) argues 

that the enthymematic characteristic of visual images helps in explaining why it is hard to reduce such 

images to propositions since either a premise or the conclusion is often omitted. As this scholar points 

out, a premise or the conclusion can be omitted because it appears evident. Nevertheless, Roque also 
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emphasizes the active role of the viewer, who engages in a cognitive process to produce the argument. 

Based on these ideas, Roque  (2015) regards the reconstruction of visual arguments into verbal 

propositions as a heuristic step, as opposed to considering such a reconstruction as an indicator of the 

weakness of images (p. 185). 

Roque (2015) also discusses the aspect of truth-value for visual arguments. Roque suggests that some 

arguments are not propositional in the sense that they do not have a truth-value (p. 191). In this regard, 

Roque considers two perspectives to support his claim. From the perspective of rhetoric, Roque points 

out that truth is relative to a particular audience and that argumentation entails a choice of action in the 

public sphere (p. 191). From the perspective of informal logic, Roque emphasizes the idea that moral or 

normative judgments do not make assertions or express propositions, and that a good argument only 

needs to satisfy three criteria, namely, relevance, acceptability, and sufficiency (p. 192). Roque (2015) 

considers that it is not the nature of images itself what prevents them from being regarded as 

propositions but how their syntax is read (p. 193). Consequently, this scholar affirms that no differences 

exist between words and images regarding insofar as the truth-value condition is concerned. According 

to Roque, the truth-value depends on the syntactic structure of sentences or images, and in turn, the 

structure depends on the argumentation domain. Consequently, Roque (2015) asserts that a dissociation 

between arguments and truth conditions is necessary, especially, since there are many other ways of 

defining arguments without requiring them to be true or false (p. 193). 
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3.7.5.  Alcolea-Banegas: arguments in film from a critical perspective 

Alcolea-Banegas (2008) argues that some images function as arguments intended to persuade viewers. 

Particularly, Alcolea-Banegas focuses on films. In this domain, this scholar considers the contextual 

factors, the cinematic means, the filmmaker’s aims, and the characters’ emotions as the crucial factors 

in determining the meaning of visual arguments in a film, and ultimately, for persuading the audience 

to accept the filmmaker’s claim. Alcolea-Banegas regards films as symbolic, human, and communicative 

acts that may sometimes be understood as visually laid out arguments (p. 260). From this perspective, 

meaning in film depends on the viewer’s perception. Consequently, a particular film may leave the door 

open for different, multiple interpretations. In this regard, the viewer might construct an argument 

from the interpretation of the film with a meaning distinct from that intended by the filmmaker. As a 

result, there will always be disagreements over the correctness or incorrectness of interpretations (p. 

265). Alcolea-Banegas emphasizes that arguments derived from films not always appear in the form 

required by logic, so an appropriate form of studying these arguments is by taking a critical. Alcolea-

Banegas (2008) thus suggests rhetorical analysis as a method for the study of arguments in film since it 

can help in accounting for the arguments being constructed by the film and the symbolic elements used 

by these arguments (p. 265). 
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Figure 3.9. Process of visual argumentation. Adapted from Alcolea-Banegas (2008). 

Alcolea-Banegas (2008) suggests to focus on five interrelated elements for the rhetorical analysis of 

films: 1) physical elements, 2) non-physical elements, 3) prior knowledge, 4) emotional states, and 5) 

purpose. The first type of elements includes design, form, style, and medium. Moreover, it also includes 

cinematic and technical elements, such as distance, angle, mobility, behavior and placement of the 

figures, lighting, costumes, flashbacks, ellipses, abrupt omissions, limited points of view, and narrators 

(p. 268). Non-physical elements comprise ideas and subjects that are suggested to or inferred by the 

viewer. Prior knowledge refers to the viewer’s knowledge that is acquired through experience and 

learning, watching films, or from the everyday world (p. 268). Emotional states include those provoked 

in the viewer by the film. The purpose refers to intent associated with the movie, including defending a 

thesis, propaganda, documentation, and entertainment (p. 269). Alcolea-Banegas (2008) builds on these 

five elements to define the process of visual argumentation (Fig. 3.9). This process utilizes these elements to 

reconstruct a visual argument that is later subjected to evaluation, which commonly focuses on how the 

film accomplishes its function or purpose based on its physical elements (p. 271). 
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3.7.6.  Groarke: multimodal argumentation 

Groarke (2015) mentions that of one debate in contemporary argumentation revolves around the 

possibility of different modes of arguing distinct from the verbal mode. In this regard, Groarke proposes 

a method for identifying the structure of multimodal arguments. Moreover, Groarke argues that 

extending the modes of argumentation is an important step toward a comprehensive account of 

argument (p. 133). As Groarke explains, argumentation scholars focus on visual arguments as a 

paradigm example of a mode of argumentation distinct from the verbal one. However, Groarke (2015) 

considers that arguing includes not only on images, but also on sounds, tastes, music, smells, tactile 

sensations, and other non-verbal phenomena (p. 134).  

Groarke (2015) defines an argument as a standpoint (i.e., a conclusion) backed by reasons (i.e., premises) 

offered in support of it. Moreover, Groarke emphasizes that arguments are generally an attempt to 

resolve disagreement (p. 134). Thus, this scholar defines arguing as an attempt to use premises and 

conclusions to resolve some disagreement or potential disagreement. Consequently, an act of arguing 

attempts to establish some conclusion rationally by providing evidence in its favor (Groarke, 2015, p. 

135). However, Groarke (2015) makes it clear that he employs argument and acts of arguing in a sense 

broader than in classical logic. Groarke regards argument more as an invitation to inference and includes 

pictures, maps, sounds, diagrams, smells, video clips, and other non-verbal, non-propositional 

phenomena as acts of arguing (p. 135). Groarke (2015) then formulates an account of modes of arguing. 

Such an account includes olfactory, tactile, savory, and auditory as some of these modes, which utilize 

instances of smell, touch, taste, and sound to provide evidence for some conclusions, respectively (p. 
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149). Furthermore, Groarke talks about the possibility of sub modes in some arguments. For example, 

visual arguing encompasses drawing, painting, sculpture, theatrical performance, and video as some of 

its sub modes (p. 150)  

Groarke (2015) defines a new genre of argument based on the several modes of arguing and how they 

combine. Groarke calls it, arguing by experience (p. 151). He illustrates an argument belonging to this 

genre with a hypothetical trip to Shanghai organized by a host determined to prove European visitors 

that Shanghai is one of the great cities in the world. Groarke tells how the host designs an itinerary to 

convince the visitors about her viewpoint. Such an itinerary includes a visit to the towering skyscrapers 

of the Financial district, a boat trip, high-end shopping, and attending a live performance. According to 

Groarke, in the design of such an itinerary, the host is building a complex, multimodal argument (p. 151). 

By reflecting on this example, Groarke (2015) remarks,  

A theory of modes is an important development in argumentation theory because it 
allows us to recognize, dress and assess arguing of this sort. It is especially important to 
do so given that the multimodal nature of arguing by experience makes it an extremely 
powerful means of arguing (one finds a partial attempt to capture its power in 
television, which immerses the viewer in a multi-faceted experience). (p. 152) 

Groarke (2015) emphasizes that his account of modes of arguing is not an endpoint regarding 

multimodal argumentation, but an initial step toward further research (p. 152). Groarke admits that this 

account raises concerns about meaning and interpretation, which he addresses as far as possible (p. 152-

154). One of this concern is determining what set of modes and/or sub modes is the best basis for a truly 

comprehensive account of argument (p. 152). Another concern is the need for further investigations in 
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multimodality, including its implications for argument evaluation (p. 153). Nevertheless, Groarke (2015) 

argues that his account of modes of arguing can be a basis for further research that addresses those 

concerns. This scholar indicates that a theory of multimodal argument needs time to develop (p. 154)  

3.8.  Rhetoric of Design 

The previous sections give us a panorama of how rhetoric relates to invention, composition, and 

expression. Further, it gives us an idea of how rhetoric induces changes, not necessarily behavioral, 

relates to dealing with contingencies, and is present in many aspects of the everyday life, including the 

consumption and circulation of mass media, and the use of interactive systems. We can also notice that 

many of the artifacts that rhetoricians or communication scholars analyze are products of design 

practices (Alousque, 2015; Atzmon, 2011; Brummett, 1994; Hill & Helmers, 2012; Jeong, 2008; Kaplan, 

1992; Kostelnick & Hassett, 2003; Lester, 2014; McQuarrie & Phillips, 2008; Olson, Finnegan, & Hope, 

2008; Ortiz, 2011; Phillips & McQuarrie, 2004; Propen, 2012; Rose, 2001). Similar to rhetoric, design (as a 

discipline) is also concerned about effective communication and the emotional effects of human 

creations. Unsurprisingly, scholars from both disciplines have been exploring the relationship between 

rhetoric and design products, including architectonical spaces and advertisements (Foss, 1982; Tham, 

2016). Since the last half of the twentieth century, design scholars have turned to rhetoric and its related 

theories, including semiotics, to deal with particular concerns about physical objects, imagery, and 

services (Bonsiepe, 1965; Buchanan, 1985, 1995; Ehses, 1984; Ehses & Lupton, 1988). This effort continues 

today, expanding rhetoric for both generative and analytical purposes (Gallagher, Martin, & Ma, 2011; 
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Halstrøm, 2016, 2017; Halstrøm & Galle, 2015; Joost & Scheuermann, 2006, 2007, Kelly, 2014, 2015; 

Kostelnick & Roberts, 2011; McCoy, 2000; Wysocki, 2014). 

I synthesize below some key ideas from two design scholars, whose work has been deeply influential in 

my understanding of design and its relation with rhetoric. The first subsection centers on Richard 

Buchanan’s notion of vivid arguments, the idea that objects carry and embody arguments of some kind, 

suggesting that design is a rhetorical practice, not to say an argumentation practice (Buchanan, 1985, 

2001a). In the elaboration of this notion, Buchanan develops an account of the rhetoric of design in 

which he also redefines foundational rhetorical concepts, including the three modes of appeal, types of 

rhetoric, and topoi (Buchanan, 1985, 1995, 2001a). Besides the laudable effort of setting connections 

between rhetoric and design, I emphasize the impact that Buchanan’s work has obtained in HCI. His 

notion of design as an argument has resonated in the discourses of persuasive technology, interaction 

criticism and aesthetics, and research through design (Bardzell, 2009; Bardzell et al., 2015; Disalvo, 2015; 

Lockton, Harrison, & Stanton, 2010; Redström, 2006). Later, I introduce the work of Hanno Ehses, who 

adapts foundations from classical rhetoric to the context of graphic design while he connects them with 

semiotics. Ehses demonstrates the application of rhetorical theory as a toolbox for the generation and 

analysis of concepts in visual communication, especially in the pedagogical context (Ehses, 1984, 2008; 

Ehses & Lupton, 1988). I think that his work helps us see design as a creative practice whose goals are to 

instruct, to move, and to please (Gallagher et al., 2011, p. 27). 
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3.8.1.  Buchanan: design as argument 

Buchanan (2001a) argues that design is a form of rhetoric in the technological age. To support this 

claim, he turns to Richard McKeon, whose academic work combines philosophy and rhetoric to create 

an art of philosophic inquiry directed toward all communication (p. 184). Drawing on McKeon’s ideas, 

Buchanan focuses on technology, wherein he sees the intersection of philosophy, science, and art, and 

argues that it is possible to connect rhetoric with design (p. 185). According to Buchanan (2001a), 

traditional rhetoricians have ignored the possibility that designers are agents of rhetorical thinking in 

the contemporary productive sciences and how design employs rhetorical doctrines and devices in its 

work of shaping the products and environments that surround and persuasively influence people’s lives 

(p. 187). To elaborate and validate this framework, Buchanan (2001a) addresses a series of issues, 

including those of 1) fact and existence, 2) name and definition, 3) nature and qualification, and 4) cause 

and action (p. 187).  

Buchanan (2001a) considers that approaching design from a rhetorical perspective means that all 

products, digital and analog, tangible and intangible, are vivid arguments about how people should lead 

their lives. Buchanan sees their function as providers of alternatives for short-term tasks and activities 

of the everyday life.  The notion of design as a vivid argument implies key ideas: 1) the designer is a 

speaker, who envisions a world and invites others to take part in it, 2) the user is the audience, who may be 

persuaded to adopt new ways and means to achieve objectives in her life, 3) the designer contributes in 

shaping the everyday life, 4) the notion of argument connects with all the elements of design, 5) 

argument is a means of engagement between the designer and user (Buchanan, 1985, p. 8). As Buchanan 
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(1985) explains, “the designer, instead of making an object or thing, is actually creating a persuasive 

argument that comes to life whenever a user considers or uses a product as a means to some end.” (p. 8) 

Buchanan (2001a) also emphasizes that such arguments have long-term implications and are the 

embodiment of cultural values and knowledge. Buchanan (2001a) affirms that seeing products as vivid 

arguments is possible by noticing how design features make products persuasive and influential (p. 194). 

Buchanan (1985) considers technological reasoning, character, and emotion as the elements of a design 

argument. He regards technological reasoning as the logos of design and calls it “the backbone of a 

design argument.” (p. 9) Technical reasoning is concerned with the use of materials and processes to 

solve practical problems of human activity. Buchanan affirms that products are persuasive in technical 

reasoning when they address real needs in a reasonable, expedient fashion (p. 9). The second element is 

character or ethos. Buchanan(1985) argues that products have character because they reflect their makers 

in some way. According to Buchanan (1985), “part of the art of design is the control of such character in 

order to persuade potential users that a product has credibility in their lives.” (p. 14). In this sense, the 

designer makes decisions about she want to appear to the user through that product character (p. 14). 

The ethos allows a product be persuasive by speaking in a familiar voice to the user, by showing concern 

for virtues of the everyday life (p. 15).  

The third element is emotion or pathos. Buchanan (1985) indicates that emotion is a mode of persuasion 

that serves to a broader argument, not an end in itself (p. 16). The designer seeks to make decisions that 

will put the user in a certain mood when she uses the product. The goal is making the user consider the 
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product as emotionally desirable and valuable in her life (p. 16). According to Buchanan (1985), all the 

resources for emotional persuasion come from either physical contact with objects or active 

contemplation of objects before, during, and after use (p. 16). In this regard, he affirms, “Much feeling is 

conveyed in the experience of movement, whether in the gestures made in using an object or in the shift 

of visual attention across lines, colors, and patterns.” (p. 16) Buchanan (1985) ranges the emotional 

appeal of products from trivial to profound (p. 17)  

In the creation of a design argument, the designer seeks to find a balance between the useful, the usable, 

and the desirable. Each of these dimensions aligns to the three elements of a design argument 

(Buchanan, 2001a, p. 196). According to Buchanan (2001a), engaging in finding this balance is the same 

as taking a design stance, which implies for the designer to take responsibility for the user and pursue a 

humanization of technology (p. 197). Buchanan (2001b) defines form as a synthesis of what is useful, 

usable, and desirable, that is, the content and structure of performance, human affordances, and 

product voice, respectively. Moreover, he emphasizes the role of time in the construction of form: “form 

becomes a temporal phenomenon of communication and persuasion, as human beings engage with 

products.” (p. 14)  

 Buchanan (2001a) argues that although design practice is highly idiosyncratic and influenced by each 

designer’s philosophical perspective, it converges in a set of fundamental arts of design thinking that 

closely relate to rhetoric and its methods. Buchanan (2001a) mentions that designers are fundamentally 

concerned with 1) the conception or invention of new products, 2) judgment, 3) the development and 
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test of products, and 4) the objective worth of products. He names these concerns the four arts of design 

and parallels them with the traditional divisions of rhetoric (p. 199). Buchanan  (1995) maps the four arts 

of design with four disciple-ability themes on which theory and practice of design center: 1) invention and 

communication, 2) judgment and construction, 3) decision making and strategic planning, and 4) 

evaluation and systemic integration (p. 45). Buchanan (2001a) also talks about a fifth art of design, which 

is concerned about expression and style. He argues that concerns of expression are distributed across 

the other four arts of design(2001a, p. 199). Buchanan (Buchanan, 1995, p. 46) emphasizes that such an 

art goes beyond the final visual expression of the product. It is in the essence of any design product, and 

therefore, the set of deliverables derived from a design process, including sketches, diagrams, and 

prototypes. They are arguments with a persuasive intent and become the basis for understanding, 

practical action, or production (Buchanan, 1995, p. 46).  

Buchanan (2001a) also talks about four orders of design: 1) symbols and images, 2) physical artifacts, 3) 

actions and activities, and 4) environments or systems. From the perspective of Buchanan, these orders 

represent new fields of cultural study and design practice (p. 203) Each order of design relates to one of 

the discipline-ability themes: symbols and images relate to invention and communication, physical 

artifacts relate to judgment and construction, actions and activities relate decision making and strategic 

planning, and environment or systems relates to evaluation and systemic integration (Buchanan, 1995, 

p. 45). According to Buchanan (1995), the four orders function as topoi for design, places for rethinking 

and reconceiving the nature of design (p. 10). In this regard, he associates products of graphic design, 
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industrial design, interaction design, and environmental design with each of the orders, respectively 

(Buchanan, 2001b, p. 12). 

Buchanan (2001a) argues that design is an expansion of rhetoric in new directions and applications. 

Buchanan remarks, “the themes and devices of rhetoric have given greater coherence to the discipline of 

design, and further rhetorical studies of design will advance the discipline.” (p. 203). Moreover, he 

considers that rhetoricians can help in clarifying how these orders lead to the fusion and emergence of 

design disciplines. He also sees rhetoricians participating directly in the practical exploration of design 

and educating new generations of designers (Buchanan, 2001a, p. 203). He also points out that a 

sophisticated rhetorician will recognize the role of other arts and disciplines in shaping design thinking, 

including grammar, logic, and dialectic. However, Buchanan urges to consider McKeon’s perspective of 

rhetoric as “a universal art [that] help us address new problems and circumstances in culture.” (p. 204) 

3.8.2.  Ehses: a rhetoric of graphic design 

Ehses (2008) talks about three approaches to design, based on the book Dynamic of Document Design by 

Karin Schriver: 1) the craft approach, 2) the artistic approach, and 3) the rhetorical approach. Ehses 

explains that the craft approach focuses on the how to of design and emphasizes the steps needed to 

achieve a competent final product. The artistic approach follows the model of fine arts in which visual 

elements are utilized to express the personal values and feelings of the designer. The rhetorical approach 

is concerned about the complex relationships between subject matter, communicator, public, medium, 

and context. It is also concerned with offering strategies to communicate successfully in any situation 
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(p. 2). According to Ehses (2008), the rhetorical approach encourages the idea that a message’s visual 

structure must serve the needs of the intended public, and that effective design must do more than 

looking artistically refined and pleased the designer (p. 2). The rhetorical approach encourages the 

designer to think of the creation of an artifact or media regarding the interrelationship between 

context/situation/client, subject/issue, designer/rhetor, and public/audience (Fig. 3.10). 

 

Figure 3.10. Factors that impact the creation of an artifact or media. Adapted from Ehses (2008).  

According to Ehses (2008), drawing on or an expanded framework of classical rhetoric can advance 

design as a profession since rhetoric essentially enables anybody to communicate successfully in any 

situation (p. 3). This design scholar regards rhetoric as  

a communication theory that examines the ways in which signs and symbols are 
employed to influence people and describes principles and techniques for effective 
communication with such different media as speech, writing, print, internet, 
architecture, and product design. [The rhetorical approach] aims for efficient and 
appropriate communication impact while avoiding boredom by grabbing the public’s 
attention. (Ehses, 2008, pp. 3–4)  
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Ehses (2008) sees design for visual communication as a social activity that emerges as a response to a 

problem, an opportunity, or a circumstance in the world. From his perspective, the designer knows how 

to transform constraints into opportunities. Ehses regards artifacts or media as a result of fusing of 

values, knowledge, understanding, imagination, and skills consolidated by experience. The goal of the 

designer is to communicate a specific message to obtain the desired response. The designer also needs 

to create a bridge between a client, an issue of concern, and some intended audience. Through the 

communication of the message, the designer attempts to influence, persuade, or identify with the 

audience. In this sense, the designer affects everyday objects, actions, and events (p. 4). Ehses (2008) 

regards design practice as inherently rhetorical since designers create objects to achieve certain ends, 

and these objects end up becoming “part of the competing pool of expressions and arguments that make 

up [the user’s] daily communication experiences.” (p. 4) 

Ehses (2008) also talks about design for visual communication as a multimodal process in which the 

designer adapts and purposively selects and arranges signs and symbols to influence and coordinate 

social interaction (p. 4). In this sense, the rhetorical perspective also relates to semiotics (p. 5). Ehses 

(2008) emphasizes that such a perspective is not a mere transfer of techniques, patterns, and tools from 

classical rhetoric to design. Rather, the rhetorical approach or perspective aims at helping a designer 

adapt, select, and arrange visual material to produce ideas and meaning capable of exerting a rhetorical 

force on the audience (p. 4-5). Ehses (2008) remarks,  

By presenting the design process as rhetorical communication, we open up new ways of 
dealing with the role of design within the social structure. Now, the focus moves beyond 
the mere product to the point that design products function as media to address people 
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and that they become an expression of socio-cultural and artistic concepts gaining 
acceptance in a competition of convictions. A rhetorical design approach suggests that 
rhetorical techniques are used to forge the argumentative and effective strength of an 
artifact. (p. 9) 

According to Ehses (2008), the production and analysis of graphic media can be expressed in rhetorical 

terms, making rhetoric apt for the description of the design process. For the production of graphic 

media, rhetoric provides the designer with a set of communication strategies and techniques. For its 

analysis, rhetoric functions as a tool to explore argumentative, affective, and stylistic construction 

principles (p. 10). Ehses (2008) divides those rhetorical terms into three categories: 1) situation, 2) the 

speaker or rhetor (i.e., the designer), and 3) the speech or artifact (i.e., the design). Regarding the 

situation, Ehses considers the three elements defined by Bitzer (1992): 1) context (i.e., place and time), 2) 

exigency (i.e., problem, issue, or event), and 3) the audience (i.e., profile, strengths, and weaknesses). 

The category of the speaker or rhetor comprises the speaker’s background (i.e., qualifications, 

experiences, and reputation) and intentions (i.e., goal and purpose). The third category, the speech or 

artifact, comprises the five canons of classical rhetoric: 1) invention, 2) arrangement, 3) style, 4) memory, 

and 5) delivery (Ehses, 2008, p. 10). 

Ehses (2008) also indicates that rhetoric provides the designer with some criteria required for effective 

communication. Ehses talks about inner and outer appropriateness and also low, middle, and high style. He 

also talks about clarity, correctness, and ornamentation (p. 12). Appropriateness corresponds to the artifact’s 

fitness for purpose. In the design context, the selection and order of material should be used regarding 

the context, audience, topic, and purpose to attain appropriateness. Inner appropriateness refers to the 
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coherence of all the visual elements employed by the designer, whereas outer appropriateness refers to 

the artifact regarding the public audience. Outer appropriateness is concerned with the fulfillment of 

requirements, including addressing the right audience through the right means. Appropriateness aids 

persuasion through the development of credibility, integrity, and empathy with the audience (p. 12). 

Ehses (2008) explains that the purpose of the low style is to inform and requires clarity and accuracy of 

communication. The middle style focuses on friendliness and moderate use of rhetorical figures to 

please the audience. Finally, the high style aims at the audience’s emotions through a strong, effective 

mode of expression (p. 12). Ehses (2008) explains that a success-oriented rhetorical communication 

stands out because of clarity in form, arrangement, and meaning, correctness based on shared customs 

and conventions, and ornamentation derived from the application of rhetorical figures, rhythm, and 

proportions (p. 12).  

Similar to Buchanan (1985, 2001a), Ehses (2008) considers design practice as involved with the creation 

of arguments and logos, ethos, and pathos as the three elements of such arguments. Ehses defines logos as 

the appeal to reason or logic, which persuades an audience through the power of reasoning and is 

directed towards the intent and theme (p. 14). Ehses (2008) regards visual organization of information, 

the creation of visual hierarchies and consistency, the selection of font sizes and weights, and the 

placement of graphs or lists to give structure to content as actions directed to increase the rational 

appeal. According to Ehses, instructional information, scholarly documents, and orientation systems 

tend to be logos-driven (p. 14). Pathos s the appeal to emotions, which persuades by playing on the 

feelings of the audience (p. 14). Ehses emphasizes the selection of colors and the choice of images 
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depending on their kind as two actions directed to trigger emotions. Additionally, Ehses talks about 

visual symbolism in material, technical, or artistic form, and the use of rhetorical figures to generate 

concepts and visual imagery. Ehses points out product advertisements as one case of a pathos-driven 

artifact (p. 14). Ehses (2008) regards ethos as the appeal based on the implied character of the rhetor. This 

appeal persuades by providing credibility, empathy, and reliability to an audience (p. 14). Ehses 

considers the conceptual approach, aesthetic treatment, visual dexterity, and any design element that 

conveys the designer’s integrity, personal attitudes, preferences, and sensitives as aspects related to the 

ethical appeal. This scholar includes posters and media campaigns that address social, political, or 

health issues as ethos-driven artifacts (Ehses, 2008, p. 14). 

 

Besides the three modes of appeal, Ehses (2008) includes rhetorical figures as an important means of 

persuasion. In this regard, Ehses emphasizes the indivisibility of matter (i.e., content) and form and the 

role of rhetorical figures to give clarity and liveliness to expressions and thoughts (p. 18). Ehses follows 

the division of rhetorical figures into tropes and schemes. He regards a trope as “a deviation from the 

ordinary or customary signification of signs and symbols,” whereas a scheme is “a deviation from the 

ordinary pattern or arrangement of signs and symbols” (p. 18). According to Ehses (2008), tropes have 

the function of presenting a proposition freshly, so that the audience could think about a familiar issue 

from an unfamiliar perspective. Schemes have the function of adding to the weight and attraction of a 

proposition through a series of operations, including addition, omission, and inversion of elements in a 

sequence (p. 18). Tropes and schemes the meaning and impact of expressions by presenting something 

different than the expected mode (p. 18). Ehses (2008) regards rhetorical figures as items of a toolbox for 
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the designer, “empty frames that need to be filled with appropriate content by the designer for a specific 

task.” (p. 20) Ehses (2008) indicates that any figure used by the designer should reflect the audience’s 

knowledge, prior experience, and seeing habits. Ehses emphasizes that the figure must meet these 

requirements to be effective. For instance, he remarks, “A fresh visual metaphor may be used to convey a 

concept as long as the audience can interpret the image metaphorically and not merely literally. […] To 

reach the public and be effective, a visual symbol should be within common experience.” (p. 20)  

Ehses (2008) claims that people, in general, know a good number of visual patterns (i.e., applied 

rhetorical figures) due to exposure to mass media and that designers make use of some figures without 

being aware of it (p. 20). In this sense, Ehses emphasizes the importance of understanding and 

describing the signification process (Ehses, 1984, p. 58, 2008, p. 21). Ehses (1984) indicates that graphic 

signification operates via denotative and connotative codes: anything derived from the visual 

perception of a literal reading of the artifact is denotative, whereas anything derived from additional 

experiences and associations or symbolic readings is connotative (p. 58). Ehses (2008) also indicates that 

graphic signification comprises two major operations: 1) the generation of a conceptual perspective (i.e., 

a concept) and 2) the graphic treatment of that concept. The first operation involves finding an idea that 

articulates the subject matter in some respect and capacity. The second operation is concerned with the 

visual transformation of this idea (p. 21). Tropes and schemes regulate both operations (p. 23). (Ehses, 

1984, p. 60, 2008, p. 23) In this sense, this scholar emphasizes the role of rhetorical figures as “tools that 

can spur lateral thinking, giving designers the awareness of possibilities to make the best choice.” 

(Ehses, 1984, p. 62) 
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3.9.  Rhetoric of HCI 

The sections above try to establish links between classical rhetoric, contemporary rhetoric, visual 

rhetoric, multimodal argumentation, and design. I think that in one way or another, these links can 

point out possible directions to integrate rhetoric into HCI. In this regard, I want us to consider other 

ways to frame rhetoric in the context of HCI beyond the focus on persuasion and see whether they have 

something to offer within the scope of this dissertation. Below, I include four summaries for this last 

chapter section. The first subsection summarizes key ideas from Fogg (2003) and his account of 

captology. Although Fogg makes no explicit connection with rhetorical theory, his work might be seen as 

the cornerstone of the domain of HCI known as persuasive technology, so I consider important to 

include it in this section. Moreover, this domain has originated interesting work in which some scholars 

have showed an interest in exploring, including or  adapting concepts of rhetorical theory for the design 

of persuasive systems (Andrew, Borriello, & Fogarty, 2007; Christensen & Hasle, 2007; Chu & Mejia, 

2013; Emanuel, Rodrigues, & Martins, 2015; Harjumaa & Oinas-Kukkonen, 2007; Iversen & Pertou, 2008; 

Ludden, Kelders, & Snippert, 2014; Nguyen & Masthoff, 2007, 2008; H. Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa, 

2008; Harri Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa, 2009; Tørning, 2008; Torning, 2014). Nevertheless, the scope 

of this dissertation is at the intersection of interaction design, humanistic HCI, aesthetics of 

interaction, and a qualitative perspective on both the user experience and the hedonic in HCI (Fig. 1.4). I 

want to make it clear that I value the work on persuasive technology and its emphasis on behavioral and 

attitudinal change. However, for purposes of this dissertation, I seek to make a direct contribution 

within the defined scope, in which I see a notion of persuasion closer to designerly multimodal aspects 

of an interactive system and delight as a subjective phenomenon. I acknowledge that an indirect 
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contribution to the domain of persuasive technology might happen because discussing persuasion in 

HCI leads or relates eventually to this domain.  

I am more interested in seeing how far it is possible to follow a path similar to those found rhetorical 

scholarship. In this sense, my intention is to have a better understanding of what a rhetoric of interaction 

design could be rather than exploring the degree of behavioral or attitudinal change that interactive 

systems can cause. The works presented in the three remaining subsections follow this path from my 

point of view. The second subsection summarizes a workshop paper by Gesche Joost (2006). This work is 

important to this dissertation because it brings a rhetorical model into HCI (Fig. 3.11) which carries part 

of the design discourse regarding rhetoric (Ehses, 2008; Emanuel et al., 2015; Halstrøm, 2016; Halstrøm 

& Galle, 2015; Joost & Scheuermann, 2006, 2007), thus connecting with ideas presented above. Later, I 

summarize key ideas from procedural rhetoric by Ian Bogost (2010). I consider procedural rhetoric as the 

most appropriate account of rhetoric from a viewpoint of systems and software design based on how 

Bogost leverages the notion of procedurality as a distinctive aspect of interactive systems while he argues 

that visual rhetoric (Hill & Helmers, 2012) and digital rhetoric (Losh, 2009) cannot account for the 

persuasive dimension of procedures, a basic compositional unit in interactive systems. Nevertheless, I 

do acknowledge the importance of digital rhetoric and scholarly work on this domain, which I connect 

with information design to some extent and therefore, with concerns about interface design. The third 

and final subsection introduces the idea of the user interface as exordium, the opening part of a 

discourse. In this regard, Carnegie (2009) proposes a definition of interactivity based on three aspects: 1) 

multi-directionality, 2) manipulation, and 3) presence. This rhetorician explains how they can contribute 
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to the degree of acceptance of an interface, and thus, of persuasion (Carnegie, 2009). Moreover, 

Carnegie  (2009) explains how these three aspects can form a critical lens for the examination of 

interactive systems. Unlike Bogost (2010), who formulates procedural rhetoric based on several case 

studies of video games, Carnegie  (2009)  offers a broader yet straightforward perspective that we could 

consider to make a connection with interaction and interface criticism (Andersen & Pold, 2011; Bardzell, 

2009, 2011; Bardzell et al., 2010; Bertelsen & Pold, 2004), two domains that belong to the scope of this 

dissertation. 

3.9.1.  Fogg: persuasive technology 

The notion of persuasion directs the attention of several HCI scholars to the seminal work of B.J. Fogg 

(2003) on computers as persuasive technologies, also known as captology. This work resulted in the 

emergence of a new domain of HCI generally called persuasive technology, which focuses on “the design, 

research, and analysis of interactive computing products created for purposes of changing people’s 

attitudes or behaviors.” (Fogg, 2003, p. 5). Besides behavioral and attitudinal change, the notion of 

persuasion in this domain includes motivation, change in worldview, and compliance, and is never 

synonym of coercion or deception (pp. 5, 15). Further, persuasion can occur at two levels: macro and 

micro. Macrosuasion is the name of the overall persuasive intent of the interactive system (p. 17), whereas 

microsuasion is the persuasive effect of a certain element of the system for a particular goal (p. 18). Fogg 

also considers two types of persuasive intent: endogenous and exogenous. The former intent is the one 

designed into the system, whereas the latter intent comes from external sources, including other users 

and unexpected purposes for the system (p. 17).  
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According to Fogg (2003), an interactive system can take one of three persuasive roles: 1) tool, 2) 

medium, and 3) social actor (p. 25). As a tool, the system has the purpose of increasing capability and 

persuades by making target behavior easier to do, leading the user through a process, or performing 

calculations or measurements that motivate. As a medium, the system seeks to provide experience and 

persuades by allowing the user to explore cause-and-effects relationships, providing the user with 

vicarious experiences that motivate her, or helping the user rehearse a behavior. As a social actor, the 

system aims at creating a relationship with the user and persuades by rewarding the user with positive 

feedback, modeling a target behavior or attitude, or providing social support (Fogg, 2003, p. 25). Fogg 

regards these three roles together as a framework that applies to both research and practice. For HCI 

researchers, this framework can help them understand the nature of the persuasive power of an 

interactive system, whereas, for HCI designers, this framework can help them inform their decisions by 

asking questions about how the system might persuade based on its role of tool, medium, or social actor 

(Fogg, 2003, p. 28). 

Fogg (2003) defines seven types of persuasive technology tools: 1) reduction, 2) tunneling, 3) tailoring, 4) 

suggestion, 5) self-monitoring, 6) surveillance, and 7) conditioning (p. 32). Fogg remarks that 

independently of the type, the tool’s intervention should be gentle to achieve a better result in the long-

term (p. 53). Moreover, he indicates that no fix number or type of tool exists, so the situation will 

determine how many and what type of tools should be considered (p. 54). According to Fogg  (2003), 

when an interactive system works as a medium, it falls in one of three categories of simulation: 1) 

simulated cause-and-effect, 2) simulated environments, or 3) simulated objects (p. 62). Fogg regards a 
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system falling in the first category as a powerful persuader since the user can explore cause-and-effect 

relationships without having to wait a long time to see the results and because of its ability to convey the 

results in vivid and credible ways (p. 63). A system working as a simulated environment is persuasive by 

providing a motivating environment in which the user can rehearse behavior (p. 69). A system that is 

presented as an object and supports portable simulation is powerfully persuasive since it fits into the 

user’s everyday life and makes clear its impact on such a life (p. 77). Regarding the role of social actor, 

Fogg (2003) suggests that it is possible for an interactive system to have social influence, the type of 

influence that arises from social situations. Consequently, an interactive system working as a social 

actor can leverage its social influence to motivate and persuade (p. 90). In this regard, this scholar 

defines five primary types of social cues by which the user might make inferences about the social 

presence in a system: 1) physical, 2) psychological, 3) language, 4) social dynamics, and 5) social roles 

(Fogg, 2003, p. 91). 

3.9.2.  Joost: model of rhetorical communication for system design 

Joost (2006) regards rhetoric as an ancient communication technique that instructs the rhetor to 

communicate successfully in all kinds of situations. In adapting such a technique to HCI, Joost indicates 

that the core strategy of rhetoric is to know 1) the category of the intended application (i.e., the 

communication genre), 2) the audience, 3) the context of communication, and 4) the task that has to be 

solved (p. 167). This scholar also mentions that rhetorical scholarship provides a communication model 

that describes the relationships between the rhetor, the medium, and the addressed audience. Joost 
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(2006) adapts this model to system design, in which the designer, system, and user take the role of the 

rhetor, medium, and audience, respectively (Fig. 3.11). 

 

Figure 3.11. Model of rhetorical communication for system design. Adapted from Joost (2006). 

The model of rhetorical communication proposed by Joost (2006) comprises two stages: production and 

analysis. In the stage of production, the designer applies rhetorical techniques to address a specific user 

group in a certain context, and with certain tasks (p. 167). In the context of HCI, such techniques are 

heuristics employed at a very early stage in the design process, including user interface guidelines and 

interaction design patterns. Joost emphasizes the notion of interaction design pattern as a rhetorical 

technique, aligning it to the notion of a rhetorical figure. Joost also includes the three levels of style (i.e., 

high, medium, and low) as rhetorical techniques appropriate for addressing the user affectively. She also 

proposes criteria for an early evaluation of the system: 1) the appropriateness toward the logic of system 

usage (i.e., inner aptum), 2) appropriateness toward the communication setting in general (i.e., outer 

aptum), 3) the combination of clarity, explicitness, and correctness of communication (i.e., perspicuitas), 

4) the correct and logic interaction structure (i.e., ordine), and the balance between addressed user, 

context, and selected communication style (i.e., decorum) (Joost, 2006, p. 168). 
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The stage of analysis is concerned with the impact of the system on the user. Joost (2006) mentions that 

a speaker can get direct feedback from the audience, so she can estimate the effectiveness of her 

strategy and refine it on the fly, but that such a situation not applies to HCI most of the time. In this 

regard, Joost emphasizes that HCI makes use of indirect feedback obtained from usability testing 

methods to estimate the effectiveness of the system (Joost, 2006, p. 168). According to Joost (2006), the 

model of rhetorical communication can help in the assessment of the system’s quality. The model can be 

used as a type of template to identify the sources of quality problems. These sources are located at 

different points of the model: between the design and the system, between the system and the 

addressed user, between the actual user and the system, and between the system and the design (Fig. 

3.11).  

3.9.3.  Bogost: procedural rhetoric 

Bogost (2010) introduces procedural rhetoric as a term to describe the persuasive function of procedurality 

in interactive systems, especially in video games. Bogost defines procedurality as a way of creating, 

explaining, or understanding processes, so procedural rhetoric refers to the practice of persuading 

through processes in general and computational processes in particular (p. 3) As Bogost (2010) explains,  

Just as verbal rhetoric is useful for both the orator and the audience, and just as written 
rhetoric is useful for both the writer and the reader, so procedural rhetoric is useful for 
both the programmer and the user, the game designer and the player. Procedural 
rhetoric is a technique for making arguments with computational systems and for 
unpacking computational arguments other have created. (p. 3) 
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Bogost (2010) specifies that procedural expression entails symbol manipulation, the construction, and 

interpretation of a symbolic system that governs human thought or action. Bogost claims that processes 

that might appear unexpressive and lacking symbol manipulation may actually found expression of a 

higher order (p. 5) He thus pays attention to procedural representations, forms of symbolic expression that 

use processes rather than language to explain other processes (p. 9). According to this scholar, the 

computational medium is appropriate for procedural representation (p. 10). In such a medium, 

procedurality becomes the fundamental notion of authoring processes (p. 12). Similar to classical 

rhetoric, procedural rhetoric has procedural figures. In this regard, Bogost (2010) talks about graphic 

logics, textual logics, and sequential logics as the common procedural tropes in video games, and models 

of user interaction as the form that procedural tropes take outside of video games (p. 13). Such models 

include operational logics, interface logics, and input/output logics (p. 13). Bogost also talks about 

procedural genres that derive from assemblages of procedural forms. For example, genres in video games 

include the platformer, the first-person shooter, and the turn-based strategy game (p. 14). 

Bogost (2010) emphasize that procedural representation is different from textual, visual, and plastic 

representation, and also that only computers can actually present processes with processes (p. 14). In 

this sense, Bogost (2010) makes a distinction between procedural rhetoric and classical rhetoric, visual 

rhetoric, and digital rhetoric. Bogost affirms that visual rhetoric cannot account for procedural 

representation because the image is subordinate to process in computational media (e.g. video games) 

(p. 25). This scholar also considers digital rhetoric limited to account for procedural representation. 

According to Bogost (2010), digital rhetoric typically abstracts the computer as a consideration, focusing 
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on the text and image content a machine might host and the communities of practice in which that 

content is created and used (p. 25). From the perspective of Bogost, both visual rhetoric and digital 

rhetoric attempt to revise and reinvent rhetorical theory of a new medium (p. 25). He considers such an 

attempt as an unproductive exercise:  

[the] verbal, written, and visual rhetorics inadequately account for the unique properties 
of procedural expression. A theory of procedural rhetoric is needed to make 
commensurate judgments about the software systems we encounter every day and to 
allow a more sophisticated procedural authorship with both persuasion and expression 
as its goal. […] Procedural rhetorics afford a new and promising way to make claims 
about how things work. (Bogost, 2010, p. 29) 

Bogost (2010) suggests that procedural representations support the construction of a particular type of 

argument. Bogost argues that such an argument is different from a visual argument since it takes a 

higher position than moving images and sound in the continuum of information vividness (see Fig. 3.2), 

closer to the actual experience. In this regard, Bogost emphasizes the capability of procedural 

representations to simulate real or imagined physical and cultural processes and to be interactive (p. 35). 

Bogost also differentiates procedural arguments with visual arguments based on the dialectical 

dimension: whereas visual arguments are seen limited regarding this dimension (Blair, 2012e, 2012d), 

computational systems allow the user to raise procedural objections. According to Bogost, the user can 

perform this action in two ways: 1) through configurations of the system itself (p.37), and 2) by responding 

to the system through a verbal, written, visual, or procedural form (p. 38). Regarding the latter way, 

Bogost emphasizes that “all artifacts subject to dissemination need not facilitate direct argument with 

the rhetorical author.” (p. 37)  
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When Bogost relates interactivity with argumentation, he particularly relates it with the enthymeme. 

Bogost explains that procedural representations allow the construction of procedural enthymemes. He 

thus regards a computer system as nested enthymemes, individual procedural claims that the user 

completes through interaction (p. 43). According to Bogost, the more sophisticated the interactivity, the 

more effective a procedural enthymeme can be, and a more elegant procedural rhetoric can be created 

(p. 43). In this sense, Bogost sees the video game as the type of system that provides promising 

opportunities for the procedural translation of rhetorical devices including the enthymeme (p. 45). 

Bogost considers that procedural enthymemes in video games are not to brainwash the user but to help 

her have an understanding of a certain position for further inquiry, agreement, or disapproval (p. 142). 

Procedural enthymemes in a videogame can emerge from the juxtaposition of the game’s rules and the 

player’s subjectivity, resulting in a simulation of the situation involving the position (p. 241). In this sense, 

Bogost (2010) relates persuasion to “the player’s ability to see and understand the simulation author’s 

implicit or explicit claims about the logic of the situation represented.” (p. 333) 

Bogost (2010) places procedural rhetoric within the humanities, which attempts to get to the bottom of 

human experience in specific situations and expose their structure (p. 339). According to Bogost (2010), 

procedural media go directly to the point of things by mounting arguments about the processes 

inherent in them. Procedural media involves the construction, celebration, and disposal of claims about 

these processes, and it is during interaction time when the user interrogates and considers these claims, 

and sometimes, she incorporates them into her life and carries them forward into her future 

experiences. From this perspective, Bogost (2010) considers the applicability of humanistic approaches 
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to cultural artifacts to trace the procedural construction of human subjectivity (p. 339). In this regard, 

Bogost makes a call for recognizing the persuasive and expressive power of procedurality and how it 

influences people’s attitudes and causes cultural changes in consequence (p. 340) 

3.9.4.  Carnegie: interface as exordium 

Carnegie (2009) argues that the interface functions rhetorically as an exordium to engage the user and 

dispose her to persuasion.  An exordium is a provocative statement that a rhetor uses to capture the 

interest of the audience. It is a standard rhetorical strategy for beginning a composition (p. 164). From 

the perspective of Carnegie, the interface corresponds to the exordium in new media. However, 

Carnegie sees the interface distinct from the two types of exordium: introduction (principium) and 

insinuation (insinuatio). Rather, this rhetorician sees the interface as ever-present throughout a new 

media composition, working continually to engage the audience not simply in action but in interaction 

(p. 171). Carnegie (2009) remarks,  

As users experience higher levels of interactivity, they experience higher levels of 
empowerment: they become senders and creators of messages and content. They 
experience higher levels of control: they choose between options and customize the 
interface to reflect their tastes, if not interests. They experience higher levels of 
connection in terms of both social and spatial relationships: they meet, communicate, 
and build relationships with others, and they explore and encounter new spaces and 
environments while sitting alone in a single place. Increased interactivity results in 
increased attentiveness, and increased feelings of empowerment, control, and 
connection result in increased levels of acceptance. By creating higher levels of 
acceptance through interactivity, the interface as exordium succeeds in making the user 
“well-disposed, attentive, and receptive” and thereby susceptible to persuasion. (p. 171) 
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For Carnegie, interactivity goes beyond navigation. It is the outcome of three primary modes: 1) multi-

directionality, 2) manipulability, and 3) presence. Carnegie indicates that each mode contains strategies and 

enacts models for creating various degrees of interactivity (p. 166). Carnegie (2009) defines multi-

directionality as a mode of interactivity associated with systems that have networked and nodal points 

of contact and interaction (p. 166). In this regard, Carnegie points out that the multi-directional nature 

of new media has removed the user from the confines of acting as a mere receiver. At higher levels of 

interactivity, the user can be both a sender and receiver. Carnegie also takes into account how a message 

relates to previous messages as an aspect of interactivity related to multi-directionality. Higher levels of 

interactivity can be created through a responsive dialogue model for the system (p. 167). Carnegie (2009) 

affirms that multi-directionality is the most commonly used of the three modes and that greater levels 

of interactivity are achieved when it is used in combination with one or both of the other modes (p. 168).  

Manipulability is the degree to which users can influence or manipulate the form and content of new 

media communication (Carnegie, 2009, p. 168). The lowest levels of interactivity in this mode occur 

when the user cannot change the form of the interface nor create content, whereas, at a higher level, the 

user interacts with the system to request information and can customize the interface. However, she 

emphasizes that customization offers a low level of interactivity regarding manipulability. For this 

rhetorician, content creation is above customization because the user has a wider range of actions. 

Nevertheless, Carnegie  (2009) points out that engaging in content creation requires the user to have 

access to technology and probably a specialized knowledge (p. 169).   
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Carnegie (2009) regards presence as a product of the integration of system attributes with user 

perceptions (p. 169). Such attributes include speed, range, mapping, responsiveness, and time flexibility. 

Carnegie defines range as the number of actions that the system makes available to the user. Mapping is 

the ability of the system to map its controls to changes in the mediated environment in a natural and 

predictable way. Responsiveness is the system’s ability to perceive the user’s actions and respond 

intelligently to them. Finally, time flexibility refers to the degree to which timing responds to the 

demands of the situation rather than immediacy (Carnegie, 2009, p. 169). User’s perceptions include 

immediacy, movement, and connection. Carnegie (2009) indicates that systems attributes combine with 

user’s perceptions to create in the user an experience of interacting socially and of being in a particular 

place or space. In this mode, higher levels of interactivity relate to strong experiences of social and 

spatial presence (p. 169). Carnegie (2009) refers as social presence to the system’s capability of enabling 

individuals to feel co-present even when they are not physically in the same place or time (p. 169), and 

spatial presence to the user’s sense of being present in a place or a mediated environment distinct from 

the place in which the user physically exists (p. 170).  

According to Carnegie (2009), the notion of interface as exordium allows one to talk more critically 

about the interface. This rhetorician considers that a critical examination of interfaces is possible by 

understanding the three modes of interactivity and developing questions centered on such modes (p. 

171). In this regard, Carnegie offers a set of questions. The following are examples of questions around 

multi-directionality: Does the interface enable the user to act as both receiver and sender? To what 

extent is each of these roles (receiver and sender) facilitated, limited, or constrained? Can the user refer 
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back to other messages and participate in real dialogue? Questions about manipulation look similar to 

the following: Can the user change the interface? To what degree do the choices offered to the user 

enable her to tailor the interface to her needs and interests?  What are the constraints and limitations 

regarding the manipulation and creation of content? What technologies, skills, and knowledge would 

the user need to manipulate or create content? Finally, there are some examples of questions centered 

on the mode of presence: Is the user given knowledge of other participants? Does the interface itself 

have a character or agency? What are the cultural, political, and economic backgrounds invoked by the 

interface? Who would be excluded from using the system? According to Carnegie (2009), by asking such 

questions, it is possible to see how the interface as exordium defines user’s actions, determines the 

extent to which users can participate in dialogue and creation of content and meaning, and positions 

users within certain social, political, economic, and cultural schemes. In other words, it is possible to see 

the interface as a locus of power and how its three modes of interactivity are capable of both enabling 

empowerment and enacting patterns of control (Carnegie, 2009, p. 172). 

3.10.  Summary of chapter 

In this chapter, I presented a panorama of rhetoric, including concepts and ideas that I consider crucial 

for an examination of interactive systems and delight from a rhetorical perspective. In this regard, I 

hope to have shown links among classical rhetoric, contemporary rhetoric, visual rhetoric, non-

discursive rhetoric, visual argumentation, multimodal argumentation, part of the rhetoric of design, 

and part of the rhetoric of human-computer interaction. I hope to have shown that although persuasion 

is a central concept in rhetoric, this discipline is not limited to it. As we can see from the content of this 
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chapter, rhetoric is also concerned with the invention, arrangement, style, delivery, and effect of 

arguments of different kinds, processes of identification among people, and the ways we shape, 

perceive, intervene, and talk about reality. All the ideas introduced in this chapter help me think of an 

interactive system not only as a design product but also as a rhetorical product.  

The number of concepts and ideas introduced in this chapter show us that reducing rhetoric to the 

notion of persuasion is insufficient to account for its application in HCI. However, this same number 

demonstrates that it could be too naïve if I claim that by bringing a couple of concepts in my later 

explorations I would be able to formulate the rhetoric of interaction design or to provide a profound account 

of delight in interactive systems from a rhetorical perspective. Especially, because I come to perform 

these explorations with a background distinct from rhetoric, composition, communication studies, 

cultural studies, and English. However, the review of the concepts and ideas introduced in this chapter 

resulted in a great motivation for me to explore the application of rhetoric in the context of interactive 

systems, and hopefully, to contribute to the characterization of delight in this regard. These concepts 

and ideas show that rhetoric encompasses a vast territory and that there are opportunities to explore 

this application beyond the focus on behavioral and attitudinal change. At this point, I want to 

emphasize that all these concepts and ideas will influence my later explorations, even though I do not 

mention them explicitly. The ideas and concepts introduced in this chapter will function as the basis of 

my theoretical framework and source of lenses for my later explorations.  
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Chapter 4: 
Method 

4.1.  Introduction 

In the second chapter, I present a literature review focused on delight and pleasure. My goal with that 

chapter was to build a theoretical basis for a later discussion on delight from a rhetorical perspective. 

The previous chapter included the set of ideas, concepts, and concerns that I will take into account for 

such a discussion. However, the literature review presented in the previous chapter is also a reflection of 

a series of rhetorical examinations on a set of desktop and mobile systems that I performed throughout my 

doctoral studies. I want to remark that these examinations were not initially intended for the study of 

delight in interactive systems. Rather, they are a consequence of events that occurred before and during 

the beginning of my doctoral studies which encouraged me to explore the application of rhetoric in HCI 

as part of research work. These examinations are concerned with compositional and experiential 

qualities of interactive systems, hence the connection with delight and my research questions. In this 

chapter, I will describe the antecedents, development, and core steps of these examinations. I will start 

by commenting on some previous studies and events that encouraged me to explore the application of 

rhetoric to examine interactive systems. Next, I will explain how the literature review included in the 

previous chapter and my examinations developed together. Following this section, I will explain why I 

see my research work as either a designerly endeavor or a pragmatic inquiry. In the penultimate section, 

I will list the core steps of a method that synthesizes the structure and procedure of all my performed 
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examinations. I will also explain the basics of how I carried out each step. Finally, I will conclude this 

chapter with a brief commentary about my examinations and proposal of a rhetorical method for HCI.   

4.2.  Antecedents 

4.2.1.  A rhetorical framework for interactive systems and websites 

I want to mention some events that led me to propose the exploration of rhetorical concepts for the 

examination of interactive systems. The first of these events is a RtD project that I carried out between 

2005 and 2007. This research project explored the visual representation and synthesis of information on 

small displays through the design of a user interface of an instant messaging client for a personal digital 

assistant (PDA) (Sosa-Tzec, 2006; Sosa-Tzec, Cotina-Arteaga, & Holguin-Molina, 2009). As part of this 

research project, I drew on the rhetorical framework proposed by Hanno Ehses for the visual execution 

and analysis of concepts in graphic design (Ehses, 1984; Ehses & Lupton, 1988). By combining this 

framework with my knowledge and interests in information design and information architecture 

(Mijksenaar, 1997; Rosenfeld & Morville, 1998; Shedroff, 1999; Tufte, 1997; Viégas & Donath, 1999; Xiong & 

Donath, 1999), I reinterpreted ideas from Ehses to explain the design process of interactive systems or 

websites. I paralleled the designer with the rhetor, the system or website with the speech, and the user 

with the audience (Fig. 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1. Parallelism between elements of a rhetorical act and a design act. Based on Sosa-Tzec (2006). 

In this reinterpretation, the design process comprises three dimensions: 1) the logical dimension, 2) the 

ethical dimension, and 3) the emotional dimension. Each of these dimensions corresponds to one of the 

three modes of appeal from rhetoric, logos, ethos, and pathos, respectively. The logical dimension is 

concerned with the definition and structure of the information to be shown on the interface. It is also 

concerned with the functionality of the system or website, including the back-end and front-end 

programming. The ethical dimension focuses on the designerly quality of the interface components. It is 

concerned with the appearance and user’s perception about the functionality of the components, which 

I regarded as the embodiment of the designer’s personal and professional experiences. The emotional 

dimension is concerned with the user’s emotional reactions based on the interface components. Thus, 

an interactive system or website contains a fusion of three dimensions. Based on the theory introduced 

above, we can note that such an interpretation aligns to Richard Buchanan’s notion of design as an 

argument (Buchanan, 1985, 2001a). However, I do not recall having read his work during my first 

approach to rhetoric, which was attending a graduate course on rhetoric taught by Ehses in Spring 2005. 
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Figure 4.2. Moments of making decisions in the design process seen as variations of the logical, ethical, and 
emotional dimension. Adapted from Sosa-Tzec (2006). 

The logical, ethical, and emotional dimensions apply to both the generation and evaluation of designs. 

On the generative side, these dimensions work as a lens that helps the designer frame her design 

decisions. Conceptually, the design process starts with the three dimensions having no weight. As the 

designer makes decisions, she adds weight to a particular dimension. This assignation of weights 

continues until the system or website is considered ready to be deployed (Fig. 4.2). For example, when 

the designer makes decisions about the organization and navigation of information, she is adding 

weight to the logical dimension. Adding weight to the ethical dimension means making decisions about 

typographic selection, color palette, and visual composition. Modifications on such design elements to 

augment the expressivity of the information on the interface or evoke an emotion results in adding 

more weight to the emotional dimension.  

On the evaluative side, the three dimensions function as labels for explanations by the users about user 

interface components. In this sense, the logical, ethical, and emotional dimension constitute an 

analytical framework to perform an interpretive method of an interactive system or website. This 

method consists in showing screenshots of the user interface to a user and ask her to identify and 
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explain the components that she perceives as salient in terms of 1) functionality and information 

structure, 2) appearance, aesthetics, and innovation, and 3) emotional triggers. The method involves 

repeating this exercise with three to five people, based on the optimal number to conduct a usability 

testing, and the application of the think aloud protocol (Dumas & Redish, 1999, pp. 128, 278). Once all the 

participants have identified salient interface components, the next step is creating a visualization 

similar to a heat map to see where the logical, ethical, and emotional dimensions manifest and mostly 

concentrate according to the participants’ perceptions. This rhetorical heat map (Fig. 4.3) works as a type 

of visual evidence to reflect upon the explanations and communicate insights based on them.  

 

Figure 4.3. Demonstration of the visual identification of rhetorical dimensions on an interface.  
Adapted from Sosa-Tzec (2006). 

I consider important to mention a limitation of this rhetorical framework. I am the only person who has 

tested them, either on the generative or the evaluative side. However, I do think that they can be useful 

for other designers and researchers. On the generative side, I applied this framework to create different 

versions of my design portfolio. Based on this exercise, I considered that a logos-laden website means 

showing only the necessary information and no unnecessary graphic elements. Later, the key difference 

between an ethos-laden and a pathos-laden website seemed to be the degree of expressivity of its 
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information. For the version that I considered laden towards the emotional dimension, I purposefully 

applied warm and vibrant colors, textures and gradients, slanted text, and photographs showing motion 

and emotional reactions. I also utilized this framework in the study based on the interface design of an 

instant messaging client for a PDAs. However, I have to admit that my design process was also 

influenced by other frameworks and methods, including the needfinding framework (Patnaik & Becker, 

1999) and the experience sampling method (Larson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1983). On the evaluative side, I have 

to emphasize that I have only applied the framework to the interface design that derived from that 

study. In that occasion, the method worked well in the sense that it provided me with insights that I 

used to triangulate the results that I obtained from performing a communicability testing on the same 

interface (de Souza, 2005; de Souza & Leitão, 2009). A highlight from using this framework as an 

evaluation method was to learn how interface components intended for user customization connect 

with the emotional dimension (Sosa-Tzec, 2006; Sosa-Tzec et al., 2009).  

4.2.2.  Exploratory studies on HCI design pedagogy and diagrammatic representations, and their 

connection with rhetoric 

There are two more antecedents for this dissertation, a couple of studies that I conducted during the 

first two years of my Ph.D. studies. One of these studies was concerned with the pedagogy of human-

computer interaction from a design perspective. In this study, I focused on the role of narratives for 

such a pedagogy, for which I conducted a participant observation exercise in the course INFO-I 541 

Interaction Design Practice during Fall 2012. I attended the classes and participated in the in-class 

activities. During the term, I took notes via sketchnoting and sometimes elaborated sketches of a more 
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artistic character to synthesize my experience and topics of the class. I also had weekly meetings with 

the instructor to discuss my observations and notes. After some weeks of observation, I pointed out the 

recurrent use of different narrative forms and the emotional impact that they seemed to have on the 

students. I noticed how the instructor used video clips, music, photographs, and physical movement to 

engage students in the classroom, and also the impact that the instructor’s storytelling techniques were 

having in the students. As a result, we decided on focusing on that matter. After the conclusion of the 

Fall term, I elaborated a framework for the creation and use of narratives in an HCI studio-based 

classroom. This framework was discussed and reconciled with a third researcher and presented later to 

a community of design educators (Sosa-Tzec, Beck, & Siegel, 2013). 

In the second study, I investigated the use of visual explanations in design practices. This study was 

particularly concerned with the notion of design schema (Nelson & Stolterman, 2012) and took place 

during Spring 2013. According to Nelson & Stolterman (2012), a design schema is a diagrammatic 

representation intended to organize, formulate, gain, and communicate knowledge related to or derived 

from design practices, regarded as a form of inquiry into the world (p. 7). In this exploratory study, I 

interviewed two designers and two non-designers. The two designers were researchers with several 

years of professional experience. The two non-designers were researchers in complex systems and had a 

scientific background. I showed examples of design schemas (from the book by Nelson & Stolterman) 

and conducted a semi-structured interview about when, how, and why they use diagrams or any form of 

visual explanation. All the participants show no concern with the notion of design schema and describe 

different situations in which they have used hand-drawn and computer-made diagrammatic 
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representations for particular purposes. From the results of the interviews, three themes related to 

diagrams or schemas emerged: 1) form, 2) purpose, and 3) creation.  

The theme of form is concerned with the appearance and layout of schemas. Significant form factors 

include the amount and location of text, line thickness and curviness, shape closure, and use of arrows. 

The theme of purpose focuses on how schemas contribute to the co-construction of knowledge and 

communication processes. Important factors for this theme include making links among people’s 

thinking, unifying people’s knowledge, sharing individual knowledge pertinent to the situation, and 

demonstrating a position of authority in the co-creation of knowledge. Another important factor that 

affects the purpose of a schema is its durability. As one of the interviewees expressed, the utility, 

relevance, and meaning of a schema vanishes over time, suggesting a temporary purpose. The theme of 

creation is concerned with the personal or collective act of materializing schemas in a particular 

situation. Important factors in their creation include the synthesis of ideas, finding the appropriate 

moment and form to convey such a synthesis, accepting the intervention of others, and determining 

when a schema is stable enough, so it fulfills its purpose.  

Carrying out the studies on HCI design pedagogy and design schemas redirected my attention to 

rhetoric. In the first study, my colleagues and I came up with the metaphor of a narrative cloud to talk 

about the repertoire of stories both inside and outside of the classroom that participate and influence in 

a student’s learning process and development of designerly thinking (Sosa-Tzec et al., 2013). The 

narrative cloud made me think again about the role of emotions in the learning process (I was enrolled 
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in a certification program in creativity and education around 2000 and 2001), and to some extent, about 

the three modes of appeal. Time later, when I continued my investigation of the relationship between 

rhetoric and HCI (which I describe below), I concluded that the stories employed by the instructor of 

that class could be regarded as multimodal enthymemes (see verbal enthymeme, visual enthymeme and 

multimodal argumentation in the previous chapter). In the study on design schemas, the connection 

with rhetoric was clearer. I even used the term rhetorical to talk about certain actions that I noted from 

the interview results. From my perspective, the factors affecting the form, function, and creation of 

diagrammatic representations suggest a rhetorical practice. For example, the creator of the diagram 

chooses certain compositional elements as the appropriate way to materialize the ideas being discussed. 

Her decisions affect the communicative effectiveness of the diagram, and therefore, its persuasive 

strength. Moreover, the person in charge of creating the diagram also makes decisions of what elements 

are important and therefore to visualize or add on the fly to the drawing, and what elements can be 

omitted. After noticing this recurrent interest in framing phenomena through a rhetorical lens, I 

decided to continue learning more about rhetoric and its possible application to HCI.  

4.2.3.  Visual rhetoric theory as a potential source to build analytical frameworks for HCI 

My doctoral studies define the second stage of my journey in rhetoric after my first encounter as Hanno 

Ehses’s student. As my main project for the course CMCL-501 Introduction to Rhetoric and Public Culture, I 

carried out an annotated bibliography of scholarly work on visual rhetoric. My goal was to know what 

concepts from visual rhetoric could be applied either generatively or analytically to HCI, particularly, to 

1) sketches and diagrammatic representations utilized in the design process, 2) graphical user interfaces 
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that favor the use of graphs and visual representations of data, and 3) the interactive systems belonging 

to the category of personal informatics (Li, Dey, & Forlizzi, 2010). The main reference in this annotated 

bibliography is the theory of visual rhetoric formulated by Foss (2005), which led me to review and 

annotate on the following topics: 1) the elaboration of claims in visual arguments (Chryslee et al., 1996), 

2) the construction of appeal in visual images (Foss, 1993), 3) the evaluation of visual imagery (Foss, 1994), 

4) visual metaphors (Kaplan, 1992).  

 

Table 4.1. Concepts from visual rhetoric with the potential to work as an analytical framework in HCI. 

Each of these works on visual rhetoric offered a series of concepts that I was interested in exploring any 

of the three areas related to HCI mentioned above (Table 4.1). The work by Chryslee et al. (1996) about the 

construction of claims (see the previous chapter) made considered facts and physical data, feelings, 
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knowledge, and function as possible elements to build an analytical framework for sketches, diagrams, 

interfaces, or personal informatics systems. Something similar happened with the work of Foss (1993), 

who talks about technical novelty, decontextualization, and the creation of references to new 

interpretative contexts as the three factors that affect the appeal of a visual artifact. Additionally, Foss 

(1994) proposes an evaluative schema that comprises three steps that I regarded as applicable to 

sketches, diagrams, interfaces, and systems: 1) to identify the function communicated by the image, 2) 

to determine how well the function is being communicated, and 3) to scrutiny how legitimate or sound 

the function is. At that moment, I noticed the potential of this schema to perform rhetorical criticism on 

interactive systems. From the work of Kaplan (1992), I learned about metaphorical tension, the type of rules 

violation that a metaphor entails creating its particular meaning.  

4.3.  Development of my rhetorical examinations 

Learning about these concepts from visual rhetoric led me to the notion of visual enthymemes, and 

eventually to work of Georges Roque, Jesús Alcolea-Banegas, and other visual rhetoricians and 

argumentation theorists. While I was learning about rhetorical theory, I realized that I was dealing with 

complex concepts (Table 4.1), so I decided to talk about them with two of my colleagues, Chung-Ching 

Huang and Jordan E. Beck. They made me see that such concepts might be difficult to understand for 

many HCI scholars since they might have no background in rhetoric, literature, communication, 

English, or humanities. Given this situation, I decided to focus on examining how these concepts might 

manifest or work in the context of interactive systems and interfaces, and leave aside any enterprise 

related with their generative potential for the UX design process. I considered it necessary to have a 
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good understanding of what these concepts mean for interactive systems and interfaces before bringing 

them into the classroom or as a generative framework in a RtD project. At that point, I realized that 

granularity would be a relevant aspect for my future examinations and that I should try to work with one 

concept or a minimum number of concepts if possible.  

Because it seemed enough to start my examinations with the concepts taken from work on visual 

rhetoric (Table 4.1), I decided to go in parallel with my literature review on rhetoric. My first 

examination was concerned with visual enthymemes and data visualization on interfaces of personal 

health apps. By reflecting upon the results of this examination, I concluded that I was focusing too much 

on the information design of these interfaces and neglecting their interactivity. My first examination 

brought me back to the work of Foss on visual rhetoric, especially, to her evaluative schema for visual 

imagery and the construction of claims in visual arguments. Since I was trying to make a connection 

between rhetoric and HCI through visual rhetoric, I considered that exploring the evaluative schema 

could be a good idea for my next examination. However, given the input of my colleagues, I decided to 

start simple and choose only the notion of function (of an image) for my second examination. In that 

occasion, I chose a goal tracker app as my data.  

Two circumstances happened later which redirected my attention to visual enthymemes. First, I had 

become more knowledgeable about visual argumentation, resulting in an increment to my interest in 

that research area. Second, I had come across an app based on Google Maps that some users on social 

media were using to support claims about the conflicts that occurred in the Strip of Gaza during 
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Summer 2014. Although I felt uneasy about considering this app due to it pointed to a delicate situation, 

I decided to carry out a rhetorical examination of the app because of the situation pointed to an 

exemplary case of why understanding rhetoric matters and because of the possible connection between 

rhetoric and the design of the app. After the publication of my examination and the enthymematic role 

of this app, the author contacted me, pointing out a discontent with how I had performed my 

examination. Facing this situation emphasized my initial concerns. Time after this publication, I 

learned about procedural rhetoric and Bogost’s formulation of a procedural enthymeme as well. These 

two situations made me consider to quit my examinations given my frustrations of not knowing well 

how to deal with delicate yet crucial cases like that app based on Google Maps and having published an 

idea similar to the one elaborated by Bogost five years before.  

Time later, I decided to keep reviewing work on visual argumentation, multimodal argumentation and 

metaphor, and other possible connections of rhetoric with both design and HCI. In the process, I was 

looking for a gap in the literature and a way to complement the well-articulated account of procedural 

rhetoric. In this regard, I noticed that it could be beneficial to link rhetoric with conversations occurring 

in the context of interaction design. I also felt the urge to make a connection with semiotics, based on 

how I had learned from Ehses about the connection between rhetoric and semiotics. I noted that 

procedural rhetoric appeared limited in the sense that it focuses on video games and neglects other 

types of interactive systems that we use in our everyday lives. Overall, there is a need to elaborate more 

on compositional aspects, including invention, arrangement, and style. With these concerns in mind, I 

turned again to the work of Ehses, particularly, to the rhetorical handbook that he had created with Ellen 
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Lupton to instruct graphic designs (me included). As a result, I decided to take into account a set of web 

and mobile apps that I use as part of my everyday life and others that I found appealing regarding 

graphic and information design to make a version of the rhetorical handbook aimed at UI/UX designers.  

By building the UI/UX rhetorical handbook and reflecting upon the results, I confirmed that translating 

rhetorical concepts into multimodal-interactive terms is a non-trivial task. Based on that experience, I 

decided to focus on one app only. For my next examination, I chose the Facebook app because of its 

popularity and because it follows a standard design, so I wanted to know how far I could go in my 

exploration of tropes and schemes regarding apps of the everyday life. Later, I examined the same app 

through a lens derived from a reinterpretation of the dramatist pentad by Burke. Before concluding my 

doctoral studies, I decided to carry out one last examination based on a concept that had caught my 

attention since I started my journey in rhetoric: the notion of metaphorical tension (see Table 4.1). With 

my emphasis on apps of the everyday life, I decided to examine an awarded weather app. This 

examination turned out to be not as productive as I expected. Consequently, I decided to shift my 

attention to a different data repository and choose one case of from a website containing a collection of 

conceptual designs, including buttons, which I consider the exemplar of metaphor in HCI. I wanted to 

see how the notion of metaphorical tension could work in the examination of non-conventional 

interactive designs. After this examination, I stopped carrying out my literature review.  

I consider carrying out my literature review and examinations as an attempt to bring rhetoric into HCI. 

This attempt has had an interesting development. When I started, the combination of my research 
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interests and knowledge about rhetoric led me to examine a particular type of apps and with a special 

emphasis. The outcome of this examination influenced my next decisions, including the concepts and 

type of artifact that I wanted to consider for my second examination. For my remaining examinations, I 

experienced a similar situation. Throughout my doctoral studies, I experienced a kind of resonance or 

dialog between the theory that I was reviewing and the examinations that I decided to perform. The 

previous chapter shows an overview of the outcome of this resonance or dialog regarding the literature, 

whereas the next chapter focused on the side of the examinations.    

4.4.  Two approaches that apply to my work 

From my perspective, the approach that I have adopted in my attempt to bring rhetoric into HCI is 

either a designerly approach (Kolko, 2015; Löwgren & Stolterman, 2004; Nelson & Stolterman, 2012) or a 

pragmatic approach (Morgan, 2014). I consider my approach as designerly when I see my attempt to bring 

rhetoric into HCI as a type of ill-structured problem. When I started this work, my understanding of 

how these disciplines connected was only based on my previous studies (see antecedents above). I was 

uncertain where my literature review and empirical examinations could take me. For both activities, I 

have relied on judgment, abductive reasoning, and reflection to carry on. I also see my sketches, notes, 

diagrams, presentation slides, and written accounts as ultimate particulars, unique artifacts that I 

create as a result of a process of inquiry, not only to communicate my insights to others, but also to help 

myself understand what I am doing, what I have obtained so far, and where I could go next.  
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I consider my approach as pragmatic when I think of the rationale behind the execution of my 

examinations and how it impacts later my literature review. The pragmatic approach or Dewey’s model of 

inquiry is a process of self-conscious decision making and thoughtful reflection (Morgan, 2014). I seem 

to have followed this process throughout my work based on the five steps that it involves:  

1)   recognizing a situation as problematic; 

2)   considering the difference that it makes to define the problem one way rather than another; 

3)   developing a possible line of action as a response to the problem;  

4)   evaluating potential actions regarding their likely consequences; and 

5)   taking actions that are felt to be likely to address the problematic situation (Morgan, 2014, p. 

1047).  

As the researcher goes in addressing the problem, she chooses to perform certain actions based on her 

current beliefs. The outcome of such actions ends up affecting the beliefs and therefore the perspective 

on the problem. Through reflection, the researcher reconciles beliefs and chosen actions (Fig. 4.4). 

 

Figure 4.4. Dewey's model of inquiry. Adapted from Morgan (2014). 
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4.5.  My method 

Whether I regard my approach to bring rhetoric into HCI as designerly or pragmatic, I noticed that my 

examinations, which I describe in more detail in the next chapter, involve four core steps:  

1)   The selection of a concept or group of concepts from rhetoric to build a lens for the examination; 

2)   The selection of a desktop or mobile app to be examined; 

3)   The examination of the app’s interface and interactions through the lens; 

4)   The elaboration of an account of how the concept or group of concepts appeared in the app’s 

design.  

 

Figure 4.5. Diagrammatic overview of my method: a rhetorical examination of interactive systems (REIS). 

These steps constitute the method that emerged from having performed my explorations (Fig. 4.5). I can 

say that I proceeded similarly after my first exploration for two reasons. First, I noticed that learning 

about rhetorical theory and using rhetorical concepts to examine interactive systems are non-trivial 

tasks for me. Second, I also noticed that explaining the nature and procedure of such a method required 

is as non-trivial as the other two tasks. In a certain way, the conducting my literature review and 
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examinations became my approach to understanding how to bring rhetoric into HCI as they have helped 

me articulate compositional and experiential qualities of desktop and mobile apps from a perspective 

that combines design and rhetoric. Below, I describe how I have performed each step of this method, 

which I have named as a rhetorical examination of interactive systems (REIS). Later, in the discussion 

chapter, I will synthesize my learning and insights derived from my examinations to elaborate on a 

generalized version of REIS. 

4.5.1.  Step 1: selection of concept(s) to build a lens 

REIS draws on the theory introduced in the previous chapter to build examination lenses. For I could 

navigate this theory, I needed to define some conceptual dichotomies. For example, classical rhetoric vs. 

contemporary rhetoric, discursive rhetoric vs. non-discursive rhetoric, persuasion vs. identification, 

appealing of an image vs. function of an image, metaphor vs. metonymy, arrangement vs. style, tropes 

vs. schemes, procedural rhetoric vs. non-procedural rhetoric, propositional argumentation vs. non-

propositional argumentation, and so forth. These dichotomies are not explicitly given in the literature. 

They emerged as I worked on my literature review and learned from my examinations. They reflect 

accumulated knowledge derived from judgment, abductive reasoning, and reflection, the reason for 

which I talk about a designerly approach above.  

At each stage of my literature review, these dichotomies helped me set a direction and set boundaries for 

the theory that I was reviewing. By taking one or some of these dichotomies into account, I could 

identify concepts and ideas that resonated with me and wanted to utilize as a lens for my next 
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examination. For example, early in my work, the dichotomy classical rhetoric vs. contemporary rhetoric 

(which I consider the basic dichotomy that we could consider) helped me discern and organize my 

academic sources. Later, when I decided to focus on the classical period and had taken the dichotomy 

verbal argument vs. visual argument into account, the canon of invention caught my attention through the 

notion of the enthymeme, which ended up becoming one of my lenses. Another example also comes 

from learning about visual arguments and taking the dichotomy verbal argument vs. visual argument into 

account. This dichotomy guided me in my theoretical explorations, which eventually led me to consider 

sources on argumentation, including multimodal argumentation, as part of my literature review.  

The opposite elements of these dichotomies not necessarily appear in the literature as such. They are 

personal constructs that emerged while I worked on my literature review and learned from my 

examinations. In this sense, these dichotomies reflect my growing knowledge about the connection 

between rhetoric and HCI. Although the selection of a concept or group of concepts seems arbitrary, I 

argue based on the sections above that they derive from judgment, abductive reasoning, and reflection. 

In the previous chapter, I sought to show links between different perspectives of rhetoric, including the 

historical, non-discursive, argumentative, and designerly ones. Nevertheless, these links are likely to 

form an intricate network than a linear conceptual chain. In this regard, I want us to keep in mind that 

determining the domain or overlap of domains of rhetoric (i.e., a rhetorical perspective) from which one 

draws the concept(s) to build the examination lens might be a nonlinear process. The use of dichotomies 

is a personal heuristic, so other examiners may consider other ways of addressing this situation.  
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4.5.2.  Step 2: selection of an interactive system for the examination 

REIS explores whether rhetorical concepts are present in interactive artifacts of the everyday life. Here it 

comes the influence of my judgment abductive reasoning, and reflection. Once I had chosen the lens for 

an examination, I formulated a vague idea, a hypothesis, of how the concept or group of concepts might 

appear on an interactive system, at least, regarding its interface’s visual design. With that idea in mind, 

I started looking at the systems that used in everyday life, including desktop and mobile apps, and 

others (e.g., the self-checkout machine at the supermarket). In this regard, there is an important point to 

remark. My selection of systems was biased toward mobile apps due to two reasons. The first reason was 

convenience. Since I have a smartphone, I can access to thousands of apps of different categories or 

genres, and perform my examinations at any time and place. The second reason was the particularities in 

the design of mobile apps. New interface design challenges and frameworks have emerged from the 

evolution of mobile devices, including cell phones, personal assistants, smartphones, tablets, and 

smartwatches. I consider that the interface and interaction design for these devices is still in evolution. I 

have been interested in how designers have been playing with interface metaphors, motion, and gestures 

for more than one decade. The sections above, including the antecedents section, offer a glimpse of how 

I have felt an urge to explore how rhetoric participates in the design and use of mobile technology and 

interfaces.  

For I could select the appropriate system, I needed to perform a preliminary examination, a quick 

execution of the next step. I pondered how the idea or hypothesis of how the concept(s) would manifest 

in a system’s design to determine what category or genre would be apt for the examination. For 
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example, when I decided to go with the enthymeme for my first exploration, I considered personal 

health apps based on the idea that they might have been using data visualization to convey a claim or 

viewpoint for the user to assent about changing her habits. Once I had selected a potential app, I 

performed some basic tasks, especially, those for which the app was intended. If I noticed that some 

actions made the system behave or affect interface components in a way that I could explain in term of 

the lens’s characteristics, then I considered the app for my examination. Otherwise, I selected another 

app of the same category and performed this preliminary inspection. If I was not convinced, then I 

decided to move to a different category or genre of apps.  

There are some points that I want to leave clear about this preliminary inspection. Whenever I 

performed this step, it was quite informal. It was more like an on-the-fly abductive moment than an 

elaborate deductive moment. After choosing the concept(s) for my lens, I had a glimpse of the type of 

app and information that I needed to examine. I do think that all the systems that I use and see in my 

everyday life influenced on how I had such a glimpse. Moreover, performing this preliminary inspection 

became relevant to make my first assessment of my comprehension of the theory involved with the lens. 

I never left the theory aside in my examinations. I always turned back to review the theory to assess and 

reflect my comprehension about the concept(s) and what rhetoric means.  

4.5.3.  Step 3: examination of the system’s microinteractions 

REIS works at the level of microinteractions and non-discursive communication. The preliminary 

inspection helped me realize about the designer’s intent and the basic tasks that I needed to perform in 
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my examination. In this sense, the preliminary examination was significant because it allowed me to 

divide the app’s navigation and functionality, and from there, to see whether a particular section or 

interaction flow could be interpreted regarding the lens. While I performed my explorations, I realized 

that I tended to focus on the visual design of the interface. I was trying to find spatial or compositional 

boundaries in the visual composition shown on the screen to identify my examination unit. I see this 

situation as a consequence of my previous work and the influence of Ehses’s rhetorical framework for 

graphic design (see antecedents above). I realized quickly that I should consider the interactions with 

the app as well.  

However, I struggled with this tendency to think of interfaces as static, visual, spatial compositions 

throughout my examinations. It was not that I wanted to focus only on the graphic design of the app, 

but the issue of being unclear about how to address something that is abstract and temporal such as an 

interaction. Moreover, I realized that trying to examine a big navigational block (i.e., a section of the 

app) or a long interaction flow (i.e., all the steps involved in completing a full task) was a complicated 

undertaking. Eventually, I started seeing in microinteractions (Saffer, 2014) the apt examination unit 

when I realized that my aim is to interpret the system’s behavior regarding the concept(s) building the 

lens (Fig. 4.6). Microinteractions account for the system behavior in a well-bounded, minimal fashion. 

They allow me or anyone interested in the application of REIS to focus on a variety of modes at the same 

time, not only on the visual. 
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Figure 4.6. Diagram of REIS method showing microinteractions as examination unit. 

I have said above that I will elaborate on a generalized version of REIS in the discussion chapter. 

However, I want to take the notion of microinteraction to explain how I performed my examinations in 

the broad sense and introduced some theoretical constructs that I took into account. As the name 

indicates, microinteractions focus on one simple, minimal task carried out by a single action (Saffer, 

2014). Examples of microinteraction include to swipe down an app’s interface to refresh the information 

on the screen, to tap on one of a thermostat’s button to increase or decrease the temperature, and to 

perform a right click with the mouse to show the contextual menu of a desktop app. The third step of 

REIS involves performing microinteractions to see in which cases the concept or group of concepts 

building the lens appears. 

The interpretation of the concept is based not only on the visual mode but in all the modes that 

participate in the microinteraction. For REIS, I consider the visual, the verbal, the aural, the tactile, and 

the temporal as modes involved in a microinteractions. In each microinteraction, these five modes 

function as the entry point to the examination (Fig. 4.7). To determine these modes, I drew on the modes 

of arguing by Groarke (2015), the nature of images as discussed by Roque (2009, 2012, 2015), and how 
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Blair (2012d, 2012e) and Alcolea-Banegas (2008) discuss the relation between visual argumentation and 

time. I realized from my examinations that some microinteractions had one salient mode. In other 

occasions, this point of entry was only visible when I considered the combination of two or more modes.   

 

Figure 4.7. Diagram of REIS showing the multi-modes as entry points to examination. 

In the examination of each microinteraction, I tried to answer the following question: what are the modes 

involved with the signification of the concept(s) building the lens? In doing so, I paid attention to the 

denotation and connotation of the microinteraction. Here I followed ideas from Barthes (1993), who 

relates rhetoric to the set of connotators in an image, and Ehses (1984), who regards connotation as a 

symbolic reading of the image. While the five modes correspond to the entry point to the examination, 

the notions of denotation and connotation function in REIS as an internal lens to organize insight and 

the articulation of ideas for the next step. 
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4.5.4.  Step 4: elaboration of the written account 

REIS is to account for compositional and experiential qualities of interactive systems expressed in terms 

of rhetorical concepts. I use the term compositional quality to refer to display of one, two, or more of the 

modes at a certain point of the user experience, and experiential quality to refer to the outcome of 

attributing a certain meaning to such a point based on individual judgment. I relate the former quality 

to the notion of interaction gestalt of an interactive system, in terms of Lim et al. (2007), Löwgren and 

Stolterman (2004), and Vallgårda (2014), and to the designer perspective in the model of user experience by 

Hassenzahl (2003). I also link the compositional qualities of a system to the notion of poetics as regarded 

by Bardzell and Bardzell (2015). Regarding experiential qualities, I align with the definition provided by 

Löwgren (2006, 2007). I also relate such qualities to the user perspective in the model by Hassenzahl (2003). 

For most of my performed examinations, the deliverable took the form of a research paper. However, I 

see no issue with exploring other publication formats. For example, infographics or animations. The 

closest that I got to use as an alternative format was the occasion in which I made a UI/UX version of the 

rhetorical handbook that Ehses and Lupton (1988) created for graphic designers. Regarding the creation 

of content for the deliverable, I want to remark that I included not only user interface screenshots, but 

also diagrams. In most of my examinations, I used these diagrams to frame content for the method and 

discussion sections. For me, these diagrams became more than a way to illustrate some text on the page. 

They were design schemas in the sense of Nelson and Stolterman (2012). In more than one occasion, the 

creation of a diagram helped me engage in reflection, assess my thinking, and refine ideas already 

expressed in the text.   
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Figure 4.8. REIS utilizes text, diagrams, and UI screenshots as elements of the written account. 

Thus, I utilized the combination of text, user interface screenshots and diagrams (design schemas) as 

the elements of my written accounts (Fig. 4.8). In general, such an account included a description about  

1)   a problematic to which rhetoric appears pertinent, either directly or by suggestion, 

2)   the theory from which I was taking the concept or group of concepts as an examination lens, 

3)   the description of the desktop or mobile app to be examined,  

4)   how the concept (or group of concepts) appears in parts of the app’s design based on the five 

modes and those parts’ denotative and connotative aspects, and 

5)   how the interpretation of the concept (or group of concepts) links to other concerns in HCI; 

6)   the value of bringing rhetoric into HCI. 

4.6.  Summary of chapter 

In this chapter, I described the antecedents, development, and the core steps of rhetorical examination of 

interactive systems (REIS), a method that synthesizes the rhetorical examinations that I have performed 

throughout my doctoral studies. I will provide further details of these examinations in the next chapter.  

While I carried out my literature review and rhetorical examinations, I have realized about the 

complexity of bringing two disciplines together. Maybe because I have more experience in the fields of 
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HCI and design, one of my big challenges has been scoping the theory from rhetoric. The theory 

included in the previous chapter represents the current state of the literature review that I carried out 

for my examinations, and therefore, the theoretical basis for REIS. Based on my experience, I see the 

concepts within this basis forming a network, so understanding rhetorical theory has entailed for me a 

nonlinear and constant navigation of this network. Although I mentioned above that only one concept 

or group of concepts builds the lens for a particular examination, I acknowledge the effect of previous 

examinations, including the comprehension of the theory involved in them.  

REIS derives from a designerly or pragmatic process that I have been carrying out along my doctoral 

studies. It emerges as an interpretation about how to perform interpretations based on rhetorical theory. 

REIS is an interpretive method for HCI rather than a scientific one. Consequently, it will rely on the 

examiner’s knowledge and experiences. Moreover, its application is to one specific case (i.e., a 

microinteraction) at a time. That REIS is an interpretive method does not mean that it is easy to 

perform. Based on my experience, knowing how to accomplish certain tasks related to REIS develops 

and improves progressively. Such tasks include navigating of rhetorical theory, building a lens from the 

theory, identifying the genre of the interactive system, identifying the exemplary microinteractions that 

show the concept(s) as part of the system’s design, and synthesizing findings and insights. However, 

REIS seems to require for someone interested in its application to have basic knowledge about rhetoric, 

semiotics, HCI, and design. Particularly, the examiner should know about the foundations of rhetoric, 

the connection of rhetoric with multimodal compositions and arguments, the concepts of sign and 

symbol, how denotation and connotation works, the foundations of interface and interaction design. I 
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will elaborate on these requirements later in the discussion chapter, in which I will present a generalized 

version of REIS.  
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Chapter 5: 
Exploratory Examinations 

5.1.  Introduction 

In the previous chapter, I described the antecedents to this dissertation work and how they led me to 

perform a series of examinations during my doctoral studies. Each of them explores the application of 

rhetorical theory to inspect interactive systems. I also mentioned that I had identified a set of four core 

steps that constitute by I call a rhetorical examination of an interactive system (REIS). 

 

Table 5.1. List of exploratory examinations. 

In total, I have performed seven of such examinations. Each of them focuses on a concept or group of 

concepts that I have utilized as the lens, including the enthymeme, function of an image, the three 
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modes of appeal in rhetoric, rhetorical operation, rhetorical figure, dramatistic pentad, metaphorical 

tension, and emotional intensity (Table 5.1). In this chapter, I describe the motivation or context of each 

examination, the methodology or approach that I followed, the main observations that emerged from 

the inspection, and a brief discussion on such observations.  

5.2.  Study 1: Visual Arguments in Personal Health Apps 

5.2.1.  Motivation 

Today, we can find many mobile apps intended to help people create or maintain healthy habits. Such an 

app usually provides visual representations of the different data collected via the smartphone or a 

dedicated wearable device. In a certain way, these visualizations are the means by which the app 

communicates with the user and tells her how close or far she is from accomplishing her goals. These data 

visualizations work as visual evidence used by the app for making the user agree about her performance 

and progress, and thus motivating her to keep going. In this sense, these visualizations seem to be 

performing a persuasive role and working as a type of visual argument. In this study, I investigated if 

the data visualizations employed by two personal health apps could be regarded as visual enthymemes.  

5.2.2.  Methodology 

I selected the enthymeme as the lens for this study, drawing on theory of visual rhetoric (Handa, 2004; 

Hill & Helmers, 2012), yet focusing mostly on the work of Blair (Blair, 2012e). In this study, I examined 

the graphical user interface of two personal health apps: UP by JawboneTM and LG Health by LG 

Electronics. The interfaces that I analyzed came from two distinct people, each of them being the user of 
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one app. I conducted this study during the first semester of 2014. At that moment, the apps were up to 

date. The users of these apps allowed me to interact with them and inspect their data. They also allowed 

me to take screenshots that I could examine later by myself (Fig. 5.1 and 5.2). In both cases, I paid 

attention to any visual representation of data. For example, in the case of UP, I examined not only data 

visualizations shown on a screen (Fig. 5.1 (a)), but also certain parts of the graphical user interface that I 

regarded as a type of interactive mini-visualizations (Fig. 5.1 (b) and (c)). I also considered visual 

information that appeared not related with the data. For example, in the case of Health, I included the 

photographs shown on the interface as part of my examination (Fig. 5.2).  

5.2.3.  Observations 

5.2.3.1.  Visual Arguments in UP 

UP visualizes the user’s performance in a specific day through a histogram that appears on the top of the 

graphical user interface (Fig. 5.1 (a), top). The histogram shows whether the user is active or resting, and 

it makes a distinction between these two activities through warm and color colors, respectively. This 

histogram indicates the starting point and ending point of data collection and also the sunrise and 

sunset. It also employs chromatic contrast to emphasize the peaks of activity within these points. On the 

same screen, UP includes another histogram (Fig. 5.1 (a), bottom). This histogram shows the user’s 

performance throughout seven consecutive days. Given the characteristics of the histograms, the user 

can map her day and a week onto the visual information displayed on the interface. As a result, the user 

can reflect on the circumstances that affected her activities. In a certain way, the user can come up with 

claims or conclusions based on the visual information of these histograms. For example, after observing 
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the histogram on the top of the interface and reflecting upon her day, the user may think, “My workday 

is long, although I spent most of the day inactive.”  

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 
  

(c)     

 

 

Figure 5.1. Screenshots of the UP app. Permission for reproduction granted by the app’s user. 

However, there is another way of seeing this situation. The app is telling the user, “You need to be more 

active.” The app supports this claim through the number, height, and color of the bars, the sunset and 

sunrise symbols, the visual cues indicating the starting and ending points, and the two timestamps (Fig. 
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5.1 (a), top). All these visual features together support the app’s claim. A similar situation occurs with the 

histogram appearing on the bottom of the same screen. In this case, the app is telling the user, “You are 

very far from accomplishing your goal.” To support this claim, the app utilizes the arrangement and 

length of the histogram’s bars, the numerical and textual information of the histogram’s labels, and 

especially, the two vertical lines that define the distance between the user’s average steps and her desired 

goal (Fig. 5.1 (a), bottom). 

On the configuration screen, there are parts of the user interface that appear working in similarly (Fig. 

5.1 (b)). For example, UP allows the user to set a goal through a slider, which is accompanied by certain 

visual elements: a label indicating the type of activity, the color associated with the activity, a couple of 

marks indicating the average and recommended number of steps for the user, and the icons of a person 

performing the activity and a lock (Fig. 5.1 (c)). The app uses this interface snippet not only to let the user 

set a goal but also to persuade her about choosing a certain number of steps. The app makes use of the 

number of steps established by the user and the relative position of the slider’s nob concerning the 

marks indicating the average and recommended number of steps to show her how the intended goal will 

make her stand among other users of the app or not. Through the current visual state of this interface 

snippet, the app can tell the user something like “Your interest in creating a healthy habit is low” or 

“Your expectations are unrealistic.”  
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5.2.3.2.  Visual arguments in LG Health 

The home screen of Health is vertically divided into two blocks. Unlike the histograms and interface 

snippets of UP, the upper block of this home screen contains no visualization. It does show data 

collected via the smartphone, but the presentation of the data is only numerical (Fig. 5.2 (a)). More than 

conveying a type of claim, the upper block of the home screen is demonstrating the data to the user. The 

icon of the person and the gray mountains on the screen background seems to perform a decorative role 

only. On the other hand, the locker block of the home screen conveys visual information whose function 

could go beyond decoration. This information plays a similar role as some printed advertisements, 

which scholars have regarded as visual enthymemes (Blair, 2012d). On figure 5.2 (a), the lower block is a 

big button for the user to access the app’s Smart Tips section. The photograph on the background shows 

two people paying attention to what it looks like a screen. It shows them smiling, and therefore, it 

suggests that they are happy at that moment. In this sense, the app tries to persuade the user to use the 

app by showing an image of a possible future state. The app uses the visual information of the lower 

block to tell the user “Tracking your activity can make you happier.” The app utilizes the composition of 

the photograph and the non-intrusiveness of the remaining information (mostly textual) on the block to 

support this claim. 
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 (a)       (b)  

Figure 5.2. Homescreen of the Health app. Permission for reproduction granted by the app's user. 

When the user taps on the upper block, she accesses to the Daily Summary screen, which shows a series 

of circular data visualizations. Each of them corresponds to a day and shows the periods of time in 

which the user has walked or run, how many hours of the day have passed, the number of burned 

calories, and the number of steps walked by the user (Fig. 5.2 (b)). The number of emphasized segments 

and the accumulated proportion regarding the whole circle help the user notice how active she has been 

or was for a particular day. The circular shape of each visualization helps the user get an idea about how 

all the activities that she has performed during the day and how many of them help her be an active 

person. By showing the proportion of activities that involve movement with those which do not, the app 

could persuade the user to walk or run more and thus develop healthy habits. In a certain way, the app 
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utilizes the series of circular visualizations to tell the user “Most of your day involves being seated” or 

“You are prone to remain seated the 2 hours before lunch.”  

5.2.4.  Discussion 

In this study, I investigated the connection of an app’s data visualization with the notion of visual 

enthymeme. After examining the interfaces of UP and LG Health. I observed that it is the information 

design applied to the interface content, not only data visualizations, what the app uses to persuade the 

user for creating and maintaining healthy habits. I realized that the combination of layout, visual 

hierarchy, color, textures, typography, lines, and other visual features could help in the construction of 

visual enthymemes within the app. As I noticed from these two cases, the information design helps in 

conveying time and distance. These two aspects appeared relevant to transform a data visualization or an 

interface snippet into a visual enthymeme. For example, the baseline of the histogram that UP shows on 

the top of the home screen (Fig. 5.1 (a)) is to indicate how the user’s activity distributes along a given 

period. Each of the circular visualizations of LG Health plays a similar role (Fig. 5.2 (b)). For the user to 

extract a claim (i.e., the point that app is suggesting), the app requires the user to see how time passes by 

and to make a connection with her experiences within that period. By comparing these two time-

oriented cases, I observed that representation matters. The circular visualizations in LG Health parallel 

with the visual representation of time in watches and clocks. In this sense, such a visualization utilizes a 

metaphor of a watch or a clock. I consider that the time reading of these circular visualizations may be 

more effective than in the UP’s histogram due to the use of this metaphor. The comparison of these two 

cases suggests that choosing a metaphorical representation for quantitative data instead of a standard 
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convention could communicative the visual information in a more effective way, and therefore, with a 

stronger persuasive character. Regarding the app conveying distance, the histogram on the bottom of 

the home screen (Fig. 5.1 (a)) and interface snippets on the configuration screen (Fig. 5.1 (b)(c)) of UP 

show how visual marks are relevant to how the user could extract a claim made by the app. The 

representation of not time needs not to be accurate but sufficiently clear for the user to understand how 

far or close she is from a desired goal.  

Unlike other forms of visual enthymeme discussed by visual rhetoricians (Blair, 2012e, 2012d), these 

apps also make use of interactivity to make visual information work argumentatively. The cases of UP 

and LG Health suggest that a new type of enthymeme manifest in graphical user interfaces, or at least, a 

kind of argument that appears closer to how visual argumentation works. This kind of argument, 

perhaps an interactive-visual enthymeme relies on the appropriate execution of information design 

decisions and interactivity. The outcome of this execution plays the role of the stated premises given by 

the rhetor. It is the set of premises that the user utilizes to extract a claim from interactions with blocks of 

visual-interactive information. UP and LG Health show that an app not only can communicate explicit 

facts via visualizations but also implicit claims or viewpoints about what it does for or how it contributes to 

the user’s goals and everyday life. However, this consideration would make sense under the assumption 

that the user has an optimal degree of visual, information, and computer literacy. Without developing a 

good visual understanding of phenomena and symbolic relations in the real and digital world, the user 

might not see beyond just data being represented graphically. Without knowing how to operate 

technology with confidence and efficacy, the user might not relax, step back, and a time to reflect upon 
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the information display on the screen at each point of interaction and what it means for her goals and 

everyday life. The histograms of UP (Fig. 5.1 (a)) and the circular visualizations of LG Health (Fig. 5.2 (a)) 

reflect the first case, whereas the interface snippets to set a goal in UP (Fig. 5.1 (b)(c)) and the lower block 

of the home screen in LG Health (Fig. 5.2 (a)) reflect the second case. The user’s visual, culture, and 

computer literacy play a crucial role in the completion of the enthymeme from the user’s side.  

  

Figure 5.3. Relation between the user, her experiences, and visual information on the interface. 

 

Figure 5.4. Relation between the user, her experiences, a group of visual information. 

Reflecting upon the analysis of UP and LG Health, I have come up three recommendations that a 

designer could follow to leverage information design, data visualization, and interactivity toward an 
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increment of an interface’s argumentative and persuasive role. Certainly, I cannot claim a condition of 

universality for these three claims. These recommendations are for the designer to work inductively. 

They are starting point for her to evaluate empirically later.  

1)   The app can leverage its information design to strengthen its argumentative and persuasive character. This 

recommendation is concerned with design decisions about how the design communicates time, 

reveals and hides information when the situation appears pertinent, applies visual hierarchies, 

applies chromatic contrast, includes visual cues in the composition, and so forth. The purpose of 

paying attention to the execution of information design is to make the narrative conveyed by the 

visualization, either explicitly or implicitly, clearer and more vivid.  

 

2)   The app can leverage visual information shown on the interface to make the user recall experiences. This 

recommendation emphasizes the use of information design to shape data into time-oriented 

visual representations or metaphors. The visual information should convey the relationship 

between past time and activity records (Fig. 5.3). 

 

3)   The app can form a visual argument from a group of visualizations. This recommendation synthesizes 

the previous ones. It is concerned with keeping visual information consistent and linking pieces 

of information that already work as an argument to create a larger argument. For a particular 

goal of the app, not of the user, the visual information at different points of interaction and 
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parts of the interface should allow the user to link recalled experiences and extracted claims 

(Fig. 5.4). 

5.2.5.  Publication status 

This study is currently unpublished. Acknowledgment: I want to thank Chung-Ching Huang and Jordan E. 

Beck for the feedback provided for this study and my HCI-rhetoric research agenda.  

5.3.  Study 2: Rhetorical Functions of a Goal Tracking App 

5.3.1.  Motivation 

This study emerges from the concern that experiences affect people, including those experiences in 

which interactive systems play a central role. From the rhetorical perspective, images, text, material 

objects, and other forms of symbolic representation influence people’s attitude, opinion, and beliefs 

(Hill & Helmers, 2012). In this sense, graphical user interfaces have the potential to act rhetorically. 

Since many interactive systems rely on interfaces of this type for their operation, an important question 

to ask is, what are the interface design features that allow an interactive system to act rhetorically? In this study, I 

explored the use of the function of an image (Foss, 1994) as a lens to examine interactive systems and thus 

approach this question.  

5.3.2.  Methodology 

My basic assumption in this study regarded smartphone apps as a type of visual artifact, which allows 

me to consider their examination through a rhetorical lens. I started this study by reviewing the 
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literature on visual rhetoric (Foss, 1993, 1994, 2005; Hill & Helmers, 2012), from which I chose the concept 

of the function of an image as the lens for performing my systems examination. Such a function is the 

action that the image communicates (Foss, 1994, p. 216) (see chapter 3, section 3.6.1). A rhetorician can 

make judgments of quality about a certain image based on this notion of function. In general terms, the 

(rhetorical) function of an image refers to an idea or meaning that a person can associate with the image 

based on how she experiences it. Identifying this function follows an anti-intentionalist viewpoint, so 

knowing the author’s intent is not a necessary condition to formulate the rhetorical function of an 

image. In this sense, it possible for a rhetorician to identify multiple functions for the same image (Foss, 

1994, p. 215; Hill & Helmers, 2012, p. 308). The notion of function is a means for the rhetorician to 

comprehend and articulate the persuasive effect on an image (Hill & Helmers, 2012, p. 309).  

After the literature review, and based on the insights derived from the examination of UP and LG 

Health, I decided to select another app belonging to the category of personal informatics (Li et al., 2010) 

yet not necessarily a health app. For this examination, I chose a goal-tracking app for iOS named Full. 

Lemonly is the name of the design agency that designed it. I started with in Spring of 2014 and 

concluded during Summer of 2014. As I remember, Lemonly released a new version in-between the end 

of the Summer and Fall of 2014. However, worked with the version before this released. Lemonly later 

sold the app to another company, and the app is not available for use anymore.  
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Figure 5.5. Evaluative schema to identify the rhetorical functions of an interactive system’s user interface. 

For the detection of a not apparent function, the examiner must consider a certain level of granularity in 

her examinations. Determining what constitute a section of the interface affects the identification and 

interpretation of a function. The examiner should keep in mind that this evaluative schema operates at a 

discursive level in the sense that the identification of a function is more concerned with the implications 

of the system’s design in the user’s everyday life, including the multiple discourses that shape such a life, 

than with the relationship among interface components. Thus, the examiner is free to examine different 

levels of granularity and assessing the validity of potential functions through reflection. The examiner 

can go from paying attention to interface widgets (i.e., fine level) to the whole screen (i.e., coarse level).  

I took Foss’s evaluative schema for images and the notion of function to formulate a version for 

interactive systems (Fig. 5.5). This version of the evaluative schema regards the system as the artifact to 

be examined and focuses on identifying its apparent rhetorical function and other possible functions 

that the system could be communicating. Unlike my previous study, which ended up focusing more on 

the information design of the interface, this examination purposefully considered interactions with the 

app as an important element of the system, and therefore, to be examined. This schema assumes that an 
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interactive system is intended to help the user achieve certain goals and that the examiner can realize 

the system’s purpose through its design. As a result, the examiner can formulate an apparent function of 

the system (Fig. 5.5. top part). Later, as the examiner continues performing interactions with the system, 

she may notice that certain areas of the user interface, in combination with the performed interactions, 

communicate a particular meaning, an action in terms of Foss (1994). In other words, the examiner may 

start noticing how a certain section of the interface entails a particular function. This evaluative schema 

thus urges the examiner to explore the system via interactions with it, and engage in reflection to 

validate qualitatively the legitimacy and soundness of the detected (not apparent) function (Fig. 5.5 

bottom part).  

 

Figure 5.6. Section of Full's home screen showing two goals. Screenshot from personal device. 

(a)          (b)  

Figure 5.7. Outcome of a short swipe to the right (a) and the left (b) on the same strip interface component. 
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 (a)       (b)  

Figure 5.8. Outcome of a long swipe to the right (a) and the left (b) on a goal's strip. 

When I conducted this examination, the website of Full conveyed a concise but positive message 

concerning goal tracking and the use of the app. It was a first sign that Full relied on its simplicity of 

interface and use as its main qualities. When used for the first time, Full showed a tutorial explaining 

how to use it. The user needed to 1) set a monthly goal for a particular goal (Fig. 5.6), and 2) make a short 

swipe to add or subtract to its running count (Fig. 5.7). The user also could make a long swipe to edit or 

delete a goal (Fig. 5.8). Full also provided the user with a historical dashboard so she can track her 

progress (Fig. 5.9). I used what I learned from the website’s content and my first interactions with Full to 

inform my formulation of its apparent function. Later, I used the app during a period, which led me to 

the formulation of an additional function.  

         

Figure 5.9. Micro-visualization showing the progress concerning a particular month. 
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5.3.3.  Observations 

5.3.3.1.  Apparent function: goal tracking is a simple task 

An apparent function of Full is to make goal tracking simpler. The interface layout, color palette, and 

typography support this function. The negative space contributes to differentiating interface components 

while it brings some information to the foreground. Full utilizes color functionally. The chromatic 

selection in Full creates a visual hierarchy among visual components, and it also works to define visual 

cues. Full utilizes different typographic families to differentiate and hierarchize information. In this 

regard, the discrete ascenders and descenders of the selected families help in leaving sufficient negative 

space to make certain information more important. Moreover, the design of some characters has 

features that contribute to increasing the legibility of the interface. Besides the default sound for the 

keyboard in iOS, Full utilizes two more sounds, which the user can hear when she adds or subtracts to a 

goal count. The sounds help the user distinguish the type of action performed.  

5.3.3.2.  Function: goal tracking is something positive  

Through the interactions with the app, I started paying attention to how Full utilizes gestures to make 

goal tracking simple, and in a certain way, a positive experience. Based on how the app connects 

gestures and interface changes, I detected an additional rhetorical function. I started the formulation of 

this function by considering that Full does not require access to the Internet, so a user can set a goal and 

modify, and also reflect upon her progress, at any time and place. Moreover, if the user is familiar with 

iOS and has no physical impairment, interactions with Full entail no major challenge. In this regard, the 

user can hold the phone with one hand only, and add, subtract, edit, and delete to a goal count by just 
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moving her thumb. Based on how Full allows the user to perform these actions (Fig. 5.7 and 5.8), the app 

associates moving forward with swiping right, and moving backward with swiping left. The combination of 

the user’s thumb movement, the display of minimal information, the use of a spacious layout, and the 

application of chromatic coding to the interface’s content reinforces the simplicity that Full attempts to 

convey. Full thus shows goal tracking as something simple and ubiquitous, attainable through a single 

finger movement.  

Nevertheless, the simplicity of Full also promotes certain cultural conventions. Performing short and 

long swipes imply more than simplicity. It embodies a western interpretation of the world. The 

application encourages the notions of moving forward and moving backward while it takes the user’s body 

to embody them. When the user makes a short swipe right, the app communicates that something good 

has happened via showing a plus sign over a green background, the movement to the right, and a 

cheerful sound (Fig. 5.7 (a)). The design gives a positive connotation to the user’s action. For a short 

swipe left, the app shows a minus sign over a red background while it moves the goal strip to the left 

(Fig. 5.7 (b)). However, it keeps the cheerful sound. The connotation of this action is still somehow 

positive. Either the swipe is to the left or right, the user’s actions are simple and fun, and the user needs 

not to be aware of her thumb movement. However, when the user tries to edit or delete a goal (Fig. 5.8), 

the app’s design emphasizes such a movement. The user’s body awareness increases because her thumb 

needs to move a longer distance. The action could have the connotation of requiring more effort. Through 

this design feature, the user might ask, why should I modify or delete this goal? In this sense, this design 

feature might help the user make decisions and engage in reflection about her actions. Full transforms 
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the user’s body awareness into something visible. It integrates the user’s body with the design to help her 

become aware of her actions. 

5.3.4.   Discussion 

In this study, I explored the application of function of an image or rhetorical function for the examination of 

a goal-tracking app named Full. By examining this app, I have learned that the concept of rhetorical 

function could be used to articulate the possible meaning of different parts of a graphical user interface. 

However, I also noticed some significant differences with the application of such a function for the 

rhetorical analysis of paintings, photographs, sculptures, and other visual artifacts and observable 

phenomena. This concept of rhetorical function follows an anti-intentionalist perspective, so knowing the 

creator’s intent is not necessary for an appropriate interpretation of the artifact. This is not the case for 

interactive systems. As the examination of Full demonstrates, the examiner should know how to interact 

with systems designed for the same platform or belonging to the same category. The articulation of the 

apparent function derives from this knowledge. What the examiner obtains by interacting with the 

system is the identification of additional functions: the examiner articulates a function associated with 

a certain part of the interface only when she knows why the system exists, how to interact with it, and 

engages in reflection upon the performed interactions.  

The examination of an interactive system through this lens fosters reflection and the articulation of 

connotative aspects of the system. In this regard, such an examination could be beneficial for design 

pedagogy. This type of examination does not require information about the potential users, only a 
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certain degree of information and computer literacy to know how to interact with the system. This 

examination is more about the development of one skill: learning how to synthesize design knowledge 

while articulating how the combination of interface components and interactions allows certain 

interpretations that could be useful to discuss possible implications of the design in the user’s context. 

This type of examination encourages the examiner to acknowledge her design knowledge and expertise 

and take a personal stance. The legitimacy and soundness of a detected function rely on the detail of 

comprehension and communication about the interactions with the system. Consequently, the 

evaluator should carry out a scrupulous interaction with aims at comprehending how her actions and 

system’s behaviors convey meaning.  

This type of examination entails interpretation, so it relates to other interpretive methods in HCI. The 

examination of Full suggests that articulating the apparent function puts this kind of examination in a 

position closer to methods focused on signs (de Souza, Leitão, Prates, & da Silva, 2006). The 

identification and interpretation of additional functions appear closer to methods based on cultural and 

media studies (Andersen & Pold, 2011; Bardzell, 2011; Bertelsen & Pold, 2004). The emphasis toward 

either side will depend on the examiner’s expertise, regarding design practice and previous 

examinations, and the personal stance that she might have taken regarding the system and its purpose. 

The important aspect is the outcome: to have materialized thoughts and reflections on meanings and 

implications by the system’s design. Again, this quality makes this type of examination appropriate for a 

pedagogical context since it can help HCI design students improve their communication skills and 
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reflective practice, inform future projects, and perform their first steps in interaction criticism 

(Bardzell, 2011).  

5.3.5.  Publication status 

This study has been published as: 

Sosa-Tzec, O., & Siegel, M.A. (2014). Rhetorical Evaluation of User Interfaces. Proceedings 
of NordiCHI ’14, 8th Nordic Conference on Human-Computer Interaction. Helsinki, Finland: 
ACM Press. 

5.4.  Study 3: Enthymematic Role of an Interactive Map 

5.4.1.  Context 

The basic assumption of this study was that some visual artifacts, such as printed ads, function as visual 

enthymemes. I came across an app that made us think that some apps or their graphical user interfaces 

could be working as a type of visual, interactive enthymeme. In this study, I investigated such a 

possibility. During the summer of 2014, conflicts in the Strip of Gaza caught the attention of mass and 

social media. At that time, Ahmad Nassri designed “Gaza Everywhere,” an app built on the Google Maps 

API that visualizes the Strip of Gaza’s relative size in comparison to other locations in the world. The app 

allows the user to search for a particular city. As a result of the search, the territory of the Strip of Gaza 

appears translucent on the territory of interest. The user can then rotate or adjust the position of the 

translucent shape and thus compare both territories. Moreover, the user can share the resulting map as 

an image or the link to the Google Map on social media for other people to see it.  
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A publication of “The Independent’s indy100” used results of interactions with Gaza Everywhere to 

compare the Strip of Gaza with certain cities of the UK. The images are part of this publication’s content 

and the way in which the publication backs up its claims. On the other hand, tweets showing results of 

interactions with the app also became viral. In them, the phenomenon was similar. Users made certain 

claims or commentary, and in a certain way, they use the results from the app to back up their 

viewpoints. These two situations made me consider that Gaza Everywhere could be working as a visual 

enthymeme, so I took this concept as a lens to analyze that app.  

From my perspective, the resulting images or Google maps from Gaza Everywhere are similar to certain 

printed ads, which utilize a combination of images and text for the observer to get a certain claim or 

point, which is not explicitly stated. In the enthymeme, the speaker omits one of the premises, and it is a 

task of the audience to fill in the unstated premise (Covino & Jolliffe, 1995). I wondered if a software can 

work in that way, and if Gaza Everywhere was providing a type of premise or allowing the user to fill in 

some “unstated premises.”   

5.4.2.  Rhetorical analysis (criticism)  

I performed a critical reading of Gaza Everywhere, seeking clues to a possible enthymemic role. The first 

aspect of the app that caught my attention was the use of the so-called Web Mercator projection. I then 

made a claim, “[Gaza Everywhere] is not intended to provide territorial truth.” With this claim, I did not 

want to say that Gaza Everywhere is deceitful. Rather, I wanted to point out that knowledge, including 

the way in which the world is portrayed, is discursively constructed, a social convention. A map is not 
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and never will the real earth. I noticed and pointed out that each user of Gaza Everywhere will bring her 

experiential knowledge and awareness about the situation in the Strip of Gaza to make sense of the 

resulting maps or images. I also pointed out how the Strip of Gaza appearing on the map works as a type 

of metaphorical visual unit. With this claim, I wanted to emphasize how the app allows the user to use 

the shape of the Gaza Strip to “measure” other territories. Moreover, this app gives the user a sense of 

how big the Strip of Gaza could be regarding “people,” “blocks,” “avenues,” parks,” and other elements 

that she considers to “measure” the size of the cities that she knows. I regarded the capability of the user 

to “play with the composition of the map at will” as one way of allowing the user to “fill in the unstated 

premise.”  

5.4.3.  Discussion: seeking the applicability of rhetoric in HCI 

From my perspective, Gaza Everywhere works as a type of visual enthymeme. Although the app relies on 

a graphical user interface for its operation, I emphasized that Gaza Everywhere is not like other 

“traditional” visual enthymemes, like printed ads or television commercials. From my perspective, the 

key difference relies on the app’s interactivity. This case suggests that any app or computer system that 

works as a type of enthymeme utilizes interactions for the user to “fill in the unstated premise.” This 

action seems to depend heavily on how the app shows information over time, while it utilizes the user’s 

experiential knowledge for her to make sense of the experience. In other words, “interactions with the 

app” would be the main source of persuasion regarding apps or computer systems. Other scholars seem 

to agree with my interpretation of how enthymemes work in these cases (Bogost, 2010).  
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The reading of Gaza Everywhere made me reflect upon how persuasion flows in a (rhetorical) situation 

in which a computer system would be working as a “visual” (interactive) enthymeme. Derived from this 

reflection, I conceptualize a user-centric persuasive experience (Fig. 5.10). In such an experience, I 

consider that the current discourse around a given situation (e.g., the conflicts on the Strip of Gaza) 

influence both the context of use and the so-called user experience (i.e., the narrowed context in which 

the interactions with the system occur). A system working as an enthymeme sets a unique and intimate 

space for the user to reflect and reshape her perception about that situation. These processes occur 

through interactions with the system, and they rely on the user’s experiential knowledge and current 

awareness of the situation. Unlike printed ads or television commercials, a computer system working as 

an enthymeme could be designed in a way that it allows the user revisit her perception and awareness of 

the situation at any time or place. Because the discourse around the situation is constantly changing, the 

outcome of the interactions with the system will affect the user in different ways, at different points in 

time.  

 

Figure 5.10. Schema of a user-centric persuasive experience. 
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The system could be designed in a way that it allows the user to appropriate of the outcomes of the 

interactions with it, and to express her perception or viewpoint around the situation to other people, 

including potential users of the system. In this sense, the user becomes a rhetor. The users’ 

appropriations and externalized claims would have an influence on the discourse around the situation 

at the end. Such a discourse will always influence the designer, including her perception about the 

situation, other situations, the type of user she needs to address, and the relevance of the type of 

products that she could design. The analysis of Gaza Everywhere not only suggests the possibility of 

finding other systems working as enthymemes but also of developing a research agenda in HCI that 

explores the applicability of rhetoric. In this regard, I make a call for the exploration of other concepts, 

such as the topics (topoi) or rhetorical figures (i.e., tropes and schemes).  

5.4.4.  Publication status 

This study has been published as: 

Sosa-Tzec, O., Stolterman, E., & Siegel, M. A. (2015). Gaza Everywhere: exploring the 
applicability of a rhetorical lens in HCI. Proceedings of Critical Alternatives 2015, The 5th 
Decennial Aarhus Conference. Aarhus, Denmark: ACM Press.  

5.5.  Study 4: Elaboration of a Rhetorical Handbook for UI/UX Designers 

5.5.1.  Context 

Rhetoric appears in the language of the everyday life. For example, people utilize figures of speech, such 

as metaphor, to convey their ideas more effectively or vividly. Rhetoric applies to both of linguistic and 

non-linguistic compositions (Murray, 2009). Hence it is no surprise that scholars from other disciplines 
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distinct from written composition, such as graphic design, have explored the application of rhetorical 

concepts (Ehses, 1984, 2008; Ehses & Lupton, 1988). The basic assumption in this study is that graphical 

user interfaces can be treated as visual compositions, and therefore, they are a product of rhetorical 

decisions. In this study, I investigated whether it was possible to identify rhetorical concepts in 

graphical user interfaces. Such concepts include the three rhetorical appeals (logos, ethos, and pathos), 

rhetorical operations (adiecto, detractio, transmutio, immutatio), and the two large groups of figures of 

speech, namely, tropes, and schemes.   

I built on the work of Hanno Ehses for this study (Ehses, 1984, 2008; Ehses & Lupton, 1988), especially, 

on a rhetorical handbook that he created with Ellen Lupton (a renown graphic designer and scholar). In 

this document, Ehses and Lupton (1988) utilize student works to exemplify the application of rhetorical 

concepts in graphic design. The handbook starts with an essay by Hanno describing the relation 

between rhetoric and design, introducing briefly, the five canons of rhetoric. Later, the handbook 

presents an interview, whose answers explain the notion of rhetoric, modes of appeals, the non-

neutrality of language, semiotics and signs, and figures of speech. The handbook also offers a list of 

related publications, including others from Ehses.  

The showcase of the application of rhetoric in graphic design comprises five sections. The first section 

deals with and exemplifies the three modes of appeal, namely, logos, ethos, and pathos. The second section 

briefly defines the notion of rhetorical operations, the modification that a person can apply to a regular 

expression. Such operations include adding more elements to the expression (adiecto), eliminating 
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elements (detractio), change the order of the elements in an expression (transmutio), or replace some 

elements (immutatio). The third block defines and exemplifies, both textually and graphically, a list of 

tropes, including metaphor, personification, synecdoche, metonymy, antithesis, and amplification. The fourth 

block corresponds to schemes. Ellen and Lupton (1988) include in this list, ellipses, alliteration, polyptoton, 

climax, parallelism, chiasmus, anaphora, anastrophe, apposition, and parenthesis. The rest of the handbook 

presents student work illustrating several of the rhetorical concepts. In this study, I asked whether it 

was possible to replicate the work of Ehses and Lupton (1988) but using graphical user interfaces as 

objects of study.  

5.5.2.  Methodology 

I carefully selected a variety of mobile and web interfaces, a convenient sample. I took the definitions of 

each section of the rhetorical handbook (Ehses & Lupton, 1988), and looked for user interfaces whose 

interface or interaction design could be explained through these concepts. I also engaged in reflection, 

writing some commentary of possible reinterpretations of the concepts for the context of user 

interfaces. As a final step, I assembled the material in a way that it replicates the original handbook by 

Ehses and Lupton (1988). I entitled our version as “Rhetorical Handbook: An Illustrated Manual for 

UI/UX Designers.” (Fig. 5.11) 

5.5.3.  Outcome 

My version of the handbook comprises four sections. The introductory section presents extracts from 

the original handbook’s essay, “Rhetoric and Design.” I wanted to emphasize that rhetoric is not about 
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deceiving people, that no composition is neutral, and that rhetoric can bring something valuable to the 

composition (design) of user interfaces. The other three sections have the same structure as “Applying 

Rhetoric to Graphic Design.” Similarly, this version starts with the three rhetorical appeals. For each of 

them, I present one web design and one mobile design. Later, I introduce the rhetorical operations. In 

this case, I showed a website whose mobile version shows some modifications in its interface, 

information and interaction design. I propose such a modification as the equivalent of a rhetorical 

operation. For the section comprising the tropes and schemes, I presented mixed examples, including 

web and mobile interface designs. At the end of the handbook, I added a list of online resources on 

rhetoric and bibliography.  

  

Figure 5.11. Sample pages of the rhetorical handbook for UI/UX designers. 
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5.5.4.  Discussion 

From the analysis of interfaces for the rhetorical handbook, I devise some theoretical implications about 

the relationship between rhetoric and interface/interaction design. First, the three rhetorical appeals are 

present in the design of an interface, yet one of them tend to be prominent at a specific point of 

interaction time (Fig. 5.12). Second, tropes and schemes are present in the design of interfaces, helping a 

particular appeal be prominent at a specific point of interaction time. Third, the application of rhetorical 

operations is equivalent to adjusting the adjustment of an interface for different platforms, 

emphasizing that such operations affect the user experience (Fig. 5.13). Fourth, rhetorical figures 

account for the design of both the interface and interactions. 

 

Figure 5.12. Schema describing how the prominent rhetorical appeal changes throughout interaction time. 

Based on the process of assembling the rhetorical handbook for UI/UX designers, I emphasize that “no 

neutral interface/interaction design language” actually exists. Rhetoric is present in every UI/UX design. 
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Therefore, I consider possible the identification of when and how a certain rhetorical appeal becomes 

more prominent, the effect of rhetorical operations in adjusting an interface from one platform to 

another, and the role of tropes and schemes as conceptual descriptors not only of interface components 

but also interactions. 

 

Figure 5.13. (a) web version of Bloomberg Billionaires. (b) Mobile version of the interface. 

Just as Ehses & Lupton (1988) devised the power of rhetoric in design pedagogy, I believe that rhetoric 

can contribute to increasing the “imagination” of UI/UX designers, as well as to enhancing their “critical 

eye.” Moreover, introducing rhetorical concepts for UI/UX design would make students aware of the 

particularities of language and media, and how discourse works. Such an awareness would help 

students make a connection with rhetoric in general, and other specialized topics, including public 

rhetoric, vernacular rhetoric, and digital rhetoric. These themes would help designers be more sensitive 

to the consequences of their creations, including how people appropriate of interactive systems to create 

discourse and for persuasion purposes.  
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5.5.5.  Publication status 

This study has been published as: 

Sosa-Tzec, O., Siegel, M.A., & Brown, P. (2015). Exploration of Rhetorical Appeals, 
Operations, and Figures in UI/UX Design. Proceedings of DRS//Cumulus//Design-ed 2015, 
The 3rd International Conference for Design Education Researchers. Chicago, USA: Design 
Research Society.  

5.6.  Study 5: Tropes and Schemes in the Facebook App 

5.6.1.  Context 

Similar to the previous study, I assume that no neutral language, including that of interaction design, 

exists. I considered that as people “enrich” expressions in everyday life through rhetorical devices, such 

as tropes and schemes, UI/UX designers apply certain techniques to make the experience “not plan, not 

dull.” I thus assume that making a pleasurable or delightful user experience involves the application of 

some form of rhetoric or rhetorical devices. In this study, I explored the possibility that tropes and 

schemes from classical rhetoric appear in interfaces as they do in oral and written language. 

5.6.2.  Methodology 

There are several tropes and schemes employed in oral and written language. For this study, I started 

with the list provided by Ehses and Lupton (1988) in their rhetorical handbook for graphic designers.  I 

also took into account the definitions of tropes and schemes provided in the book “Classical Rhetoric for 

the Modern Student” by Corbett and Connors (1999), as well as the list from “Silva Rhetoricae,” a 

comprehensive online resource assembled by Gideon Burton (http://rhetoric.byu.edu/). The study also 
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wanted to verify and even challenged previous results in the exploration of rhetorical figures in UI/UX 

design (Sosa-Tzec, Siegel, and Brown, 2015). 

For this study, I selected the Facebook app for iOS for two basic reasons. First, both the app and the 

iPhone are used worldwide by many people, so I consider such an app as an exemplary case of 

“composition” (interface and interaction design) intended for the everyday life. Second, iPhone was only 

the type of device available. It could have been ideal to include a second platform, but I did not have it.  

I then tried to formulate a procedure for the systematic identification of tropes and schemes. I printed 

out several screenshots of the Facebook app (Fig. 5.14), including “sequences of screens” related to 

performing a particular action (or interaction) with the app. Based on the assumption that interfaces are 

a type of visual composition (or at least a visually laden one), I started by paying attention to the “single” 

screens, those who show a particular state of the app (no interaction or variations over time). I imagined 

performing an analysis from a macro to a micro view. I started by paying attention to the overall interface 

layout, the “big chunks” of visual information. I then “narrowed” our visual scope and started paying 

attention to each of the components within those chunks. The procedure was similar regarding the 

“sequences of screens.” For these sequences, I paid careful attention to how certain visual chunks or 

interface components changed over time, as well as to the changes in the interface that they caused.  
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Figure 5.14. Some of the screen captures analyzed in this study. 

5.6.3.  Observations 

There are four aspects that I observed from this study. The first aspect is about “the mastery of rhetorical 

concepts.” I noticed that identifying tropes and schemes in an app’s interface design is not an easy task. 

It not only requires an awareness of the long list of tropes and schemes, including their particular 

definitions, but also having a good understanding of their “translation” to the visual realm, and thus be 

congruent with the “visual definitions” from Ehses and Lupton (1988). The second aspect is concerned 

with “the quick jump from reading at the macro-level to reading at the micro-level.” I “read” the visual 

chunks of the interface as a type of (visual) clauses, so it was easier for me to identify schemes. However, 

it was difficult for me to identify a metaphor, or any other trope for that matter, distinct from 

“container” at the macro-level (or middle level). Containers constitute most of the design of the 

Facebook app. The key aspect that I noted here is that the reading at the macro-level (or medium-level to 

some extent) is not very productive, so my attention used to direct quickly to the analysis of single 

interface components, such as icons, or buttons.  
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The third aspect is about “the limitations of static data.” Briefly, the identification of tropes and 

schemes, not to say rhetorical concepts, in interfaces or apps requires interactions with it. The screen 

captures were useful for the analysis of well-bounded graphical elements, such as icons or buttons. In 

this sense, the procedure aligns closely to the ideas of Ehses and Lupton (1988). However, many of such 

elements involve a form of interaction, including the gestures “swipe” (to any direction) or “tap.” I 

noticed that making sense of some interface components requires performing interactions with the 

app. I could come up with some interpretations of “tropes” and “schemes” only when I performed an 

action and saw the changes in the interface that it causes. 

 The four aspect that I noticed was “the relationship between rhetorical figures, motion, and interaction” 

in the case of computer systems, such as the Facebook app. The traditional definitions of tropes and 

schemes point out a type of deviation from the ordinary use of language (E. P. J. Corbett & Connors, 1999, 

p. 379). To some extent, I identified a similar phenomenon in the case of the Facebook app interface. I 

noticed that some “containers,” especially at the macro-level, remain the same regarding content and 

functionality after performing an interaction. In such cases, the “change” was one of visibility and 

motion, but nothing else. For example, swipe to the left on the right edge of the screen makes the “News 

Feed” (a macro-container) “leave” the screen to the left, leaving room for the “Messenger Contact List.” 

Conversely, swipe to the right on the left edge of the screen makes the News Feed leave to the right, 

leaving room for the general options menu.  
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I then noticed that “opposite” gestures (e.g., swipe to the right vs. swipe to the left) maintained the 

functionality and content of certain interface components (e.g., the macro container of the News Feed). 

Each gesture caused a particular motion, which either showed more functions or allowed me to go to a 

different section of the app. Further, the set of gestures and animations worked together to 

communicate not only what else to do, but also where I was regarding the app’s navigation scheme. I 

interpreted the changes in visibility and position, but not in functionality and content, as a type of 

scheme. For example, I regarded the swipes on the edge of the screen that one can perform on the News 

Feed, including the resulting motion, as a case of parallelism. In other occasions, I noticed that certain 

interface components not only involved motion when I performed a gesture on them, but also the 

appearance and functionality changed. For example, tapping on a video shown on the News Feed 

transforms it into a new section of the app, one that not only makes the video go “full screen,” but also 

shows other related videos. I regarded the changes in both functionality and “appearance” (becoming 

into something else) as a type of trope for user interfaces.  

5.6.4.  Discussion 

Some scholars affirm that some projects of research through design, such as critical design, involve the 

application of tropes on “the language of design.” (Bardzell et al., 2014; DiSalvo, 2012) This study 

suggests that not only tropes but both types of rhetorical figures might be present in the interface and 

interaction design of (mobile) apps. I found somehow difficult to make a one-to-one mapping with the 

long list of figures from classical rhetoric. Nevertheless, the list did inform my examination and allow 

me to notice possible re-interpretations for the notion of a rhetorical figure in the realm of UI/UX 
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design. I consider two key takeaways from this study. First, the formulations and approach by Ehses and 

Lupton (1988) hold if one inspects static images of the graphical user interface design. Second, the 

combination of modes of interactions and changes in the interface urge a revision of the notion of 

rhetorical figures and their application to “compose interactions” (rather than graphics or images).  

5.6.5.  Publication status 

This study has not been published. Collaborator: Erik Stolterman. Acknowledgement: I want to thank 

Norman M. Su for the feedback provided for this study.  

5.7.  Study 6: Toward the Formulation of a Pentadic Interaction Criticism  

5.7.1.  Context 

The rhetorician Kenneth Burke asked, “What is involved, when we say what people are doing and why 

they are doing?” This question is central in Burke’s account of human motives, the so-called grammar of 

motives. According to Burke, people’s motives are anchored in language, specifically, in one or a pair (also 

known as a ratio) of five terms, which together constitute the pentad (Brummett, 1994, p. 135; Foss et al., 

2001, p. 200). The five terms are: 1) act (actions, things that are done, willed or intended undertakings), 

2) agent (people, groups, beings with the power to choose and to act), 3) agency (the means, tools, or 

techniques with which something is done), 4) scene (the physical or social environment, or context, for 

action), and 5) purpose (the guiding ideas, goals, or motives for choice and action) (Foss et al., 2001, p. 

200). The pentad is a critical lens to analyze speeches and other rhetorical products, either linguistic or 

nonlinguistic, to frame the possible author’s motive embedded in such a product (Foss, 2009, p. 355). In 
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this study, I explored whether the pentad and other foundational Burkean concepts, such as identification 

(Foss et al., 2001, p. 192; Quigley, 1998), could have a UX-oriented reinterpretation. I aimed at 

formulating a theoretical sketch inspired in Burke’s account of dramatism, identification, and 

proposing a procedure of interaction criticism parallel to the so-called rhetorical criticism (Brummett, 

1994, p. 110; Foss, 2009, p. 6). 

5.7.2.  Approach 

This exploration is merely theoretical, so I reviewed literature around Burke’s work (Bizzell & Herzberg, 

2001; Brummett, 1994; Foss et al., 2001; Quigley, 1998). My general procedure was investigating major 

concepts in Burke’s account of motives (dramatism) and the ways of performing rhetorical criticism 

with Burke’s ideas (pentadic criticism) (Foss, 2009, p. 355). I engaged in reflection. Based on my 

professional experience and teaching, I sketched a re-interpretation oriented to UX-design or 

interaction design. 

5.7.3.  Outcome 

I took the ideas from Burke’s dramatism and pentadic criticism (Foss, 2009, p. 355) to 1) sketch a re-

interpretation of the design process based on Burke’s notion of identification, and 2) propose a 

procedure for the analysis of interactive systems that I called “Pentadic Interaction Criticism.” I used 

Burke’s ideas, such as identification, hierarchy, negative, guilty, mystery, and terministic screen, to 

express a vision of the UX design process as a tripartite identification process. From my perspective, the 

creation of an interactive artifact (computer system) is not only a mere satisfaction of user’s needs and 
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the client’s desiderata. Rather, it entails a balance, an act of consubstantiality between designer, client, 

and users (Fig. 5.15).  

 

Figure 5.15. Tripartite process of identification that occurs in a UX design process. 

This tripartite identification process is the theoretical basis of what I have called “Pentadic Interaction 

Criticism.” I formulated later an equivalent to the pentad, which I just named the UX-oriented pentad 

(Fig. 5.16). The reinterpretation of the pentad is as follows: an act is a change in the interface 

composition; an agent is the user, system, or external force that caused that change; agency is a single or 

combination of interface components, interaction modes, and other computational means of the system 

for supporting the act; purpose is the functional or communication reason behind the act; and finally, 

the scene is the event (usually understood in the programming sense) that caused the act. 

Later, I sketched a procedure similar to the one defined for rhetorical criticism, the so-called pentadic 

criticism (Foss, 2009, p. 355). This procedure comprises five steps: 1) to conduct a preliminary inspection 

of the user interface, 2) to perform a use scenario, 3) to describe the five elements of the pentad and their 
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pairwise relation, 4) to formulate a UX-oriented question, and 5) to write a “UX report.” Later, I defined 

five sections for such a report: 1) an introduction that provides an overview of the system and interface; 

2) a description of the context, including that of use scenario; 3) the results of the pentadic analysis, the 

application of the UX-oriented pentad and an account of the dominant element; 4) a discussion around 

the results in relation to the UX-oriented question; and 5) a conclusion that summarizes the key findings 

of the pentadic analysis and discussion. 

 

Figure 5.16. The UX-oriented Pentad. 

5.7.4.  Discussion 

With these sketches of theory and criticism, I aimed at providing a way for UX or interaction designers 

or researchers to frame and perform a non-scientific analysis of interactive systems. These sketches 

represent an attempt to introduce someone to interaction or interface criticism (Andersen & Pold, 2011; 

Bardzell, 2011) or the humanistic side of HCI (Bardzell & Bardzell, 2015). As a result of this process, I 

noticed three implications for the critic, the designer or researcher who will use this proposal of 

criticism. First, the idea of system design as a tripartite identification process implies that the critic 
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should not attribute the artifact’s flaws and virtues only to the designer, but to the result of the 

identification (as defined by Burke). Second, the critic’s formulation of motives needs to consider how 

the design links to the user’s terministic screen, how the user will attempt to excel in her current 

position of the hierarchy and move forward to the ideal figure in that hierarchy. Third, performing 

pentadic interaction criticism affects the critic since it makes her adopt or develop a terministic screen 

as well. The critic will articulate a perspective that cannot be universal to any interactive artifact, yet it 

will contribute to creating an account of UX or interaction design practices. 

5.7.5.  Status of this project 

Ideas about the theoretical side of this study have been presented in a workshop on interaction criticism 

that was held during the 5th Aarhus Decennial Conference. Collaborator: Erik Stolterman. 

Acknowledgement: I want to thank Norman M. Su for the feedback provided for this study.  

5.8.  Study 7: Metaphorical Tensions and Emotional Intensity in an Interface Design Concept 

5.8.1.  Motivation 

Metaphor is a powerful linguistic and cognitive tool. We give form to a metaphor when we define a 

mapping between two conceptual domains, commonly understood as explaining one thing in terms of 

another (Kövecses & Benczes, 2010; Ortony, 1993). Metaphors are not only a means to make language 

more vivid. Metaphors help people frame experiences. Metaphors can manifest either linguistically or 

non-linguistically. For instance, many printed advertisements use visual metaphors or multimodal 

metaphors to associate products and services with certain desirable characteristics. In a certain way, 
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advertisers utilize such a metaphor to frame the perception of the product in the viewer and grab her 

attention (Brummett, 1994; McQuarrie & Phillips, 2008). Unsurprisingly, metaphors also appear in 

interactive systems. Designers have relied on metaphors to introduce complex and new computational 

ideas and thus help the users operate these systems.  

Some HCI scholars have shown a concern to better understand the instrumental role of metaphor in 

design processes (Blackwell, 2006). In general, HCI scholars and designers know why the use of 

metaphors is relevant and can identify what characterizes a metaphor. However, there seems to be a 

lack of critical vocabulary to analyze the composition of metaphors in user interfaces. Particularly, a 

vocabulary that allows researchers and designers to articulate how the composition of a metaphor 

causes or relates to experiential and interaction aesthetic qualities. In this study, I explored the use of 

metaphorical tension to address this situation. Such a tension refers to the degree in which a metaphor 

violates syntax or compositional rules, conventions, and beliefs (Kaplan, 1992; Nilsen, 1986) 

5.8.2.  Methodology 

5.8.2.1.  Rhetorical theory 

In this examination, I drew on the work of Kaplan (1992), particularly, on his analysis of visual 

metaphors on advertisements that he performs through the notion of metaphorical tension. This 

rhetorician draws on the work of Nilsen (1986), who argues that metaphors entail a type of tension for 

the reader. Such a tension emerges from the reader’s efforts to correct, invent, and discover the 

metaphor’s meaning (Nilsen, 1986, p. 128). This rhetorician also talks about three types of tensions by 
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which he categorizes far-fetched metaphors: 1) linguistic, 2) pragmatic, and 3) hermeneutic. According to 

Nilsen, Lewis Caroll’s poem Jabberwocky is a linguistically far-fetched metaphor because it breaks 

linguistic rules. Nilsen exemplifies the pragmatic tension with the phrase It is raining cats and dogs, which 

entails a violation of how rain occurs in the real world. In this regard, Nilsen points out the existence of 

different levels of pragmatic tension. For instance, Nilsen considers that It is raining sleet and hail is less 

deviant than It is raining marbles and marshmallows, which is less deviant than It is raining cats and dogs 

(Nilsen, 1986, p. 129). For Nilsen (1986), linguistic metaphors deal with the class of meta-language forms, 

and pragmatic metaphors deal with the clash of language and reality (p. 129). 

Nilsen (1986) regards hermeneutic metaphors as those dealing with the clash of belief systems. He 

exemplifies this type of metaphor with the sentences Hitler is a saint and The Earth is flat. According to 

Nilsen, the degree of tension caused by these sentences will depend on the context in which they are 

situated. Nilsen also talks about Islam, Catholicism, Mormonism, Communism, and democracy as 

prototypical cases of hermeneutic metaphors. A reader’s beliefs and group identifications determine the 

hermeneutic tension of a metaphor (p. 129). Nilsen (1986) also talks about emotional intensity, an aspect of 

metaphors that he regards more universal than the hermeneutic tension. Such an aspect comprises the 

originality in the comparison of a metaphor, the personal involvement, and the fantasy power, which 

refers to the ability of the metaphor to create a strong visual image (p. 129).  

Kaplan (1992) reinterprets the three tensions for the analysis of visual metaphors in magazine 

advertisements. According to this rhetorician,  
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metaphor tension arises from a challenge, integral to the selling intent of the ad, to either  
(1) graphic conventions, (2) the reader’s perceptions of how things look in the real world, or  
(3) the reader’s cognitions about the true abstract qualities of the product or service. (Kaplan, 1992, 
p. 204) (Italics in the original) 

Each of these three circumstances causes a type of visual metaphor that aligns with Nilsen’s definition 

of a linguistic, pragmatic, and hermeneutic metaphor, respectively. Kaplan regards the equivalent of a 

linguistic tension in a pictorial medium as a nonconventional relationship among graphic elements 

regarding the medium’s syntax. Kaplan exemplifies this type of tension with the notion of headroom, the 

amount of space that a photographer should leave on the canvas or screen when performing a close-up 

on a person’s bust. The headroom counteracts the “magnetic pull of the upper screen edge, yet leaving 

too much of it would make the close-up look “bottom heavy”” (Zettl, 2012, p. 113). Not following the 

conventions established in photography would be equivalent to causing this type of tension (Fig.5.17 

(a)(c)). 

(a)    (b)     (c)  

Figure 5.17. Variations of headroom: (a) excessive, (b) appropriate, and (c) insufficient. Personal photograph. 

Kaplan (1992) redefines the pragmatic tension as depicting an object in such a way that it contradicts its 

usual form in reality (p. 204). Kaplan suggests distortion as the method to achieve this type of tension. 

The product’s shape would be distorted so that it acquires some physical characteristics of the metaphor 

source (p. 204) (Fig. 5.18). Kaplan also talks about exaggeration and hyperbole as two cases of visual 
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overstatement that someone can use to redefine the target object (i.e., the product or service) in terms of 

the metaphor source (p. 204). Kaplan’s reinterpretation of the hermeneutic tension involves preserving 

the physical characteristics of the product while it appears in a scene that embodies abstract qualities 

not normally associated with the product (p. 204). As Nilsen (1986) explains it, the hermeneutic tension 

links to a belief system that works for a particular time and place. In this sense, Kaplan (1992) considers 

that it is unrealistic to expect most consumers to experience the hermeneutic tension of a visual 

metaphor since such a tension relates to culture. For Kaplan, observing mild exaggerations of the 

products qualities or a mild challenge to the observer’s credulity is sufficient to indicate the presence of 

the hermeneutic tension in a visual composition (Fig. 5.19). 

 

Figure 5.18. Drawing that reflects Kaplan's definition of pragmatic tension in visual metaphors. Personal drawing. 
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Figure 5.19. "Heinz: Tomato" by the agency McCann London (2007). 

5.8.2.2.  Chosen system 

For this examination, I chose a design concept called Text Editor Animation by Nick Frost (2015). This 

design concept has featured in UI Movement, a website that curates interface and interaction design 

concepts (https://uimovement.com), under the category of button. I chose this design concept because I 

purposefully decided to explore the metaphor of button. I consider the button as one of the basic 

interface components and metaphor employed in interaction and interface design. Most of digital and 

physical systems make use of buttons, and although they might appear simple in functionality, their 

design materializes interesting decisions about form and function (Galitz, 2007; Janlert, 2014). I find 
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interesting to see how designers can modify the appearance of buttons and yet, people can recognize 

and operate them. I examined Text Editor Animation through the lens of metaphorical tension, so I took 

into account how Nilsen (1986) and Kaplan (1992) define the three metaphorical tensions (Table. 5.2). 

Moreover, I included the notion of emotional intensity (Nilsen, 1986, p. 129) as part of the lens. I proceeded 

with this examination as I did it with the previous ones, I inspected the design features of Text Editor 

Animation while I investigated whether the elements of lens appeared in this design concept. 

 

Table 5.2. Characteristics of the three types of metaphorical tension. 

Frost (2015) introduces Text Editor Animation (TEA) via an animation. This design concept is about 

changing the properties of a text. As it functions commonly for text processors, the user needs to 

highlight the word or phrase that she wants to change. In the case of TEA, Frost uses Hello, world! as the 

phrase to demonstrate how the concept works. After showing this phrase highlighted, the animation 

shows a toolbar on the top of it. The animation illustrates how a hypothetical user directs the mouse 

pointer to a dark gray circle positioned on the left side of this toolbar. When the mouse pointer reaches 
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the circle, it changes to the hand cursor, and then, it makes a movement that makes it look like the user 

clicked on the dark gray circle. Immediately, a blue circle appears from beneath the dark gray circle. This 

blue circle moves to the right side of the toolbar as it increases its size. As it moves, the circle vanishes the 

other content appearing on the tool bar. Such content includes a letter B, a letter I, the word H1, three 

lines that resemble the button Center Text on Microsoft Word, and two linked oval objects which seem to 

follow the visual convention used to indicate a link or hyperlink (Fig. 5.20).  

    

    

     

Figure 5.20. Demonstration of how the tool bar appears by highlighting a text in "Text Editor Animation."  
Design by Frost (2015). 
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Figure 5.21. Demonstration of how the user changes the color of a highlighted text in "Text Editor Animation."  
Design by Frost (2015). 

When the blue circle reaches the right side of the toolbar, the label OK appears on it. By the right side of 

the black circle, the hexadecimal number #464646 appears. Next, the user moves the mouse pointer to the 
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right and selects the number. Right after, an animated sequence of numerals shows to substitute the 

hexadecimal number, suggesting that the user is typing a new number. As the type inputs the number, 

the color of the dark gray circle positioned on the left side starts changing. The outcome of this action 

shows the hexadecimal number #e2574c. At that time, the circle positioned on the left side of the toolbar 

shows a new color, a type of salmon or vermilion color. The then user moves the mouse pointer toward the 

blue circle. A brief animation of the circle suggests that the user clicked on it. As a result, the blue circle 

with the label OK starts moving to the left while its size decreases. As it moves to the place from which it 

emerged, the previous the hidden elements of the toolbar appear again. The user then moves the mouse 

pointer outside of the toolbar’s area. An almost unperceivable movement suggests that the user clicked 

on the screen after positioning the mouse pointer outside of the toolbar’s area. The toolbar starts 

shrinking while it vanishes and moves down to the center of the highlighted word as if it was hiding as a 

result of the user’s actions (Fig. 5.21).  

5.8.3.  Observations 

Kaplan (1992) indicates that a visual metaphor can contain the three types of tension, yet it could be the 

case that only one tension is salient. For simplicity, I will summarize my observations below in three 

four blocks, three for each type of metaphorical tension, and one block for emotional intensity.  

5.8.3.1.  Linguistic tension 

For this type of tension, I looked for cases in which TEA violated linguistic rules or conventions of the 

medium’s syntax. I assumed that a linguistic rule means a design specification or convention in this case, 
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which allowed me to link the definitions of Nilsen and Kaplan. The first tension that I observed is a 

subtle one and relates to the first animation shown in TEA: the moment in which the toolbar appears 

(Fig. 5.20). The idea of a mini-toolbar has appeared in Microsoft since 2007. When the mini-toolbar 

appears in Word, it seems to expand diagonally, starting from the position of the mouse pointer. TEA 

changes this convention by making the toolbar emerge and expand from the center of the highlighted 

word. This change might be regarded as subtle. However, it attaches a particular connotation to how the 

toolbar appears to the user: it resembles the genie effect that Mac OS has implemented for its window 

minimization and maximization functions. Another subtle linguistic tension derives from the toolbar 

shape. Whereas Word’s mini-toolbar shows rectangular corners, the toolbar proposed by Frost (2015) 

has no corners but two rounded vertical sides which make the whole toolbar look like a big button. 

However, the toolbar has no real edges. It is a gray shadow what delimits the shape of the toolbar. The 

elements within the toolbar imply a similar case. The B, I, H1, three stacked lines, and the two-link chain 

could be regarded as buttons based on how similar functions are presented in Word’s design, even if the 

elements of the toolbar have no actual borders. The color-changing circle (or dot) on the left side and the 

blue submit button imply a linguistic tension in the sense that they do not look like many physical and 

skeuomorphic buttons found in other interfaces. These buttons’ tension is subtle in a certain way 

because flat design has become a standard de fact in interface design, and many buttons following this 

design style present similar characteristics to these two buttons. 

A more apparent violation of an interface convention derives from TEA’s version of the font color button 

(Fig. 5.21). In Word, this button displays a letter A on top of a small bar, and next to these elements, a 
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little triangle pointing downward (Fig. 5.22). When the user clicks on the A plus bar part of the button, 

the color of a highlighted text changes to match the one shown on the bar. When the user clicks on the 

triangular shape, more colors appear for the user to choose. In the case of TEA, there is no button but a 

circular shape that shows on the left side. Unlike Word, TEA offers no swatches of color to choose but 

makes the user input the hexadecimal value of the new color. Both Word and TEA provide similar visual 

feedback in the sense that both show the current color to the user through a noticeable shape. However, 

Frost (2015) introduces an unfamiliar design feature for a mini-toolbar by proposing a hexadecimal 

input to define a new color and transforming the toolbar into a mini-form on the fly. When the user clicks on 

the circular shape of TEA’s toolbar, the whole interface stops signifying a mini-toolbar to signifying a 

small form that comprises three elements: 1) a circular figure that functions as an indicator of the current 

color, 2) a text field for the user to input the hexadecimal value of a color, and 3) a submit button for the 

user to apply the current color to the highlighted text. By considering this form as the initial state of a 

microinteraction, the violation would derive from the transformation of a form into a mini-toolbar as a 

result of a single action.  

 

Figure 5.22. Mac OS Microsoft Word’s Buttons for "Text Highlighting Color" and "Font Color," respectively.  
Screenshot from personal device. 

5.8.3.2.  Pragmatic tension 

For this type of tension, I looked for cases in which TEA violated the meaning of a word and the appearance 

of objects as found in the real world, which I reinterpreted as alterations applied to the interface that result 
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in a meaning distinct from what interface design guidelines or conventions have established. This 

interpretation of pragmatic tension points again to the on-the-fly transformation of the toolbar into a 

mini-form. Based on Nilsen’s linguistic example It is raining cats and dogs, the tension in TEA emerges 

from the idea of considering a button-only writeable mini-toolbar. In Word, a mini-toolbar may include a 

combo box for the user to select the value of a variable from a list of predefined values, or to type the 

value herself. In the case of TEA, the toolbar shows six elements, and all of them seem to be buttons. The 

pragmatic violation derives from allowing the user to alter button-based information conveyed by the 

toolbar. Certainly, this action is only possible when the toolbar itself removes the B, I, H1, three stacked 

lines, and two-link chain from the user’s sight. If the outcome of the transformation is disregarded, the 

toolbar never transformed into a mini-form. It remains as a toolbar that comprises two buttons, one on 

each side of the toolbar, and an empty space in the middle. By convention, toolbars do not allow the user 

to type text on their background, but TEA allows the user to perform this unfamiliar action.  

A subtle, perhaps weak, pragmatic tension derives from the color change in the small circle positioned 

on the left side of Frost’s toolbar design. The beginning of the animation indicates that such a circle 

works as a button, even if it has no visual feature indicating this function more than the change in the 

mouse pointer from an arrow to a pointing hand. The animation shows that as soon as the user starts 

typing a new hexadecimal value, the circle signifies more a color swatch than a button. It is possible to 

find buttons whose face changes when the user positions the mouse pointer on them. For example, in 

Word (for Mac OS), the buttons of the ribbons located on the top of the screen become darker. They go 

from the default gray color to a darker gray. Also in that version of Word, the ribbon belonging to the 
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Home tab shows a Text Highlighting Color button and a Font Color button (Fig. 5.22). As their names 

indicate, the user can select the color to highlight text and the color of the characters, respectively. The 

selection of color happens by clicking on the little triangle pointing downward, which shows all the 

possible colors. The user then selects one color, and as a result, the system shows the chosen color on the 

bottom part of the button, in a little rectangle positioned below a highlighting marker icon and the letter 

A, respectively. The user can only see a different color if it clicks on the button. In other words, if it 

interacts with the button. The little circular button on Frost’s toolbar design works differently. The state 

of the button, the feedback that it offers to the user, derives from an action outside of it. It is the input 

on the text field, another component, what affects the little circular button’s appearance (Fig. 5.21). 

5.8.3.3.  Hermeneutic Tension 

For this type of tension, I looked for cases in which TEA violated a belief system or the true abstract qualities 

of the object. I interpreted that such a violation as breaking universal design guidelines. By this term, I refer 

to interaction and interface guidelines and foundations widely discussed and accepted by scholars and 

designers. Such guidelines include those related to the direct manipulation paradigm, the application of 

psychology in interface design, and usability (Cooper, 2014; Galitz, 2007; Garrett, 2011; J. Johnson, 2010; 

Krug, 2014; Nielsen & Loranger, 2006; Norman, 2005, 2013). One observation in this regard is the idea in 

Frost’s design of changing from a traditional mini-toolbar like those shown in Microsoft Word, to a kind 

of mini-form. In Word, the interface widget for changing the color of the text is a fusion between a 

regular button and a combo box (Fig. 5.22). A regular button causes a Boolean change in the system (e.g., 

the text will show with a different color after the click), whereas a combo box displays all the possible 
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values for a particular variable (e.g., color). Word’s widget works in both ways. This case appears in 

several buttons of Microsoft Word, including the Font Color button, which appears on both a ribbon on 

the top of the screen and as part of the mini-toolbar derived from highlighting text. In a certain way, 

Word’s widget and notion of mini-toolbar violated part of the belief system at a certain point in the 

history of interface design, hence implying a hermeneutic tension.  

Now, going back to the case of TEA, the tension is in the absence of that standard. The animation shows 

the little circle on the left of the toolbar working as a button (Fig. 5.21). However, by considering the case 

of Word as the standard, the little circle, more than a button, could be fulfilling the role of a combo box 

button, similar to the functionality associated with the right part of the Font Color button on Word (Fig. 

5.22). The obvious difference between the two interface components is that Word’s button has a little 

triangle that follows the standard of a combo box, whereas TEA’s little circle has no triangular shape that 

indicates that it will show more options. If the little circle is regarded as a combo box, what it shows then 

is a mini-form with only two elements: 1) a text input and a 2) submit button. This form appears inside of 

the toolbar and on the right side of its trigger (i.e., the little circle) instead of showing outside of the 

toolbar. If this interpretation held, TEA would be violating the principle about how the appearance and 

functionality of a combo box. The little circle is a button with no triangular shape and displays a form 

that requires typing instead of value-selection by clicking.  
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5.8.3.4.  Emotional intensity 

Based on Nilsen (1986), emotional intensity implies the following factors: 1) originality in the comparison 

of a metaphor, 2) the observer’s personal involvement, and 3) fantasy power or the metaphor’s ability to 

create a strong visual image. Next, I will comment on these three aspects of the case of Text Editor 

Animation. Regarding originality in the comparison, there are some points to comment. TEA employs a genie 

effect, an animation similar to the one employed by Mac OS for the minimization of a window. Although 

this effect is not new, it is still different from the way in which mini-toolbars and contextual menus 

appear on the screen for Mac OS and Windows, at least, within Microsoft Word. A second point is about 

the appearance of the TEA’s buttons. The six buttons on the toolbar follow the flat design style, showing no 

resemblance to the physical properties of many buttons of the real world and skeuomorphic interface 

designs. The functionality of these six interface components, the buttons, is given by context. Perhaps 

the appearance of TEA’s buttons is not original as it was a couple of years ago since the 2016 version of 

Microsoft Word has gone flat as well. Another point related to originality is the shape of the toolbar. TEA 

employs a rounded-edges rectangle, whose area is delimited by a light gray shadow. This look appears 

unusual for Word’s mini-toolbars and contextual menus. This visual effect connotes a certain degree of 

cleanness or seamless. The use of circular shapes is another point to consider. The interface elements 

positioned on the sides of the toolbar go along with its shape because they are circular. There is a visual 

relation between the shape of the bar and the location and functionality of the circular button/swatch on 

the left side and the blue OK submit button on the right side. The little circle on the left side shows itself 

an aspect of originality by appearing ambiguous: button versus combo box vs. color swatch. TEA is also 

original in how the toolbar allows the user to change the text color: by typing a hexadecimal value on the 
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toolbar itself and not by showing a new panel with a set of color swatches and buttons, as it occurs in 

Microsoft Word. Finally, an indication of originality of TEA’s design is in how the system gives feedback 

to the user while she is typing the hexadecimal value of a new color (Fig. 5.21).  

Regarding personal involvement, TEA seems to require little effort from the user if she is familiar with 

Microsoft Word, desktop computers and software, and flat design. A user with this knowledge should 

have no issue with understanding that what she sees on the screen is a toolbar. She also should have no 

issue in identifying the possible functionality of the B, I, H1, three stacked lines, and two-link chain 

symbols. The user might experience a problem with recognizing the little circle as a button. However, it 

could be probable that once she positions the mouse pointer on the circle and sees the change from an 

arrow to a pointing hand, she realizes that such a circle plays the role of a button, and therefore, knows 

how to interact with it. A more important involvement emerges when the user has clicked on the circle, 

and the toolbar appearance has changed. A savvy user will identify the composition as a mini-form. 

However, among the three elements of that form, color swatch, text input, and submit button, the one 

with less obvious visual affordances is the text input (Fig. 5.20). The animation of TEA shows that 

positioning the mouse pointer on this borderless text input makes its appearance change to I-beam 

pointer. It might be that only when the user had performed that action, she would realize how to interact 

with that zone of the toolbar.  

Based on the animation of TEA, its fantasy power mostly relies on three points:  1) how the user makes it 

show, 2) how it transforms from a mini-toolbar to a mini-form, and 3) how it updates the color typed by 
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the user (Fig. 5.21). The genie effect is unusual for mini-toolbars, floating panels, and contextual menus, 

especially, in Windows. Since the animation suggests that no right click is necessary to make the toolbar 

show, the visual effect connotes not only the idea of getting help when is needed but also of surprise. The 

transformation of the whole toolbar into a mini-form is certainly unexpected since it violates the 

conventions for toolbar and panels. The color change that it shows while the user is typing connotes an 

idea of the system working fast for the user. The overall design of TEA, but especially these three points, 

help in creating a strong visual image. The notion of toolbar might be familiar for a savvy user. However, 

such a user may see TEA as a surprising, seamless, information-light, unusual element of the interface 

based on its appearance and functionality. In this sense, TEA might cause a strong impression to the 

user the first time she interacts with it or when she compares the functionality of toolbars elsewhere.  

5.8.4.  Discussion 

In this study, I explored the application of the three type of metaphorical tension (i.e., linguistic, 

hermeneutic, and pragmatic) and emotional intensity as a lens for the examination of metaphors in 

HCI. By examining Text Editor Animation (TEA), a design concept by Frost (2015), I noticed that it is 

possible to articulate design aspects of an interface metaphor regarding the tensions and emotional 

intensity. Nevertheless, I also realized that distinguishing among the three dimensions is difficult 

sometimes, at least in the case of TEA, since they certainly overlap at different points of time. One 

possible reason is that the linguistic, pragmatic, and hermeneutic tension allude to structural, semantic, 

and contextual violations performed by the metaphor, respectively. Such a violation applies to any 

interface component’s form (i.e., appearance and motion) and function (i.e., how the component works 
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during and after the user’s interaction). For the examination of TEA, I needed a reference point: another 

already-known case of interface metaphor by which I can make comparisons of structure, meaning, and 

context. The mini-toolbar of Microsoft Word was the reference point for this examination.  

The need of a reference point raises a new problem: how to determine its selection. When I come across 

TEA, I could understand that this design concept was about a variation of Word’s toolbar because there 

were signifiers in the design that maintain some of the original toolbar’s form and function. In this sense, 

I noticed a structural and semantic connection between these two toolbars. Moreover, and despite 

sounding obvious, I could make that connection because I have been a user of Microsoft Word for more 

than two decades, trained in interface and information design, and been witness the shift from 

skeuomorphic design to flat design in many interfaces during the last decade. My personal and 

technical knowledge allowed me to establish a contextual connection between the toolbars. Thus, I based 

the selection of my reference point for this examination on my capability to first recognize a structural-

semantic-contextual connection between what I saw on TEA’s animation and what I have known and 

experienced as a computer user.  

However, there exist more than one of these structure-semantic-contextual connections. The first time I 

came across a mini-toolbar, I already knew about regular toolbars in Microsoft Word, giving me an idea 

of what it would be or how it would work. However, the first time I came across toolbars, in Word and 

Windows, I had to rely on my understanding of tool, bar, and button from my real world’ experiences to 

make sense of what I observed on the screen. By definition, a metaphor is a connection between two 
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conceptual domains (Kövecses & Benczes, 2010; Ortony, 1993), so identifying these connections is not 

new. Nevertheless, the notion of tension appears useful to talk about them. It could help us account for 

how close or far an interface metaphor is regarding its immediate source interface metaphor. Here I talk 

about differences regarding the visual and the interactive design (i.e., aspects related to the linguistic 

tension), functionality (i.e., an aspect related to the pragmatic tension), and relevance for the task to be 

accomplished (i.e., an aspect related to the hermeneutic tension). With this idea of a structural-

semantic-contextual connection in mind, it is possible to notice that TEA prominent metaphorical 

tension emerges when the user clicks on the little circle on the left side of the toolbar (Fig. 5.20 and 5.21).  

Based on the examination of TEA, the notion of emotional intensity appears applicable to an interface 

metaphor’s form and function. However, as Nilsen (1986) defines it, emotional intensity is more related 

to form than function. A slight reinterpretation of Nilsen’s definition allows us to account for the 

emotional intensity of an interface metaphor: 1) originality in the comparison of the metaphor, 2) the 

user’s personal involvement in the interpretation of the metaphor, and 3) the metaphor’s fantasy power 

(i.e., the ability to create a strong visual image). The aspect of originality points a connection between a 

proposed interface metaphor (e.g., the toolbar in TEA) and its immediate source metaphor, understood 

here as the metaphor that somehow functions or provides the source domain (Kövecses & Benczes, 2010). 

For the case of TEA, the originality not only came in altering the appearance but also in unlinking with 

the source metaphor at a certain point of interaction. In other words, when the toolbar transforms into a 

mini-form. The aspect of personal involvement takes us back to the need of knowledge from the user, 

particularly, technical and contextual. In the case of TEA, the user needs to recognize that she is seeing a 
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variation of a mini-toolbar from Word, and understands when and how a toolbar, button, and combo 

box work in general.  

The aspect of fantasy power works differently in interface metaphors. Nilsen’s original definition was 

intended for linguistic metaphors, so it makes sense to talk about the mental image that they evoke in the 

reader or listener. However, TEA or any other metaphor in a graphical user interface already conveys an 

image. As I observed in the examination of TEA, the notion of fantasy power partially relies on the 

design and what it connotes. TEA’s design presents a minimal interface while it connotes simplicity and 

dynamism at the same time. Moreover, it connotes proficiency since typing a hexadecimal value to 

change a text color is a function limited to savvy users. However, understanding how these connotations 

connect with fantasy power required me to took TEA’s aspects of originality and user involvement into 

account. TEA’s design suggests that fantasy power also relies on what new thing (regarding form and 

function) the interface metaphor proposes and how easy it is for the user to grasp such a thing. I see 

these two characteristics connected with the three dimensions of emotional design (Norman, 2005). In 

this sense, an interface metaphor’s fantasy power would be concerned with how the combination of the 

visceral and behavioral dimension support the reflective dimension.  

5.8.5.  Publication status 

This study has not been published. Acknowledgement: Thanks to Erik Stolterman and Norman M. Su for 

the feedback provided for this study.  
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5.9.  Summary of chapter 

In this chapter, I described seven rhetorical examinations that I have performed during my doctoral 

studies. Each of them explores the application of rhetorical theory for the inspection of interactive 

systems. By conducting these examinations, I have learned that rhetorical concepts are helpful for 

deconstructing and reflecting upon the design aspects of interactive systems, regarding both interface 

components and interactions. I have noticed that these concepts give us a starting point to articulate 

denotative and connotative aspects of the design. This type of examination can help us elaborate on 

compositional and experiential qualities of interactive systems while making a connection with an 

epistemic basis that is concerned with how we utilize symbols for purposes of effective communication. 

I see its potential to address the notion of delight in interactive systems, hence I decided to use these 

seven examinations as input to discuss the ideas around delight that I introduced above. This discussion 

appears in the next chapter. During my doctoral studies, I have also learned about how this type of 

examination connects with other interpretative methods in HCI, particularly, interaction criticism 

(Bardzell, 2011; Bardzell & Bardzell, 2008), interface criticism (Andersen & Pold, 2011), and the semiotic 

inspection method (de Souza & Leitão, 2009; de Souza, Leitão, Prates, Amélia Bim, & da Silva, 2010; de 

Souza et al., 2006). By learning about their applicability to framing compositional and experiential 

qualities in interactive systems, not to say developing interaction design theory, I have also gotten 

encouraged to revise my method, what I have been calling a rhetorical examination of interactive systems 

(REIS). I introduce this revised version of REIS in the next chapter as well.  
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Chapter 6: 
Discussion and Contributions 

6.1.  Introduction 

Throughout this dissertation, I have provided a survey of pleasure and delight in the context of 

philosophy, marketing, product design, and HCI. I have also provided a brief account of the historical 

development of rhetoric, key ideas from the classical and contemporary period, visual rhetoric, visual 

argumentation, multimodal argumentation, about a rhetoric of design, and a rhetoric of HCI. This 

literature review on rhetoric links to a series of examinations that I have performed throughout my 

doctoral studies. In the introduction of this dissertation, I posit the possibility that delight has a 

persuasive role during the user experience, and therefore, it might be studied from a rhetorical 

perspective. Precisely, I suggested that delight is one rhetorical dimension of the user experience. With 

this idea in mind, I proposed the use of rhetorical theory to examine interactive systems and articulate 

their compositional and experiential qualities, and then see whether the results of these examinations 

can help us better understand the notion of delight in interactive systems.  

In this chapter, I will start by synthesizing the insights that gained from the literature review on delight 

and pleasure, rhetorical theory, and my performed examinations to develop the concept of interaction 

delight and other related constructs as well. The following two sections correspond to such a synthesis. 

Later, I will summarize the main ideas and propose an operational definition of interaction delight. 

Next, I will go back to my method, and use everything that I have learned throughout this dissertation 
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work to propose a revised version, which I will center on the notions of multimodal compositions, 

multimodal argumentation, microinteractions, symbolic relationships, deviation of meaning, 

denotation, and connotation. Later, I will talk briefly about how a researcher and an instructor can use 

this account of interaction delight and the two versions of my method. I will close this chapter by 

offering an overview of the contributions of this dissertation and then talking about how this work has 

helped me answer the questions that I asked in the first chapter.  

6.2.  Interaction delight: drawing on the literature 

In this section, I will draw on the ideas and concepts introduced in the second chapter and try to 

elaborate on the concept of delight. At this point, I look for an answer to the following question: what is 

delight for interactive systems anyway? The content below reflects how I develop my thinking on delight 

based on the literature review: I will follow section by section to see how the things I have learned 

expressed my understanding of delight for interactive systems. Metaphorically, I will leave some 

breadcrumbs based on the content of the literature review on pleasure and delight and try trace a path 

from the section about dictionary definitions of delight to the section about the perspective of user 

experience designers on this concept. If necessary, I might make connections with the literature review 

on rhetoric. However, I will focus on the content of the third chapter and my performed explorations in 

the next section. 

Through this metaphorical path, I will start my development on interaction delight. I use this term to talk 

about a notion of delight that is oriented to interactive systems. Let us say that such a label is the 
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abbreviated form of interaction design delight, by which I emphasize my interest in situating this concept 

within the domain of HCI that embraces design theory and practice. However, I want to remark that I 

also see interaction delight living in the overlap of domains that define the scope of this dissertation, 

hence it is not my intention to claim universality in its definition or application. I consider the content 

that I develop in the three sections below to be more like a theoretical sketch, so I expect it to evolve 

along with my research. 

6.2.1.  Interaction delight and dictionary definitions of delight 

Interaction delight is a design objective, and therefore, part of the designer’s intent. It derives from the 

designer’s abductive and creative thinking of how to please, charm, enchant, captivate, amuse, divert, 

entertain, or excite the user. Interaction delight thus manifests through the multimodality of interface 

components and the set of interactions that have been defined to operate the system. Interaction delight 

is concerned with aspects of both interface and interaction design that can support beauty, spectacle, 

joy, and marvel. In this sense, interaction delight connects either implicitly or explicitly with the 

affective quality of multimodal compositions (Murray, 2009), interaction design poetics (Bardzell & 

Bardzell, 2015), the aesthetics of interaction (Petersen et al., 2008), and both hedonic and eudaimonic 

user experiences (Diefenbach et al., 2014; Mekler & Hornbæk, 2016).  

6.2.2.  Interaction delight and the philosophical perspective on delight and pleasure 

Interaction delight aims at inducing a positive connotation to a user experience, but never at deceiving 

the user. It represents an attempt to leave something in the user during the interactions with the system 
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for the user to evaluate the experience as good. Nevertheless, there is no guarantee of obtaining this 

positive response all the time because interaction delight manifests within an aesthetic experience, so it 

participates in a series of alterations of doing and undergoing (Bardzell & Bardzell, 2015, p. 88) that are 

never the same for each moment in which the user interacts with the system. In the end, interaction 

delight aims at having a remarkable presence during the user experience, so it seeks to become an 

aspect that user will remember after the interactions with the system or expect in future versions or it, 

or even in other systems belonging to the same category or offering similar functionality. In Aristotelian 

terms, interaction delight seeks to create an instant of “consciousness through the senses” that derives 

from the user’s capability of drawing inferences and learning something fresh (E. P. Corbett et al., 1984). 

In general, interaction delight is intended to help people do things and do them well, having thus a 

common goal with the concept of pleasure (Russell, 2005). Interaction delight is concerned with the 

user’s perception at a specific instant of the interactions with the system. Moreover, it is concerned with 

the user’s actions at that instant. Interaction delight aims at helping the user comprehend how these 

actions relate to the system’s functionality and general behavior. In other words, interaction delight is 

about the system’s change through action and how such a change induces learning in the user.  

6.2.3.  Interaction delight and the notion of customer delight 

From the designer’s perspective, interaction delight expects to please, charm, enchant, captivate, divert, 

entertain, or excite the user. However, the user is the one who will determine whether an instant of the 

interactions with the system makes her feel a higher level of joy and surprise, the ideal conditions of 

interaction delight. This perspective centers on the user regards interaction design as the fulfillment of 
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these ideal conditions at any point of the user experience. In alignment with the perspective of 

marketing, interaction delight is the outcome of the initial experience of positive surprise (Hsu et al., 

2015), leading to three different types of interaction delight: 1) assimilated, 2) reenacted, and transitory 

(Rust & Oliver, 2000). Assimilated interaction delight is the delight that once the user has experienced it, 

such a deligth raises the user’s expectations for future interactions regarding the system or other 

systems belonging to the same category or platform. Reenacted interaction delight is the delight that 

resides in the user’s memory once the interactions with the system have concluded, so the user can bring 

this delight back by performing the same interactions with either that system or any other system whose 

functionality or behavior is similar. Transitory interaction delight is the delight forgotten after the user 

experience is over.  

However, surprise is not a necessary condition for interaction delight to happen. Some marketing 

researchers have indicated that delight can occur when a particular event captivates or arouses the 

customer, evoking feelings of joy but not necessarily of surprise (Kumar et al., 2001). In this sense, 

interaction delight can happen and keep happening as long as the interactions with the system captivate 

or arouse the user, even if certain aspects of the system’s design stop having a surprising effect on the 

user. This situation expresses the fundamental condition of interaction delight from the perspective of 

the user. Moreover, based on what marketing scholars argue, interaction delight without surprise could 

help in the creation of brand loyalty, a long-term relationship between the user and the system, including 

its future versions. These marketing scholars consider the delight with surprise as the one based on 

magic joy and the other type of delight as the one based on real joy (Kumar et al., 2001, p. 24).  
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Some user experience designers favor a similar distinction. They talk about a surface delight versus a deep 

delight (Fessenden, 2017). This distinction comes from associating surface delight with aspects of 

appearance and communication, and deep delight with addressing all the elements of the pyramidal 

model proposed by Walter (2011), who says that a system should be functional, reliable, usable, and 

pleasurable to fulfill the user’s needs (Fig. 2.4). Regarding consequences, surface delight parallels with 

delight based on magic joy, whereas deep delight parallels with delight based on real joy. Interaction 

delight only makes a distinction regarding surprise. Whether the designer’s intent involves surprise or 

not, interaction delight is assumed to address all the elements of Walter’s pyramidal model. Although 

some design decisions will be expected to cause a higher degree of joy and surprise, the designer will 

also consider that designing a functional, reliable, usable, and pleasurable system has the potential to 

captivate and arouse the user if the circumstances of the experiences favor it so. Interaction delight thus 

disregards the strict division of a product’s attributes into utilitarian and hedonic (Chitturi et al., 2008), 

a separation that has transferred to the context of HCI and user experience (Diefenbach et al., 2014; 

Hassenzahl, 2003, 2010). Regardless the presence of surprise, interaction delight expects to help not only 

in creating a long-term relationship with the product but also in encouraging word of mouth 

recommendations and actualizations of the system. Interaction delight is thus to increase loyalty to the 

system's brand, similar to how delight works in other products and services (Chitturi et al., 2008).  

6.2.4.  Interaction delight and the perspective of product design on delight 

The close connection between pleasure and delight allows thinking of interaction delight through the 

lens of the four pleasures (Jordan, 1998). Interaction delight can be expressed as a fusion of physio-
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pleasure, socio-pleasure, psycho-pleasure, and ideo-pleasure. Drawing on the four pleasures, the 

designer can analyze, ponder, and articulate: 1) how the multimodality of the system could lead to a 

higher level of joy and surprise, captivation, and arousal; 2) how the system could facilitate social 

interactions and support the user’s image and reputation; 3) how the system could support the user’s 

cognitive and affective reactions; and 4) how the system could relate to the user’s context, including the 

systematic body of concepts (i.e., ideology) that is relevant to the system usage.  

Regarding the physio-pleasure, interaction delight changes the emphasis on the pleasure derived from 

sensory organs to talk about modalities in general. Interaction delight considers the visual, the aural, the 

verbal the tactile, and the temporal as its basic modes. However, the system may use other modes. For 

example, the olfactory. In the case of the socio-pleasure, interaction delight also considers when the 

system is designed to function as a social actor (Fogg, 2003). Interaction delight sees the user-to-

computer interaction and communication as a potential means to fulfill any of its conditions. When 

talking about the psycho-pleasure, interaction delight makes a connection of the user’s cognitive and 

affective reactions with how some marketing scholars speak of delight. Interaction delight uses the 

expectancy-disconfirmation model  (Arnold et al., 2005) to account for the relationship between such 

reactions and delight. This model focuses the contrast of the user’s expectations and unexpectations, 

based on what she knows and does not know about her needs, with her perception of the system’s 

performance will determine the degree of dissatisfaction, satisfaction, and delight in a user experience.  
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The three levels of emotional design (Norman, 2005) also work as a lens to think and talk about interaction 

delight. The visceral and behavioral levels reflect the designer’s efforts to please, charm, enchant, 

captivate, amuse, divert, entertain, or excite the user. They relate to how the system aims to captivate, 

arouse, and surprise through its appearance and use. Assimilated interaction delight and transitory 

interaction delight emerge from experiencing the visceral and behavioral level. The reflective level is 

about how the designer’s efforts create a vivid image at a certain point of the user experience. Reenacted 

interaction delight emerges from vivid images. The term vivid image alludes here to the concepts of 

vividness and information vividness. The first concept refers to the relationship between the creation of 

mental images derived from the interpretation of information and processes of developing or revising 

one’s beliefs and attitudes based on such images. The second concept refers to the type of information 

that is emotionally interested and concrete (Hill & Helmers, 2012, p. 31). From a rhetorical perspective, 

mental images link thought and affect (Murray, 2009), an idea that interaction design follows.   

Interaction delight also considers the four principles of aesthetic pleasure (Hekkert, 2006) to shed light on 

how to captivate, arouse, and surprise the user. Based on these principles, interaction delight takes a 

series of considerations into account. A cognitive overload in the user might lead to counterproductive 

effects. The use of metaphors supports interaction delight as they allow the construction of vivid images. 

Ambiguity, unfamiliarity, originality, incongruity, boredom, and consistency are aspects to consider for 

interaction delight seeking to cause surprise.  
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6.2.5.  Interaction delight and the perspective of HCI on pleasure, experience, and the aesthetics of 

interaction 

Interaction delight has links with some concepts, frameworks, and domains in HCI. Regarding the 

model of user experience by Hassenzahl (2003), and particularly, from the perspective of the designer, 

shaping interaction delight entails a selection of content, presentation, functionality, and interaction 

with aims at making captivation, arousal, and surprise part of the intended product character (Fig. 2.2 

and 2.3). I have said above that interaction delight considers a blurred division between the utilitarian 

and the hedonic attributes of a system based on the assumption that interaction delight is a product of 

addressing all the elements of the pyramidal model by Walter (2011). A similar situation occurs in the 

model by Hassenzahl. Because interaction delight implies for the designer to consider all the product 

features (i.e., content, presentation, functionality, and interaction), it is possible to think that 

interaction delight relates to the attributes of a system in general, not only to the hedonic ones. As a 

result, design decisions regarding the manipulation have the potential to cause interaction delight. This 

circumstance points out the possibility of experiencing a higher level of pleasure, surprise, captivation, 

and arousal through the system usage, and therefore, speaks of the relationship between interaction 

delight and the aesthetics of interaction (Petersen et al., 2008). 

Hassenzahl (2003) talks about three hedonic attributes in his model of user experience: 1) stimulation,  

2) identification, and 3) evocation. Stimulation appears a hedonic attribute closely connected with 

interaction delight. Hassenzahl (2003) indicates that stimulation happens when the system offers 

functionality, content, presentation, or interaction style in a novel, interesting, or impressive fashion. 
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This attribute speaks of the designer’s intent to make the system capable of captivating, charming, or 

exciting the user. Hassenzahl (2003) claims that people prefer products that communicate advantageous 

identities to others (p. 35). Interaction delight introduces a slight but meaningful change regarding 

identification. It also regards identification as something that has to do with consubstantiality, in the 

sense of Burke (1969b, p. 55). Interaction delight expands identification to include the communication of 

a shared identity of the user with other people. In other words, the system’s capability of 

communicating either an advantageous or a shared identity with others could lead to interaction 

delight. Hassenzahl (2003)  talks about evocation when the system can evoke memories by representing 

past events, relationships, or thoughts that are relevant to the user (p. 36). Regarding interaction delight, 

evocation occurs when the user creates a vivid image through the system usage and such an image 

causes captivation, arousal, or surprise.  

By considering that interaction delight is part of an aesthetic experience, it is possible to bring the four 

threads of experience (McCarthy & Wright, 2004) into the picture, and overlap each of them with the 

notion of interaction delight ( I suggested the potential connection between these threads and delight in 

the subsection 2.6.3.3). Interaction delight is concerned with how the multimodality of the system 

captivates and arouses the user’s senses (i.e., overlap with the sensorial thread). However, it will be only 

the user who can judge whether a moment of the user experience has obtained such an effect or not (i.e., 

overlap with the emotional thread). In part, the user’s judgment would derive from her perception of 

how this moment blends, complements, contrasts, and elevates other moments in the user experience 

(i.e., an overlap with the compositional thread). Moreover, she would consider how this moment relates 
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to her individual and shared identity, and to her present and the future (i.e., overlap with the spatio-

temporal thread). By drawing on the work of McCarthy and Wright (2004), it is possible to link 

interaction delight with a variation of the intrinsic and extrinsic meaning. The intrinsic meaning for 

interaction delight is the general value that the user gives to a moment of captivation, arousal, or 

surprise. The extrinsic meaning for the interaction delight is the value that the user gives to a moment 

of captivation, arousal, or surprise in function of how such a moment is indicating a user’s achievement 

of a goal through the system usage.  

Because interaction delight situates within aesthetic experiences, it recognizes the relevance of both 

mind and body in the experience. In this sense, the designer’s efforts seek to find ways in which the 

multimodality of the system can create vivid images that are not only mentally grasped but also felt. 

Similar to the aesthetic interaction framework (Petersen et al., 2004), interaction delight takes into 

account that sensorial (here called multimodal) and intellectual processes occur in the user during 

interactions with the system and that the user can appropriate of the system to make sense of complex, 

contradictory, and ambiguous situations. From the perspective of interaction delight, the vivid image 

that emerges at that moment of captivation, arousal, or surprise impacts in the user’s desire or will to 

appropriate of the system and engage in making sense of such a situation. Regarding the aesthetic 

interaction framework, aesthetic originates from relationships of use. Hence, interaction delight relates 

to and makes sense by use, not just by perceptual appreciation.  
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Interaction delight is an outcome of a system’s interaction gestalt. Lim et al. (2007) define interaction 

gestalt as the set of interaction attributes that must be translated to and manifested in the interactive 

artifact properties in order to be communicated, perceived, and experienced by the users. Such 

attributes include connectivity, continuity, directness, movement, orderliness, proximity, pace, 

resolution, speed, and time-depth. These attributes speak of the system’s multimodality that the 

designer takes into account to give shape to interaction delight. All these attributes derived from the 

combination of the aural, the visual, the verbal, the tactile, and the temporal modes in the multimodal 

composition of an interactive system. It is possible that other modes be added to the list depending on the 

requirements of the system. For example, the olfactory mode. The term multimodal composition alludes 

here to the relationship between multimodal compositions and affect (Murray, 2009), and the definition 

of rhetoric as the use of symbols for communication purposes (Foss, 2009; Foss et al., 2001). From the 

perspective of interaction delight, the designer’s translation of the attributes mentioned above to the 

properties of a system could be intended to create a vivid image, an affective interaction gestalt instant, that 

could please, charm, enchant, captivate, divert, entertain, excite, or surprise the user. Sometimes, it is 

possible that the user judges such an instant based on its affective impact. In such a situation, 

interaction delight could be regarded more like an experiential quality (Lim et al., 2007; Löwgren, 2007, 

2009) if she expresses having experienced a higher degree of joy surprise, arousal, captivation, 

amusement, or excitement.  

An important question in this regard is about finding a way to identify and assess interaction delight 

when or if it happens. Interaction delight considers two possible paths. The first path leaves the user 
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aside and focuses on the composition of the system and how it indicates possible interaction delight 

instances. This path considers the idea from rhetoric that images work metonymically (Brummett, 1994; 

Ehses, 2008; Ehses & Lupton, 1988). Interaction delight thus expand this idea to the domain of 

multimodal compositions and argumentation (Blair, 2012d, 2012e; Groarke, 2015; Kjeldsen, 2015; 

McQuarrie & Phillips, 2008; Murray, 2009; Roque, 2012, 2015) to consider possible that one part of the 

system’s design, at a particular moment of interactions with it, can allude to delightful experiences 

outside of that moment, and also to the designer’s efforts to please, charm, enchant, captivate, divert, 

entertain, surprise, or arouse the user. For this first path, interaction delight sees values in interpretive 

methods and frameworks from both inside of HCI (Andersen & Pold, 2011; Bardzell, 2011; Bardzell et al., 

2015; Bertelsen & Pold, 2004; de Souza & Leitão, 2009; de Souza et al., 2010, 2006; Hansen, 2005; Murer 

et al., 2015; Pold, 2005), and outside of HCI, particularly with those connected with rhetoric (Alcolea-

Banegas, 2008; Brummett, 1994; Buchanan, 1985, 1995, 2001a; Chryslee et al., 1996; Ehses, 2008; Foss, 

1993, 1994, 2005, 2009; McQuarrie & Phillips, 2008; Rose, 2001), on the basis that rhetoric is concerned 

with multimodal compositions and their denotative and connotative qualities, affect, vividness, 

denotation and influencing people’s attitudes (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001; Handa, 2004; Hill & Helmers, 

2012; Murray, 2009). In this sense, this first path tends to connect with humanities-based constructs and 

methods for HCI, particularly, with the humanistic HCI (Bardzell & Bardzell, 2015) and semiotic 

engineering (de Souza, 2005). 

The other path focuses on the user’s account of experienced interaction delight instances. In this regard, 

interaction delight embraces the ideas and approach suggested by the institutional model of pleasure 
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(Brown & Juhlin, 2015). By drawing on the intrinsic relationship between delight and pleasure, 

interaction delight considers the possibility of whatever counts as pleasant, charming, enchanting, 

captivating, entertaining, exciting or surprising depends on a social construction. However, people can 

recognize and talk about the interaction delight that derives using interactive systems and how it 

influences their decisions, activities, and attitudes. The second path favors the application of qualitative 

methods to elicit this experiential knowledge from the user. For example, participant observation and 

interviews (Brown & Juhlin, 2015). This second path links to what some HCI scholars focused on the 

study of delight have called the interactional account (Boehner, DePaula, Dourish, & Sengers, 2005; 

Kefalidou et al., 2012). Such an account suggests that interaction delight emerges from a dynamic 

relationship between the user’s internal factors and other external factors, including culture. These 

scholars suggest self-reports and reflections as other two methods to obtain insights about delight from 

the user. This second path also connects with the domain of HCI that focuses on the hedonic and 

eudaimonic qualities of interactive systems (Diefenbach et al., 2014; Mekler & Hornbæk, 2016), 

particularly, with the efforts and interest of bringing qualitative approaches to the analysis of such a 

quality.  

6.2.6.  Interaction delight and the notion of delight from the perspective of user experience designers 

As I have described above, several user experience designers have drawn on the pyramidal model of user 

needs (Walter, 2011) to define or discuss the notion of delight for interactive systems. In general, the 

designer’s concept of delight bifurcates into two streams. One of these streams considers delight as a 

quality of interactive systems related to appearance and motion (Babich, 2016; Casali, 2013; Collins, 2016; 
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Gittins, 2013; Gkogka, 2017; Herrmann, 2016; Riddle et al., 2015), whereas the other stream talks about 

delight as an aspect related to fulfillment and efficiency (Barkow, 2016; Fessenden, 2017; Kayan, 2015; 

Leisio, 2016a, 2016b; Madhugiri, 2016; Martin, 2016; Maynard, 2015; Obenauer, 2016; Shepheard, 2016; 

Slayback, 2016; Thin Martian, 2016). I have also said above that among these ideas, the account of delight 

by Fessenden (2017) stands out for this work for two reasons: 1) it presents a concrete definition and 

ontology of delight; and 2) it is part of the online publications of the Nielsen Norman Group, a 

consulting firm with almost twenty years of experience, and whose founders, Jakob Nielsen, Don 

Norman, and Bruce “Tog” Tognazzini, have profoundly influenced both the professional and academic 

development of HCI, usability, and user experience, thus adhering credibility and seriousness to the 

account.  

There are some similarities between the notions of interaction delight and user delight (Fessenden, 

2017). Both notions emphasize the interactions with a system or an interface. Both of them take into 

account the pyramidal model of Walter to point out that just pleasure is insufficient to account for 

delight. They also agree that delight can influence the behaviors and opinions formulated during 

interactions with the system. However, there are some differences as well. The first and perhaps most 

significant difference has been introduced above. Interaction delight blurs the dichotomy between 

surface delight and deep delight. The idea that deep delight is holistic suggest that potential triggers of 

surface delight, including animations, tactile transitions, gestural commands, microcopy, beautiful 

imagery, and sound interactions fail in meeting the user needs as defined by Walter’s pyramid. From 

the perspective of interaction delight, the designer’s efforts, in general, seek to fulfill these needs, 
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including those efforts directed the so-called surface delight. Interaction delight considers that the user 

can recognize when positive affect happens because such an acknowledgment is part of making sense of 

the experience (McCarthy & Wright, 2004; Wright et al., 2008). Moreover, the user can always express 

such a recognition based on her social and cultural learning of emotions (Boehner et al., 2005; Brown & 

Juhlin, 2015). However, interaction delight considers that not all positive affect can be regarded as 

experienced delight (Storm & Storm, 1987).   

6.3.  Interaction delight: drawing on rhetorical examinations 

In the previous section, I have revisited some concepts and ideas from the second chapter to inform my 

development of interaction (design) delight. I have also given a glimpse of how rhetorical concepts 

connect with it. In this section, I will draw on my performed examinations to continue shaping (not to 

say theorizing on) the concept of interaction delight. My plan for this section is to work inductively. I 

will take the insights obtained from my examinations and their theoretical base, introduced in the third 

chapter, to inform my understanding of delight in interactive systems and guide my articulation for 

interaction delight. For me, it is important to emphasize that I will not use my examinations to 

deconstruct the apps and show the exemplars of how a design should be done in order to cause delight. 

From my viewpoint, claiming the opposite contradicts 1) the interpretive nature and limitations of my 

method, and 2) some of the key ideas around experience, aesthetics, and pleasure that I have introduced 

in both the second and third chapter. I also want to remark that I might emphasize a first person 

writing style in this section. Whereas in the section above I mostly echoed the work of other scholars, in 
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the section below I will externalize my current understanding of delight based on the set of activities 

that I have performed for this dissertation work. 

I consider that interaction (design) delight is rhetorical. I make this claim by taking into account the 

insights that I gained from performing my literature review on rhetoric (chapter 3) and observations 

from my performed examinations. By rhetorical, I mean that interaction delight can perform other 

functions besides a persuasive one. In general, In general, I align with the notion of rhetoric developed 

around the work of Foss (Chryslee et al., 1996; Foss, 1993, 2005, 2009; Foss et al., 2001; Foss & Griffin, 

1995). I regard rhetoric as the human use of symbols to communicate effectively, and whose practical use 

is to persuade people, to make people identify, to invite to understanding, to help in self-knowledge and 

self-discovery, and to shape reality. This definition has two basic conditions. One condition is the 

requirement of a human as the agent using symbols, and the other condition is the use of such symbols 

for purposes of communication. Moreover, the list of practical uses of rhetoric according to this 

definition suggests that it deals with complex and abstract phenomena. This definition is dense and 

needs clarification about what it means for interaction delight. I will start by addressing the two basic 

conditions of the definition.  

6.3.1.  On “the human use of symbols” and interaction delight 

The first basic condition, the human use of symbols, indicates rhetoric needs human intervention to 

happen. It is a consequence of human action. As I see it, this condition is important because it allows us 

to narrow the scope of rhetoric so that it can apply to interaction delight. In other words, I am excluding 
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other possible ways in which an interactive system may cause delight outside of the designer’s 

intervention and volition. For interaction delight to happen, the designer needs to determine the 

potential mechanisms in the system’s design that could please, charm, enchant, captivate, amuse, divert, 

entertain, arouse, or surprise the user. Rhetoric regards symbols as its medium in the sense that verbal 

and non-verbal units of human communication are based on conventions (Foss, 2009; Foss et al., 2001). 

In the context of interaction design, I see the design of interactive systems similarly. Interactive systems 

entail the use of symbols, and the designer is the agent in charge of the mediation and configuration of 

these symbols. The design of an interactive system is thus a symbolic composition.  

Because symbols depend on conventions, I believe that a designer interested in composing interaction 

delight for a system needs to have a good understanding and sensitivity about how these symbols work 

not only at the instrumental level but also at the cultural or ideological level. Here I am drawing on how 

Barthes (1993) define rhetoric to include ideology as one of the concerns of such a designer. As a result, 

this designer needs to attentive to the denotation and connotation of both the interface components, 

whether they are static or dynamic, and the set of interactions defined for the operation of the system. 

In general, the designer needs to make us of her constructive intentional intelligence to address the possible 

symbolic gap between her vision of a delightful system design and the user’s understanding of it. 

Constructive intentional intelligence refers to the designer’s capability of being creative, innovative, 

imaginative, analytical, and volitional to compose a design and to recognize and judge its quality 

(Löwgren & Stolterman, 2004, pp. 45–47). 
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6.3.2.  On “the use of symbols for communication purposes” and interaction delight 

The second condition, the use of symbols is for effective communication, talks about the idea that a person can 

choose to give symbolic value to verbal and non-verbal instances of communication (Foss et al., 2001, p. 

3). In the context of interaction delight, I see important to minimize the symbolic (semantic) gap that I 

mentioned above. However, this minimization involves two perspectives that not necessarily coincide 

regarding time and space. These are the perspectives of the designer and the user, respectively. From the 

perspective of the designer, the desired goal is to attain a clear communication of her intent. As a result, 

the designer will employ her constructive intentional intelligence to construct a metacommunication 

message to be conveyed during interaction time. Here I am drawing on the foundation of semiotic 

engineering, a theory of HCI based on semiotics which regards the design of the system as a 

metacommunication message about how the user can or should the interactive system, why, and to 

what effects (de Souza & Leitão, 2009, p. 16). I bring this notion of metacommunication message for 

interaction delight to link its rhetorical dimension with a semiotic one.  

During the design of the system, the designer becomes a rhetor, and under this role, she composes for 

interaction delight. The designer’s constructive intelligence is directed to the formulation and 

materialization of design arguments (Buchanan, 1985), and in this process, the designer draws on design-

oriented topoi, modes of appeal, tropes, schemes, and style level (Bogost, 2010; Ehses, 2008; Ehses & Lupton, 

1988; Halstrøm, 2016; Joost, 2006; Joost & Scheuermann, 2006). I consider a system’s design arguments 

related to what I have called above vivid image, and therefore, to the notions of vividness and information 

vividness (Hill & Helmers, 2012, p. 31) (Fig. 3.2). As I see it, the creation of such arguments has to do with 
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the designer’s desire and effort to convey vivid images with the potential to evoke delight during the 

user experience. Here I am drawing on Weaver’s account of rhetoric, who no neutrality in language and 

every utterance is an attempt to make other see the world in a particular way and accept the values in 

that point of view (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2001, p. 1042). For interaction delight, I assume the existence of 

an interaction design language, and therefore, such a language is not neutral and entails the designer’s 

intent. From the perspective of the designer, I see effective communication for interaction delight as an 

instant in which the system’s design arguments and use result in a vivid image that captivates, arouses, 

or surprises the user. 

From the perspective of the user, the design of the system is open to interpretation, which depends on 

the user’s experiential knowledge about the cause-effect relationships of the symbols composing the 

system’s design as well as the same type of relationship that the user has encountered in other systems 

and design products. Additionally, this knowledge encompasses relationships of similitude and 

authority. The labels that I have used for talking about these relationships allude to Weaver’s 

classification or arguments and the idea that the type of argument that a person habitually uses reveals 

much about that person’s character and intention (Foss et al., 2001, p. 166). By drawing on Weaver’s 

ideas, I try to say that the user needs a certain knowledge about how to operate the system. This 

knowledge is acquired by interactions with the system as she relates them to other symbolic 

relationships learned from other design products. Based on this knowledge, the user can identify the 

designer’s intent, at least she should be able to identify the purpose and category (or genre) of the 

interactive system.  
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This knowledge also allows the user identify other communication attempts from the designer, 

particularly, those aimed at evoking interaction delight. However, the implicit link with Weaver’s 

account of rhetoric and relationship between rhetoric and arguments suggests the possible role of the 

system’s design as a source of arguments (Foss et al., 2001, p. 166). For interaction delight, I follow not only 

the idea a system’s composition (i.e., its design) includes design arguments but also the idea that the 

system reifies arguments during the user experience  (Bardzell et al., 2015). From my viewpoint, the user’s 

interpretation parallels with the phenomena of encountering, identifying, and framing visual 

arguments, arguments in film, and multimodal arguments (Alcolea-Banegas, 2008; Birdsell & Groarke, 

2007; Blair, 2012d, 2012e; Chryslee et al., 1996; Groarke, 2015; Roque, 2012, 2015). Consequently, the user’s 

interpretation involves the identification of a set of propositions that not necessarily satisfy a true-value 

condition, as in the case of the propositions employed in verbal arguments, but that works appropriately 

to provide evidence in favor of a specific claim derived from a vivid image that emerged during the user 

experience. Interaction delight is concerned with arguing by experience (Groarke, 2015).  

6.3.3.  On “the functions of rhetoric” and interaction delight 

Besides the two conditions that such a definition imposes, there are the functions of rhetoric:  to 

persuade people, to make people identify, to invite to understanding, to help in self-knowledge and self-

discovery, and shape reality. This list is based on what Foss (2009) defines as the purpose of rhetoric and 

reflects key ideas that have emerged with the historical development of rhetoric (Bizzell & Herzberg, 

2001; Foss et al., 2001; Gill, 1994). As I observed in my examinations, some aspects in the design of 

desktop and mobile apps suggest the presence of these functions. In some occasions, this presence is 
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more evident since it relates directly to the purpose of the system. For example, UP, LG Health, and Full 

(Figs. 5.1, 5.2, 5.6) are intended for behavioral change, so it makes sense to think that they are intended 

for persuasion, for inducing such a change in the user. In other occasions, the persuasive function of the 

design appears subtle. For example, in the case of the Text Editor Animator (Fig. 5.20), the design 

concept invites the user to rethink the notion of mini-toolbar, to change her attitude to some extent, 

while it proposes a new way of operating this type of interface component.  

(a)     (b)     (c)  

Figure 6.1. Screenshots of the Yahoo Weather! app of a rainy night in New York City. Screenshot from personal 
device. 

As I noticed in my examinations, identification happens through form and function. This type of 

identification appears subtle and closer to the connotation of interface components. It encompasses 

how the designer tries to establish a connection with the user to the user through the system’s design, to 

share substance with the user. For example, I see this type of identification on the home screen of the 
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Yahoo! Weather app (Fig. 6.1 (a)), which uses random photographs and animations of the current 

weather as such a substance. I see another example in OmmWriter (Fig. 6.2), which uses soft music, 

background colors, and animations not as a mere decoration but as the design substance offered to the 

user so she can concentrate. This interpretation of identification connects with the notion of a designer-

to-user communication via a metacommunication message (de Souza, 2005). It also speaks of the 

production level in the model of rhetorical communication for system design proposed by Joost (2006) 

and the idea of regarding the system as a social actor by Fogg (2003). I also see identification in user-to-

user communication. This type of identification is about how the system’s design allows users to relate 

to each other. A good example is the Facebook app, which allows the user to like or add a reaction (e.g., 

wow) as an indication of shared perspectives, values, sense of humor, or concerns. I see the three modes 

of interactivity proposed by Carnegie (2009)  (i.e., multi-directionality, manipulation, and presence) as 

an appropriate lens to analyze or talk about user-to-user identification.  

 (a)     (b)   

Figure 6.2. Screenshots of OmmWriter, a distraction-less writing app. Screenshot from personal device. 
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Regarding the function of rhetoric of inviting to understanding, I consider that decision-making is the 

key element. As I noticed from my examinations, invitation to understanding manifests in how the 

system’s design allows the user to comprehend, reflect, and make a decision regarding a situation and 

foresee its consequence. The purpose of the system relates to this situation, so the design of the system 

represents a designer’s effort to frame the situation for the user to make a decision. For example, I see 

this type of function in the visualizations and interface design of Yahoo! Weather, UP, and LG Health 

(Figs. 1.3, 5.1, 5.2, and 6.1). As I see it, the invitation to understanding involves the application of the 

designer’s constructive intentional intelligence toward information design issues. Here I talk about an 

appropriate configuration of the different modes (i.e., visual, verbal, aural, tactile, and temporal) to help 

the user foresee a future event or implication.  

Based on the idea that rhetoric can also apply to oneself, I see the function of self-discovery and self-

knowledge happening when the user appropriates the system to engage in reflection about her identity, 

self-esteem, well-being, values, implications of her actions, and role in a given situation. This function 

may lead to self-persuasion, self-identification, and self-invitation to understanding. The design of apps 

like UP, LG, Health, and Full explicitly seek to engage the user in self-discovery and self-knowledge. 

However, it possible to find other apps performing this function implicitly. I see this case in Gaza 

Everywhere (Nassri, 2014). This app allows the user to compare the difference between the sizes of the 

Strip of Gaza and a particular place on Earth (Fig. 6.3). The app also allows her to take some time and 

engage in reflection upon her awareness of the conflicts in that part of the world and how that connects 
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with her values, individual and collective concerns, the place where she lives, the people that she knows, 

and past experiences. In this sense, Gaza Everywhere encourages self-discovery and self-knowledge.  

 

Figure 6.3. A visual comparison between the Strip of Gaza and Bloomington, Indiana.  
Gaza Everywhere by Ahmad Nassri (2014). Screenshot from my computer. 

I also see apps like Gaza Everywhere, UP, LG Health, Full, Facebook, and Yahoo! Weather as interesting 

cases to illustrate some of the points that I introduced about the second condition, the use of symbols 

for communication, in the definition of rhetoric that I consider for interaction delight. They illustrate 

the idea of seeing an interactive system as a source of design arguments or a thing capable of reifying 

arguments during interaction time. I relate this capability with the function of shaping reality. I think 

that such a function involves the perspectives of the designer and the user in the sense that I have 

considered above. By the symbolic composition of the system, the designer aims at shaping reality. She 

uses the symbols associated with the system’s design to convey a particular viewpoint about a situation 

to an existing user or a potential one. Such a point of view may be clear regarding its symbolisms, and 
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these symbolisms may remain once the system has been deployed. However, it might also fade out or 

evolve. In the process of making sense of the system and its use, the user also shapes her reality, which 

could be communicated later to others and perhaps perform one of the functions of rhetoric.  

6.3.4.  The argumentative and the expressive strands of interaction delight 

The set of explanations above is to propose that interaction delight is rhetorical in the sense that it 

comes from a rhetorical action by the designer, and it is experienced rhetorically by the user. These 

explanations are to indicate that interaction delight thus performs one or many functions or purposes of 

rhetoric: 1) persuasion, 2) identification, 3) invitation to understanding, 4) self-discovery and self-

knowledge, and 5) construction of reality. Now, I want to focus on two qualities that I have identified 

throughout my examinations and attribute to interaction delight. One of these qualities is about the 

argumentative role of an interactive system via its interface and interactions. This quality relates to the 

concepts of enthymeme and three modes of appeal (i.e., logos, ethos, and pathos) that I have used as 

lenses in my examinations. It also relates to other concepts from my literature review on rhetoric that 

have influenced my thinking, including topoi, multimodal argument, arguments in film, mixed-media 

arguments, visual argument, and arguing by experience. The second quality centers on the expressivity 

of the system via its interface and interactions. This quality relates to the lenses of the function of an 

image, rhetorical operations, tropes, schemes, the three types of metaphorical tension (i.e., linguistic, 

pragmatic, and hermeneutic), and emotional intensity. From the literature review, it relates to the 

concepts of vividness, information vividness, and levels of style. In other words, I bifurcate the influence 
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that I have received from my examinations and some complementary concepts into two broad strands 

of interaction delight: the argumentative and the expressive.  

The argumentative strand talks about the possibility of a system to become a type of multimodal 

argument during interaction time, and how through this role, it gets to captivate, arouse, or surprise the 

user. The argumentative strand of interaction delight links to both the designer and the user 

perspective. From the designer perspective, interaction delight happens as a result of the design 

arguments that derive from the configuration of at least five modes, namely, the visual, the aural, the 

verbal, the tactile, and the temporal. Here I want to emphasize that such an argument is not limited to 

persuasive function. Interaction delight can relate to the designer’s efforts to support identification, an 

invitation to understanding, self-discovery and self-knowledge, and a particular viewpoint about reality. 

For the designer, the argumentative strand starts materializing as soon as she starts dealing with the 

design situation. It is an element of carrying out design as a form of inquiry (Nelson & Stolterman, 

2012), so the designer could give glimpses of how it will be before the system of design is completed. For 

example, through sketches and verbal discussions with the client and stakeholders. The argumentative 

strand from the designer perspective speaks of her constructive intentional intelligence, and in an ideal 

case, the designer should be able to articulate the way in which design arguments in the system connect 

with interaction delight.  

From the user perspective, interaction delight is possible because of the multimodality and symbolic 

relations expressed via the system’s design and use. These two aspects allow the user to distinguish vivid 
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images that end up captivating, arousing, or surprising her. The argumentative strand manifests in an 

instant of interaction delight when the user can elaborate a claim about experiencing a high level of 

pleasure, charm, enchantment, captivation, amusement, entertaining, excitement, arousal, or surprise. 

The evidence to support such a claim comes from the immediate system’s behavior and performed 

interactions. Moreover, previous moments of the interaction or the outcome of using other systems may 

participate in supporting this claim indirectly, functioning as a backing for the claim (Toulmin, 2003). 

 To some extent, the argumentative strand assigns an enthymematic aspect to an instant of interaction 

delight. In this regard, such an instant requires the user to be engaged in the use of the system, make 

use of her experiential knowledge and have a vision of a desirable future state related to the use of the 

system. Such conditions lead to a process similar to filling out the unstated premises, an action that is 

necessary for linguistic enthymemes to take form and make sense. Moreover, as it happens with 

linguistic enthymemes, such a process has a rhetorical effect. It allows an instant of interaction to fulfill 

one or more of the functions of rhetoric. Similar to the case of arguments built mostly on images, either 

static or in motion, the identification and backup of a claim entail interpretation, reconstruction, and 

evaluation from the observer (Alcolea-Banegas, 2008; Birdsell & Groarke, 2007; Blair, 2012d, 2012e; 

Chryslee et al., 1996; Groarke, 2015; Murray, 2009; Roque, 2012, 2015). As a result, the user has the final 

word on the assessment of an instant of interaction delight and the strength of its argumentative 

strand. Such an evaluation will depend on the characteristics of the context of use and the user’s attitude 

at the moment in which a vivid image emerges from the interactions with the system, and not 

necessarily on what the designer intended. 
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This situation speaks of two variations of interaction delight. One of these variations is the intended 

interaction delight, the purposeful creation of design arguments by the designer, and the other one is the 

experienced interaction delight, the user’s experience of being captivated, aroused, or surprised through a 

multimodal argument that emerges from one instant of the interactions with the system.  The intended 

interaction delight corresponds to the designer’s attempt to argue by experience (Groarke, 2015), whereas 

the experienced interaction delight corresponds to the user’s consciousness of how the system’s design 

argues by experience. The design of OmmWriter (Fig. 6.2) exemplifies the difference between intended 

interaction delight and experienced interaction delight. As a user of OmmWriter, I can argue that this 

software was designed to captivate me so that I can focus during my writing time. In an ideal case, I 

would have access to the designer. Based on her explanations of how she brought OmmWriter into 

existence, I would identify the intended interaction delight in this app’s design. However, the designer’s 

absence does not impede me to elaborate on how the interface components and interactions with 

OmmWriter made me feel captivated, to articulate my experienced interaction delight.  

The expressive strand talks about the possibility of a system of causing vividness. Although this 

consideration seems to be circular, the expressive strand is particularly concerned with how multimodal 

configurations in the system’s design can connote positive affect as they show a potential for 

captivation, arousal, or surprise. Through the lens of the expressive strand, interaction delight is a result 

of a deviation of meaning within a brief period of interactions with the system so that this deviation gets to 

please, charm, enchant, amuse, divert, entertain, arouse, or surprise the user. The expressive strand 
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takes into account the denotation and connotation of interface components, static and dynamic, and 

the action performed by the user within such a period.  

The deviation of meaning derives from the designer’s purposeful re-configuration of the aural, the 

visual, the verbal, the tactile, and the temporal modes to affect the conventionality of the interface 

components and form of interaction with the system. It has to do with a violation of interface and 

interaction conventions. This deviation is thus a result of the designer’s action of introducing new or 

unexpected symbolic relationships of cause-effect, similitude, or authority that the user needs to resolve 

in interaction time. Consequently, the implementation of this deviation requires the designer to use her 

constructive intentional intelligence to have a sense of the semantic limits in which a violation could 

cause positive affect in general, and high level of pleasure, charm, enchantment, amusement, 

entertainment, arousal, captivation, or surprise in particular.  

In rhetorical terms, the formulation of deviations of meaning corresponds to following criteria for 

effective communication: 1) appropriateness, 2) style, 3) clarity, 4) correctness, and 5) ornamentation  

(Ehses, 2008; Ehses & Lupton, 1988; Joost, 2006). The expressive strand of interaction delight 

encourages the designer to push the limits of the inner appropriateness but to keep in mind the 

importance of the outer appropriateness. This strand leverages the high style since invoking delight in 

the user is the ultimate goal. Nevertheless, the designer’s proposed reconfigurations should preserve a 

certain degree of clarity, correctness, and ornamentation. One of the concerns of the last criterion, 

ornamentation, is the selection and application of tropes, and schemes, the so-called rhetorical figures.  
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In the rhetoric of graphic design, these figures mean a type of deviation applied to the symbols of the 

visual composition. A trope involves a deviation from the ordinary or customary signification of symbols 

in the composition, whereas a scheme entails a deviation from the ordinary pattern or arrangement of 

symbols in a composition (Ehses, 2008). The notion of interaction delight favors a particular type of 

deviation when it comes to the idea of a rhetorical figure. This deviation comes into existence when the 

designer assigns an unexpected procedural representation  (Bogost, 2010) to the interface component. This 

interpretation of a figure is thus concerned with changing the rules (i.e., interface and interaction 

conventions) that apply to interface and interaction patterns. Nevertheless, the notions of tropes and 

schemes as defined in graphic design (Ehses, 1984, 2008; Ehses & Lupton, 1988), also apply for 

interaction delight when it comes to the visual elements of the graphical user interface.  

Vine and the Facebook iOS app illustrate this case of an unexpected implementation. Vine’s interface 

utilizes containers to show pictures or thumbnails of the videos uploaded by its users (Fig. 6.4 (a)). Such 

a photo transforms into the user’s video as soon as the mouse pointer reaches it. The design shows no 

buttons on any of these containers. The action of making the mouse hover the photo container becomes 

play video on Vine. In the case of Facebook for iOS, the app detects when the user has taken pictures. 

When the user opens the app, these recent pictures show on the interface for the user to select and 

upload one of them. Once the user has chosen the image, the app allows her to add a comment about it 

and edit it. The unexpected implementation is allowing the user to apply a photographic filter on the fly, 

without the necessity of going to the edit screen. The user only needs to swipe right or left to see the 

outcome of applying all the filters available on Facebook (Fig. 6.4 (b)). Another interesting case of 
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deviation appears in the Text Editor Animation (Figs. 5.20 and 5.21). The unexpected implementation is 

in transforming a mini-toolbar into a mini-form. 

(a)     (b)  

Figure 6.4.Examples of “unexpected implementation” applied to "image containers:" (a) to play a video and (b) to 
apply a photographic filter. Screenshot from personal devices. 

6.4.  Interaction delight in a nutshell 

6.4.1.  Operational definition 

Above, I took a long road to synthesize my understanding of delight for interactive systems as I revisited 

the literature review introduced in the second chapter and gave a theoretical reinterpretation to insights 

and learning derived from my performed explorations and literature review on rhetoric. In this section, 

I want to compact the theoretical sketch of the two sections above into a construct that could work as an 

operational definition of interaction delight: 
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Interaction delight is a bilateral quality of interactive systems. The interaction design 
side of interaction delight involves for the designer to leverage the visual, the aural, the 
verbal, the tactile, and the temporal modes to please, charm, enchant, captivate, amuse, 
divert, entertain, arouse, or surprise the user. The user experience side of interaction 
delight involves for the user to encounter a captivating, arousing, or surprising brief 
period during interactions with the system mostly due to an unexpected 
implementation regarding the function and behavior of an interface component.  

6.4.2.  Intended interaction delight and experienced interaction delight: the perspectives of the 

designer and the user 

The definition above encapsulates a set of minimum considerations regarding this quality of interactive 

systems. Interaction delight emerges with the designer’s desire and intent to please, charm, enchant, 

captivate, amuse, divert, entertain, arouse, or surprise the user. It comes from the designer’s 

acknowledgment that positive affect influences a person’s attitude towards a past, existing, or future 

situation, and that beauty, spectacle, joy, and marvel can manifest through appearance and use. 

Interaction delight relates to both the designer and the user, leading to an intended interaction delight 

and an experienced interaction delight.  

Intended interaction delight involves the configuration of the visual, the verbal, the aural, the tactile, 

and the temporal modes in the design of a system. Such a configuration aims at creating a vivid image 

that gets to captivate, arouse, or surprise the user during interaction time. The process of composing for 

interaction delight requires the designer to know about the appropriate symbols regarding the possible 

context of use, user profile, and system category. Additionally, it requires the designer to challenge the 

conventionality of these symbols so that she can come up with unexpected implementations in the 
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system’s design. By composing for interaction delight, the designer creates multimodal arguments that 

aim at arguing by experience. Such arguments are rhetorical in the sense that they perform one or many 

of the functions of rhetoric:  

1)   to persuade the user;  

2)   to help the user identify with other users and the system itself;  

3)   to invite to understanding regarding a personal or collective situation;  

4)   to help in processes of self-knowledge and self-discovery; and  

5)   to introduce a viewpoint to or from the user through the system’s design.  

Experienced interaction delight happens when the user grasps a vivid image during interactions with 

the system, and such an image gets to captivate, arouse, or surprise her. Once the user has experienced 

interaction delight, it may become into one of the following three types: assimilated, reenacted, or 

transitory. Assimilated interaction delight raises the user’s expectations for future interactions 

concerning the system or other systems belonging to the same category or platform. Reenacted 

interaction delight resides in the user’s memory. The user can bring this delight back through 

performing the same interactions with the system or any other system whose functionality or behavior 

is similar. Transitory interaction delight is forgotten once the user experience is over. The user can 

communicate how she experienced interaction delight by stating a claim of how the system captivated, 

aroused, or surprised her within a brief period during the user experience and drawing on the static and 

dynamic appearance of the interface components and performed interactions to backup such a claim.  
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6.5.  REIS: Rhetorical Examination of Interactive Systems 

Throughout my examinations, I explored the potential of a series of rhetorical concept to work as lenses 

to analyze interactive artifacts. Such lenses include: 

1.   the function of an image: the action that a visual composition communicates (Foss, 1994);  

2.   visual enthymeme: a visual composition that functions similarly to an enthymeme, a truncated 

syllogism that requires the participation of the audience to fill in the unstated premises (Blair, 

2012e, 2012d); 

3.   the three modes of appeal: the ways in the speaker engages the audience’s attention, either by 

emphasizing facts (logos), her own character (ethos), or evoking emotions in the audience 

(pathos) (Ehses, 2008; Ehses & Lupton, 1988); 

4.   rhetorical operations in graphic design: procedures that apply to a visual composition to obtain 

an appealing effect (Ehses & Lupton, 1988); 

5.   tropes: a deviation from the ordinary or customary meaning of words in a clause, or symbols in 

a visual composition (Ehses, 1984; Ehses & Lupton, 1988, 1988); 

6.   scheme: a deviation from the ordinary pattern or arrangement of words in a clause, or symbol in 

a visual composition  (Ehses, 1984; Ehses & Lupton, 1988, 1988); 

7.   metaphorical tension: the type of violation that a metaphor entails, either a violation of syntax, a 

violation of meaning learned from real world experiences, and a violation of a belief system 

(Kaplan, 1992; Nilsen, 1986); 
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8.   emotional intensity: the combination of the originality in the comparison of the of a metaphor, 

the involvement of a person in its interpretation, and the metaphor’s ability to create a strong 

visual image (Nilsen, 1986). 

 

Figure 6.5. Diagrammatic overview of my method (REIS) in its current state. 

Four core steps emerged from performing my examinations. These steps define my method:  

1)   the selection of a concept or group of concepts from rhetoric to consider them as a lens for the 

examination;  

2)   the selection of a desktop or mobile app to be examined;  
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3)   the examination of the app’s interface and interactions through the lens; and  

4)   the elaboration of an account of how the concept or group of concepts appeared in the app’s 

design (Fig. 6.5).  

As I explain in the fourth chapter, the first step involves to browse rhetorical theory, and in doing so, to 

construct a type of dichotomy that allows one determine if the lens has potential, if it resonates with us. 

In the fourth chapter, I explain later that one way to examine the chosen artifact is by focusing on 

microinteractions and how the visual, the verbal, the aural, the tactile, and the temporal lead to 

denotations and connotations in the microinteractions (Fig. 4.7). I conclude the description of my 

method by indicating to use a combination of text, diagrams, and interface screenshots as the material 

to articulate compositional and experiential qualities (Fig. 4.8). 

Now that I have performed my examinations and tried to formulate the concept of interaction delight, 

two concerns emerged as well. One of these concerns has to do with rhetoric as the source of theory for 

this method, and the other concern is the objective of performing examinations based on this method. I 

realized from conversations with one of the members of my research committee that it should be clear 

what conditions make this examination rhetorical. In other words, what would be the difference if a random 

concept is selected as a lens? The short answer to this question is to say that choosing one of the concepts 

listed above or a new concept from rhetorical theory entails taking into account the foundations of 

rhetoric. However, as I have experienced myself, learning about these foundations is a non-trivial task 
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for someone coming outside of a discipline related to rhetoric. I think that a person interested in trying 

out this method can take the following aspects into account: 

•   rhetoric is concerned with the human use of symbols to communicate effectively; 

•   rhetoric is concerned with the circumstances related to the choice of such symbols; 

•   rhetoric is concerned with the effects of such symbols when deployed as a cohesive piece of 

communication; 

•   rhetoric is thus concerned with linguistic and nonlinguistic compositions and 

communication; 

•   persuasion is the main but not the only function of rhetoric; 

•   other functions of rhetoric include to make people identify, to invite to understanding, to 

help in self-knowledge and self-discovery, and to shape reality; 

•   rhetoric and argumentation are closely related; 

•   rhetoric is concerned with the invention, arrangement, style, and delivery of arguments; 

•   rhetoric provides a body of knowledge for the study of multimodal argumentation; 

•   rhetoric provides a body of knowledge for the study of affect; 

•   rhetoric and semiotics are closely related; 

•   rhetoric is concerned with denotation and connotation; 

•   rhetoric is concerned with the perceived tone and style of linguistic and non-linguistic 

compositions or communication; 

•   rhetoric emphasizes the non-neutrality of language; 
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•   rhetoric has to do with addressing or pointing out situations that need human intervention; 

Based on these aspects, a person interested in trying out this method can have a sense of what rhetoric 

is. This person can adopt a particular perspective, a type of meta-lens, not only for the first step of this 

method, in which the person browses the theory and selects the concept(s) but for all of the four steps as 

well. To some extent, this perspective helps in addressing the second concern, the one about the 

objective of performing examinations based on this method. However, I see two courses of action in this 

regard. One of them has to do with the current set of lenses. It would be too naïve if I claim that I have 

exhausted the potential of the lenses above. My examinations are just a first an initial exploration of the 

application of rhetoric to the examination of interactive systems. They represent more a stage of an 

inductive exercise rather than a deductive exercise. There will be an opportunity for me or someone else 

interested in following this method to go back and select one of the lenses listed above and perform a 

new examination. In this sense, the objective of performing this type of examinations it to continue an 

inductive development of ideas around compositional and experiential qualities of interactive systems. 

Performing examinations with the current set of lenses may help us contribute to rhetorical theory by 

suggesting redefinitions of the concepts above, but this aim is not the real objective of such an 

examination. The focus is on interaction design, so performing these examinations is about describing 

how design features in interactive systems work by using rhetorical concepts as a guide or label. The 

examination using the function of an image as a lens was about understanding how the design conveys 

meaning. The examinations on the notion of enthymeme were about how a system presents a viewpoint 
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regarding a given situation as it makes us assent to the viewpoint or reconsider our beliefs, attitudes, or 

behavior. The examinations centered on logos, ethos, and pathos was about the type of information 

design and interaction design tactics that a designer utilizes to make an interactive system appealing. 

The examinations on the rhetorical operations were about adaptations of content and functionality 

across platforms. The examination on tropes and schemes was about understanding the relation 

between interface components, static and dynamic, interactions, and the expressivity of the system. 

Finally, the examination on the metaphorical tension and emotional intensity was a type of 

continuation of the previous one and about finding a way to describe the designerly features of interface 

metaphors and how designers come up with innovative ideas. The observations and insights of all these 

examinations are just a small demonstration of how the current set of lenses can be applied to the 

inspection of interactive systems for those interested in interpretive methods in HCI.  

The second course of action is to state a clear purpose for this method. In the fourth chapter, I mention 

my interest in providing a generalized version of it. Next, I formulate this new version of what I have 

called elsewhere a rhetorical examination of interactive systems (REIS). In doing so, I will redefine the 

original structure of REIS (Fig. 6.5). This revised version of REIS is a proposal of an interpretive method 

whose theoretical basis and stance derives from rhetoric. My goal with this new version of REIS is to 

encourage interaction design researchers to consider a rhetorical viewpoint of interactive systems. For 

this new version of REIS, I still build on the literature review that I have introduced in the second 

chapter, and also take into account the aspects that I listed above. However, I mostly focus on the 
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accounts of rhetoric by Foss et al. (2001) and Ehses (1984, 2008), and the accounts of multimodal 

argumentation by Roque (2009, 2012, 2015) and Groarke (2015).  

For this new version of REIS, I propose the following definition of rhetoric: 

Rhetoric is the human use of symbol for purposes of effective communication, and 
whose practice is intended to achieve one or more of the following functions: 1) to 
persuade people, 2) to make people identify, 3) to invite to understanding among people, 
4) to support people’s self-discovery and self-knowledge, 5) to support how people shape 
experiences.  

Through this definition, I frame the design of interactive systems as a composition made of symbols. I 

thus regard the interface components, static and dynamic, and the defined interactions to operate the 

systems as symbols, human-intended communication units that point to human conventions. Based on 

this idea, the fusion, combination, or conglomeration of minimal interface components and 

interactions result in symbolic compositions (which belong to a bigger one, the overall design of the 

system).  

However, regardless of the granularity level of their inspection, the definition of interface components 

and interactions is the outcome of at least five basic modes, namely, the visual, the aural, the verbal, the 

tactile, and the temporal. It is possible that the modes could be considered based on the exigencies of the 

design situation, and therefore, requirements of the system. For example, the olfactory mode. For REIS, 

I connect the previous definition, the concept of system design, and the five basic modes via the 

following definition of arguing by user experience: 
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In achieving one or more of the functions of rhetoric, an interactive system argues 
through the user experience, in which the visual, the verbal, the aural, the tactile, and 
the temporal modes come together to convey or allow the identification of a certain 
viewpoint or claim whose support is given by the progress of the user experience so far 
and the user’s experiential knowledge, presuppositions, beliefs, and attitudes, either 
past, present, or expected.  

REIS receives epistemological and methodological influences from the semiotic inspection method (de 

Souza & Leitão, 2009; de Souza et al., 2010, 2006) and interaction criticism (Bardzell, 2011, 2011; Bardzell 

& Bardzell, 2008; Bardzell et al., 2015). The semiotic inspection method is the basic interpretive method 

from the theory of HCI known as semiotic engineering (de Souza, 2005), which proposes HCI as a 

metacommunication message between the designer and the user via the system’s interface. I draw on 

the foundations of semiotic engineering to make a connection with rhetoric and the definitions above. 

Besides this connection, I recognize the profound influence of semiotic engineering and my 

understanding of interaction design. I also acknowledge the influence of the semiotic inspection 

method regarding procedure and construction. Interaction criticism is an interpretive method focused 

on material and perceptual qualities of the system, the user experience, and the context of use. This type 

of criticism relates to humanistic HCI (Bardzell & Bardzell, 2015), a set of theories, conceptual systems, 

and methodologies form humanities in service of processes, theories, and methods in HCI. I draw on 

the critical foundations of humanistic HCI, which have been formulated for interactive systems, to 

make a connection with the theory and methods of rhetoric, including rhetorical criticism (Brummett, 

1994; Foss, 2009; Hill & Helmers, 2012; McQuarrie & Phillips, 2008).  
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Figure 6.6. Core steps of (a revised version of) a rhetorical examination of interactive systems (REIS). 

REIS is intended to aid a researcher in accounting for how a system argues by user experience as its 

design fulfills one the functions of rhetoric. This method comprises three core steps (Fig. 6.6): 

1.   The inspection of inspection of a micro-interaction and system’s behavior. 

2.   The assessment of (the user) experience 

3.   The elaboration of an account of how the system argues by experience. 

The first core step involves the analysis of micro-interactions with the system, one at the time. For each 

micro-interaction, the researcher needs to pay attention to how the visual, the verbal, the aural, the 

tactile, and the temporal modes denote and connote a certain meaning (Fig. 6.7). This sub-step is 

concerned with the relationship between the fusion of modes that composes a microinteraction and the 

literal and suggested meaning that emerges right before the user performs an action, while she 

performs the action, and right after she has completed the action.  
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Once the researcher has completed this sub-step, she needs to pay attention to how the system reacted 

or behaved after the micro-interaction ended, and how this reaction or behavior and the system’s 

current state denote and connote certain meanings (Fig. 6.8). This sub-step requires the researcher to 

identify symbolic relationships that are present in the micro-interaction and the system’s design once 

the micro-interaction has ended. Such a relationship refers to how the symbols in the system’s design 

significate cause and effect, a similitude to other symbols elsewhere, and a type of authority based on 

the system’s power to determine what the user can and cannot do. Additionally, the researcher needs to 

pay attention to any possible instance of deviation of meaning in the micro-interaction or in how the 

system behaved after the micro-interaction ended. Such a deviation occurs when the system shows a 

new or unexpected function or use for a certain part of its design. For a system with a graphical user 

interface, a deviation of meaning means a new or unexpected function or use for a basic interface 

component (i.e., an interface widget) or a conglomerate of basic interface components. 

 

Figure 6.7. Diagrammatic representation of the step 1.1. of REIS: analysis of a micro-interaction. 
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Figure 6.8. Diagrammatic representation of the step 1.2 of REIS: analysis of system's behavior. 

The second core step of REIS involves the assessment of (the user) experience. In this step, the 

researcher aims to find a claim about how the system reflects one of the functions of rhetoric: 1) to 

persuade people, 2) to make people identify, 3) to invite to understanding among people, 4) to support 

people self-discovery and self-knowledge, 5) to support how people shape reality. While performing this 

step, the researcher engages in thoughtful deconstruction and interpretation of the system’s design. To 

complete this task, the researcher uses the definition above as a type of meta-lens. In this step, the 

researcher plays close attention to the composition of the microinteraction based on the five basic 

modes, the symbolic relationships associated with the microinteraction and the immediate behavior of 

the system, and all the possible instances of deviation of meaning. Then, the researcher takes all her 

observation, learning, and insights about these design aspects and determine whether these data can 

work as the premises or the evidence to support the claim.  

It is unlikely that performing the first core step for the first time be enough for the researcher to account 

for how the system argues by user experience (as defined above). Therefore, the researcher is expected to 

perform the first two core steps iteratively (Fig. 6.6). This iteration continues as necessary. It stops when 
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the researcher considers having obtained evidence that is relevant as support for the claim, acceptable for 

the category of the system being examined (and therefore for its potential user and context of use), and 

sufficient to support the claim (Blair, 2012b). If the evidence fulfills the conditions of relevance, 

acceptability, and sufficiency, the researcher can proceed with the final core step.  

The third core step of REIS involves elaborating an account of how the system argues by experience. 

This account is an argument about the rhetoricity of the system’s design based on its compositional and 

experiential qualities. The aim of this argument is to indicate how such qualities support a certain 

viewpoint that one might identify and assent to as a result of interactions with the system. It is a 

decision of the researcher to state explicitly the function of rhetoric that relates to this argument. 

However, such a function should be identifiable in the argument’s development. For the elaboration of a 

written account, the researcher can present collected evidence in the form of text, diagrams or design 

schemas (Nelson & Stolterman, 2012), and screenshots of the examined system’s user interface. REIS 

encourages the elaboration of multimedia-based reports whenever the circumstances allow it. This 

recommendation comes from recognizing that static media (words and images) is insufficient to reflect 

both the complexity and the subtlety of the user experience.  

6.6.  Interaction delight and the perspective of the researcher 

Above, I introduced an operational definition of interaction delight and also pointed out two sides of 

interaction delight, namely, intended interaction delight and experienced interaction delight. One of 

them corresponds to the designer’s perspective, whereas the other focuses on the user. The interaction 
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design researcher introduces a third perspective for interaction delight. In this account, the researcher 

has two primary goals. One goal is to articulate the characteristics of interaction delight based on the 

rhetorical examination of existing interactive systems. The other goal is to frame the user’s experience 

regarding interaction delight.  

The researcher can conduct studies focusing on one perspective at the time. A focus on intended 

interaction delight is to produce an intermediate knowledge form centered on design aspects. The 

application of REIS is to identify the most important features of the system’s design that support or 

relate to intended interaction delight. For this type of studies, the researcher needs to pay attention to 

the configuration of the five basic modes and unexpected implementations. Moreover, she needs to 

examine how the system’s design connects with the notions of multimodal argumentation and arguing 

by experience. Another key concern for this type of studies is about the connection between the system’s 

design, the concept of interaction delight, and the functions of rhetoric. This kind of research is to 

identify and refine constructs related to the account of interaction delight, and thus provide interaction 

design researchers with a vocabulary or lenses to examine and talk about the connection between 

delight in interactive systems and design practices. The goal of applying REIS or any interpretive 

method is to develop interaction delight theory from a critical research angle.  

A focus on experienced interaction delight is to produce knowledge centered on people. In this case, the 

researcher’s goal is to know how the user’s experiences can account for interaction delight. The 

researcher can focus on one of the following phenomena: 1) how the user understands, feels, and talks 
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about grasping vivid images during interaction time; 2) how the user understands, feels, and talks about 

assimilated, reenacted, and transitory interaction delight; or 3) how the user’s experiences regarding 

interaction delight reflect or relate to multimodal argumentation and the notion of arguing by user 

experience, and the functions of rhetoric listed above. The outcome of this type of research is to inform 

or validate the theory of interaction delight derived from rhetorical examinations.  

6.7.  Use of interaction delight in interaction design instruction 

In this section, I want to discuss the potential value of interaction delight and REIS in a pedagogical 

context briefly. As I have demonstrated in the second chapter, the notion of delight in interactive 

systems is still a matter of discussion, especially, among interaction designers. The idea of delight in 

interactive systems is important for interaction designers. Consequently, teaching how to think about it, 

how to talk about it, and how to design for it are three relevant competencies that an interaction design 

instructor may want to develop in a design student. This account of delight provides the instructor with 

a series of concepts that she can use in the classroom to develop such competencies. To introduce this 

account to a student, the instructor can follow different approaches, each of them reflecting a certain 

degree of complexity depending on the student’s theoretical and practical knowledge.  

The basic approach involves presenting the operational definition of interaction delight and the 

concepts of intended and experienced interaction delight. The instructor can use the focus on intended 

interaction delight to develop a critical-designerly eye in the student, to develop her design research 

mindset. In this situation, the instructor might adopt REIS as a method of analysis. The first version of 
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REIS will allow the interaction design student to think of interactive systems in a certain way, 

depending on the lens chosen by the instructor. For example, if the lens is the enthymeme, the 

instructor’s goal is to make the student see how interaction delight derives from the user’s engagement 

with the system via interactions, and how such an engagement relies on the user’s beliefs, 

presuppositions, and attitudes. If the instructor selects the three modes of appeal as the lens, the 

student will focus on how delight connects with a fluctuation between an emphasis on data and 

usability, an emphasis on demonstrating a high quality of design or product, and an emphasis on 

causing emotional reactions. The student can use the lens of rhetorical operations to discuss how 

modifications of form and information presentation could cause different instances of interaction 

delight. Regarding rhetorical figures and metaphorical tensions, the student should pay attention to 

how unexpected implementations, both in the design of the interface and the interactions, make the 

system’s design be a potential source of vivid images. Regardless the lens, the student must learn how to 

deconstruct and analyze microinteractions regarding the five basic modes. She needs to notice and 

communicate how the combination of the visual, the verbal, the aural, the tactile, and the temporal 

compose a certain microinteraction, and how such a composition denotes and connotes meaning that 

relates to the concept of interaction delight.   

The instructor may also try a basic generative approach regarding intended interaction delight. She can 

introduce the operational definition of interaction delight and the key aspects of intended interaction 

delight as a vocabulary to frame and discuss user research and to generate ideas. The instructor can also 

consider the set of lenses of REIS as a new vocabulary for the student. However, adding the lenses of 
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REIS to the design process requires the instructor to teach some of the foundations of rhetoric. The 

literature review presented in the third chapter could serve as a reference for this task. The minimum 

requirement is letting the student know the relation between rhetoric, argumentation, persuasion, and 

emotions. The instructor may consider to include content from the classical period, the rhetoric of 

design and HCI, visual argumentation, and multimodal argumentation.  

The instructor may focus on experienced interaction delight when following the basic approach. In this 

case, the instructor should introduce the operational definition of interaction delight and the theoretical 

concepts related to the experienced interaction delight. The instructor can use these concepts as a 

vocabulary to frame and discuss user research as well as design decisions. For example, a student could 

take these concepts to inform the questions of an interview with potential users. Another possibility is 

the student using these concepts to frame and discuss the data obtained from user research. The 

instructor may also consider bringing the lenses of REIS as a new vocabulary for the student. However, 

as I have mentioned above, such a decision would require introducing the student to foundations of 

rhetoric and also of REIS, even if they will not use it to analyze existing systems.  

The instructor may want to discuss the account of interaction delight in more detail. In this case, the 

instructor has the opportunity of teaching about the connection of interaction delight with other 

concepts, such as persuasion, identification, the affective quality of multimodal compositions, 

interaction design poetics, the aesthetics of interaction, and the hedonic and eudaimonic qualities in 

the context of HCI. The instructor can also discuss in detail how experienced interaction delight 
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connects with the notions of assimilated, reenacted, and transitory delight. Moreover, she can discuss 

the connection of interaction delight with the concepts of real joy and magic joy, and also with brand-

loyalty. The instructor may consider a qualitative research exercise for the student to obtain data and 

use all these terms as vocabulary to frame and analyze it. Another important task is discussing the 

relation between interaction delight and the notions of stimulation and identity from the user 

experience model by Hassenzahl. Here the instructor should introduce the concept of identification and 

persuasion by Burke and discuss with the student the differences between that model of user experience 

and this account of delight. The instructor may ask the student to apply REIS to analyze existing 

interactive systems to help the student learn how to articulate the relationship between the system’s 

design and the notions of stimulation and identification (in the sense of Burke). In this regard, the 

instructor can also address the connection between interaction delight, interaction gestalt, and 

experiential qualities. As a result, the student can make connections between the five basic modes and 

multimodal argumentation, the elements of interaction gestalt, the user’s possible perception of the 

user experience, and experiential qualities associated with the system’s design.  

A detailed discussion of interaction delight also involves introducing foundations of rhetoric and 

teaching the student how many images in pop culture and the design of interactive systems work 

metonymically. The instructor can discuss with the student how the design intent can lead to certain 

affective effects because the symbolic composition of certain parts of the system’s design acts 

metonymically. The instructor might need to include the notions of vividness, information vividness, 

denotation, connotation, and affect as part of this discussion. Moreover, the instructor must address 
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what I have discussed above about “the human use of symbols,” “the use of symbols for communication 

purposes,” functions of rhetoric, and the argumentative and the expressive strands of interaction 

delight. In the practical sense, the instructor may ask the student to apply the revised version of REIS to 

analyze existing systems and thus understand how these concepts work as part of the popular culture or 

everyday life. One goal is to help the student relate artifacts belonging to her visual and design culture to 

interactive systems. As a result, the student can learn about the connection between visual and 

compositions found in the popular culture with the design of interactive systems. Moreover, the student 

can develop an analytical eye to deconstruct symbolic compositions in general and reflect upon the 

creation of meaning, the effect of the system’s design in the popular culture, and the relation between 

interface and interaction styles with people’s understanding and social construction of what it is 

delightful.  

6.8.  Overview of contributions 

Overall, the contributions of this dissertation are theoretical and methodological. On the theoretical 

side, the main contribution of this dissertation is the notion of interaction delight. The two first 

sections of this chapter introduce the first formulation of a theory of delight for interaction design. Part 

of the main contribution is to have connected and reinterpreted constructs related to delight from a 

variety of disciplines, including rhetoric. In the third, section I provide an interaction design researcher 

or designer with an operational definition of interaction delight and a description of its basic elements. 

The theoretical sketch that I developed in the first two sections comprises a series of constructs that I or 

any other interaction design researcher can take for future work. Such constructs include the three 
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types of interaction delight (i.e., assimilated, reenacted, and transitory), the argumentative and 

expressive strands of interaction delight, and the dichotomy between intended and experienced 

interaction delight, the notion of argumentation and deviation of meaning in interaction design. All 

these constructs are open to refinement and assessment through theoretical discussion or empirical 

experimentation. This theoretical sketch on interaction delight not only links HCI and rhetoric but also 

introduces a conceptual basis that embraces design and humanistic theories and methodologies within 

HCI.  

Moreover, this dissertation includes two surveys that someone can use as a reference for further 

readings. The survey of pleasure and delight shows some interesting aspects. It shows how difficult is to 

talk about emotions, pleasure, and delight. It describes interesting aspects of delight from marketing 

research that could be considered in the context of interaction design and the aesthetic of interactions 

and also shows how some of these aspects have permeated in the discourse of HCI, particularly, when it 

comes to modeling the user experience and addressing the hedonic quality of interactive systems. This 

survey of pleasure and delight also emphasizes that a discussion on delight from the perspective of 

interaction design (i.e., the design-orientation of HCI research and practice) urges a connection of the 

study of the hedonic quality of interactive systems with approaches and frameworks based on 

humanities and social sciences. In this regard, this survey points a not-completely-addressed gap 

between research on the hedonic quality and research on aesthetics of interaction. This survey also 

shows the interest of user experience designers in defining the notion of delight and the influence that 

academic research has on the professional discourse.  
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The survey of rhetoric glimpses the extension of this discipline and the important role that rhetoric has 

played in the development of knowledge in the Western culture. This survey allows one to see the notion 

of rhetoric beyond the mere use of persuasion to win over an audience. It emphasizes that rhetoric is 

concerned with the use of symbols to communicate effectively and that besides persuasion, this art or 

practice could be intended to make people identify, to invite to understanding, to support self-

knowledge and self-discovery, and to shape reality. This survey also glimpses the characteristics of a 

rhetoric of HCI by making connections with the classical and contemporary period of rhetoric, visual 

rhetoric, visual argumentation, multimodal argumentation, and rhetoric of design. Through these 

connections, and by considering the relationship between rhetoric and argumentation, rhetoric appears 

as a potential source of theory to characterize and study the notion of arguing by experience, which has 

been linked to the notion of interaction delight introduced here.  

On the methodological side, this dissertation provides two contributions. One of these contributions is 

the synthesis of the series of examinations that I have performed throughout my doctoral studies and 

called a rhetorical examination of interactive systems (REIS). At its current state, REIS proposes a set of 

rhetorical concepts that a researcher could consider for the inspection of interactive systems (Fig. 6.5). 

The series of examinations that I have introduced in this dissertation is an indication of the potential 

that rhetorical theory offers to carry out this type of activity in the context of HCI. REIS sheds light on 

what theoretical domains of rhetoric can be brought into HCI, how to browse such domains, and a 

procedure to utilize rhetorical concepts to account for compositional and experiential qualities of 

interactive systems. REIS also glimpses how interaction design connects with argumentation, 
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particularly visual and multimodal argumentation. For those researchers interested in interpretive 

methods, REIS encourages them to pay attention to aspects of meaning at the denotative and the 

connotative levels. Moreover, it allows them to see how these levels link to rhetoric (Barthes, 1993; Ehses, 

1984), not to say the rhetoricity of an interactive system. REIS also introduces a new perspective on micro-

interactions by proposing their characterization based on the visual, the verbal, the aural, the tactile, and 

the temporal modes and connecting them with the notions of multimodal argumentation and arguing 

by experience (Groarke, 2015). REIS also alludes to the importance of visual thinking, particularly 

diagrammatic thinking, as it emphasizes the use of design schemas as a tool in interaction design 

research and its communication.  

The other methodological contribution is the proposal a new method, a revised version of REIS (Fig. 

6.6). This revised version provides an interaction design researcher with two operational definitions, 

rhetoric and arguing by user experience. Although these definitions are intended for REIS, they work to 

be transferred to other interaction design contexts outside of this method, allowing thus an interaction 

design researcher to develop on the rhetoricity and argumentative dimension of interactive systems in 

general.  As a methodological contribution, this method provides an interaction design researcher with 

an interpretive method to account for how the design of an interactive system can convey a claim or 

group of claims to which the user could assent as a result of interactions with the system. REIS allows an 

interaction design researcher to frame the possibility of a system to perform an argumentative role by 

pointing out how its design fulfills to one of the functions of rhetoric included in the definition above. In 

doing so, REIS helps the researcher articulate compositional and experiential qualities. This revised 
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version of REIS also provides a series of concepts that an interaction design researcher can use as 

lenses. Such concepts include the five basic modes (i.e., the visual, the verbal, the tactile, and the 

temporal), denotation and connotation, symbolic relationships (of attitude, similitude, and authority), 

and deviation of meaning. 

6.9.  Contributions and my research questions 

In this section, I will take the overview of contributions of this dissertation to discuss briefly whether the 

five questions asked in the introduction were answered or not. Some paragraphs below will start with 

one these questions, which will be followed by my remarks regarding the question.  

What are the advantages and limitations of both rhetorical theory and rhetorical analysis regarding 

the examination of interactive systems? Based on this work, I consider rhetoric as a valuable source of 

theory for interaction design. Above, I describe a list of basic aspects that any interaction design 

researcher interested in the application of any version of REIS should take into account. I do believe that 

considering these aspects seriously transforms the vision of a researcher. It changes the ways to see and 

think of interactive systems, including their design, and compositional and experiential qualities. From 

my perspective, the use of rhetoric goes beyond the focus on persuasion and persuasive technology. For 

interaction design, rhetoric offers a set of constructs that can allow a researcher to analyze and 

articulate the links among composition, meaning, and emotion. I think that having a good sense of what 

rhetoric is and how it works in diverse contexts or media can help a researcher be more sensitive 

towards design (compositional or inventional) practices and their influence in everyday life. Rhetoric 
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allows an interaction design researcher to understand the non-neutrality of any language, including the 

design language as it provides her with a set of constructs to see and talk about his circumstance. 

Knowing about rhetoric also opens the door to semiotics and eventually, to understand better how both 

disciplines relate to HCI.  

However, I have to admit that learning rhetoric is not easy, nor is to translate rhetorical theory to the 

context of HCI. For me, who started with a technical and scientific background, the learning curve has 

been slow. Adopting a rhetorical perspective is challenging since it asks a person to think in a non-

scientific way. By such a way, I mean not following a method with the expectation of finding a universal 

truth eventually. Rhetorical theory can also be complex and difficult to understand for someone outside 

of the field. It comprises a large set of terms, quite old and quite new, that could make one think of 

rhetoric as something cryptic. Rhetoric relates to argumentation, and I think that for many people, this 

relation only applies to speeches or propaganda. Because rhetoric relates to argumentation, it also links 

to logic and dialectics, and I think that for many people, these links are unclear or inexistent, so they do 

not see how rhetoric participates in everyday life and development of disciplinary knowledge.  

Regarding the advantages of rhetorical analysis, I see their value for interaction design research based 

on the advantages of rhetorical theory that I have mentioned above. This type of analysis applies to 

different types of compositions, which I consider a great opportunity to explore how it applies not only 

to the design of an interactive system but also to all the communication processes and design 

deliverables involved with it. Again, performing a rhetorical analysis, similar to what I attempted with 
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my examinations, allows a researcher to think of composition, meaning, and emotion. The main 

disadvantage that I see regarding this type of analysis has to do, again, with the learning curve. Not only 

learning about rhetorical theory could be complicated, but also understanding how to apply a method 

that will not produce the same outcome even if it is the same person who applies twice to the same 

system. I think that it is not difficult to see how this situation can be challenging for HCI.   

To what extent and how well does a rhetorical examination help in the articulation of compositional 

and experiential qualities in interactive systems? I do consider that applying any version of REIS or 

rhetorical criticism in general works for the production of knowledge in HCI, just at any other 

interpretative method works for the same purpose. For example, the semiotic inspection method and 

rhetorical criticism. However, I can speak only based on my performed examinations and all the parallel 

learning involved in this dissertation work. I do think that the first version of REIS can be helpful to 

articulate compositional and experiential qualities. In my examinations, there was sometimes a blurred 

line between these qualities and the lens of the inspection. However, as I mentioned in the chapters 

above, there is always an opportunity to articulate the observations and insights of a rhetorical 

examination with an emphasis on the compositional and experiential qualities and not on the lens, not 

to say rhetorical theory. Here it seems a matter of purpose, more than a matter of style. REIS is to 

advance interaction design knowledge, not rhetorical knowledge. However, there is no obstacle for a 

rhetorician to take one of the lenses of REIS or the revised version of REIS and direct the written 

account toward rhetorical theory.  
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The revised version of REIS is an outcome of synthesizing my understanding at the end of this 

dissertation work, and not as a result of a whim. With the revised version of REIS, I seek to provide a 

researcher with an interpretive method that has been formulated to advance the theory of interaction 

design rather than rhetorical theory. As I have demonstrated with my performed examinations an 

interpretative method that emerges from and adopts a rhetorical stance can be useful to articulate 

compositional and experiential qualities. Here I want to emphasize that such examinations provided me 

with the half of the foundations for the revised version. The other half came from my literature reviews 

and my professional experience as a designer. With the revision of REIS, I have taken this idea further 

by proposing a method that can help a researcher to account for how such qualities help the system work 

argumentatively and fulfill one or more functions of rhetoric through its design.  

Regarding the question about how well REIS or rhetorical analysis works, I will be cautious with my 

answer. As I have said above, neither REIS or rhetorical criticism, in general, is a scientific method. If I 

have to set the conditions of how well such a rhetorical examination works, I will take into account the 

conditions of relevance, acceptability, and sufficiency that apply to arguments. From my perspective, 

and as I emphasized for the revised version of REIS, the outcome of a rhetorical examination is an 

argument itself, and as such, the three conditions can apply to it. Arguments of this type are not 

scientific, a characteristic that I do want to emphasize. However, similar to how it works with criticism 

in rhetoric, a rhetorical examination of an interactive system can help a researcher produce of 

knowledge and theory. The requirement for the community of interaction design researchers is to 

embrace and build upon the inductive approach that a rhetorical examination entails.  
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To what extent and how well does a rhetorical examination help in the characterization of delight 

either as a compositional or experiential delight? Here I will be brief with my answer since it echoes 

what I have remarked above. Having obtained a foundation from my examinations to develop a 

theoretical sketch or first formulation on interaction delight demonstrates the relevance and sufficiency 

of the original version of REIS. It is not difficult to see that the revised version of REIS receives the 

influence of my theoretical sketch on interaction delight. Nevertheless, even the revised version of REIS, 

working as a standalone method, can work for further developments of interaction delight. One way of 

carrying out this plan is by either embedding or contrasting the operational definition of delight to the 

functions of rhetoric, as I have defined them above. In this sense, the researcher would try to see 

whether the detected claim expresses not only connection with a function of rhetoric, but also a 

connection with the definition of interaction delight. 

How does a rhetorical examination of interactive systems relate to the production of intermediate 

knowledge in HCI? The first formulation of interaction delight that I have introduced above is a 

demonstration of how REIS can help an interaction design researcher generate knowledge. The revised 

version of REIS is not the exception. For the definition of such a version, I acknowledge the influence of 

the semiotic inspection method and interaction criticism, two methods that have proofed that 

interpretive methods can produce knowledge in HCI (Bardzell, 2011; Bardzell & Bardzell, 2015; de Souza 

& Leitão, 2009; de Souza et al., 2010, 2006). I came across these two methods during my doctoral studies, 

and learning about them affected my understanding about what REIS is, what it is for, and how it 

contributes to HCI. Moreover, the theoretical basis of these two methods has also influenced and 
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allowed me to contextualize the relationship between design, rhetoric, and semiotics for interaction 

design (a relationship that I have learned and explored myself in the context of information design).  

Although the semiotic inspection method and interaction criticism are important in the definition of 

the revised version of REIS, I emphasize the role of rhetorical analysis or criticism as one of the 

foundations of REIS. It is possible to see the influence of rhetorical criticism when I tried to formulate a 

critical framework based on the dramatistic pentad (Burke, 1969a). My learning about what rhetorical 

criticism is, and how it contributes to the generation of rhetorical theory (Foss, 2009; Hill & Helmers, 

2012) also influenced the way I ended up regarding my examinations and my desire and formulation of 

the revised version of REIS. Regarding my proposal of a new interpretive method for interaction design, 

I want to emphasize that it was intended to have a structure that could support the production of 

knowledge in interaction design (Fig. 6.6). The focus on elaborating an argument about the rhetoricity 

of an interactive system and on the notion of arguing by user experience are reflections of my intent in 

this regard.  

How does a rhetorical perspective, both in terms of theory and examination, compare with existing 

methods in the overlap of domains considered in this dissertation? To answer this question, I will take 

into account the semiotic inspection method and interaction criticism since these two methods 

influenced the formulation of the revised version of REIS (Fig. 6.6). The semiotic inspection method 

(SIM) builds on Peircean semiotics, whereas (the revised version of) REIS is based on rhetoric and 

multimodal argumentation. SIM focuses on the analysis of static and dynamic signs of an interface, 
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whereas REIS concentrates on the multimodality of a micro-interaction as an argumentative unit, and 

also considers symbolic relationships and the notion of deviation of meaning as units of this type. SIM 

focuses on the metacommunication message designer-to-user, and while REIS builds on this notion, it 

foregrounds the notion of arguing by user experience built on account of modes by Groarke (2015) and 

his notion of arguing by experience. SIM makes use of the metacommunication template of the 

designer-to-user message to elaborate how static and dynamic signs relate to the designer’s intent. REIS 

relies on the definition and five functions of rhetoric for the detection of a claim, an idea that alludes to 

the possibility of a system’s design to reify arguments (Bardzell et al., 2015). REIS also relies on the 

relevance, acceptability, and sufficiency of evidence derived from interactions with the system, and later 

focuses on how to transform such evidence into text, UI screenshots, UI video captures, and design 

schemas (Nelson & Stolterman, 2012).  

Interaction criticism offers four entry points to analysis: 1) interaction designer, 2) interface, 3) user, 4) 

social context (Bardzell, 2011; Bardzell & Bardzell, 2008). Once inside the analysis, the researcher needs 

to address the relationships of these four entry points, although it is likely to focus on one of them. 

Interaction criticism interrogates the material and perceptual qualities of the interface as well as its 

situatedness in broader visual languages and culture. REIS focuses on the overall system’s design, 

including the static and dynamic interface components, and the defined interactions to operate the 

system. Moreover, REIS regards basic interface components and conglomerates of basic interfaces 

components as symbols and units of analysis. In REIS, the overall system’s design is labeled as a 

symbolic composition. Interaction criticism interrogates meanings, behaviors, perceptions, affects, 
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insights, and social sensibilities that arise in the context of interaction and its outcomes. REIS follows a 

similar path. In REIS, all these factors are expressed regarding one function or a set of functions of 

rhetoric: 1) to persuade, 2) to identify, 3) to invite to understanding, 4) to aid in self-discovery and self-

knowledge, and 5) to shape reality. 
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Chapter 7: 
Limitations and Future Work 

7.1.  Limitations 

This dissertation reflects much of thinking and approach to better understanding the notion of delight 

in interactive systems. The content of the two literature review leave traces of my attempt to connect 

different ideas and make them work for elaborating on what I have called interaction delight. My 

examinations correspond to a similar case. My theoretical sketch on delight carries not only the 

observations and insights from my performed examinations but also some key constructs that I noticed 

relevant to talk about delight in interactive systems and from a rhetorical perspective. However, there 

are theoretical and methodological limitations in this dissertation work. 

Regarding theory, I see limitations in both the literature reviews and in my theoretical sketch on 

interaction delight. Regarding the literature reviews, they appear extensive as they do reflect how I was 

collating ideas and putting them in this document. However, my literature reviews cannot claim to be 

comprehensive concerning pleasure, delight, and all the rhetorical domains introduced above. As I 

realized in elaborating this document, the study of pleasure, delight, and rhetoric is non-trivial. My 

literature review on pleasure and delight leaves out other perspectives that are as important as the ones 

that I have introduced above. For example, I never address, at least not in depth, the literature on the 

hedonic quality in HCI and main results derived from the application of quantitative and qualitative 

methods. Some of these works connect with the definition and research of Hassenzahl. I can point out 
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another limitation regarding the works related to the notion of aesthetic interaction. This part of my 

literature review did not explore in depth what Dewey has said about experience and aesthetics, or I did 

not elaborate on how certain constructs of somaesthetics (e.g., representational somaesthetics) could be 

useful for the characterization of delight in interactive systems.  

My literature review on rhetoric also ended up having a long extension. However, there are concepts of 

rhetoric not covered by this dissertation in the sense that I did not explore their application and 

reinterpretation in the context of HCI. Such concepts include the three types of speech, the rhetorical 

situation, kairos or the opportune moment for taking action, and the topoi. There are also some domains 

of rhetoric that I find interesting to explore in the context of HCI but that I did not address (explicitly) 

in in this dissertation. Such domains include vernacular rhetoric, epistemic rhetoric, and constitutive 

rhetoric. I think that all these concepts and domains of rhetoric can lead to interesting research projects, 

including the connection of epideictic rhetoric with user experience, the vernacular dimension of 

system design and interaction delight, and the relation between the designer’s intent and the 

construction of reality.  

Regarding methodology, the first limitation that I want to point out is about the development of my 

examinations. I have to admit that although the fifth chapter presents a clear structure of REIS, the 

development of my examinations was more like an organic process than a well-defined-from-the-

beginning idea of a method. In this sense, I consider that another person interested in applying the first 

version of REIS, the one with the lenses that I explored already, could encounter both challenges and 
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insights about the method. As an interpretive method, another limitation that REIS seems to have is 

that it requires the researcher to be knowledgeable about interaction design, interface design, graphic 

design, rhetoric, and semiotics. I make this claim based on my own competencies. I do not know what 

challenges REIS could give to someone not familiarized with the foundations and practice of these 

disciplines. In my case, the process of connecting rhetoric, semiotics, and design has been occurring for 

a while. Moreover, I have had the opportunity of supporting this process throughout my research, which 

in one way or another has always focused on the intersection of these disciplines. I also believe that my 

professional experience has influenced my research in information and interaction design. 

Nevertheless, by having these limitations in mind, I felt encouraged to develop the revised version of 

REIS. The method that I have a proposed in the previous chapter is a synthesis of not only this 

dissertation work but also other insights that I have gained from previous experiences in design 

instruction and practice. In this dissertation, I introduce the idea of regarding a system’s design as a 

symbolic composition and the modes of arguing to deal with systems that provide the user with a 

graphical user interface for its operation. This account of interaction delight is limited to systems of this 

kind. In their current state, this account of delight and the two versions of REIS require the system’s 

design to include the visual and the verbal (linguistic) modes at least.  

7.2.  Future work 

I see three opportunities for future work. The first one centers on interaction delight. Above, I have 

introduced an initial account of interaction delight and provided an operational definition of it. 

Regarding this theory of interaction delight, it is necessary to polish it. In its current state, it includes 
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several constructs that urge validation. For example, the I think that it would be interesting to explore 

via a qualitative method (e.g., interviews) what people think and have to say about the assimilated, 

reenacted, and transitory. Also from this theory, I would like to perform further explorations on the 

notion of deviation of meaning, which I have formulated from combining theory and observations on 

tropes, schemes, and the linguistic, pragmatic, and hermeneutic tensions. I also want to remark that the 

operational definition of interaction delight opens itself the possibility of performing a variety of 

studies. An interaction design researcher could consider this definition as a lens and carry out an 

examination based on the first version of REIS. Another option is to plan a series of studies to gain a 

better understanding of this concept based on quantitative or qualitative data. It could also be 

interesting to test this definition of interaction delight in a pedagogical context and see whether it helps 

interaction design students to frame and communicate decisions about positive affect and composition.  

The second opportunity centers on the first version of the REIS method. As I have commented above, I 

am the only person who has carried out examinations with this method and set of lenses. It is likely that 

many assumptions and tacit knowledge were involved in my examinations. It is thus necessary to give 

the first version of REIS to other researchers to validate the method. A similar situation occurs for the 

revised version of REIS. Although the method offers now a precise definition of rhetoric and a better 

structure and procedure for those researchers with no rhetorical background, it is still necessary to carry 

out several examinations to show how this version of REIS works, what it produces, and what needs 

improvement. Moreover, it could be good to explore its potential to work as a triangulation method. 
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•  Hypermedia Design – Foundations of information architecture 
•  Human-Computer Interaction  
 
Graduate courses – Graduate Diploma in Digital Design: 
•  Graduate Studio I, II, and III – interaction and interface design, corporate identity design, 

editorial design, and web design. 
 
Service to this university: 
•   I served as member of the technical council. I participated in the curriculum design for 

both undergraduate program in interaction design and the graduate specialization in 
digital design. 

 
 
• teaching at universidad de las americas puebla (udlap) 

Fall 2006 to  
Spring 2012 

Lecturer  
Undergraduate courses – B.A. in Information Design: 
•  Electronic Image – Introduction to graphic design software (Illustrator, Photoshop, and 

InDesign) 
•  Design for the Web – Interface foundations, HTML and CSS 
•   Information Architecture 
 
Service to this university: 
•   I served as advisor and second reader for undergraduate and graduate thesis projects. 

Fall 2007 Teaching Assistant 
Graduate course on Human-Computer Interaction 

 
• design practice 

March 2007 to 
August 2012 

Coordinator of Communication and Public Relations 
Position focused on instruction and communication and web design. Appointment in the department 
of innovation and information services of the UDLAP libraries. 



 

2006 to 2012 Freelance designer: Tzek Design – Puebla, Puebla, México  
•  HTML/CSS composer – image to web mockup 
•  Corporate identity designer 

 
grants and awards 

Fall 2014, Fall 
2016 

Fall 2010 
Spring 2007 

Summer 2005 
2004 to 2006 
2002 to 2004 

Diversity Department Travel Grant – School of Informatics and Computing, Indiana 
University 
Teaching Award – Universidad Iberoamericana Puebla (Ibero Puebla) 
Cum Laude – Universidad de las Américas Puebla (UDLAP) 
Dean’s List – Universidad de las Américas Puebla (UDLAP) 
Postgraduate Scholarship – Universidad de las Américas Puebla (UDLAP) 
Postgraduate Scholarship – Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnología (CONACyT) 

 
 
publications 
• peer reviewed conference papers 
Sosa-Tzec, O., Stolterman, E., & Siegel, M.A. (2015). Gaza Everywhere: exploring the applicability of a rhetorical 
lens in HCI. In Proceedings of Critical Alternatives 2015, The 5th Decennial Aarhus Conference. ACM. Aarhus, Denmark. 
 
Sosa-Tzec, O., Siegel, M.A., & Brown, P. (2015). Exploration of Rhetorical Appeals, Operations and Figures in UI/ 
UX Design. In Proceedings of LearnxDesign 2015, The 3d International Conference for Design Education Researchers. 
DRS//Cumulus//Design-Ed. Chicago, IL. 
 
Sosa-Tzec, O., & Siegel, M.A. (2014). Rhetorical Evaluation of User Interfaces. In Proceedings of NordiCHI ’14, the 8th 
Nordic Conference in Human-Computer Interaction. ACM. Helsinki, Finland. 
 
Nematzadeh, A., & Sosa-Tzec, O. (2014).  Experience Design Framework for securing Large Scale Information and 
Communication Systems. In Proceedings of DRS 2014, the Design Research Society Conference. DRS. Umeå, Sweden.  
 
Sosa-Tzec, O., Beck, J.E., & Siegel, M.A. (2013). Building the Narrative Cloud: Reflection and Distributed Cognition 
in a Design Studio Classroom. In Proceedings of the DRS//Cumulus 2013 Conference. DRS//Cumulus. Oslo, Norway. 
 
Sosa-Tzec, O., & Arrieta, A. (2010). Information Architecture and Design of a website for a Learning Resources 
Center (in Spanish). In Proceedings of the MexIHC 2010, the 3d Mexican Conference on Human-Computer Interaction. ACM 
SIGCHI México. San Luis Potosí, SLP, México. 
 
Sosa-Tzec, O., Cortina, A., & Holguín, R. (2009). Designing a User Interface based on the Calm Technology 
Paradigm and Schematic Visualization and its Evaluation from a Communicability and Rhetorical Perspective. In 
Proceedings of 4th Information Design International Conference. Sociedade Brasileira de Design da Informação. Rio de 
Janeiro, RJ, Brazil. 
 
 
 
 



 

• position papers, workshop talks, and posters 
Sosa-Tzec, O. (2015). Towards a Pentadic Interaction Criticism. Workshop “Criticism for Computational Alternatives.” 
Critical Alternatives 2015, the 5th Decennial Aarhus Conference. Aarhus, Denmark.  
 
Sosa-Tzec, O. (2014). The Visual Rhetoric of Slow Change Interaction Design. Position paper for workshop on Slow 
Change Interaction Design. DRS 2014: Design Research Society Conference. Umeå, Sweden.  
 
Sosa-Tzec, O., Cortina, S., & Holguín, R. (2007). Information Design Process and Methods for an IM Client from the 
perspective of Calm Technology. CLIHC 2007: Workshop on Perspectives, Challenges and Opportunities for Human-
Computer Interaction in Latin America. Interact 2007. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 
 
 
• book chapter 
Sosa-Tzec, O., & Siegel, M.A. (2014). Visual Design for HCI (in Spanish). In Muñoz Arteaga, J., González Calleros, J.M., 
& Sánchez Huitrón, A. (Eds.) La Interacción Humano-Computadora en México. Pearson. México. 
 
 
doctoral colloquium presentation 
Sosa-Tzec, O. (2015). Rhetoric and HCI. Persuasive Technology ‘15: 10th Conference on Persuasive Technology. 
Chicago, IL. 
 
 
invited talks 

Spring 2017 A rhetorical journey into design: research, practice, and teaching 
Stamps School of Art and Design, University of Michigan 

Spring 2016 “Sometimes a sign, sometimes a figure” 
Graphic Design Club at Indiana University  

Fall 2016 and  
Spring and Summer 

2015 

“A quick guide to sketchnoting” 
Guest lecturer in INFO-I 300: Human Computer Interaction/Interaction Design 

Fall 2015 “Visual Design for UI/UX” 
Guest lecturer in INFO-I 300: Human Computer Interaction/Interaction Design 

Fall 2014 “Visual Design for Presentations: A Brief Introduction” 
Graduate Informatics Students Association (GISA) – Indiana University Bloomington 

Fall 2014 “Visual Design, Interfaces, and Experiences: Some Thoughts” 
ICT Talk Series – UDLAP – México 

Fall 2014 “Principles of Visual Design for HCI” (in Spanish) 
HCI Virtual Day – Corporación Universitaria para el Desarrollo de Internet (CUDI) – 
México 

Spring 2014 “Creativity is a myth” (in Spanish) 
Guest speaker – Transformación Creativa – México 



 

Fall 2013 “Interaction Design and Sustainability” (in Spanish) 
Keynote speaker – 5th International Seminar on Sustainable Design Research – 
Universidad Autónoma de Tamaulipas – México 

Spring 2012 “(Tamales of) chile, mole, and pasilla: issues of design thinking and execution” (in Spanish) 
National Conference of Industrial Technology, CONATI 2012 – Universidad 
Tecnológica Metropolitana – México 

Fall 2010 “Design concepts and tools for interactive systems” (in Spanish) 
3rd Mexican Workshop on HCI – Universidad Politécnica – México 

April 2010 “On design thinking and sighs: an introduction to innovation through design and ideation” (in 
Spanish) 
5th Business Contact: Evolution of Business (talk series) – Universidad Modelo – México 

Fall 2009 “Information architecture and its relation to strategic design” (in Spanish) 
Art & Design Week (talk series) – UNARTE Universidad del Arte – México  

 
service 

Summer 2017 CLIHC committee member 

Fall 2016 Invitation to sketchnote the conference session  
“Construyendo Puentes/Building Bridges:  
Communicating Environmental Justice and Latin@ Community Engagement” 
2016 National Communication Association Conference– Philadelphia, PA 
Online press coverage: https://goo.gl/39lJGI  

2010 to 2016 Reviewer for ACM SIGCHI conferences:  
•  CHI: Conference on Human Factors in Computing 
•  DIS: Design of Interactive Systems 
•  CLIHC: Latin American Conference on Human-Computer Interaction 
•  MexIHC: Mexican Conference on Human-Computer Interaction 

2011 and 2015 CLIHC committee member 

2007 to 2012 Technical committee member (curriculum advisor) for the B.A. in Interaction Design 
and Animation – Universidad Iberoamericana (Ibero) Puebla 

2010 MexIHC organizing committee member 

2008 Organizing committee member of Amigos 2008 (Association of Mexican Institutions 
for Library Cooperation) 

2002 Organizing committee member of the Mexican Conference on Artificial Intelligence 

2000 and 2001 Organizing committee member of the UADY Conference on Computer Science 

 
 
 
 



 

leadership and community involvement 
Fall 2015 to present 

Fall 2014 to Fall 2015 
 

2001 
2000 

Regular attendant – Global Talks (LGBTQA graduate student support group) 
Communicator Officer – Graduate Informatics Students Association (GISA) – Indiana 
University Bloomington (USA) 
President – ACM Student Chapter – UADY (México) 
Secretary – ACM Student Chapter – UADY (México)  

 
 
student mentorship and advising 

2015 to 2016 Mentorship to undergraduate students in Informatics – Indiana University (USA) 
(graduate program applications, internship projects, and recommendation letters) 

2010 •  Advisor – Roberto Razo Rodríguez – M.A. in Information Design – UDLAP (Mexico) 
Thesis title: “Information and Interaction Design of Pedagogical Material for a CPR course at 
UDLAP” 

•  Advisor – José Iván Lagunas Velasco – B.A. in Information Design – UDLAP (Mexico) 
Thesis title: “Designing a GUI for a Collaborative iPhone App” 

2010 2nd reader –  Hugo Ernesto López Menéndez – B.A. in Information Design – UDLAP 
2nd reader –  María Esperanza Dávila Coronado – M.A. in Information Design – UDLAP 

2009 2nd reader –  Marcela Alcántara Infante – B.A. in Information Design – UDLAP 

2008 2nd reader –  Carlos del Salto Carrera – B.A. in Information Design – UDLAP 

2005 2nd reader –  Paulina Loyo Mendoza – B.A. in Information Design – UDLAP 

 
languages  
•   Spanish: fluent (native speaker) 
•  English: fluent (writing, speaking, and listening) 
 

 


